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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

Energy conservation in commercial and institutional buildings is frequently 
achieved with the help of computer-based · simulation models. Models are used 
to estimate building energy consumption and identify the best opportunities 
for conservation. 

The Bonneville Power Administration specifies modeling for its energy conserva
tion programs. Bonneville therefore is interested in how accurate the simula
tion results are; the agency would also like to identify opportunities for 
improving the modeling process, including selection of accurate simulation 
software. 

The "Evaluation of Software" project addresses these goals through a review of 
previous work reported in the literature, comparative simulations from several 
software programs and modelers, further comparisons with field data measured 
in real buildings, sensitivity analyses of simulation models, and a bench
marking Performance Index. The study analyzes the impacts of model-users on 
simulation results, estimates errors in simulation results, facilitates 
selection of simulation software for future energy conservation programs, and 
encourages improved simulation standards. 

The project compares the performance of 
estimate the energy consumed in commercial 
ADM-2, SEA, TRAKLOAD, VCACS, and DOE-2.1. 
generally to other software. 

certain software packages used to 
buildings. Attention is focused oh 
Observations may be applicable more 

Four buildings were drawn from Bonneville's ELCAP program: one small and one 
large retail building; one small and one large office building. "Round-robin" 
simulations were conducted by eleven experienced modelers, who created 26 
building models under representative field conditions; results were compared. 
Ten of the models were then adjusted to assure c_ommon input data, and run 
again with 25 defined measures, yielding sensitivity comparisons. Overall, 
the project implemented nearly 600 simulations. 

The project demonstrates that experienced modelers are able to construct 
representative building energy models from any competent software, but the 
quality of the models and the results vary appreciably. Model quality - or 
degradation of it - is determined from the aggregate influence of variability 
in input data, software capabilities, modeling iterations, modeler experience, 
and modeler decisions including model complexity such as zoning and control 
features. Modeler variability is more significant, in general, than software 
variability. Opportunities are evident for improving each component of the 
modeling system. 

Building energy modeling remains a viable approach for making decisions in 
energy conservation programs. The project, however, demonstrates an ongoing 
need to improve the modeling process, including development and selection of 
software. 





PREFACE 

Modeling is a sophisticated way to lie to yourself. 
have sufficient discipline to look at the comparison 
monthly consumption profiles and act wisely upon what 
comparison implies, you may find the lies useful and, 
surprisingly, accurate representations of a reality. 

If you 
of the 

the 

- modeler comment 

Modeling uses one object or concept to represent another. The substitute is 
often easier to understand or manipulate than the original . Simplicity is a 
favored attribute. 

Rarely if ever does a model duplicate all of the features and nuances of its 
antecedent. The extent to which the two differ, however, is a limiting factor 
in the model's applicability. How well the original features are replicated 
in the model may govern how much reliance is placed in the model or lead to 
improvements in the model. 

Because it is useful, modeling has been adapted to many endeavors. Among 
others, engineers and technicians who work with the energy requirements of 
buildings have found building energy simulation modeling to be a useful tool. 

The Evaluation of Software project is about modeling building energy and how 
well it is being done. At least eleven people cooperated in constructing 
building energy models and making simulation runs for the project. The 
authors thank them and the many others who contributed to our findings and 
conclusions. 

Their combined efforts produced copious data. Including ECM and sensitivity 
studies, there were nearly 600 finished computer simulations. The most 
important results were transcribed to a family of spreadsheets with upwards of 
50 ,000 data points. But that is more than most readers care to assimilate. 
We therefore have relied on extensive graphics to present the results in the 
body of the report, while selected spreadsheets have been reproduced in an 
appendix for reference. 

Where appropriate, we have attempted to included critiques or comments that 
identify pitfalls, oversights, errors, corrective actions, and opportunities 
for improvement. We are concerned in some places about the slim statistical 
basis, and in others the extent to which results will be extrapolated (for 
example, to software that was not tested, or to a wider range of modeling 
experience). Reviewers will undoubtedly have further suggestions. As in 
other studies that cross new ground, we learn from experience; there would be 
changes if we had the opportunity to do it again. Overall, however, we think 
the results make sense and we are pleased to have had a hand in reaching them. 



Our findings and conclusions are accompanied by recommendations pointing both 
to additional research and to ways to use what has already been discovered. 

Studies that set out to answer one question often raise another. Indeed , our 
results have prompted further questions that remain to be answered some future 
day . We hope at least a few of the further questions will be addressed , 
perhaps by structuring some of Bonneville's ongoing conservati on programs . 

Knowledge is b\dlt from the contributions of many. We are pleased to have had 
a part in that process. 

Gale C. Corson 

Lauren A. Smith 
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CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION 

The Evaluation of Software project is one of many initiatives to support the 
Bonneville Power Administration's energy conservation programs in conunercial 
buildings. 

Bonneville's energy conservation programs for conunercial buildings rely 
heavily on software that simulates the energy conswned in the buildings. The 
validity of the estimates depends on the quality of the simulation model. 
This project is an evaluation of the software and the modeling process. 

The expected benefits of this study are to: 

1) Determine the relative and absolute accuracy of simulation software 
used to simulate energy conswnption of conunerc i al buildings. 

2) Determine the impacts of software users (modelers) on the relative 
and absQlute accuracy of energy simulations. 

3) Establish benchmark and/or performance index measures to facilitate 
recommendations and selection of simulation software packages. 

,4) Validate and extend the results to BPA's conunercial energy conser
vation programs, P,Ossibly including factors to adjust previous 
results. 

The project has in fact compared and evaluated selected computer-based 
simulation software used to model and analyze energy consumption in conunercial 
buildings. Decisions about energy conservation are based on information from 
the models. Therefore, the quality of the models and the software is 
significant. 

A few earlier studies have been reported in which building energy simulation 
software has been evaluated comparatively. Model-user factors were largely 
ignored in those studies. The Evaluation of Software project has sought to 
look at the variables introduced by the modelers as well as the software. 

The project has evaluated energy modeling and simulation software in five ways: 

o a literature review 
o a round-robin set of comparative simulations 
o simulations structured as a sensitivity study 
o questioning and interviewing of informed sources 
o synthesis of a software performance index 

This report records the methodologies used during the project, 
study, and conunen ts about the results. The report pre sen ts 
findings, evaluations, and conclusions. The report describes 
but explains only a few of the reasons "why". Many of 
questions call for continuing analysis. 
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Conclusions from the project about energy simulation software, energy 
simulation models and how they are used should help in the design and conduct 
of future energy conservation programs. 

1.1 The Project Team 

The "Evaluation of Software" project was performed cooperatively by a team 
comprised of a prime contractor, six subcontractors, and two members of the 
Bonneville Power Administration staff. Team members were selected for their 
experience and capabilities in modeling energy consumption in commercial 
buildings. 

The prime contractor was Gale C. Corson Engineering. Mr. Corson, the firm's 
owner and principal, was responsible for project management and for 
coordinating the work of other contractors. The firm and its predecessor 
(Center 4 Engineering) have been active with projects for building energy 
systems and energy conservation since 1977. 

The primary subcontractor was Solarchitecture Planning, P.C.; the project was 
initially proposed as a joint venture, and it was carried out in that spirit. 
Solarchitecture' s owner, Lauren A. "Larry" Smith, formed the firm in 1976 and 
has concentrated much of his work on building energy conservation. 

Five other subcontractors were selected for the project: 
Applied Energy Management Techniques (AEMT) 
CADD Management Services 
Portland Energy Conservation, Inc. (PECI) 
Utility Systems & Applications, Inc. (US&A) 
VBB Pacific 

The study compared the work of the several subcontractors, not to critique 
individual firms or rate the quality of their work, but rather to introduce 
variability into the modeling process and to understand that process better. 
Subcontractors were invited to express opinions and value judgments about 
their experiences, the modeling processes, and the software. To encourage 
candor and minimize the possibility of bias, modelers have been identified as 
a group, but except for code letters they have not been associated 
individually with their modeling work, simulation results, or comments. 

The two Bonneville staff members who were active participants on the project 
team are Tom Osborn (Snake River Area office, Walla Walla) and Tim Steele 
(Portland main off ice). Both have worked on Bonneville's building energy 
conservation programs and are experienced building energy modelers. For this 
project they not only offered recommendations and guidance but also 
constructed building energy models and contributed to the simulation studies. 
Mr. Osborn was the Contracting Officer's Technical Representative (COTR) for 
the project. 

Further information about the team members, 
contributions, may be found in Appendix B. 
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1.2 Bonneville Power Administration 

The Bonneville Power Administration is a Federal Agency created in 1937 by the 
Bonneville Project Act to transmit and sell power from the Bonneville and 
Grand Coulee dams located on the Columbia River. The Act stated that 
generation of electric energy at the Bonneville project shall be for the 
benefit of the general public, particularly of domestic and rural customers, 
with preference in the disposition of electric energy to public bodies and 
cooperatives. 

In the last 50 years, the Bonneville Power Administration's responsibilities 
have grown. It now transmits and markets power from 31 federal dams, two 
nuclear plants, and 3 coal plants via a high voltage electrical transmission 
network of over 14600 miles. Electricity is delivered to 385 substations, 
from which local utilities distribute electrical power to homes' businesses 
and farms. Two AC and one DC transmission lines, known as the intertie, 
connect the Pacific Northwest with the Southwest. Transmission of electricity 
generates revenue which helps keep the Pacific Northwest rates among the 
lowest in the nation. The BPA also delivers electricity to several aluminum 
smelters which provide almost 251 of the agency's annual revenue and countless 
jobs for the region. Today's BPA employs 3400 people, has revenues of 2. 5 
billion dollars and pays the US Treasury 600 million dollars per year. 

In December 1980, the Pacific Northwest · Electric Power Planning and 
Conservation Act was signed into law. This law. was enacted to assist electric 
conservation, to encourage the development of renewable energy resources, to 
enhance fish and wildlife resources, and to establish a representative 
regional power planning council. Since then, Bonneville has been instrumental 
in the design and planning of various conservation activities. Through 1988, 
Bonneville saved an estimated 240 annual average megawatts through various 
conservation activities. 

Current energy conservation activities include computerized energy modeling of 
commercial buildings. Since program decisions and incentives are based on 
modeled savings, and the savings provide an energy resource, accurate 
estimates are required. It is because of the unknown accuracy of the modeling 
results that this project was undertaken. Bonneville wants to be able to rely 
on energy savings and needs to know which software packages are the most 
appropriate and accurate for different programs. 

1-3 





CHAPTER 2: PROJECT PURPOSE AND OBJECTIVES 

2.1 Background 

Energy conservation was established as a priority regional policy by the 
Pacific Northwest Electric Power Planning and Conservation Act of 1980. 
Conservation is widely supported throughout the region. 

The Bonneville Power Administration has sponsored a series of programs that 
demonstrate and support building energy conservation in commercial and 
institutional buildings. Starting in 1982, these include the Institutional 
Buildings Program (IBP), Purchase of Energy Savings Fie l d Test (PES), 
Commercial Incentives Pilot Program (CIPP), Energy Edge, Commercial Retrofit 
and End-Use Study (CREUS), and the current Energy Smart Design. 

In 1983 Bonneville launched an extensive energy conservation effort - the 
Commercial Audit Program, or CAP. Although CAP was a demonstration program, 
it was implemented broadly, through 23 energy audit contracts in Idaho, 
Oregon, .and Washington - involving 15 energy audit contractors, some 3800 
buildings, and a cost in excess of ten million dollars. 

The following year Bonneville initiated ELCAP (End-Use Load and Conservation 
Program), to collect end-use metered energy consumption in commercial 
buildings; data has been accumulated on 200 buildings, including 33 in CAP. 

An important goal of these programs was and still is to obtain maximum 
benefits from the substantial funds being invested in conservation. Many of 
the programs have been designed to test or demonstrate specific concepts; 
thus, evaluation of program results has received considerable attention. For 
example, Bonneville published an extensive report on CAP, "Evaluation of the 
Commercial Audit Program" ( l), further supported by "The Commercial Audit 
Database" in two volumes. 

Bonneville has specified the use of building energy simulation models as a 
common basis for estimating the benefits expected from various energy 
conservation programs and measures. Due to the extensive requirements for 
analysis and computation, these models use computers to calculate building 
energy consumption. Simulation results have been used in Bonneville's 
programs to make decisions about conservation potential, building construc
tion, funding and installation of energy conservation measures, incentive 
payments, and the energy conservation programs themselves. Consequently, it 
is important to know how accurate the estimated savings are, and what modeling 
software and techniques will give the most accurate results. 

(1) Cambridge Systematics. 
Full citations are given in "References", Appendix A 
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The computer-based simulation models estimate the energy consumed in a 
building, using detailed engineering calculations that account for 
construction, weather, and operating patterns. The models can be changed to 
reflect design alternatives such as insulation, lighting, heating/cooling 
equipment, and other features of the building that affect energy consumption. 
The consumption before and after 4 proposed change can be compared; the change 
in simulated energy is an estimate of the energy that will actually be 
conserved when an energy conservation measure (ECM) is installed in a building. 

Input data for simulations can be varied easily, allowing rapid, economical 
evaluations and comparisons of various design alternatives. Thus, an 
extensive set of energy conservation measures (ECMs) can be considered, 
evaluated, and selected as appropriate for each project or building. This is 
the tool that has been used widely in Bonneville's energy conservation 
programs. 

2.2 Discussion 

Building energy modeling is a useful tool for energy conservation activities. 
With increasingly capable desktop computers, simulations which once were 
practiced only on mainframe computers now enjoy wide use and acceptance. 

But what if the simulation results are not correct? What if predictions are 
either more optimistic or more pessimistic about energy consumption and cost 
savings than is warranted by the "real" performance of a building or an energy 
conservation measure? Then the recommendations will place either more or less 
emphasis on an option than is appropriate; in the worst case, a wrong go/no-go 
decision can be urged upon a building developer, owner, or operator. 

The quality of energy simulation models · for . conunercial buildings has been 
largely unknown. Software suppliers decline to disclose the contents of 
proprietary data files and computational algorithms; source code for the 
software is generally unavailable. Only a few · validation studies have been 
published, primarily for mainframe computer software, and they are usually 
sketchy. Quantitative differences between simulated values and "real" results 
have not been tested or measured comprehensively(2), 

Experience shows that every simulation software package has its own problems 
and limitations. Most likely, some software packages should be rated as 
"better" than others, while all misrepresent (or simplify) a given building's 
performance to a lesser or greater extent. 

(2) See Judkoff for a comparative study of mainframe energy simulation 
software, using a very simple building in Ottawa, Canada and two weeks of 
actual weather data from Ottawa, Denver, and Copenhagen. The study found wide 
initial discrepancies, forcing changes in the software and input data; it 
eventually achieved heating comparisons within about 13%, and cooling 
comparisons somewhat more divergent. 
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Similar numerical simulation models have been used to estimate energy 
consumption in residences. Residential models have been studied and compared 
more extensively than those for commercial and institutional buildings; we 
therefor have a fairly good idea of the magnitude of the errors which can be 
encountered with them. For example, Akbari et al (3) adopted DOE-2 
software as a standard and then compared three residential simulation models 
with it, using a theoretical MCS (Model Conservation Standard) house for 
analysis. They found two of the simulation programs gave energy consumption 
results within +/- 20%. of the standard, and predictions of conserved energy 
within +/- 10%.. Results with the third modeling program were often 50% less 
than the standard; the authors concluded it was not a suitable analysis tool. 

Computerized models used to simulate the energy consumption of commercial 
buildings are more sophisticated than the residential models discussed in the 
previous paragraph. In general they require additional data inputs and 
include further calculations for closer control of the model, its simulation, 
and its results. With these comparative improvements, it can be argued, the 
simulation models for commercial buildings should give results which are 
relatively closer to the "real" world. 

On the other hand, commercial buildings are considerably more varied and 
complex than residences. The.ir air handling systems, for example, can include 
such capabilities as multi-zone and variable air volume; controls are often 
more sophisticated; more variety is found in lighting systems and their 
control From this perspective, then, it can be argued that simulation results 
for commercial buildings will be relatively less consistent. 

Further inyestigations were indicated to resolve the two perspectives. The 
Evaluation of Software project was one of several efforts devised to look into 
these interests. 

By late 1988, the CAP efforts were complete, with 3800 energy audits 
represented in an extensive database. The most frequently audited facility 
types were office complex/building and retail/dry goods, with restaurant/fast 
foods following. 

Analysis of the audit results showed wide differences in the results achieved 
by the various CAP contractors. On the average, some contractors spent 
markedly more time on each audit than other contractors. Some projected 
considerably more energy savings than others. The scatter was fairly spread 
out, but a curious tendency was noted: less extensive work seemed to lead to 
more optimistic estimates of how much energy could be saved. 

To this day there has not been enough analysis of the CAP building energy 
simulations to say just how far the estimates depart from reality, or if in 
fact some CAP contractors were more realistic in their estimates than others. 
For most CAP buildings, the energy savings projected for recommended ECMs have 

(3) Paper presented at ASHRAE Annual Meeting, June 1986, Portland, Oregon 
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not been compared with field reports of actual energy usage. Bonneville's 
ELCAP program has provided a base for comparing simulated and metered data fo.r 
a small sampling of CAP buildings. But even the ELCAP program, in which 
Battelle-Pacific Northwest Laboratories (PNL), under contract to Bonneville, 
has metered the energy consumption of some 200 bui l dings, overlapped with the 
CAP program on only 33 of them. 

The report "Evaluation of the Commercial Audit Program" tabulated t he 
divergence between simulated and actual energy consumption for availab l e 
CAP/ELCAP buildings(4): Ten buildings were wi thin 10%, another 
seventeen were within 20%, while at least one building was off by mor e than 
100%. Energy components (end-use components) of ten showed more divergence 
than total building energy. 

The CAP evaluation report attempted to pinpoint where and why the differences 
arose. Some of the energy differences were traced to discrepanc i es in 
descriptive data collected by field auditors for CAP and PNL in part due to 
changes (occupancy, equipment, etc) that occurred in the time interval between 
field visits. Some differences wer e ascri bed to PNL ' s inability to conform 
a l l metered data to CAP reporting categories; f or example, to i sol ate the 
lighting plugged into wall receptac les . Some differences stemmed f r om 
comparing data accumulated at three different times and therefore under 
different weather conditions (pre-audit utility billing data, averaged 
historical or typical weather data in the software set, and post-audi t 
metering). Some of ·the differences were due to interpretations adopted by 
vari ous contractors, or to difference in r~port format between what had to be 
submitted to BPA and what was used for simulation runs. And some of the 
differences were due to the modeling software and how it was implemented. 

In the aggregate, CAP contractors used 13 different energy simulation software 
packages for their work. The CAP evaluation report asserts(5), "The 
most striking variations were in the areas of contractor use of energy 
simulation programs, the selection of targets for the CAP audits, how building 
energy use baselines were established, the manner results were reported to 
Bonneville, and · the treatment of demand savings." The CAP report examines 
factors which contributed to this variability, especially in choices made by 
the CAP contractors in implementing the software. 

Such evaluations of available data confirm the expected variability in 
software packages and also in how they are implemented. However, the analyses 
are not quantified or comprehensive; questions raised about comparability and 
significance of simulation results need further analysis. 

(4) Some CAP/ELCAP buildings had to be excluded from the analysis due to 
incomplete or inconsistent data. As a result, many of the energy comparisons 
were made with a net sample size of 27, encompassing 6 building types in 
audits by 8 of the 15 CAP contractors. 

(5) Page 6-5 
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At the moment, Bonneville's most extensive effort to compare simulated and 
actual energy savings is being pursued in the CREUS (Commercial Retrofit and 
End-Use Study) program, under contract to Puget Energy Services, Inc. PESI is 
tracking PNL ' s end-use metered field data against their own energy simulations 
for 18 commercial buildings, using ASEAM 2.1 software. Each building has been 
field-equipped with all ECMs recommended during the modeling process. Results 
of the study are expected late this year (1990). 

The Evaluation of Software project is another thrust at similar questions and 
interests. The project enlisted a small cadre of experienced .building energy 
modelers in efforts to identify the components, magnitude, and sources of the 
variables and discrepancies that affect building energy estimates. This 
report describes those efforts and results. 

2.3 Objectives 

Energy simulation models for commercial buildings provide a useful tool for 
conservation programs, but uncertainty about how accurate the results are 
limits the value of the tool. 

Through the Evaluation of Software project, the Bonneville Power 
Administration sought to address two general goals that support and improve 
Bonneville's energy conservation programs for commercial buildings: 

a. Provide data which will enable Bonneville to specify accurate, low
cost simulation software for its commercial building energy 
conservation programs. 

b. Establish the accuracy of the commercial building energy simulation 
software that is used. 

As the project developed, two other goals became evident: 

c. Determine what contribution the software user (modeler) makes in the 
accuracy of the simulation. 

d. Identify opportunities for improving the modeling process. 

The first goal is future-oriented. It seeks to reduce the uncertainty 
associated with the results of energy simulations, so Bonneville's energy 
conservation program managers will be able to select and use simulation 
packages that give good, dependable results. A further aspect of this goal is 
to attain the software performance objectives at least cost. 

The second goal addresses the need to interpret and draw conclusions from 
Bonneville's recent commercial energy conservation programs such as CAP, while 
looking to the future as well. It seeks to guide the use of simulation 
software within known application limitations and statistical measures for 
variability and confidence level. 
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The third goal recognizes the influence of the modeler and his or her ability 
to affect the simulation results for better or worse. Modelers are subject to 
human errors, they offer a spectrum of technical capacity and experience and 
they typically must rel.y on imperfect knowledge of the buildings they model. 

The fourth goal seeks to increase the accuracy and repeatabil i ty of energy 
estimates through consistent use of the most representative data and the most 
effective modeling approaches. 

All four goals call for accurate energy simulation software and modeling 
activities. Implicit in this is a comparison, and yet a close conformity 
between (simulated) energy estimates and what happens in the "real world". 

Of course, the real world is also subject to stochastic processes, that is, 
irregularities. An absolute standard for energy estimates would be for them 
to fall within a probable range of "real" values , after reasonable allowance 
for the many variables . We emphasize instead a relative standard : The 
accuracy of the simulation software, as used, is evaluated by how close l y the 
energy estimates approach the range of energy consumption measured in real 
buildings. The project goals therefore establish a "comparative" performance 
standard. · 

Once the performance standard has been met, consider the companion project 
goal: Which software packages cost the least? That is, which packages fall 
into an acceptable benefit/cost range for a given application? 

Some software may be more appropriate than others for certain applications, 
due to technical limitations or economic considerations. Furthermore, some 
buildings have greater potential for energy savings than others, because they 
are less efficient to begin or because they are able to draw more extensively 
on conservation technologies. The cost standard is also comparative because 
"least cost" is open-ended, necessitating price/performance comparisons. 

The remaining emphasis is on the modeler and the modeling process. Modelers 
select specific software to model particular buildings, based on software 
availability, capabilities and limitations, contract requirements, and their 
own experience and preferences. Some modelers have more experience than 
others with simulation software, building energy systems, and energy 
conservation. It follows that modeler qualifications and the decisions 
modelers make do affect the building energy simulation results. 
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CHAPTER 3: PROJECT DESIGN AND METHODOLOGY 

Building energy simulations help us to make decisions about energy-efficient 
building designs and modifications, and at times about awards and incentives 
that encourage energy conservation measures. The utility of the decisions 
depends on how accurately the building energy is modeled. 

This project is dedicated to an evaluation of modeling and modeling accuracy. 
Several approaches were considered for the project design. Five were selected. 

3.1 Analysis Approaches 

In one way or 
consider three 
variables. 

another, any 
categories of 

evaluation 
variables: 

of building energy modeling must 
external, software, and modeler 

Quite literally there are hundreds of variables within these categories. For 
any given building of even modest complexity, energy modeling may depend on 
thousands of data points and thousands of lines of computer code, each one 
potentially capable of affecting the estimated building energy. 

One way to analyze the contribution of a given variable is to see what happens 
when it changes while all other independent factors ~re held constant. If 
each variable were investigated independently - if that were even possible in 
a real-world building the number of variables would quickly exceed a 
realistic limit. As a practical matter, simplifications and alternatives must 
be introduced into any analysis effort. 

Only a few of the investigative approaches considered were actually selected 
for the Evaluation of Software project. In addition to the literature review, 
round robin simulations, sensitivity study, and survey described in this 
report, possible approaches included: 

A common, videotaped field audit to minimize modeler interpretations 
"Black box" simulations of simplified buildings with adiabatic walls 
Round robin simulations using building data for typical MCS construction 
Comparative simulations based on CAP buildings and data 
Statistical studies of the CAP database 
Interpretive, subjective evaluations of information from the CAP database 

Each approach was considered, together with its potential advantages and 
drawbacks. The CAP database, for example, already contained a weal th of 
information about modeler and software impacts, if only it were possible to 
upgrade the quality of the data (the CAP evaluation report noted several 
problems, such as inconsistency in reporting certain measures) and if there 
were some way to relate the estimated data for each building to real-world 
results. 
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The CAP database could support a multivariate analysis linking simulated 
energy per square foot, by building type, by modeler, and by software type. 
The results would reflect the separate contributions of each, but the results 
would be tainted for the reasons given. 

A combination of approaches seemed to offer the most for the Evaluation of 
Software project. An input-output (sensitivity) analysis, for example, 
focuses on software responses to given input perturbations; it purports to 
isolate and minimize the effects of modeler decisions. But application of the 
same stimulus to two different models (perhaps for two different buildings) 
constructed with the same software will yield two different responses (e.g., 
reducing lighting in a cooling-dominant vs. heating-dominant building). It is 
not feasible to explore all possible building models, so the sensitivity 
analysis must in part depend on an "arbitrary" selection of one or several 
building models, and that injects modeler choices. 

On the other hand, an evaluation of how mode l ers impact simulation results 
needs to involve a goodly number of modelers: It is not enough to s peculate 
on what they might do; we need. to observe and record their actual 
decisions. It is not enough to let one modeler give it a go. The round robin 
approach is ideally suited to this evaluation because it involves a group of 
modelers' under reasonably controlled conditions. However, cost is a practical 
consideration in limiting the number of simulations. A handful of simulations 
allows descriptive comparisons of modeler behavior, but the statistical 
confidence of the measures may be low. 

Using both methods was chosen as the best way to evaluate modeler impacts on 
energy simulations, because the two can be cross checked, which therefore 
provides an avenue to greater confidence in the results both statistically and 
practically. The same combination of methods offers similar advantages for 
comparing overall performance of individual software packages. 

There was, in fact, considerable leeway in how the goals for the current 
project were to be met. And when. the results were in, the approaches selected 
did not meet all expectations of the investigative design, but they were 
successful in most respects, leading to useful conclusions. 

The evaluative project was therefore not a detailed quality acceptance testing 
program or a comprehensive examination of all software features, but rather an 
overall process for comparison and validation, to accomplish the objectives, 
goals, and requirements. It sought to take results from several simulation 
models, using examples from real buildings with known energy consumption, and 
to compare those results under a limited number of conditions. 

The comparisons were used to establish measures of overal I conformity and/or 
divergence, both between the models themselves and/or relative to a 
comparative standard. 
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3.2 Plan of Work 

The culmination of a project design effort is a plan of work. The goals, 
concepts, approaches, options, alternatives, and tradeoff s are distilled into 
a single statement of the specific work that is to be undertaken for the 
project. The Work Plan for the Evaluation of Software project was guided by 
Bonneville's original Statement of Work and adopted after careful coordination 
between Bonneville and the Contractor. 

Significant elements from those documents are embodied in this report and 
discussed at appropriate places as needed. In general, what the project team 
accomplished followed the Plan quite closely and is documented in this report; 
the few changes found necessary are also described in the chapters and 
narrative that follow. 

3.3 Study Outline 

The "Evaluation of Software" project examined the interests and questions 
raised about the performance, reliability, and variability of computer-based 
energy simulation software for energy conservation decision making. 

The "Evaluation of Software" project addressed these interests through a 
review of previous work reported in the literature, comparisons of energy 
consumption simulated by several software programs and modelers, further 
comparisons with field data measured in real buildings, sensitivity analyses 
of simulation models, and a benchmarking Performance Index. 

1. The first approach was to take advantage of what has already been 
accomplished and what is already known. A literature review was therefore an 
early part of the project and its findings helped shape the activities that 
followed. With knowledge of previous efforts, the current work sought to 
avoid unnecessary duplication, deal with unanswered questions raised in 
previous investigations, and concentrate on remaining concerns. (See Chapter 
10) 

2. The second approach provided a "round robin" comparison of simulated 
building energy. Estimates of building energy were prepared from computer 
simulations by eleven experienced energy modelers, based on four real building 
from Bonneville's ELCAP program, using five representative software programs. 
Three "cycles" of simulations permitted evaluation of software performance, 
and also of how the decisions of those who use the software (the modelers) 
affect the results. (See Chapters 4 and 5) 

3. The third approach was a sensitivity study. A series of simulations 
was conducted for each of two buildings selected from Bonneville's ELCAP 
program. Changes in input parameters caused changes in energy estimates, and 
these were compared for each of the five software packages. The goal was to 
isolate most of the modeler influence, so as to concentrate on the software 
differences. (See Chapter 6) 
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4. The fourth approach was to compile descriptive information and 
modeler opinions about the software used in the project. (See Chapter 7) 

5. A final approach was to combine the findings into a Performance 
Index or benchmark process that will facilitate future comparisons of 
software packages. (See Chapter 8) 

The five study approaches were united by a desire to view the study problem 
from enough perspectives that informed conclusions could be established 
about the contributions and significance of the several influencing factors. 

Project results should have generalized significance and will probably be 
applied to other buildings, locations, and broader conditions. Technically, 
such extrapolations may be hard to justify, since most models use different 
features in varying circumstances. Some of the conclusions should be viewed 
as tentative - as hypotheses that need further scrutiny. In any event, 
caution should be exercised in just how far the results and conclusions are 
extended beyond the fairly small sample set examined in the project. 
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CHAPTER 4: VARIABLES AND DATA 

Data used to model and interpret building energy consumption are susceptible 
to variation.s and errors. The Evaluation of Software project found numerous 
opportunities for adjustments and corrections: Data reported from ELCAP 
contained recognizable errors, with values overstated by as much as 66%. 
Utility billing intervals occasionally varied by 17% or more. Calendar 
periods were shifted by a third of a month, and potentially more. Year
ta-year energy consumption ranged to +/- 43%. from the mean of the extremes. 
Weather data varied by availability, scope, and frequency; yet some users were 
not able to access or even view the contents of weather files. Overall, data 
variables showed significant impacts on modeling choices and interpretations. 
The findings present opportunities for improved handling and analysis of data 
accompanied by improved energy estimates. 

4.1 System Considerations 

Building energy software programs are used to simulate energy consumption and 
conservation in buildings. The programs contain sets of mathematical models 
that seek to explain quantitatively how each component of a building behaves 
under given circumstances. 

When the sun shines on a window, for example, part of the energy is reflected 
and another portion finds its way into the building. How much energy ends up 
in the building depends on where the sun is and how cloudy the day is; it also 
depends on nearby buildings and trees and on a host of window characteristics 
like size and orientation. 

Many components affect the building energy balance: the building shell, the 
people who occupy the building, ventilation, lighting and other energy uses 
within the building. A net increase of energy entering a building is made 
manifest. as an increase in temperature. These and other relationships are 
quantified in the building energy simulation through extensive calculations. 

Buildings are complex. The software programs that simulate them use many 
mathematical relationships to represent even one zone in one building. Each 
equation is an approximation of one of the physical processes that govern the 
flow of energy in a real building. Many of the relationships are interactive 
with one another. Many variables are expressed in the relationships. In all, 
a typical building may need thousands of data elements to describe its 
characteristics and to perfect the software-based mathematical model. 

The physical relationships are fairly well known. They are described, among 
other places, in ASHRAE' s Fundamentals (American Society of Heating, 
Refrigerating and Air-Conditioning Engineers), which is the starting point for 
virtually all energy-modeling software. 
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ASHRAE's relationships, however, are neither absolute nor unique; indeed, 
ASHRAE itself offers more than one computational approach for certain energy 
systems . Relationships are only approximately understood and approximately 
estimated. They are often complex, requiring intricate analysis and extens i ve 
co~putation and offering choices for alternative approximations a~d 
computational approaches. Certain relationships are more important in some 
circumstances and applications than others. Some approaches surrender a 
little accuracy or precision in exchange for greater convenience and speed. 

The parameters and relationships used to describe buildings in the software 
therefore represent a series of choices and compromises. A software designer 
faces a host of decisions and opportunities for optimizing his product for the 
intended application. As a result, the software that reaches the market is 
widely differentiated in features that range from cost, simplicity, and speed, 
to specific capabilities such as passive solar heating and dehumidification of 
natatoria. A further consequence is that the various software packages are of 
uneven quality, even for a given application. The potential for less than 
perfect results increases if there were errors in the designer's conception or 
coding - and there often are . 

Software users are confronted with an array of possibilities from which their 
acquisition selections are made, often with less than complete information. 
Similar selections .are made for each project, to match the software with the 
application. Some projects require more than one software package, if each 
will model a particular measure missing in the others; and in this instance 
the "base building" for each one is likely to differ from all others. 

Even if software implementation and selection are optimal, however, the 
modeling of any particular building is still dependent on the values selected 
by the modeler who uses the software. If a given building is described with 
hundreds or thousands of parameters, then the model requires each of those 
hundreds or thousands of parameters to be valued, and this is where the 
variability of the data and the modeler's decisions come to affect the 
simulation model, its results, and its validity. 

Virtually every parameter used to describe a building is subject to 
uncertainty or variability. The validity and quality of the modeling process 
and its results depend on the careful, accurate selection of input data. The 
extent to which the input data variables can be controlled and refined is 
therefore a determinant of the accuracy of the simulated energy estimates. 
Likewise, our ability to identify data variability and error is a first step 
in improving the modeling input and hence the quality of the output estimates. 

Such data elements are a part of the Evaluation of Software project. They are 
common to the several investigative methods employed during the project. 
Accordingly, we seek an understanding of what the important data variables 
are, an examination of the data used for this project, and an analysis of the 
variability encountered. 
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4.2 Factors Contributing to Variability 

Many factors can contribute to differences between the building energy 
consumption estimated by simulation models, and what we deem to be the actual 
experience in . a real building. 

Consider five categories of variables, described below: 

Input Software Implementation 

I I 

Output 

lntcrprctatior,i 
. 

Input variables occur in the data input to a simulation model. Differences 
may arise from data collection (field audits, utility data, weather data, 
drawings and specifications), modeler interpretations and choices, and data 
input errors. 

Software variables arise from the input paramete·rs, algorithms, look-up 
tables, and other relationships built into the simulation software. Most 
programs draw heavily on accepted ASHRAE equations, but short-cuts, 
compromises, options, choices of complexity, and errors coded into the 
software can yield results that differ from other models or reality. 

Implementation variables arise when a building (or energy conservation 
measure) is not constructed or installed as anticipated by the model. Owners 
and contractors make frequent construction choices that affect a building's 
energy performance and may differ from the simulation model. 

Output variables occur in the data obtained from the finished project. 
Output variables include both identified real-world variables (which usually 
have a counterpart in the simulation model) and unspecified random processes 
(which do not). Effects arise from weather differences, end-user impacts, and 
data monitoring. Weather differences are significant because simulation 
models rely on average weather conditions, and weather is never "average" over 
a short period of time. End-user impacts are significant when a building is 
used (occupancy, natural ventilation, temperature set-points, etc.) in a way 
not anticipated in the simulation model. Data moni taring, if practiced, may 
be significant depending on the scope of the data, the quality of the 
instrumentation (equipment, implementation, calibration), the care exercised 
in reading data, and any interpretations given. 
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Interpretation variables az;-e encountered when people attempt to analyze and 
interpret differences between simulation est i mates and data collected in real 
buildings. Such variables reflect specific sampl es, sample s i zes, the need to 
fill in for missing data, and the prior experience ("bias " ) of the reviewers. 

The variables may also be grouped into two larger categories: simul ated and 
encountered. The first group (Input and Software variables) emphasizes 
differences which arise preceding and during simulations. These are due to 
the type and location of buildings, quality of input data, experience of the 
persons performing the simulations, regional differences in anticipated 
ut i lity rates and construction co~ts, the extent and order of ECM recommenda
tions, and the simulation software itself. Eval uations which compare 
simulation software packages should consider these variables. 

The second group emphasizes the further variables (Implementation, Output, 
Interpre t ation) which may be encountered when comparing estimated (simulated) 
energy consumption with actual (metered) ener gy consumpt i on o Differences may 
be attributed not only to the simul at i ons, but also to disc r epancies be t ween 
bui l ding design and constructi on, use patterns that differ be t ween building 
end-users/occupants, differences _ between actual weather encountered and what 
was simulated, and the quality of post-ECM energy consumption data. 
Evaluations which compare estimated (simulated) energy consumption with 
i•actual" data should consider these variables as well. 

All of the variables are significant because they are a key to understanding 
and interpreting the modeling process and the simulation software . When we 
are able not only to recognize the variables but also to control and 
manipulate them, then we have established a basis for analyzing energy 
simulation modeling. 

In the Evaluation of Software project, attention is directed primarily to the 
"simulated" variables, using "encountered" variables to explain them. 

A more comprehensive tabulation of the categories of variables that affect 
energy conservation modeling may be consulted in Appendix C. 

4.3 Variability and Error; Significance 

Building energy models are used to estimate and predict the energy that will 
be consumed in buildings, or the incremental changes in energy consumption 
that will occur if specific changes are made in the buildings or their 
occupancy and use. It is far more economical and cost effective to formulate 
a model and manipulate it than it is to construct a real building and/or make 
successive physical changes in it to see what happens. 

The utility of a building energy simulation model depends on its ability to 
predict real outcomes within a reasonable margin of error. Acceptance of the 
model and the modeling process depends on a perception, that most of the time 
the predictions are accurate and do indeed fall within allowable ranges. 
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Al though "reasonable", "accurate", "allowable", and "most" are subjective and 
qualitative, results can be measured and criteria can be assigned quantitative 
values. 

The predicted results, the observed results, and the differences between them 
are direct functions of the variables discussed in the previous section. 
Having said that, however, it is helpful to distinguish between pure 
variables, real errors, and perceived errors. 

"Pure" variables are those that have been integrated into the model .. A change 
in a variable value is expected to be evidenced through a change in the output 
results. If a model correctly incorporates both the input value and the 
relationships influenced by that parameter, the changing output should reflect 
only the workings of the model, with no suggestion of error . 

A "real" error occurs, however, when either the value of a parameter or a 
relationship it influences is incorrectly stated in the model. A real error 
may also occur in measuring or interpreting the output results. Real errors 
lead to real differences between the predicted and observed results. 

Each variable is susceptible of error and each statement of relationships 
between variables is. likewise susceptible of error. Therefore, when a model 
is constructed it may incorporate several or more errors; the more complex the 
model is, the greater is the likelihood of multiple errors. The overall error 
in the result projected by a model is a function of the component errors in 
"simulated" variables. 

The overall error in the result determined for real-world building operations 
is likewise a function of the component errors in "encountered" variables. It 
may or may not be possible to perceive errors in the component parts of the 
whole. 

While in practice specific errors may be compensating (offset one another), in 
a stricter analytical sense most errors are cumulative in character. Error 
analysis follows from the classical theory of errors. 

A "perceived" error, in its broadest sense, is merely the difference between a 
predicted result and what we think the result actually turned out to be. If 
we have done a good job of accounting for all the variability and real errors, 
they will fully explain the perceived error. 

Each cumulative error is significant in the sense that it contributes to the 
total error. But some component errors still impact the final results more 
forcefully than others. For example, a 10% error in the conductance of a roof 
is usually more significant that an equal error in the conductance of a 
basement floor slab, because the load through the former is usually greater 
than the load through the latter. As roof/attic insulation levels rise, 
however, floor losses become increasingly significant by comparison, and the 
relative significance of errors associated with them shifts accordingly. 
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The Evaluation of Software project was structured to track individual data 
components and their variability. This chapter of the report deals with input 
data obtained from external sources: electric utility, weather, and ELCAP 
data. (ELCAP data is input data in this context because modelers adapted 
their models to it; the same information was later used as output data to 
compare the final results.) Analysis is made of variability and errors in the 
data, and the extent to which individual modelers accounted for those 
differences. 

Chapter 5 reports the round robin simulation effort. That effort used 
building descriptions designed to miriimize differences in input data such as 
areas, power levels, and occupancy. Analysis is presented of the variability 
introduced by modelers as they interpret the data and apply it. 

4.4 Project Data 

The following paragraphs present input data used in the Evaluation of Software 
project, including identification of sources, description of the materials, 
and interpretations of their applicability and variability. 

4.4.l Weather Data 

Software programs that simulate building energy use weather files. Weather 
files are computer data files with weather information. Their contents vary 
with the software design, but they typically include dry bulb temperatures, 
wet bulb temperatures (or other measures of air moisture), and ins.elation 
(solar energy). They may offer further information about wind direction and 
velocity, cloud cover, ground water temperatures, ground soil temperatures, 
and soil permeability and density. Each weather file contains data for an 
entire year, for a given site. 

The most important difference in weather files arising from software design is 
the distinction between hourly, bin, and typical day models . Hourly models 
calculate building energy requirements for each of the 8760 hours in a year 
(some even account for February 29). Typical day models may be hourly models, 
but use weather data for only 12 or 52 days - typical for each month, each 
week, or some other fraction of the year; computer runs are faster because 
hourly computations are made only for typical days, and then multiplied to 
fill out the year. Bin models note from bin weather files how frequently 
various conditions occur (e.g., dry bulb outside air temperatures), compute 
the energy requirements for those conditions, and multi ply the results by 
their associated frequencies; usually their computer runs are still faster. 

Hourly models usually use "typical year" weather files, al though they can also 
be run with data sets for given (actual) years. Typical year files recognize 
the variability of weather from year to year, using values selected to yield 
energy simulation results that are representative of what will be experienced 
on the average over the years. In this sense, a "typical year" file is 
directly analogous to a profiled "typical" weather day file, but offers a 
broader statistical base. 
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The software designer determines what weather information will be used, and in 
what format it will be stored in the computer file. Some software programs 
store the data in ASCII format, which is easily accessible to the program user 
(modeler); others use files with binary coded or encrypted data, and the 
modeler is asked to accept on faith that the resulting "black box" file is 
correct. Some software suppliers make it relatively easy for modelers to 
create their own weather files or modify existing ones, while others set 
themselves up as sole source suppliers for the additional weather files 
modelers must buy. 

Real weather differs from one location to another. Likewise, each computer 
weather file is site specific, and is identified (internally or externally) 
with a connnunity, latitude, longitude, and elevation. 

Weather files rely on data obtained from specific observation stations Data 
used to build a weather file for Portland, Oregon, for example, may have been 
recorded at the airport. Temperatures in downtown Portland, or in other 
communities around Portland, differ somewhat from those at the airport. 

Further differences occur in "micro-climates", even for buildings in close 
proximity; the differences arise from shading, wind patterns, vegetation, 
nearby water bodies, and relative elevations. These nuances are not reflected 
in the usual weather file. 

Equally significant, raw weather data are available from several sources and 
in several formats - for example in three-hour or eight-hour time intervals. 
Even if a modeler is able to specify what goes into a weather file, the source 
of the data makes a difference; different sources and different data formats 
result in differing energy estimates from a building energy simulation model. 

The three most connnonly used weather data series are TRY (Test Reference 
Year), TMY (Typical Meteorological Year, and WYEC (Weather Year for Energy 
Calculation). TRY files were established by selecting a most representative 
single year from 1948-1975 weather data for each of 60 U.S. coIIUDunities; files 
are devoid of solar data. Each TMY file, for 233 locations, is a collection 
of weather data for the twelve calendar months, each month · selected 
independently as the most representative month from 23 years of solar and 
other weather data. WYEC files, though limited to 51 locations, are the most 
recent; their conception is similar to TMY, but adjusted to obtain superior 
statistical agreement with long-term averages of dry bulb temperatures, 
insolation, and wet bulb temperatures. 

It should be obvious that computer weather files created from any one of the 
three weather data series will differ from the other two, and simulation 
results obtained with them will therefore differ as well. The Evaluation of 
Software project did not attempt to quantify these differences. 

For any given location, the real weather changes with fairly consistent 
seasonal patterns. In the northern hemisphere the overall pattern is colder 
in winter, warmer in SUIIUDer. Locations in higher latitudes and at higher 
elevations generally are cooler than those farther south or closer to sea 
level. 
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Sites near oceans and other large water bodies are of ten more temperate and 
more humid, while those on the lee side of mountains are likely to be 
relatively sunny and dry. Weather files characterize these differences. 

Weather differences affect the energy required to comfort-condition 
buildi ngs. Co l d temperatures require heating; hot, humid weather call s for 
cooling. Overcast days are likely to need more lightingo 

Computer weather files can reflect not only the diurnal and seasonal weather 
patterns found at the target co1IUI1unity, but also much of the day-to-day 
weather variability that ultimately shows up as peak demands for heating and 
cooling. 

However, computer weather files do not reflect changes that occur from year to 
year. Some years are in fact colder, or wetter, or windier, than others. As 
noted above, most weather files contain a single set of data to represent any 
and all years, that i s, weather for a "typical" year. Obviously this is not 
an "average " year 9 because the extremes of temperature are i mpo r tant in 
s i mulat i ng peak des i gn conditions. But what constitutes a "typical" year is, 
once again, a matter of judgement, and that judgement affects the performance 
of the simulation model. 

A well designed typical year weather file may give good results for modeling 
the average energy consumption or the average savings from ECMs in a given 
building. It is a reasonable approach to take when simulating the energy 
consumption of a new building under design. 

On the other hand, typical year weather files may be less suitable for 
estimating energy consumption in existing buildings. The distinction arises 
because modelers try to optimize their models by approximating the historical 
energy consumption pattern. Utilities maintain billing records (histories of 
building energy consumpt ion) and make them available for energy audits. But 
none of the actual consumption data is for "typical" years, since each weather 
year is unique. The utility history is a record of energy consumed during 
unique weather years. To avoid an "apples and oranges" comparison, therefore, 
an adjustment is needed either to the real weather data. (to make it more 
"typical" of average conditions) or to the computer weather file (to reflect 
the actual weather during the years when the utility data was recorded). 

In all, there are many variables affecting weather data and its use. They in 
turn affect energy simulations and their interpretation. How significant the 
differences are has not until now been investigated experimentally. Analysis 
of data from the Evaluation of Software project could help an understanding of 
these factors. 

The four buildings selected for the Evaluation of Software project were in two 
communities - Eugene, Oregon and Richland, Washington. Eugene is at the head 
:Jf a low-lying inland valley; it has· a relatively even climate, frequently 
tempered by cloud cover, and influenced at times by the ocean about 60 miles 
away. Richland is on a high inland plateau; it has a dryer, less temperate 
climate, often marked by clear skies and cold nights. 
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The significance of micro-climates was noted by modelers working with the 
buildings in Richland. One weather data series for Richland is recorded at a 
station near the Columbia River, while most of the city sits farther back from 
the water. Modelers suggested that the "best" data was probably that obtained 
for Hanford, Washington. Depending on the availability of weather files for 
specific software, however, modelers actually used data from Richland and six 
surrounding locations. Weather files for the buildings in Eugene showed a 
similar variety. 

Temperature/degree-day data for the Eugene and Richland were obtained from 
NOAA for the years covered in the Evaluation of Software project (1984-89 
overall; but most interest was focused on 1987-88). The data reproduced in 
Table 4.1 were distributed to the several modelers working on simulations for 
the project. 

The modelers were free to consult other weather reference data as well. Non~ 
of them made formal use of weather data to adjust or qualify any of their 
simulations or results, although several commented on it. 

[The modeler using DOE 2.1 software had access to a weather file (in TRY 
format) containing actual data for 1987 and used it for the applicable part of 
his work starting with Cycle 2. DOE 2.1 can accommodate wea·ther data directly 
in TMY, TRY, WYEC, and several other formats, but each of the other four 
software packages is limited to a single proprietary format~ DOE 2.1 is also 
the only software in the sample set capable of interpolating hourly values 
where weather data are supplied in tri-hourly (every third hour) increments.] 

On the other hand, none of the weather data for Eugene and Richland suggests 
severe deviations during the several years covered in the study. This is 
shown in Figure 4.1, where · the -same tabular information is in graphic form. 
It is possible that modelers did in fact use the weather data to make 
qualitative judgments, and chose to avoid adjustments inasmuch as the data 
suggested that relatively little compensation would be needed. 

Although the limited sample investigated in the Evaluation of Software project 
failed to demonstrate much significance in weather variability, the topic 
warrants further attention in the future. Even small differences may be 
cumulative. How likely a modeler is to make adjustments depends not only in 
their magnitude but also in how readily available the adjustment data are, how 
widely the adjustments (process and results) are recognized, and the ease with 
which the adjustments can be made (availability of adjustment tools). 
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TABLE 4.1 COMPARATIVE WEATHER DATA 

EUGENE, OREGON 
(Monthly) Heating Degree Days 

Month Normal 1985 1986 1897 1988 1989 

Jan 784 662 784 798 705 
Feb 589 562 589 600 811 
Mar 539 444 539 561 544 

Apr 370 489 320 395 278 
- May 245 321 245 327 271 

Jun 105 93 105 136 87 

Jul 60 74 60 29 31 
Aug 17 3 17 31 21 
Sep 94 213 94 108 

Oct 262 319 262 244 
Nov 537 348 537 533 
Dec 774 662 773 774 749 

RICHLAND, WASHINGTON AIRPORT 
Average Monthly Temperatures 

Month Normal 1985 1986 1987 1988 

Jan 33.5 35.7 32.0 33.2 
Feb 40.4 41.3 41.1 40.9 
Mar 46.3 51.0 49.l 46.2 

Apr 53.9 52.8 57.5 54.6 
May 62.1 62.0 64.8 60.9 
Jun 69.4 73.3 70. 3 66.9 

Jul 75.7 70.5 no record 73.5 
Aug 74.0 77.1 72.0 71.8 
Sep 66 .• 3 62.6 67.5 63.6 

Oct 54.7 54.9 53.2 57.7 
Nov 42.7 44.5 44.3 45.4 
Dec 36.6 23.7 33.1 32.3 32.9 
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4.4.2 Utility Data 

Energy utilities bill their customers according to how much energy the 
customers use. Other billing factors may include minimum, meter, demand, and 
power factor items, but for most customers the energy charge is the only 
significant one. 

Energy utilities maintain billing records for each account. 
utilities usually keep records by individual meters and make 
available for longer periods but most readily for one or two years. 

Electric 
the data 

The billing history is a good representation of the energy actually used in a 
building, al though there may be a few problems in interpreting and applying 
it. Meters used by electric utilities, while lacking the precision and 
accuracy of engineering instruments, are usually accurate within several 
percentage points. Only infrequently are major errors noted, and when they 
are, the corrections are themselves recorded in the billing history. 

The four buildings in the Evaluation of Software project are served by two 
utilities, the Eugene Water & Electric Board and the City of Richland Energy 
Service Department. Billing histories were obtained for the four buildings 
covering the years 1984 through mid-1989. For each of the buildings, data are 
shown graphically in Figure 4.2 (see Appendix E for tabular data). 

Although nearly six years of data were secured for the project, modelers were 
given data only for December 1985 through March 1988, a period of 28 
consecutive months. This decision was based in part on earlier observations 
about how much utility data modelers _usually consider and an impression that 
it rarely exceeds two years. Instructions and reporting for the CAP program, 
for example, provided only for one year of billing data. The decision to 
limit data to that period was also made to parallel the data available from 
the ELCAP program; more will be said about ELCAP later. The significance of 
the decision to limit the distribution of data is also considered in a later 
paragraph. 

Potential problems arise with utility billing data because reading intervals 
are irregular, may not be correctly recorded, or may be noted only by billing 
dates (billing dates themselves are irregular). Furthermore, the billing 
periods do not, in general, coincide with the calendar months used in building 
energy simulation models. 

In recent years, electric utilities have reduced many of these problems areas 
through computer technology. Most utilities have computerized their energy 
consumption and billing records. They have also supplied their field meter 
readers with handheld data loggers. At the end of each day the data is 
transferred, without further transcription, directly from the data loggers to 
the computer, which eliminates many of the potential errors and minimizes the 
turn- around time. Computer processing of the data and mailing of bills 
frequently occurs on the next business day, further reducing both the lead 
time and the lag between the reading date and the billing date. 
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Nonetheless, billing variability is still with us. For certain fuels, such as 
oil, where deliveries are highly irregular, adjustments for variable intervals 
are essential. Although less significant, the same processes is applicable to 
deliveries of electricity. One day represents a 3%.+ variance in a monthly 
period. The difference between a morning reading or one late in the day can 
be nearly that much. An intervening weekend, even more. 

Some billings continue to show only the billing date, not the meter reading 
date. Single-date reports may not indicate if it is a billing date or a 
reading date. 

Figure 4.3 shows the interval variability found in the electric billing 
histories for the buildings in the Evaluation of Software project, separately 
for each of the two serving utilities. With one exception, all intervals were 
within +/- 5 days of the nominal length of the month, and most were within 
+/- 3 days. For a 30-day month, 5 days represents a 17%. variance from the 
nominal value. Any building modeled to coincide with that point will depart 
considerably from the real consumption. 

None of the modelers in the Evaluation of Software program acknowledged any 
attempt to adjust the billing data for interval variability before using it in 
the modeling process. One modeler did recognize the billing interval in 
comparing kWh/day consumption rates between years, but this was a side 
analysis that did not carry over to the modeling goal. One modeler started to 
adjust for billing interval variability, but did not: He said his experience 
with utility field readings suggests that reported dates are not reliable, so 
any adjustment would be unrealistic. Several modelers simply felt that other 
variables were more significant. 

The graphs in Figure 4.4 show what happens if billing interval adjustments are 
made to the billing histories for the four buildings in the Evaluation of 
Software project, using data for calendar year 1987 for the illustration. 

In the two retail stores, the effect of the interval adjustment for 1987 is 
relatively limited. Since many of the modelers focused on 1987 billing data 
in making their modeling comparisons, it may be they made a conscious choice 
to ignore such minimal adjustments. However, the adjustment effects are more 
pronounced and significant in the two office buildings, yet no adjustments 
were made by the modelers here either. In the most deviant instance (small 
office building, April 1987), the adjusted consumption is 43%. higher than the 
unadjusted figure. 

It can be conjectured that the Evaluation of Software modelers would have made 
adjustments for billing intervals if convenient software tools had been 
readily available. Such tools are not in wide use, however, and . none of the 
utility data used or reported in the Evaluation of Software project has been 
adjusted for the billing interval. 
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FIGURE 4.3 

VARIABILITY OF UTILITY BILLING DATES 
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Calendar adjustments, likewise, were not made by the modelers and have not 
been made in this report. A potential adjustment for calendar periods arises 
from the fact that all software simulation routines show their results by 
calendar months, while utility meters are usually read on some day of the 
month other than the first or the last. The shift can be in either direction, 
so it need never exceed 16 days, which means the two periods would be a half a 
month out of phase, or a little more than 4% of a year. However, it may also 
be convenient to identify a billing period by the month in which it ends; in 
the extreme, this practice could result in a shift that is nearly one full 
month out of phase. 

The significance of . a calendar shift is probably minimal. Annual energy 
consumption does not change~ only the timing of the several peaks (heating and 
cooling). The peaks are more significant for demand modeling than for energy 
modeling. Modelers pr.obably make a mental adjustment by being willing to 
accept a small shift, which may be evidenced as lateral displacement of the 
two curves (utility and simulation data) along a calendar time-line. 

Nonetheless, the shift could be eliminated. Utility meter reading dates are 
not going to change, and statistical adjustments would require subjective 
inputs, but software houses could adapt their programs with relative ease: 
Just start the simulation by reading the weather file with an offset from the 
beginning, by the same number of days as the utility meter reading dates. 

One subcontract modeling firm commented that it uses an Energy Information 
Service matrix of programs for energy management. Monthly utility billings 
are analyzed for the following: 

4.4.3 

Historical Trend Analysis 
Billing Errors 
Demand Load Analysis 
Maintenance Program Monitoring 
Three Year Historical Summary 
Service Day/Month Adjustment 
Monitoring of Effectiveness of 
Energy Conservation Programs 

Annual Energy Usage Summary 
Heating Degree Day Analysis 
Cooling Degree Day Analysis 
Utility Rate Analysis 
Base Consumption Analysis 
Overbase Consumption Analysis 
Utilization Factor Analysis 
Multiple Meter Analysis 

Setting Modeling Goals with Utility Data 

Even when a modeler has the utility billing history and has made reasonable 
adjustments to it, year-to-year differences in energy consumption will be 
evident. If the modeler is attempting to conform a model to the utility data, 
a decision must be made about which period and which data will be chosen as 
the modeling goal. 

Year-to-year differences in energy consumption arise from changes in the 
building itself and in the way the building is used (its occupancy). If 
weather adjustments have not been made independently, they are an important 
part of the variability as well. 
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Potential changes in a building cover a wide range. Structural changes, such 
as additions or window remodeling, are likely to be obvious. So too are major 
changes in equipment, such as replacements of basic HVAC plant. Less obvious 
are minor improvements; few will remember that a worn-out fan motor was 
replaced with a more efficient unit several years ago, or that window blinds 
were added to keep out the afternoon sun. Normal aging processes affect 
energy consumption, such as cracks in the wall as the building settles, and 
losses and embrittlement of weatherstripping. Maintenance procedures 
determine the .neglect or replacement of filters, how quickly burned-out lamps 
are replaced, and how frequently timeclock settings are checked and adjusted. 

Changes in the way a building is used can also be obvious or subtle. A new 
building tenant is a clear signal, but even the same tenant can change store 
or office hours, the number of employees, or the nature of the operation. A 
new policy on daytime or night setback temperatures, or on how much 
ventilation will be supplied, can have a dramatic effect on building energy 
consumption. Christmas decorations may be encouraged one year, but not the 
next. 

All of these factors contribute to building energy consumption and therefore 
to the year-to-year range of values reported in the utility billing history. 
If specific readings appear to be out of line, the modeler will want to seek 
an explanation or alternatively may want to disregard a few isolated 
readings. But even with these adaptations, a range of values will remain. 

Each of the four buildings used in the Evaluation of Software project show 
typical ranges of values. Utility data were considered for the 1984-89 
period. Ranges during those years are graphed in Figure 4.5. 

Each graph also shows the respective billing history for 1987. A number of 
the modelers chose the 1987 data for their modeling targets; 1987 was the most 
recent full-year of data the modelers had. The 1987 line in each graph, when 
compared to the range of values for 1984-89, gives a visual indication of how 
typical or atypical the 1987 year may have been. 

Selection of an energy consumption target for a model is not always obvious or 
easily set by rule. The modeler's experienced, subjective decision is 
desired, with due consideration to factors that may have contributed to 
year-to-year changes. An obvious shift, explained or not, or a known change 
in building equipment or occupancy may be the basis for limiting the 
comparison to certain data and time periods. 

As noted, modelers for the Evaluation of Software program were given 28 months 
of billing data for each building. Table 4.2 shows what they did with the 
data. Four modelers chose 1987 as their modeling targets. Three used the 
most recent 12 months (April 1987 through March 1988). Three averaged 
month-by- month data for calendar years 1986-87. Two averaged data for the 
most recent 24 or 27 months. While not conclusive, this tends to affirm the 
earlier observation, that modelers typically choose to use only one or two 
years of utility data in setting their modeling targets. 
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SOFIWARE 

ADM-2 

SEA 

TRAKLOAD 

VCACS 

DOE-2.1 

12mo 
24/27 mo 

1987 
86-87 

twice 
wtd 

Notes: 

Table 4.2 

Billing Data Targeting Techniques in Cycle 2 

BUILDING Small Retail Large Retail Small Office 

Modeler 

A 86-87 
H 12mo 12mo 

A 86-87 86-87 
B 86-87 86-87 
c not determined 
G twice 
J 86-87 1987 

D 1987 12mo 
E avg all data avg all data 
I 27mo 27mo 1987 

D 1987 
K 24mo 

F wtd wtd wtd 

most recent 12 months of data (e.g., Apr-Dec 1987 +Jan-Mar 1988) 
corresponding months averaged for most recent 24/27 months of data 

data for calendar 1987 
corresponding months averaged for calendar years 1986 and 1987 

two separate simulations: once for 1986, once for 1987 (preferred) 
subjective weightings with 1986 and 1987 data 

Large Office 

86-87 

86-87 
86-87 

1987 

12 mo 
24mo 

wtd 

Modelers were told the "field audit" date was January 1987. They were supplied 
with utility billing data for Dec '85 through Mar '88. 

Modelers were given no instructions about which part or all of the data should 
be used to conform their models. After the models were completed, the modelers 
were asked what strategies they used to match the data. Answers are above. 

Except as noted, modelers did not use averaging, billing period interval 
adjustments, weather normalization, calendar shifts, or anomaly adjustments. 
Little formal attention was given to multi-year comparisons or identification 
of anomalies, although those helped some modelers determine which data to use. 



The effects of averaging are shown in Figure 4.6. Data are shown for three 
years, 1986 through 1988. The 1986-87 average is also shown. The average 
tends to smooth out anomalous "peaks" and "valleys", and therefore probably 
provides an improved modeling target as long as both years' data are 
representative and accepted. 

An alternative procedure would be to model to the range of values observed 
during several years of experience. That is, the modeling goal would be to 
fit the simulated energy anywhere within the high-to-low envelope of observed 
values. 

A more sophisticated and exacting approach, given sufficient data, would be to 
use statistics to determine either a single-valued "most probable" fit for 
each month of data, or a range of values that define an arb i trary confidence 
interval such as the 90% level. If a statistical approach is to be used, it 
probably should be incorporated into the simulation/analysis software, both as 
a way to encourage use of the tool and to minimize errors. 

4.4.4 ELCAP Data 

The Evaluation of Software project took advantage Bonneville's ELCAP program 
as a sou~ce of data. ELCAP stands for End-Use Load and Conservation 
Assessment Program. 

ELCAP is a study of how electricity is used by residential and conunercial 
consumers within the Bonneville Power Administration service area. While data 
from utility billing records have been widely available in the past, more 
detailed information about actual energy end-uses, such as heating or 
lighting, has been minimal. 

Energy meters have been installed in more than 450 residences, 50 apartments, 
and 140 conunercial buildings of varied types. 

The study, which began in 1983, is sponsored by Bonneville and managed by 
Battelle-Pacific Northwest Laboratories (PNL). It is designed to measure not 
only the amount of electricity used, but also the timing and purposes for its 
use. 

PNL is collecting data for ELCAP through a system of energy end-use monitors 
connected to the electrical systems of each participating residence or 
business. Microprocessor-controlled data loggers measure and record 
electrical consumption at each site according to the various end-use 
electrical loads such as heating, cooling, and appliances. Data acquisition 
in conunercial buildings may involve as many as 100 or 150 electrical energy 
distribution points. 
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The data-logging instruments not only record load measurements at regular 
intervals but also transmit the data periodically to a central computer at 
Battelle's laboratories in Richland, Washington. Generally, data 
transmissions occur every two weeks. Meterological information is also 
collected and transmitted by sensors installed at many participating sites. 
The sensors measure outdoor temperature, humidity, wind spe·ed, and solar 
insolation. 

PNL maintains a data management and analysis system to interpret, summarize, 
and report the data. Bonneville, regional planni ng agencies, and local 
utilities use the inforination to make decisions about the management of the 
Northwest's electrical resources. 

The four buildings that served as the basis for simulations in the Evaluation 
of Software project were selected in part because they are ELCAP buildings and 
therefore metered end-use data is available for each. ELCAP data was supplied 
for this project, spanning the period January 1987 through March 1988. The 
ELCAP monthly totals are displayed in Figure 4.7 and tabulated in Appendix F. 

Battelle used a data logger and recorded data on multiple channels dictated 
largely by metering requirements. Eventually the data elements were summed by 
end-use categories defined by Battelle (see Chapter 5). Only summary 
information (by month and end use) was provided for the Evaluation of Software 
project, with no opportunity to check those results against the original tapes. 

Additional information · from ELCAP, including meterological data, would have 
been constructive. Several contacts with PNL about correcting erroneous data 
left the impression that while ELCAP may have the data, accessing the 
information is difficult; efforts for this project were therefore concentrated 
on the data shown. 

The ELCAP dat.a have been used extensively in the Evaluation of Software 
project, but they have several limitations of their own. One of the 
limitations is that little more than one year of ELCAP data was provided. 
ELCAP data vary from year to yea~, however, for many of the same reasons that 
contribute to utility billing variability. The limited duration of data means 
there was no opportunity to explore this variability at the end-use level. 
The 1987 data· set has been used as if it were unchanging from year to year, 
when in fact this obviously is not the case. 

Al though ELCAP data were recorded hourly, and the ELCAP computer can be 
instructed to make summaries for any desired time periods, data for this 
project were totaled by calendar month. Thus, the information supplied 
coincides with the calendar-month periods used in building energy simulations, 
but in general it did not coincide with the utility billing data. 

Nonetheless; it was possible to make a reasonable cross check for 15 months of 
data from the two metered sources - from the utilities and from ELCAP. This 
comparison is included in Figure 4.7. In general the results are quite close, 
especially when a i lowance is made for the shift in calendar periods and 
billing interval adjustments. 
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Three major discrepancies were noted however, with two of 
prominently in the graphs. All obvious discrepancies were 
buildings in Eugene. 

them showing 
in the two 

The July-August-September ELCAP data for the small retail building did not 
initially agree with the utility's records for the same period. The summer 
energy use pattern in the utility billing history was consistent from year to 
year, thus marking the ELCAP data as suspect. Modelers were therefore 
instructed to disregard the ELCAP data for those three months. After checking 
its records, Battelle issued corrected data for the three months, as shown in 
the graph. 

A similar situation was found for the small office building: data from 
Battelle and the utility did not agree for late 1987 and early 1988. Again, 
modelers were told to disregard data for the affected months. Upon further 
checking it became clear that the reported EL-CAP data for October on was not 
for the small office building at all, but rather data substituted from another 
series, for another building. Although Battelle made efforts to remedy the 
omission, corrected information never was provided in time to be used for the 
Evaluation of Software project. 

The third problem was detected when. one of the modelers was constructing a 
model for the small office building, and it became obvious to him that the 
ELCAP data element reported for exterior lighting during one month was not 
only anomalously large compared to other months, but also totally impossible. 
Again, after review, Battelle was able to provide corrected data. 

Data collection procedures for ELCAP were designed with careful safeguards, 
such as crosschecking of end-use metering totals against a master meter, yet 
those three obvious and important errors were encountered in 15 months of data 
for four buildings. In the largest error for any one month, the correct value 
was 66% higher than what was originally stated. While two of the three errors 
have since been corrected, it is not unreasonable to suspect that · other, 
undetected errors remain. 

The experience with ELCAP data demonstrates that no one source of information 
should ever be accepted as an "absolute" standard. Quite obviously the caveat 
applies as much to the ELCAP program as it does to any other. In the 
Evaluation of Software project report, ELCAP data (with corrections) have been 
used extensively as a standard of comparison for the results obtained from 
simulation models. It is important, therefore, to remember this admonition. 
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4.4.5 CREUS Data 

The Evaluation of Software project took advantage Bonneville's CREUS program 
as a further source of data. CREUS stands for Commercial Retrofit and End-Use 
Study. 

The Bonneville Power Administration established the CREUS program to evaluate 
the accuracy of energy savings estimates in commercial audits, and to track 
energy usage effects of changes in building operation, equipment, use, 
structure, and maintenance procedures. Using field metering, the program 
documents actual reductions in commercial building energy use resulting from 
the installation of energy conservation measures. 

The program is under contract to Puget Energy Services, Inc. (PESI), Bellevue, 
Washington. 

Candidate buildings for the CREUS program had to be commercial facilities 
audited under either the Commercial Audit Program (CAP) or the Purchase of 
Energy Savings Field Test (PESFT) program, and participating in the end-use 
metering efforts of the End-Use Load and Conservation Assessment Program 
(Ei.CAP). Eighteen buildings were targeted for the CREUS program, including 
restaurants, banks, hotels, off~ces, and retail facilities. 

Buildings in the program have been subjected to further audits, modeling, and 
simulations. ASEAM-2 was used to select recommended Energy · Conservation 
Measures, including lighting, HVAC, and building envelope. Retrofit 
installations were made in the buildings to implement the ECMs. Quarterly 
site visits and continued field monitoring of energy consumption provide 
information about the savings actually realized from the ECMs. Comparisons 
are being made between projected and actual savings, and reasons for 
differences will be analyzed. A final report is due in November 1990. 

The CREUS program proved · to be a convenient source of information for the 
Evaluation of Software project because data had already been compiled from 
several earlier programs. CREUS project files were the primary source of 
descriptive information about the four buildings selected as testbeds for the 
current project. Descriptive building data files are discussed in the next 
chapter. 
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CHAPTER 5: ROUND ROBIN SIMULATION STUDY 

A "round robin" comparison of building energy modeling and simulations was 
conducted in three cycles. The first two cycles focused on constructing 
representative building energy models (base building models). The third cycle 
allowed further adjustment of the model, but emphasized Energy Conservation 
Measures (ECMs). Wide differences were found in base building models, but the 
differences diminished with the nwnber of iterations (cycles) and as the 
modelers received additional information. Wide differences were also found in 
the selection and valuing of ECMs. The differences appear to be primarily due 
to modeler choices, but the software is a factor as well. 

5.1 Study Procedures 

Overview 

The Evaluation of Software project included a comparative study component for 
modeling and simulation of energy in four buildings from the ELCAP and CREUS 
programs. Eleven modelers participated in the study, using five software 
programs. The study was performed in three cycles, each of which provided 
progressively more information for the modelers. 

During Cycle 1, modelers prepared simulation models and conducted energy 
simulations for one or more existing buildings based on the data contained in 
building descriptive files. The descriptive files did not include utility 
billings or other energy data for the buildings. 

During Cycle 2, modelers received additional data in the form of actual 
utility billing data for the buildings, and adjusted their base building 
models to reflect the "best" fit with the historical energy data, consistent 
with the modeler's experience and judgement. 

During Cycle 3, modelers received metered end-use data for the buildings from 
the ELCAP program, and had the option of reflecting that information in 
further revisions to the base building models. The resulting models were used 
to simulate Energy Conservation Measures. Modelers were asked to report their 
six best ECM results. 

5 .1.1 Sample Selection - Software 

The Evaluation of Software project used five software packages to represent 
the available range of energy simulation software for conunercial buildings. 
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The five software packages were: 

software version modeling type source 

ADM-2 4.l(R) hourly ADM Associates Sacramento, CA 
SEA 6 bin Ferreira & Kalisinski East Mansfield, 
MA 
TrakLoad 3.1 bin Morgan Systems Berkeley, CA 
VCACS 9,10 typical day Volt Energy Management Portland, OR 
DOE 2.1 C/D hourly Lawrence Berkeley Lab Berkeley, CA 

The five software packages were pre-selected by the Bonneville Power 
Administration. Bonneville wanted to be sure the software studied would 
include examples of the three major modeling types - hourly, bin, and typical 
day. Bonneville also wanted to be sure the software would be representative 
of common practice in the Pacific Northwest, on present and earlier energy 
conservation programs. The most recent version of each software package was 
used in the Evaluation of Software project. 

DOE 2.1 was specifically included in the project because it has undergone 
repeated development with U.S. Department of Energy funding, is widely known 
and used, and has been extensively documented including reports of validation 
testing. DOE 2.1 has been used more for software comparison purposes than 
probably any other building energy simulation software. 

Selection of the software sample was again considered during the initial stage 
of the project. Software development is dynamic and patterns of usage 
change. The following were suggested as possible alternatives to one or more 
of the original selections: 

Software Modeling Type Source 

ASEAM bin ACEC Research and Management 
ENERGY hourly Elite Software 
ENTREE typical day Volt Energy Management 
HAP hourly Carrier 

ASEAM was excluded from further consideration because it had already been 
chosen for the CREUS program. CREUS included modeling of some of the same 
buildings selected for the Evaluation of Software project. The parallel work 
offered an opportunity for comparing one more software package. However, 
ASEAM comparisons were not added to the Evaluation of Software project. 

ENTREE would have been a direct replacement for VCACS, since VCACS development 
has been frozen and ENTREE is in a sense its latest version. 

Still other software might have been equally suitable. A larger sample would 
have added to the database. The final decision, however, was to proceed with 
the original software choices. 
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5.1.2 Sample Selection - Buildings 

With concurrence from Bonneville, the prime contractor selected two office 
buildings and two non-food retail buildings from among the buildings for which 
Bonneville has both ELCAP and CREUS data. They were chosen for the 
availability of good data, to be typic.~l of those building types, suitable for 
round robin simulations, and conducive of good owner-operator cooperation. 

The four buildings selected for the project are listed below. All are 
existing buildings. In the context of the earlier CAP program, the two 
smaller facilities would have been classed as "level 2" bin buildings; the two 
larger facilities probably would have been rated as "level 3" hourly buildings. 

Building Facility Type Approx Area Location 

1 Retail/Dry Goods 5000 f t2 Eugene, OR 

2 Retail/Dry Goods 70000 f t2 Richland, WA 

3 Office 6000 ft2 Eugene, WA 

4 Office Complex 50000 f t2 Richland, WA 

5.1.3 Descriptive Building Data Files 

The contractor established a descriptive building data file· for each 
building. Data was compiled with files from the CAP, ELCAP, and CREUS 
programs. The descriptive files provided partially interpreted data for the 
buildings. They contained tabular, narrative, pictorial, and graphic 
information, including some drawings. They typically avoided numerical values 
for building thermal components, such as wall R/U values, since these were 
supposed to be subject to modeler interpretation. For Cycle 1, the 
descriptive files did not include any utility billing, fuel data (other than 
type), energy consumption records, or metered energy data; this information 
was added during Cycles 2 and 3. 

Edited copies of the descriptive files are reproduced in Appendix D. The 
descriptive building data files were supplied to each modeler participating in 
the project, in place of field audits. 

The round robin comparisons therefore did not extend to field audits. The 
descriptive building data replaced the field work which a modeler normally 
would have conducted as part of an overall energy audit of an existing 
building. It is believed that variability in field audits has already been 
explored adequately by results from the ELCAP program and the analysis 
contained in the "Evaluation of the Commercial Audit Program" report. 

Nonetheless, just as typical field audits are less than perfect or fully 
comprehensive, the same was true of the descriptive building data files. 
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When sufficiently critical data is missing in an engagement with a field 
audit, someone returns to the field to obtain it, or else the modeler uses his 
professional judgement to fill in the missing data with assumed values. A 
similar standard was established for the Evaluation of Software project: 
Modelers were told to ask the prime contractor for missing information, but 
only if it would have been critical enough to "send someone back to the 
field". 

There were few inquiries . Supplemental descriptions were issued in response 
to inquiries wherever possible. The modelers did, indeed, call on their 
professional judgement to fill in the rest of the data. 

5 .1.4 Modeler Selection and Assignments 

Building energy modeling and simulations were conducted by the prime 
contractor,. five subcontractors, and two staff members of the Bonneville Power 
Administration. The project team was identified earlier; more extensive 
information appears in Appendix B. Participation of subcontractors was sought 
primarily to introduce a range of practices and variables in the modeling 
process. In all, eleven modelers are known to have participated in . the 
program. 

Among organizations specifically notified of the opportunity to participate in 
the project's modeling activities were a half dozen electric utilities. The 
subcontract group preferably would have included at least one utility. None 
of the utilities expressed interest in participating, however, due possibly to 
other work load coitDDitments, or perhaps because they did not perceive the 
study efforts to have the same direct impact on their customers as their 
normal energy conservation efforts. 

The primary factor in selecting modelers was the experience they offered in 
conducting commercial-sector building energy audits for the Bonneville Power 
Administration - such as Energy Edge and the current Energy Smart Design . 
These programs share a common requirement, that Bonneville and its contractors 
use computer software models to simulate the building energy. It was desired 
that typical skills of energy conservation consul tan ts be represented in the 
Evaluation of Software project. 

Modelers assigned to the work were required to have broad experience with 
respect to the variety and breadth of situations modeled, familiarity with 
modeling tools, and exposure to building design. 

Subcontractors had to be licensed to use, offer the latest version of, and 
have specific experience with one or more of the software packages used in 
this project. Subcontractors were not assigned buildings they had modeled 
before, or permitted to use software which they had designed and sold. 

These goals for subcontractor selections were met, including modeler 
experience with energy conservation activities and building energy modeling; 
but the range of experience with the specific modeling tools was wider than 
expected, since several of the modelers had only limited prior experience with 
the software they used on the project. 
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5.1.5 Base Building Models 

Each modeler, working independently and without access to the buildings other 
than. the data in the descriptive files, interpreted and applied available 
information to construct a simulation model and conduct an analysis of 
building energy for each of the assigned building/software sets. Using the 
specified software, the modelers simulated the building energy and reported 
the results. 
The chosen models and modeling assignments are shown in Table 5.1. 

TABLE5.1 MODELING ASSIGNMENT MATRIX 

1 2 3 4 
BUILDING: Small Large Small Large Total 

Retail Retail Office Office Models 
SOFTWARE: 

ADM-2 [A] A A 2 
H H 2 

SEA B c B A 4 
J J G 3 

TRAKLOAD D D 2 
E E I 4 

VCACS D D 2 
K K 2 

DOE-2.1 F F F F 4 

TOTAL 7 6 6 6 25 

Modelers are identified by alphabetic characters 
The ADM-2/Small Office model was a supplemental assignment, for the sensitivity study 

Most modelers pointed out deficiencies and inconsistencies in the data that 
they would have challenged during a normal energy conservation study; the 
questions normally would have stimulated further data collection. The 
modelers were asked to use their experience and professional judgement to 
interpret and apply information in the descriptive building data file as 
necessary to bridge the problems and construct the models. 
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5.1.6 Procedures 

With few exceptions, the procedures specified for the round robin model
building and energy simulation activities were essentially what modelers do in 
normal energy conservation engagements for commercial buildings, for one of 
Bonneville's energy conservation programs such as the Commercial Audit Program 
(CAP). There were these differences: 

Information representing a field audit of each building was supplied 
in the building description files. Modelers did not visit the 
building sites or contact the building owners. 

5 .1. 7 

Descriptive information about the building (typical of a new 
structure) and utility billing histories (usually provided for an 
existing building) were issued in separate installments; the 
corresponding modeling activities were accomplished in two Cycles. 

The prime contractor reserved the option to make changes in the base 
building models at Cycle 3, anticipating an attempt to conform the 
models before the ECM simulations. The option was not exercised. 

All determinations of Energy Conservation Measures were made as 
single measures rather than allowing for their cumulative effect. 
The desired number of ECMs (six) was specified in advance. 

No reports or recommendations were issued to building owners. This 
was a study program only. 

Reports 

Internal reporting requirements for the modeling and simulation activities 
were simple, but in the aggregate - considering the number of models, cycles, 
ECMs, and sensitivity measures simulated extensive data was generated. 
Responses from individual modelers ranged from comb-bound, well documented 
reports to a few sheets of "bare-bones" data. 

Modelers were asked to keep careful records and to submit input listings, 
quantified output information, and narrative comments: 

Input data were reported both in hard copy form and on computer disk. 
Input listings show all input parameters and values used to construct the 
model (number and boundaries of zones, heating and cooling types, air 
handling types; specifics for each zone including infiltration rates, 
internal and external loads, areas, U /R values, hours of occupancy and 
operation, etc.). 

Output reports show month-by-month energy consumption values for each 
major building end-use category (heating, cooling, lighting, etc.). 

Brief narrative comments clarify the modeling process by recording 
assumptions adopted, allowances made for software limitations, and 
problems encountered and how they were solved. 
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Subcontract agreements gave the prime contractor the option to ask for 
additional reporting of input and output data on standard report forms used in 
Bonneville's Commercial Audit Program (CAP). The option was discarded when it 
was recognized that little or no benefit would have been obtained from the 
additional effort. 

An important part of the Evaluation of Software study was the opportunity for 
the modelers to comment freeform about their experiences with building energy 
simulation software. The modelers were invited to submit observations and 
opinions, recommendations and conclusions, including anecdotal statements 
about the problems, situations, incidents, and solutions. Some of those 
comments appear at appropriate places in this report. 

5.2 Input Data Files, Parameters, and Values 

Construction of a base building model requires that a large number of 
parameters be valued and entered into one or more input data files. Many of 
the parameters, such as building size and material properties, are required 
inputs for any of the software packages. 

Input data for the various software programs is not necessarily 
however. An obvious example is the omission of extensive 
information from bin-type models, compared to what is required 
modeling. 

identical, 
scheduling 

for hourly 

Modelers were granted complete discretion, consistent with their experience, 
to use any appropriate values. But while all the modelers were working to a 
common · set of building descriptions, some of the input values show 
considerable variability. 

The values of input parameters used for Cycle 1, 2, and 3 models in the 
Evaluation of Software project are tabulated on a spreadsheet in Appendix G. 
Not all parameters are listed, but representative values and many of the most 
important details are shown. Some shortcuts were needed for practical 
presentation; for example, window areas were tabulated in a single total 
rather by direction and zone. 

The relative significance of each difference in input values is not 
immediately apparent, although the sensitivity study reported later could be 
used to help make those determinations. Effects on component loads may be 
more obvious, such as energy for outdoor lighting that changes in proportion 
to the wattage entered, or the expectation that a 51 difference in wall areas 
will be less significant than a 50% difference in the wall thermal 
conductivity. 

Little or no attempt has been made to relate specific parameters or values 
with the reasons why they were selected. In general, differences in input 
data arise from software limitations, software input requirements, 
modeler/software interfacing, modeler interpretations, and modeler choices. 
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Software limitations may be the most important of these factors. A bin 
type simulation model, as noted, is limited in its scheduling 
capabilities, and therefore calls for only limited input of schedule 
information. The ADM-2 software permits only one type of glazing and 
window shading in any one zone, while many allow different values for each 
orientation. The VCACS software used in the study is limited to 6 zones; 
a more detailed zonal analysis on another software package would have to 
be adapted for VCACS (the DOE 2.1 model of the project's large office 
building used 27 zones, but it required 2 hours of VAX computer time for 
each run.). 

Software input reguirements vary in format and content. Further examples 
may help. The VCACS software used in the project calls specifically for 
doors to be identified for each zone, by number, area, thermal 
characteristics, and infiltration leakage characteristics; many other 
software packages expect the modeler to lump the doors with the walls. 
TrakLoad uses fairly coarse precision for input variables; exterior 
lighting can be entered to the nearest 0.1 kW; a SO-watt distinction 
cannot be recognized. 

Modeler/software interfacing may determine how particular values are 
entered. Wall areas may be either gross or net of windows; other values 
may be decimal or percent; outside air may be expressed in air changes, 
cfm, or as a percentage of supply volume; the fraction of heat from lights 
may go either to the plenum or the conditioned space. Some differences 
may be accommodated as simply as replacing an R value with its reciprocal, 
a U value. At other times the alternative input can affect the 
simulation, as may occur with the outside air options. Format differences 
always carry the risk of · a modeler ' s input error, especially when the 
software's input and output formats are inconsistent (net and gross walls 
in SEA), or when the units are not even shown (ADM-2). Default values 
provided in most software packages tend to bias the results because there 
is a tendency of convenience (even among experienced modelers) to accept 
the defaults, although they differ from one software package to the next. 

Modeler interpretations are often required. Supply air, outside air, and 
infiltration rates are rarely known, and must be estimated. Value 
estimates may likewise be needed for surface reflectance, hot water 
consumption, occupant levels, and other parameters. No two modelers are 
likely to make the same estimates, although in the Evaluation of Software 
program a single modeler constructing two models of the same building 
(with different software) was likely to use the same values in both. 

Modeler choices are also of prime importance in explaining differences 
between simulation models. Once the problems in identifying and/or 
interpreting "real" values have been resolved, modelers may opt to depart 
from them, making further changes intended to improve the model. If, for 
example, a building is known to consume a certain amount of energy but a 
first-try model does not yield consistent results, the modeler will seek 
reasons and responses. The quest need not be limited to a search for 
better information: Modelers are not constrained to use "actual" values 
in the input files. The modeler may also "tweak" the model to adjust its 
output. Tweaking is accomplished by changing the values of the input 
parameters just to force the output. Changes may related to real-world 
conditions (e.g., rationalizing a change in the modeling setpoint 
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temperature because occupants can "play" with the thermostat); but at 
other times the changes are simply whatever is necessary to achieve a 
desired result. 

A few coIIUI1ents should be made about specific input parameters and the values 
selected for them in the Evaluation of Software project. 

Weather files, in most .instances, came from the software house that supplied 
the software package used in the simulation. A file was typically for the 
nearest community already in the modeler ' s inventory of weather files; if 
another file was procured it was the nearest one the supplier had available. 

Due to differing supplier approaches, some weather files are accessible to 
modeler input and others are not. Of the software us~d in the Evaluation of 
Software program, SEA and DOE 2.1 were the most accessible; they were also the 
most frequently changed . 

Table 5. 2 shows the weather files used in Cycle 1 of the Evaluation of 
Software project; only a few changes were introduced in Cycles 2 and 3. Files 
for the Richland buildings were identified with Richland, Moses Lake, 
Pendleton, Spokane, Yakima, Walla Walla, and later with Hanford. Files for 
the Eugene buildings were identified with Eugene, Salem, and Portl and. 

One model of the small office building in Eugene was run with a Richland file; 
when challenged, the modeler responded: a) the two coIIUI1Unities have s i milar 
annual ·heating degree days, b) in his experience it wouldn't make much 
difference, and c) this was the closest weather file he had for that software 
[a closer file was available from the software supplier]. 

A cursory examination of degree day data for Eugene and Richland might suggest 
the two communities do indeed have similar climates. Eugene has 4726 base 65F 
heating degree days per year(l), while Richland experiences 4892(2). On the 
other hand, the comparative winter design temperatures (97 .5%) are 22F for 
Eugene, llF for Richland; the summer design dry bulb temperatures (2.5%) are 
89F for Eugene, 96F for Richland(3). 

Figure 5 .1 compares the frequency distribution of 5-degree temperature bins 
for the two cities. Clearly, there are distinct differences in the summer and 
winter temperature regimes. 

The sensitivity study (Chapter 6 of this report) later looked at the effect of 
transposing weather files between Richland and Eugene, and found annual energy 
effects ranging from 2% to 18%, with an average near 10%. However, the model 
cited was not off by 18% or 10%; it had simply been adapted until it met the 
comparative energy goals anyway - the wrong weather file notwithstanding. 

1. ASHRAE Fundamentals 1981; Chapter 53 of the State of Oregon 1990 edition of 
the Uniform Building Code lists 4739 degree days. 

2. NOAA data, from Oregon State Extension Service. 
3. ASHRAE, op cit. 
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TABLE 5.2 CYCLE 1 WEATHER FILES 

Location: Eugene 

Software Modeler File/Community 

ADM·2 H RICHLAND 

SEA A PORTI.AND 
B PORTI.AND 
G EUGENE 
J EUGENE 

TRAKLOAD D EUGENE 
E EUGENE 

EUGENE 

VCACS D PORTI.AND 
K EUGENE 

DOE2.l F SALEM 

Location: Richland 

ADM-2 A RICHLAND 
H RICHLAND 

SEA A SPOKANE 
c MOSES LAKE 
J SPOKANE 

TRAKLOAD E WALLA WALLA 
I RICHLAND 

VCACS D PENDLETON 
K RICHLAND 

DOE 2.1 F YAKIMA 

Notes: 
(1) Used closest match to heating degree days of files already in hand 
(2) Bin data from Air Force Manual 
(3) Probably renamed Pendleton file 

Source 

supplier (1) 

supplier 
supplier 
modeler (2) 
modeler 

supplier 
supplier 
supplier 

supplier 
supplier 

BPA 

supplier 
supplier 

supplier 
modeler 
supplier 

Weathennaker 
(3) 

supplier 
modeler (4) 

BPA 

(4) Supplier's Yakima file (most modelers could not have made a comparable adjustment) 
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Zoning choices were shown in sketches by half of the modelers. Selected 
zoning patterns were fairly similar for all models of a given building. The 
exception was the DOE 2.1 model of the large office building, which used 27 
zones compared to 5, 6, or 8 zones in the other models. The large number of 
zones in the DOE 2.1 model probably contributed to its success in achieving a 
good match with the ELCAP end-use data, but otherwise the number of zones 
seemed to make little if any impact on how well the simulated results tracked 
with actual overall energy consumption. 

Floor UA loads, which varied over wide ranges, were estimated by several 
methods, none of them a direct modeling/simulation by the software. The 
choices seem to have been promoted by differences in the software input forms, 
default values, and recommendations from software manuals. 

Wall R values also varied considerably, although the reasons are less 
obvious. The largest percentage variations occurred in estimating the value 
for the concrete block walls of the large retail store. Modelers agreed that 
these walls, apparently uninsulated, had low thermal resistance. Uncertainty 
about the density of the block~ however, combined with the low numerical base 
to yield the large percentage differences despite relative small absolute 
changes in values. 

Interior lighting differences appear to trace primarily to uncertainty in 
diversity factors rather than the total installed capacity. 

Occupant counts were not specified for the modelers, although the nature of 
the occupancies was. Modelers supplied a wide range of estimates. 

Other internal loads and DHW consumption also had to be assumed from the 
nature of each building's occupancy; again the estimates covered a wide range. 

Air supply and outside air volumes varied both from modeler estimates and 
program "autosizing". Even when an air supply volume is entered manually, 
certain programs override it when necessary to meet a load, while others 
simply note the inadequate heating/cooling capacity. Not all software 
programs agree on what the autosized values should be. The range of modeled 
supply volumes at Cycle 2 was in the order of 2:1 for three of the buildings, 
but the large off ice building approached 6: 1. Outside air settings showed 
even larger ranges; though not autosized, some values were computed as 
percentages of supply volumes that were. 

Plant capacity and cooling COP were two plant parameters that showed wider 
ranges of estimates than expected. The COP differences may have arisen from 
uncertainty about how much to degrade the ratings of the used equipment, 
compared to the manufacturer's published ratings; then again, it is not 
certain that all modelers checked the published ratings. Most of the capacity 
differences probably can be traced to autosizing by the software, either by 
modeler choice or by .automatic override; if so, some of the software 
projections were surprisingly far apart. Differences in part load curves, 
some of which are fixed in the programs and not accessible to the modeler, may 
account for part of the difference, but not all of it. 
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In a few instances, modelers made significant shifts in input values from one 
Cycle to the next. Most of these have not been traced, but it is clear that 
for a few, at least, the reasons lie in the detection and correction of 
earlier errors. The combination of iterative cycles and progressively more 
'information apparently led the modelers to be aware of the errors and to get 
rid of them. In other instances the major changes may have been simply . that 
the new information introduced at the next Cycle highlighted the inadequacy of 
an earlier model or estimate, demonstrating that a new approach or value was 
needed. 

5.3 Findings and Evaluation 

5.3.1 Cyc l e 1: Partially Informed Simulations 

During Cycle 1, modelers received descriptive information about the four 
bui l dings and their use, but no information about metered · energy consumption. 
They were asked to construct building energy models based on the descriptive 
information alone. 

Such models are often referred to as "blind" models. Blind modeling of 
existing building is similar in many respects to the modeling requirements for 
new design bui~dings, where no billing history is as yet available. In other 
respects the designer and .modeler have the advantage of being able to specify 
what the construction parameters for a new building shall be rather than 
wondering if the records and observations they have used are in fact correct. 

Cycle 1 simulation results varied over a considerable range for each of the 
four buildings in the Evaluation of Software project, as indicated in Table 
5.3. (Complete data is reported in Appendix G.) Utility data for 1987 is 
shown for comparison, although it was not made available to modelers until a 
later cycle. The use of 1987 data is explained in the previous chapter: it 
is a somewhat arbitrary choice; other comparisons might have been equally 
valid. 

Table 5. 3 introduces a figure of merit called "Average Monthly Divergence", 
determined for each simulation model. It is the average of twelve monthly 
computations, each the absolute percent difference between the monthly energy 
billed by the utility and the comparable monthly energy simulated by the 
model. The composite number provides an overall measure of how closely the 
models track with the utility data, based on the month-to-month "profile" of 
total energy consumption. An average monthly divergence of zero would mean 
that the simulated results and billing data are identical. 

For comparison, the results of Cycle 2 modeling also appear in Table 5.3. By 
cursory examination of the results from both cycles, none of the data, 
including the average monthly divergence, appears to have significant 
correlation with the software type or with specific modelers. Similar 
conclusions were made following Cycle 3. That is, there was no obvious 
pattern whereby one software program or one modeler consistently gave 
appreciably better results than another, sufficient to "explain" the results. 
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TABLE 5.3 SUMMARY ANALYSIS OF CYCLE 1 and CYCLE 2 RESULTS 

Average 
Annual Energy, kWh % of Utility Monthly Divergence 

SMALL RETAIL Cycle 1 Cycle 2 Cy l Cy 2 Cycle 1 Cycle 2 
Utility (1987) 85500 85500 
Modeler A ADM-2 89236 71999 104 84 23% 22% 
Modeler B SEA 107105 76700 125 90 55% 28% 
Modeler J SEA 71883 84591 84 99 24% 20% 
Modeler D TRAKLOAD 68179 85801 80 100 21% 17% 
Modeler E TRAKLOAD 94588 93332 111 109 23% 21% 
Modeler D VCACS 87954 85133 103 100 22% 23% 
Modeler K VCACS 98620 82408 115 96 26% 12% 
Modeler F DOE2.1 126277 90822 148 106 57% 24% 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Mean 92560 82598 108 98 31% 21% 

Annual Energy, kWh % of Utility Monthly Divergence 
LARGE RETAIL Cycle 1 Cycle 2 Cy 1 Cy 2 Cycle 1 Cycle 2 

Utility (1987) 1321200 1321200 
Modeler A ADM-2 1506401 1442555 114 109 24% 22% 
Modeler H ADM-2 1080448 1266240 82 96 21% 15% 
Modeler c SEA 1369550 1288088 104 97 21% 14% 
Modeler J SEA 2334861 1323009 177 100 81% 11% 
Modeler E TRAKLOAD 1084561 1184965 82 90 17% 13% 
Modeler F DOE 2ol 1529639 1227975 116 93 22% 14% 

------~------------------------------~------------------------------------
Mean 1484243 1288805 112 98 31% 15% 

Annual Energy, kWh % of Utility Monthly Divergence 
SMALL OFFICE Cycle 1 Cycle 2 Cy 1 Cy 2 Cycle 1 Cycle 2 

Utility (1987) 177280 177280 
Modeler H ADM-2 174243 173456 98 98 21% 44% 
Modeler B SEA 225545 160765 127 91 48% 23% 
Modeler G SEA 128801 185767 73 105 28% 24% 
Modeler D TRAKLOAD 208672 142605 118 80 48% 25% 
Modeler I TRAKLOAD 209695 170257 118 96 45% 28% 
Modeler F DOE 2.1 116741 166277 66 94 33% 21% 

Mean 177283 166519 100 94 21% 21% 

Annual Energy, kWh % of Utility Monthly Divergence 
LARGE OFFICE Cycle 1 Cycle 2 Cy 1 Cy 2 Cycle 1 Cycle 2 

Utility (1987) 1767320 1767320 
Modeler A ADM-2 2125422 2187102 120 124 76% 23% 
Modeler B SEA 969483 766712 55 43 44% 5 7% 
Modeler I TRAKLOAD 1670195 1732105 95 98 16% 17% 
Modeler D VCACS 1069262 1764319 61 100 39% 2% 
Modeler K VCACS 647908 1722237 37 97 63% 5% 
Modeler F DOE 2.1 986363 1692104 56 96 45% 10% 

Mean 1244772 1644097 71 93 47% 19% 
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5.3.2 Cycle 2: Informed Simulations with Utility Data 

During Cycle 2, modelers were given information about the energy conswned in 
the buildings, in the form of electric utility billing records covering the 
period January 1987 through March 1988. The records provide data for total 
energy conswnption, but no information about the contribution of specific end 
uses such as heating and lighting. Readings were reported at monthly 
intervals. 

Modelers were asked to adapt their building energy · models to reflect the 
energy reported in the utility billing history. This is a common procedure 
for any energy audit of an existing building. The modelers were not told how 
closely their models had to conform to the billing data, except to use their 
professional judgement to achieve the "best" fit with the historical data; 
they were to follow the same procedures and judgments they would normal ly 
apply to commercial audit engagements. 

It is conceivable that modelers could have been satisfied with at least some 
of the Cycle l models, and used them without change in Cycle 2. However, all 
25 of the models were in fact changed in one respect or another. Some of the 
changes were substantial. 

The Cycle 2 simulations, predictably, resulted in energy estimates closer to 
the utility billing data. That is, as compared to Cycle 1, the modelers . were 
successful . in moving their models closer to the utility data targets. On the 
other hand, there was still a considerable range of answers for each bui.lding. 

Table 5. 3 compares the range of simulation results obtained during Cycle 2 
with those from Cycle 1. The "average monthly divergence" figures of merit 
were generally lower in Cycle 2, which means the simulated monthly energy use 
profiles more closely match the actual energy use than before. 

Cycle 1 and Cycle 2 simulation results are -compared graphically in Figure 5.2, 
for each of the four buildings: Cycle 1 simulations are shown as one range of 
values, and Cycle 2 simulations as another range. In each instance the Cycle 
2 range is tighter. In addition, the graphs · show the billing history for the 
single year 1987; for the most part the 1987 lines fall within the range of 
Cycle 2 simulation results. 

The line graphs in Figure 5.3 depict the simulation responses of individual 
Cycle 1 and Cycle 2 building energy models. The models shown were selected 
because in each instance they are paired: a given building modeled on the same 
software by two different modelers. Under these conditions, all the 
differences are due to the modelers and none to the software. During some 
months, Cycle 1 values (before guidance from the utility billing histories) 
differed by as much as 2 to 1, but the results were much closer at Cycle 2. 
In the aggregate including all models, these are the curves that define the 
ranges of values shown in the preceding (Figure 5.2) graphs. 
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Simulation results were expected to vary within reasonable ranges because the 
building energy models were constructed by eleven different modelers (as many 
as seven on one building), and the results reflect their various asswnptions, 
approaches, and software . Isolating the work of a single modeler should be 
i nstructive because most of these differences should be minimized. Figure 5.4 
compares one mode l er's results f or the small retai l bui l ding, using two 
di fferent software packages . At Cycl e l 9 f or a few of the months, the high 
estimates are nearly double the low estimates. At Cycle 2 the low estimates 
were generally within 20% of the high estimates. 

Figure S.S is yet another way to look at the Cycle 2 results. It graphically 
compares Cycle 2 simulations with electric utility data. Two ranges are shown 
for each of the four buildings: consumption data reported by the ut i lities 
during the period 1984-89, and Cycle 2 simulation results obtained from the 
various models. The ideal outcome would be for the s i mulation results to fall 
within the boundari es of the historical building energy usage. This ideal was 
not fully achieved in any of the four buildi ngs, but was roughly approximated 
in al l but the large office bui lding. The fourth building was conformed more 
successfully in Cycle 3. 
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While the "average monthly divergence" measure permits quantitative 
comparisons between individual models, it does nothing for explaining why the 
differences occur. A more sophisticated tool is needed for that purpose, and 
is found in the end-use energy profile graph. This type of graph allows 
visual comparisons of energy use by month and by end-use component - that is, 
by energy categories such as heating 9 cooling, and lighting. 

A typical end-use energy profile is shown in Figure 5.6. This is a graph of 
1987 ELCAP data for the small retail store. ELCAP data was metered on an end
use basis. The end-use categories shown in the figure are for heating, "mixed 
HVAC", interior lights, exteri or lights, water heating, and other uses 
(receptacles). 

ELCAP building energy data was obtained for each of the four buildings in the 
Evaluation of Software project. The ELCAP end-use energy profile for each is 
shown in Figure 5.7. 

End-use categories reported by Battelle differ from one building to the next 
(see Table 5.4). Buil ding energy simulation models, which also provide detai l 
by energy end-use, likewise use categories that may not agree precisely. End
use energy profiles can be used to compare data from these various sources, if 
reasonable allowance is made for shifts between end-use categories. 
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Table 5.4 ELCAP/CREUS End Use Ca1egories 

Small Rc1ail Building - Sile #287 
Heal ing - heal slrips 
Mixed HV AC - heal pump (I) 
lnlerior Lighting 
Ex1crior Ligh1ing 
Waler Healing 
Receptacles 

Large Relail Building - Sile #556 
Interior Lighting 
General Mixed - receplaelcs, lighting (exlerior) 
Mixed HV AC - healing/cooling unils 
Sanitation - garbage compaclor 

Small Office Building - Sile #286 
Heating - heat s1rips 
Mixed HVAC - heal pumps (I) 
In1erior Lighting 
Ven1ila1ion - air handler 
Ex1erior Ligh1ing 
Waler Healing 
Other 

Sanilalion - dishwasher 
General Mixed - lights reeeplacles 
Specially I - Xerox machine 

Large Office Building - Si le #(.J.l7 
Healing - heal uni1s, ceiling healers, b<>iler 
Cooling- A/C unils (DX) 
Auxiliaries - rnoling lower fans , chillers (2) 
Ven1ila1ion - air hantllcrs (2) 
lnlerior Ligh1ing 
Specially I - emergency ballery 
Other 

Ex1erior Lighling 
Waler Healing 
Recept :Jcles 
Vertical Transportalion - clevalor 
Da1a Processing - rnmpulers 
General Mixed - rcceplacles, lighling 

Notes: I. DX air rnndilioning: building had no heal pump prior 10 CREUS. 
2. Return circulation fans : l:l in " Auxiliaries', 2 in "Venlilalion" 

In general. an HV AC equipmenl uni I or type of uni I is on a single mcler; 
HVAC ca1egorics may aggrcgalc A/C. and/or slrip heal , and fans . 
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Modelers in the Evaluation of Software project did not have access to the 
ELCAP end-use data until Cycle 3, so their Cycle 2 work was not intended to 
match on an end-use basis. Nonetheless, it is constructive to see how similar 
or different their results were in the absence of end-use data. End-use 
energy profiles, similar to the ELCAP examples, follow for each Cycle 2 
building energy simulation model constructed for the Evaluation of Software 
project. 

To facilitate comparisons, the shading or pattern that indicates a particular 
energy end-use has been used consistently in graphic renditions of profiles 
for the simulation models as well as the ELCAP data. Wherever possible, this 
convention has been observed across building types as well as within building 
groups . Patterns appear in the graphs in the same order as in the legend box, 
so an occasional re-use of the same pattern is clearly distinguishable. · 

Al though included in the ELCAP data series for the small retail bui l ding, the 
energy for exterior l i ghts was so mini mal that it does not register on the 
graph. Similarly, some end uses for the building energy simulation models do 
not register in their respective end-use energy profile graphs; but those uses 
have nonetheless been included in the legends for each graph. 

As suggested above, the ELCAP end-use series and the simulation end-use series 
do not always coincide, although the closest possible matches have been used. 
For example, some software packages lump interior and exterior lighting 
together; interior lighting is dominant for those buildings, so that is where 
the data has been reported. The spreadsheets in Appendix G describe these· 
groupings for each building energy model. The most troublesome example of 
this difference is in HVAC auxiliaries such as fans and pumps. In some models 
the auxiliaries, or part of them, are repo.rted in a separate "auxiliaries" 
category, or as "ventilation" or as "fans". In other models, heating and 
cooling auxiliaries may be included respectively with the heating and cooling 
energy. Largely for this reason, the designation "mixed HVAC" takes on a 
different meaning in each setting. These differences should be considered 
when comparisons are made. 

Direct visual comparisons between two profiles are most effective if both are 
presented at the same scale. When comparing end-use energy profiles, both the 
month-to-month shape and the extent or magnitude of energy consumed are 
significant. The closer the two profiles are, the closer the match between 
actual and simulated energy use, or between the simulations of two models. 

To the extent the end-use components differ visually between the two profiles, 
some of the energy consumption estimates may be presumed to be faulty. On a 
visual basis, the significance of differences is a subjective evaluation; 
small difference are largely insignificant, but large differences with radical 
departures in the shape of the curves are likely to be significant. 

Figure 5.8 presents end-use energy profiles for the small retail building, for 
each of seven simulation models constructed during Cycle 2, plus an eighth 
model (ADM-2) put together for the sensitivity study. Figure 5.9 provides the 
same type of comparison for the six Cycle 2 simulation models of the large 
retail building. Likewise, Figure 5.10 compares six models of the small 
office building. Figure 5.11 compares six models of the large office building. 
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(In Figure 5 .10 the bold horizontal striping in the ELCAP end-use energy 
profile marks where data is missing from the series. Model comparisons were 
made with utility billing data on a total energy consumption basis.) 

These graphs can be compared with the ELCAP end-use energy profile for the 
respec tive buildings i n Figure 5o7. Remember 9 however ~ While simulated 
energy consumption that differs from the ELCAP findings may be suspect it is 
not necessarily wrong or deviant, for reasons already explored; major 
differences probably should be decided in favor of ELCAP, while modest or 
minor differences suggest and indeterminate preference. 

Comparisons of the end-use energy profiles should make note of both the 
similarities and the differences. Within the "small retail" grouping of 
profiles (Figure 5 . 8), all of the models show pronounced "valleys" during 
warmer seasonal weather. None of the models show the sharp · "W" shape and 
secondary swmner peak of the ELCAP data, al though the VCACS/K model comes 
closest with a rounded version of that shape including a distinct increase in 
swmner energy use. 

The designation "VCACS/K" shows that modeler K constructed this model wi th 
VCACS software. 

End-use energy profiles for a given building establish a set of curves that 
proves to have distinct family similarities. Despite important differences 
between curves within a family, the family similarities of one group obviously 
contrast with the family similarities of each other group. Comparisons can 
therefore be made between building groups, in addition to those within each 
group. For example, The magnitude of energy use, extent of swmner peak, and 
distribution of energy end-uses, differ greatly between the small and large 
retail buildings while showing much more in cormnon within each building group. 

The most pronounced differences between simulations within one building group 
are those for the large office building. The Cycle 2 models there range from 
winter peaking to swmner peaking, from distinct swmner peaks to nearly "flat" 
consumption throughout the year. The models that do show winter peaks and 
surmner troughs similar to the ELCAP data still have distinctively different 
distributions between the several energy end uses. The models for this 
building are capable of showing greater differences because the building is 
more complex, with more variables; the modelers have reflected those 
opportunities in their models. Therefore, despite the more detailed modeling 
and control, the results were more divergent: the variable uncertainties 
overpowered the modeling sophistication. 

One of the questions posed at the onset, addressed this tradeoff: Would the 
added sophistication of cormnercial-building software lead to improved modeling 
results, or would the added complexity of the cormnercial buildings outweigh 
this advantage? For the large office building example, at least, the 
complexities carry the greater weight. 
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5.3.3 Cycle 3: Informed Simulations with End-Use Data: Base Buildings 

During Cycle 3, modelers were supplied with energy end-use data from the ELCAP 
program. Modelers were asked if the new information suggested changes in 
their building energy models. The models, with any adjustments, were used to 
simulate potential Energy Conservation Measures; the most promising measures 
were identified. 

Metered ELCAP data collected during January 1987 through March 1988 were 
reported to the modelers in calendar-month periods. The calendar timing did 
not match the utility billing data the modelers had been using, although in 
most instances the agreement was good. Modelers were told to disregard 
segments of the ELCAP data known to be wrong (see Chapter 4); otherwise they 
were to accept it as correct. The energy allocation by end use was assumed to 
be correct. 

Modelers were given the option to use their Cycle 2 base building files for 
modeling the ECMs, or to modify the files before making the ECM runs. They 
.were free to disregard the ELCAP data or adapt to it. They were asked only to 
use professional judgment in their reviews and in their decisions to make 
changes of not. Of th~ original 25 building energy models, 17 were modified 
and 8 were used in Cycle 3 without change. 

End-use energy profiles for the 25 Cycle 3 base building simulation models, 
including those unchanged from Cycle 2, are shown in Figures 5 .12 thl"ough 
5 .15. The figures directly parallel the ones shown earlier for the Cycle 2 
models. The Cycle 3 models, however, have added significance. 

The end-use energy profiles refle~t the changes made in the simulation models 
between Cycle 2 and Cycle 3. Note that now the simulated month-by-month total 
energy figures more closely match the 1987 data for actual energy 
consumption. Figure 5.16 shows this graphically, with simulation ranges for 
each building; in each instance the ranges reasonably approximate the actual 
energy consumption experience reported by utilities. 
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The tabular results in Table 5 .S show similar improvements. 
month energy consumption from ELCAP was used to compute the 
divergence statistics, so the numbers differ slightly from 
previously (utility data were used in Table 5.3). 

Total month-by
average monthly 
those reported 

Most of the base building model rev1s1ons made for Cycle 3 brought the 
simulated end-use consumption figures closer to the ELCAP breakdowns as well. 
The result is general~y apparent from the end-use energy profiles. It can be 
observed as well in a second figure of merit, the "Average End-Use 
Divergence". 

This new measure, also reported in Table 5 .5, is simply an extension of the 
average monthly divergence concept, computed however for each energy end-use 
component rather than total energy. Absolute (unsigned) differenGes between 
ELCAP and the simulated energy were determined for each end use and each 
month, and compared with the total energy for that month; the component 
statistics were averaged to yield the overall figure of merit for each model. 
Divergence is minimized and approaches zero as the model approaches the values 
of the ELCAP standard; and once again, the reader is cautioned that the ELCAP 
data provides a relative rather than absolute standard for comparison. 

The average end-use divergence statistic is an arbitrary measure, not 
completely comparable from one building to the next. In part;icular, an 
adaptation had to be made for the small off ice building because ELCAP data 
were not available for the last three months of the year; utility records were 
substituted for total consumption during those months, but end~use categories 
were compared with zero, overstating the real divergence. 

In addition, following a subjective evaluation, energy 
auxiliaries, fans, and ventilation categories (or two of them) 
in some series to give more meaningful results. 

entries for 
were combined 

Readers are reminded that energy end-use categories may be similar but not 
identical when ELCAP and simulated data are compared. A poor match in end-use 
categories between the metered data and what the software reports will show up 
in higher average end-use divergence. Division of the total energy into 
further end-use categories will tend to do the same. Subjective decisions to 
group certain data categories, therefore, tend to decrease the reported values. 

Nonetheless, average end-use divergence provides a good tool for comparisons 
made in like settings. When Cycle 3 results in Table 5.5 are compared with 
those from Cycle 2, for example, considerable improvement (lower numbers) in 
the average end-use divergence is noted for most models and in the aggregate 
for three of the four buildings modeled. 

Improvement in the models was therefore achieved progressively over the course 
of the three simulation cycles. The progress can be seen qualitatively in the 
graphs and measured quantitatively in the "average end-use divergence" figures 
of merit. 
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TABLE 5.5 
SUMMARY OF CYCLE 3 RESULTS 

Average Divergence 
Annual Energy, kWh Monthly End-Use 

SMALL RETAIL Cycle 2 Cycle 3 Cy 2 Cy 3 Cy 2 Cy 3 
Uti Ii ty/ELCAP 85500 85500 
Modeler A ADM-2 71999 82953 21% 20% 45% 46% 
Modeler B SEA 76700 88954 30% 23% 96% 46% 
Modeler J SEA 84591 81249 22'1 18% 60% 36% 
Modeler D TRAKLOAD 85801 85500 18% 18% 43% 43% 
Modeler E TRAKLOAD 93332 93999 21% 27% 42% 46% 
Modeler D VCACS 85133 85500 23%. 7% 53'.t 48% 
Modeler K VCACS 82408 84153 11% 21'.t 53% 34% 
Modeler F DOE2.l 90822 81097 28% 15'.t 63% 40'.t 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Mean 82590 85417 29% 19% 57'.t 42% 

Annual Energy, kWh Monthly End-Use 
LARGE RETAIL Cycle 2 Cycle 3 Cy 2 Cy 3 Cy 2 Cy 3 

Utility/ELCAP 1321200 1321200 
Modeler A ADM-2 1442555 1388126 15% 11% 26% 20% 
Modeler H ADM-2 1266240 1266239 12% 12% 19'.t 19% 
Modeler C SEA 1288088 1288089 11% 11% 28% 28% 
Modeler .J SEA 1323009 1442372 9% 13% 40'.t 20% 
Modeler E TRAKLOAD 1184965 1184966 11% 11% 18% 18% 
Modeler F DOE 2.1 1227975 1219656 9% 13% 23'.t 21% 

---------------------------------------------------
Mean 1288805 1298240 11% 12% 26% 21% 

Annual Energy, kWh Monthly End-Use 
SMALL OFFICE Cycle 2 Cycle 3 Cy 2 Cy 3 Cy 2 Cy 3 

Uti Ii ty/ELCAP 177280 177280 
Modeler H ADM-2 173456 173454 37% 3 7'.t 74% 74% 
Modeler B SEA 160765 160765 17% 17'.t 60% 60'.t 
Modeler G SEA 185767 185769 21% 21% 95% 95% 
Modeler D TRAKLOAD 142605 142000 22% 22% 76% 76'.t 
Modeler I TRAKLOAD 170257 197161 23% 33% 58% 168'.t 
Modeler F DOE 2.1 166277 145016 12% 12% 54% 152% 

Mean 166524 171008 22% 24% 40% 104% 

Annual Energy, kWh Monthly End-Use 
LARGE OFFICE Cycle 2 Cycle 3 Cy 2 Cy 3 Cy 2 Cy 3 

Utility/ELCAP 1767320 1767320 
Modeler A ADM-2 2187102 1761791 21'.t 4% 120% 55% 
Modeler B SEA 766712 1776889 57% 12% 68% 47% 
Modeler I TRAKLOAD 1732105 1755029 16% 3% 93% 63'.t 
Modeler D VCACS 1764319 1764320 5% 5% 67% 47% 
Modeler K VCACS 1722237 1759674 6% 11% 50% 30% 
Modeler F DOE 2.1 1692104 1497993 7% 6% 27% 33% 

Mean 1644092 1751544 19% 7% 74% 49% 
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It seems reasonable to ascribe the improvements in the models to three factors: 

1. Additional information provided at each successive cycle. 
2. Additional familiarity with the software and specific building models. 
3. Additional iterations/trials in running the model. 

Model improvements were not due to feedback about the input parameters used by 
other modelers or the results they achieved, since this information was not 
shared. 

Several special outcomes during the simulation efforts are worth noting with 
greater emphasis. Figures 5.17 through 5.19 compare graphically some of the 
more interesting extremes and progressions noted in the modeling. 

In Figure 5 .17, pertaining to DOE 2 .1 and the large retail building, the 
modeler apparently attempted, successfully, to shift the swmner HVAC peak from 
July to August, and at the same time to increase energy consumed for cooling. 
In the process, however, the already understated springtime heating estimates 
were further reduced. The overall figure of merit (average end-use 
divergence) improved slightly from 23% to 21%. 

In Figure 5.18 working with ADM-2 software and the large office building, the 
modeler encountered difficulties which reportedly centered around the correct 
simulation of the HVAC system. The model had to account for three different 

· distribution systems, but a modified two-pipe system dominated the building. 
For a two-pipe system, ADM-2 imposes a calendar change-over from heating to 
cooling mode, rather than allowing dynamic decisions as some of the other 
models do; in the Cycle i model this accounts for the complete cut-off of 
heating during the summer, and of cooling the rest of the year. In Cycle 2 
the dominant system was changed to simulate four-pipe distribution, but the 
estimated energy continued to be higher than the billings history. In Cycle 
3, the ELCAP data showed that the model's energy end-use distribution was 
faulty. The modeler eventually settled on simulating a multizone system, not 
because the building was described that way but because it was a way to 
"tweak" the model to match the known data. As a result the average end-use 
divergence figure moved from 120% to a more satisfying 55%. 

Figure 5.19 shows the same modeler's work on the same building, but with SEA 
software. Here the progression started in Cycle 1 with a four-pipe fan coil 
system, although SEA does allow dynamic changeover in a two-pipe system. When 
the simulated energy proved to be too low for the Cycle 2 standard, the 
modeler sought a solution by trying to match the input values used in the 
ADM-2 model, but the total energy actually went down. Here the modeler 
departed from the normal goal; for comparison, the low-energy model was left 
as the Cycle 2 result, rather than introducing further changes that might have 
approximated the expected total energy more closely. The problem was "solved" 
in Cycle 3 when the simulated distribution system was changed to add air 
induction to the four-pipe system, an option not offered by ADM-2. That 
adjustment gave an acceptable model and moved the average end-use divergence 
figure from 68% to a more satisfactory 47%. 
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5.3.4 Energy Conservation Measures 

During the ECM phase of Cycle 3, modelers were asked 
building models to simulate the estimated energy savings 
Conservation Measures. The primary reason for developing 
was to establish a good basis for modeling the ECMs. 

to use their base 
of potential Energy 
the Cycle 3 models 

Modelers were asked to investigate as many ECMs as they thought relevant and 
then report the six most effective measures, even if the measures might not 
have been recommended for field implementation. Some modelers reported more 
or less than six measures, depending on what they though was significant or 
potentially of interest. Some but not all indicated which measures they would 
have recommended, and which were merely included for reporting purposes . 

The modelers were instructed to treat each measure independently. That is, 
each measure was to be evaluated without consideri ng the effects of 
implementing other ECMs. Normally, many measures are interactive; the energy 
savings that can be achieved by a given measure may be reduced by another 
measure, and the second of the two may lose its economic viability. In the 
usual situation, perhaps a regular energy conservation engagement, the 
cumulative effect of ECMs must be considered. Cycle 3 ECMs were considered 
independently to promote greater comparability between models and to simplify 
the comparisons; it also meant that modelers were free to choose ECMs without 
the need to conform them to a common pattern. 

ECM recommendations reflect economic factors as well as energy savings. The 
modelers were in effect asked to consider not only energy savings but also 
cost savings from reduced energy, installed costs, the expected life of the 
measure, and payback. Payback criteria were not specified. The modelers were 
given rate schedules for the two electric utilities represented in the study. 
Most modelers did indeed relate their ECM recommendations to economic 
measures, although apparently a few looked only at the energy savings. 

Modelers' estimates of ECM initial cost and expected life are known to vary, 
in much the way that construction proposals vary. This factor was explored in 
the "CAP Evaluation Report". The Evaluation of Software project chose to rely 
on the earlier analysis without further investigation. Modeler estimates and 
their resulting go/no-go recommendations were accepted without challenge. 

In all, the modelers reported about 150 ECMs for the original 25 base building 
models; many were duplicates of course. All but four measures projected 
energy savings (two showed negative savings and two anticipated no change), 
but for some the payback period was so lengthy that the measures were not 
recommended or at least would not have been recommended for field 
implementation. 

The Energy Conservation Measures proposed by the modelers are described in 
Table 5 .6. The ECMs and their estimated energy savings are swnmarized in 
Figure 5.20 (and tabulated in Appendix H). The vertical axis of each graph is 
plotted to a logarithmic scale. The selection, frequency, and estimated 
savings of the reported ECMs varied widely from one model to another. 
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Table 5.6 Energy Conservation Measures (Cycle 3) 

SMALL RETAIL: 

A Insulate ceiling/roof: add RlO ... R19 
B Insulate walls: add RlO ... Rl 1 
C Install double pane/storm windows 
D Reduce excess lighting: delamp 
E Reduce average watts/sqft lighting; install EE fluor lamps 
F Replace ballasts with efficient electromagnetic 

LARGE RETAIL: 

A Lower ceiling: reduce wall & lighting 
B Insulate ceiling: add about Rll , making R27 to R30 
C Insulate walls to R13 /with R8.7 
D Replace single pane windows with double pane 
E Reduce lighting with existing controls or dela!Ilping 
F Relamp incandescent with fluorescent 
G Replace lights with energy efficient lamps and ballasts 
H Replace standard ballasts with electromagnetic 

SMALL OFFICE: 

G Calk and weatherstrip/door insulation 
H Reduce ventilation and infiltration 
I Wrap water heater, 2" insulation 
J Install air source heat pump; COP 2.4 ... 3.0 
K Install programmable thermostat/setpoints; nite setback 
L Install add-on economizer 

Install replacement metal halide fixtures 
J Install door between grocery, retail; weatherize warehouse 
K Install R-11 wrap on hot water tank 
L Reduce lighting & warm-up by one hour each before/after hours 
M Replace units: air source heat pumps COP 2.6 ... 3.2; capacity chng 
N Repair abandoned economizers/dampers on RTUs 
0 a) Inactivate or cycle off 1/3 of HVAC equipment and air supply 

b) Supply programmable thermostats for RTUs/ setpoints 

A 
B 
c 
D 
E 
F 
G 
H 

Insulate roof, add - R19 ... 21" I Increase ventilation rate 
Install thermal pane windows or storm windows J Install 2" or Rll wrap on water heater 

Install air source heat pumps Replace lights with energy efficient fluorescent lamps K 
Remove excess lamps/install reflectors/ use task lighting L Install [enthalpy] economizers on HV AC (RTU) equipment 

Install programmable thermostat/co·ntrol: setpoint temperatures 
Install timer for entryway heaters 

Reduce lighting, unoccupied periods; install motion detectors M 
Replace incandescent lights with fluorescent N 
Replace fluorescent ballasts with high efficiency units 0 Install energy management and control system 
Reduce exterior lighting levels or hours 

LARGE OFFICE: 

A Insulate roof, from add-R7 .. to reach-R38 
13 Install window blinds and/or shades 
C lnstall lhermal pane/storm windos, reflective glass 
D Delamp; reduce hours of lighting 
E Improve lighting efficiency/energy efficient low watt lamps 
F Replace lighting fixtures and install more efficient lighting 
G Install lighting controls/daylighting 
1-1 Replace weatherstripping, 8 doors 

Install C02 vent controls to 20 cfm/person 
11 Install heat recovery from NC or heat pump 
12 Install solar water heater 
13 Install timeclock control for DHW circulating pump 

Kl Install 85% efficient motors in fan coil units 
K2 Install temperature controls; deadband thermost:its 
K3 Modify for perimleter heating 
L1 Retrofit lesser chiller capacity 50% to improve porti:il lo:iding 
L2 Retrofit higher efficiency chiller, COP 4.0 
Ml Retrofit higher efficiency pump motors for cooling tower 
M2 As above + free cooling/strainer cycle in tower 
N Install water loop heat pump COP 2.8 for main system: 

air/air heat pump COP 2.8 for basement and drive-in 
01 Repair energy management and control system 
02 Install selective control switching 
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In Figure 5.20, the Energy Conservation Measures have been grouped in major 
categories for each building. While the measures are similar from one 
building to the next, note that there are differences between them: Measure 
"A" for one building is not necessarily the same for the next building. 

In each graph and for each measure, the number of vertical bars indicates the 
number of modelers who reported that ECM for that building. The height of the 
bars indicates the estimated ECM savings. ECMs with zero or negative savings 
were omitted. 

For any given measure the modelers proposed options that ranged from no 
analysis, to a negative recommendation, to a positive recommendation. That 
is, for certain measures, some modelers· were recommending the ECM at that same 
time others were discarding it. Several observations have been offered to 
explain why greater consensus was lacking in the ECM recommendations: 

The base building models may be the most important reason for the 
differences: Different models will project different savings. If for 
example a building has significant summer cooling but its model fails to 
recognize it, the results will tend to ignore viable ECMs for cooling 
system performance and control. Review of the Cycle 3 graphics presented 
earlier in this section show sufficient differences between the building 
energy models to affect the ECM simulation results. This is not 
surprising given the range of values used for input parameters for 
example various thermal R or U values assigned to a given wall, which 
obviously can bias a conclusion about recommending further insulation. 

Modelers used different input value changes to effect a given ECM. When 
considering insulation for a roof /attic, for example, the R value added in 
one instance ranged from a low of 10 to a high of 19. 

Modelers' estimates of initial ECM costs also differ, affecting the 
payback period. Thus some measures may have been (or might have been) 
recommended by one modeler but not by another, even with identical energy 
savings. In a real-world instance, lower or higher rates charged by 
utilities can produce a similar go/no-go inconsistency, even with 
identical energy savings (and equal potential for regional benefits). 

Software differences, including weather file differences, may have been a 
factor. An example has already been cited of how one modeler got sharply 
different responses from ADM-2 and SEA, despite similar input values. 
Another example can be noted by comparing the Cycle 2 or Cycle 3 end-use 
energy profiles for the large retail building: All the models show winter 
peaks that are higher in January than December - except for the ADM-2 
models, which reverse the relationship, strongly implicating differences 
in the ADM-2 weather files. 

Additional reasons suggested for the varied results and recommendations 
are subjective differences in modelers' go/no-go criteria, and modeler 
experience or "mind-bent" leading them to explore one potential ECM but 
not another. 
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Early in this report reference was made to a study which compared energy 
simulation modeling for residences. The study report found rather poor 
agreement between s i mulated and actual energy consumption, but much better 
agreement on the energy saved by specific Energy Conservation Measures. This 
may be the origin of a belief that has been widely shared among those who work 
with modeling of commercial buildings, that in the commercial fie l d as well, 
the building energy estimate may be off but the ECM estimate will usually be 
closer. 

Fi ndings from the Evaluation of Software project dispute 
fact, for many ECMs, the ranges of simulated savings 
considerably more variance than found in the total building 
figures. 

this premise. In 
encountered show 

energy consumption 

The rule of thumb probably should be restated: A building energy estimate is 
likely to have a few problems, but an ECM estimate will usually be worse. 
Indeed, this is the more rational expectation. Recognizing that projected 
savings represent computed differences, it follows from the mathemat i cs that 
the savings are likely to demonstrate larger relative and absolute errors than 
the bases from which they were computed. 

Of equal importance to the finding of variability, and largely as a 
consequence of it, some models/modelers recommended particular ECMs while 
other model/ modelers made contrary recommendations on the same measures. 
Some ECMs endorsed by one modeler were apparently deemed not important enough 
even to be tested (simulated) by another. 

For any given real-world energy audit, it raises the question of how many 
valid ECMs may have been omitted, and how many uneconomical ECMs may have been 
recommended inappropriately. 

These findings therefore have implications for the design and performance of 
energy conservation programs. 

5.4 Supplemental Comments 

Weather Files 

A weather file adjustment was originally planned as a component requirement 
for building energy modeling in the Evaluation of Software project . Each 
modeler would have examined the weather data and determined the occurrences 
and significance of differences between the average or typical weather data 
used in the energy simulations and the weather recorded during the period 
being simulated. To the extent appropriate, each modeler would have adjusted 
the weather files used in the software simulations to reflect the weather 
conditions which actually occurred. 
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This exercise was planned as an unbiased way to reconcile the differences 
between energy data collected during a real weather year, and the energy 
estimates obtained from a model that relied on a typical weather year. By 
this procedure the typical weather file would have been replaced with a file 
that reflected the real data for the specific year of interest. 

The extent of the work required and the inaccessibility of weather files for 
some software programs meant the procedure would have been uniquely limited to 
this analysis, rather than having extended usefulness for routine modeling 
purposes. 

The plan was abandoned when those limitations became more evident. Three of 
the five software programs evaluated during the project have weather files 
with unpublished proprietary formats. Weather file creation or modification 
either requires access to proprietary "Weathermaker" software (which was 
available for one of the three packages) or else tedious decrypting, 
t r anslation, and recoding of the file. One of the files was in fact decoded 
sufficiently to i nterpret its major components, but it appeared that further 
effort would have been misplaced. 

The weather files used in building energy simulations remains an important 
factor in the quality of the building energy estimates and ECM recommendations 
derived from the simulations. Their significance was also explored in one of 
the sensitivity measures reported in Chapter 6 of this report; further 
recommendations are included in Chapter 9. 

Model Conformance 

Some building energy software packages allow a modeler to manipulate the 
simulated energy consumption, forcing it to conform to the energy consumption 
figures reported by the utility. Depending on the software, the conforming 
value may be annual energy consumption, energy consumption by monthly total, 
or one or more other factors. · 

In the Evaluation of Software project, both TrakLoad and VCACS offered the 
conformance for "forcing" feature. When monthly utility billing data is 
entered, VCACS will cause the simulated results to agree with the monthly 
totals; the program does this by using the necessary monthly ratio on each 
energy end-use component (everything is larger or smaller in the same ratio) . 
TrakLoad uses a more sophisticated algorithm that looks at energy and demand 
during summer and winter periods. During the Evaluation of Software project 
the feature was tried with both TrakLoad and VCACS, and then abandoned. 

While the ability to conform the results is an interesting capability, it also 
provides a powerful temptation to sidestep the careful work required to 
develop a meaningful model. In the hands of a novice modeler it has the 
potential for encouraging meaningless models and useless simulations. 
Assuming that a simulation model has been constructed carefully, however, and 
its output already approximates the utility data, the "forcing" feature may be 
as valid a way to reconcile the unknown remaining differences as any other 
arbitrary procedure would be. 
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The conformance feature ·should be avoided in any series involving ECM 
modeling. Experience with VCACS demonstrates one reason for this. Once 
billing data has been loaded into the VCACS file, the program will continue to 
simulate perfectly conformed results, with unchanging energy totals, no matter 
what Energy Conservation Measures are added; the savings are always zero and 
the results are obviously meaningless. 

When the forcing feature is cancelled, ECMs can be simulated meaningfully, but 
savings are (and must be) made by comparing what is simulated against the 
unconformed base building model. The conforming feature, therefore, has 
utility only as a cosmetic feature; it cannot be used to construct a base 
building model that is valid for subsequent ECM evaluations. 

5.5 Modeler Comments and Suggestions 

Modelers were invited to comment on their modeling experience with this 
project and other engagements~ recognizing that the purpose of the study is to 
gain further insights into the modeling process, the quality of the software 
used, and opportunities for improvements. 

Modelers were encouraged to discuss one or more of the following: Problems 
encountered in modeling, insights gained, problems solved, software 
preferences and reasons for them, software .limitations and manipulations, 
improvements needed in software and modeling techniques, and other aspects of 
software and modeling that others might gain by knowing. A few abbreviated 
thoughts were received in direct response, but no one elected to address the 
topics at length. However, comments received at other times during the 
project touched on a few of these points as well as others. 

Selected comments follow here and in other appropriate places in this report. 
They have been edited for brevity, while attempting to c~nvey the modelers' 
original thoughts. Modelers' opinions do not necessarily agree with those of 
the principal investigator. 

General comments about the modeling process 

o We have found that modeling in general is more of ten an art rather than an 
exact science. Good assumptions by the modeler are required to prepare an 
accurate building simulation. For example, modeling software often lags 
behind advances in HVAC equipment and control technology. In this 
situation, the modeler must manipulate data input to account for the 
software's limitation. 

o We have several pre and post processing programs that supplement our 
capabilities with these programs. Two programs, for example, have 
simplified estimating loads and inputing rates schedules. In addition, we 
have written our own modeling programs to help with lighting analyses and 
degree day calculations. 
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Modelers' Comments - Cycle 1 

o Modeling is useful to me as a diagnostic tool. At this stage in the 
audit, I would be making another trip to the facility to discover what the 
exact nature of the problems with the heating system are. The modeling 
has helped focus my time on what appear to be significant problems, which 
imply significant opportunity for effective Operations and Maintenance 
Measures or Energy Conservation Measures. 

o I usually rely on comparisons with the historical energy consumption to 
use the model to identify how the building is performing. Field data 
often is incomplete, and does not supply the actual efficiencies and 
operating parameters of some of the key systems. As an initial model I am 
satisfied with the results transmitted here, however I would not represent 
it as "what is out there". 

o Important questions came to light during the development of the model 
which I could not answer to my satisfaction from the building abstract. 
In the normal course of events I would try to confirm all of these 
questions. Instead, I made the following interpretations of the building 
data. 

o In the event of unexplained performance I normally go to the site and 
discover the specific causes. If on-site inspection demonstrates that my 
suspicions are correct, then suitable action is taken. 

o In addition to software limitations, certain building characteristics 
present modeling challenges. For example, air infiltration, which is 
difficult to measure, varies widely and has a major effect on energy use. 
Without expensive field tests to obtain accurate input data, the modeler 
must make good assumptions. This is even more true in design assistance 
projects where the building does not yet exist and the quality control 
procedures of the construction contractor will have a major impact on 
infiltration. 

[Modelers commented further about their modeling assumptions, why they were 
made, and what they would do with additional field investigation.] 

Modelers' Comments - Cycle 2 

Several modelers presented graphical and/or tabular comparisons between their 
modeled results and the utility data reported for the building. 

One modeler likes to have about 5 years of billing data; will not average it 
for end comparison but does analyze variation. Believes buildings tend to 
"deteriorate" 5% to 7% a year: Therefore, use most recent data, but don't 
worry about matching abnormalities. 
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o A linear regression of the monthly KWH consumption against the heating 
degree days showed a good correlation (r squared = 0. 79). This shows 
internal loads relatively fixed and consistent from month to month. It 
also shows that the assumption of a 65 degree balance point for this 
bui lding works fairly well in predicting heating loads . The simulation of 
this simple envelope-influenced building should be relatively accurate. 
[Note: The degree day data fo r the analysis was obtai ned independently; 
it did not fully agree with the data previously submitted to the modelers . ] 

o In a normal audit would talk to building owner/operator to understand 
changing usage patterns. More recently have also installed data logging 
equipment for 24 hours or more, to see what was running and when. 

o The Cycle 2 changes made to the Cycle 1 building model are noted. These 
changes are in conflict with the information provided on building 
operation, but the building model now provides a close approximation to 
utility billing data. 

Large Retail: 

o Modeling revealed that the HVAC energy consumption is significantly higher 
than expected. A likely source of the problem is that the energy 
management sys tern is not working correctly. In my experience, energy 
management systems are not an effective way to control this type of 
building. They are too complicated to be maintained and operated correctly 

Small Office: 

o Because of the disparity of billed demand loads and energy consumption in 
the utility billing information, a simulation correlation has been 
provided for the first and the last twelve months of utility data. 
Although the total consumption can be aligned, the actual and simulated 
monthly KWH consumption do not correspond, especially during the winter 
months. It appears that the simulation program cannot accurately reflect 
the energy usage operation of the building over a year period. 

o Historical consumption makes it clear that there are significant problems 
with the heating system. Normally these problems are solved with some 
type of Operations and Maintenance Measure recommendations (OMMs). The 
base case model for evaluating ECM performance usually includes the 
effects of OMM recommendations, to make sure the ECMs do not receive 
credit for items that were part of the original design but which are now 
broken or not adjusted properly. Without on-site inspection to determine 
the exact nature of the problem with the HVAC system I am forced to make 
best guesses at what is wrong and cannot make suitable OMM recommendations 
or adjustments. 
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Large Office: 

o TrakLoad will not let you enter a larger window percentage than wall. 
Increased the wall area to allow correct window area with 50%-50% 
window/wall. 

Modelers' Comments - Cycle 3 

o I appreciated receiving the end use metering data, but since such data is 
not normally available, I have chosen not to let it influence my Cycle 3 
work in any way. 

o Interaction of ECMs results in combined savings which often are much less 
than the sum of the savings of the individual parts. Use the analysis of 
individual measures as a decision tool in defining which measures belong 
in the recommended package of ECMs. Usually I run a model of the combined 
effect of all of the recommended ECMs and then reduce the savings 
attributed to each ECM so that the sum of the savings attributed to each 
recommended ECM equals the total savings predicted for the combined 
effect. The savings are reduced proportional to the sum of the .individual 
measures. · 

o The most reliable method of ·producing modeling results that will be 
achievable, and more importantly verifiabie, is to define a package of 
ECMs which will reduce the energy consumption of the building by at least 
15%. Then model the package. If all of the measures are implemented, the 
weather- corrected building performance will usually be within less than 
5% of the modeled performance. 

o Since no OMMs were identified and the base case model was not adjusted for 
OMMs ,. savings for the ECMs affecting the HVAC system are out of line with 
what the same measures would achieve if the system was functioning 
correctly. This may result in a serious problem in comparing the 
predicted savings of the various ECMs evaluated by different modelers. 
The ECMs are going to pick up the saving due to the problems in the 
current system. since the nature of the problems are not clear, the 
attribution of the savings can quite justifiably differ. I assumed 
that the economizer additions picked up most of the current problems. 

Large Retail: 

o Available building description data does not indicate significant 
problems. There were not six measures that I would recommend based on the 
available data. If any of the evaluated measures are implemented singly, 
they will have such a small impact that the effect will not be 
distinguishable by the · building occupant from the "noise" due to normal 
variations in operating. conditions and weather. 
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CHAPTER 6: SENSITIVITY STUDY 

The Evaluation of Software project established a sensitivity study component 
as a way to focus on software performance, in contrast to the round robin 
simulations that emphasized modeler contributions to the modeling process . A 
sensitivity analysis compares changes in ·output resulting from changes in 
input. 

A series of simulations was conducted with each software package, for each of 
two building types. Sensitivity measures were determined for 25 parameters 
selected to represent various interests in the modeling algorithms. 

Sensitivity to specific measures showed similar but distinct patterns between 
the two building types. Sensitivity to a given measure was often similar from 
one software program to another, but occasionally quite different. 

6.1 Study Concept 

The design of the sensitivity study called for a series of simulations, 
similar to the normal process for evaluating Energy Conservation Measures. A 
base building energy simulation was followed by simulations for a set of 
pre-defined "measures". The change in output (the energy savings) was 
determined for each measure. The procedure was then repeated for each of the 
other software packages. Differences in output sensitivity were ascribed to 
differences in the software. 

Several methodologies were considered for this effort. The objective was to 
make the sensitivity results as meaningful as possible, with minimal influence 
from the modelers. 

It was recognized that the results could be affected by the choice of models, 
as well as the software. Two modelers may be able to model the same building 
and obtain similar results - both as to total energy consumption and the 
distribution of that energy by calendar period and end use. But no two 
modelers are likely to create the same model for a given building, even with 
the same software; values selected for input parameters are likely to be 
distinct. Models constructed on different software will certainly differ, 
almost by definition. 

Software-related differences arise from basic modeling approaches (such as bin 
versus hourly methods), absence or availability of specific features (for 
example, daylighting), and the particular algorithms used. Modeler 
differences are likely to arise from opinions about what the "target" results 
should be, assigning priorities to conflicting data, filling in missing data, 
personnel qualifications, experiential bias, and being swayed by how various 
software packages accept, use, and present information, including the 
modeler's attempts to compensate for real or perceived software deficiencies. 
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In fact, it can be reasoned that models of the same building constructed with 
two different software packages cannot contain identical input values if they 
are to give identical results. The modeler must use his experience to vary 
the models and in this manner each modeler individually approaches the desired 
result. 

For the Evaluation of Software project, the procedure for the sensitivity 
analysis in effect came down to a choice between models with similar input 
characteristics, or models with similar output characteristics. 

A series of models can be constructed for a given building, each with a 
different software package, using nearly (but not entirely) identical 
values for the input variables. In general the output results for those 
models will probably not agree as well as more distinctive models built· 
independently by several qualified modelers to conform to an output 
target. Models forced to conform with a common set of input values lack 
the "reality" of how models are normally constructed. 

Alternately, a series of models constructed independently to a common 
output target will not, in general, share common input values; and some of 
the input values used to achieve this result may not agree with the real 
world. 

The conceptual choice in conforming 
therefore whether it is better to 
conformity in the outputs. 

the models for ~ sensitivity study is 
set consistent input values, or seek 

The initial plan had been to select and use ten of the base building models 
developed during the three-cycle round robin sequence. The rationale was that 
these models had already been subjected to considerable effort to conform them 
to common bases - building descriptions, utility energy data, and ELCAP 
end-use data. The models had been prepared under nearly normal procedures by 
modelers conversant with energy conservation processes, software, and modeling 
techniques. Accordingly the base building models would be fairly similar and 
of good quality; at very least they would estimate similar energy levels. It 
was suggested that the results obtained in this manner would have the greatest 
significance and could be most readily evaluated. 

On the other hand, those models proved to be more divergent than anticipated. 
The end-use energy profiles generated in Cycle 3 varied considerably from one 
model to the next, and the input parameter values used in the models were 
disturbingly different. Rather than use the round robin models, it was 
argued, they should be further modified with common values for the input 
parameters. 

While there were positive reasons favoring both points of view, the project 
was able to support only one approach. A decision was made to start with 
Cycle 3 models, then conform them to a set of input parameter values. It was 
recognized that the output results might no longer agree with data either from 
ELCAP/CREUS or the utilities' billings. 

The selected methodology therefore compares software packages through models 
portraying real-world buildings - rather than "adiabatic", MCS, or otherwise 
stylized buildings. But the input values have been modified for consistency. 
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6.2 Study Procedure 

The Evaluation of Software sensitivity study was designed to obtain 
information about software performance by determining the changes in simulated 
energy that result from changes in specific input parameters, taken one at a 
time. 

The sensitivity analysis called for 250 simulations once the base buildi'ng 
models had been established: 25 parameters to be varied in each of ten 
models, representing five software packages and two buildings. 

The software was the same used in the rest of the project - ADM-2, SEA, 
TrakLoad, VCACS, and DOE 2.lc/d. The two buildings were the same small retail 
building and large office buildings previously used in the round robin study. 
The 25 measures defined for this study were chosen to be similar to normal 
ECMs and to consider a variety of ECM types such as building envelope, 
lighting, HVAC equipment, and so forth. 

Model Selection 

The first step in the sensitivity study was to establish good base 
building models. During the three-cycle round robin simulation studies, 
·models were constructed and refined by modelers who progressively adapted 
their models to reflect descriptive building data, more than two years of 
utility billing data, and about 15 months of metered end-use data from 
Bonneville's ELCAP and CREUS programs. The Contractor had originally 
expected to use ten of the models developed during the round robin. 

The ten models selected were created by the following modelers: 

Software Small Retail Large Office 

ADM-2 Modeler (new) Modeler A 
SEA Modeler J Modeler B 
TrakLoad Modeler E Modeler I 
VCACS Modeler D Modeler K 
DOE 2.1 Modeler F Modeler F 

The one new model was required because no ADM-2 model had been established 
for the small retail building during the round robin studies. 
Responsibility for the new model was assigned to Modeler A. In developing 
it, an attempt was made to observe the same three-cycle progression 
followed in the round robin studies, except that no ECMs were evaluated at 
Cycle 3. Results in Chapter 5 show data and graphics for this model along 
with the others. 

These models proved to be more dive.rgent than anticipated - both in input 
parameter values and output results. Therefore, a decision was made to 
modify the models with a common set of input values: values of key 
parameters were specified and inserted (insofar as possible) into the 
building model input files, before making the sensitivity runs. 
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Base Building Parameters 

Input parameter values were selected for the base building models as shown 
in Table 6 .1. Modelers were required to conform their models to these 
values before proceeding with the sensitivity simulations. 

Because software packages vary, some adaptations of these values were 
presumed necessary, and modelers were allowed this discretion. For 
example, ADM-2 provides dynamic modeling of shading from overhangs, 
whereas the same effect must be approximated in SEA and VCACS by using a 
single composite shading factor. Some parameters are missing entirely in 
certain software packages, and the modeler was free to exercise judgement 
in compensating. For example, SEA does not detail water heating; but the 
equivalent. can be calculated manually and included with other loads. 

Values specified for most parameters were ·representative of the entire 
building. However, some values vary by zone or exposure, and the modeler 
was asked to maintain these nuances; for example, the wall U/R values in 
the large office building vary by floor. Other parameter values, such as 
supply air and lighting power levels, represent building totals; for 
example, the total wall areas specified reflect the gross square feet of 
walls in all zones for a given direction: one possible way to adjust an 
existing model, if needed, would be to apply a constant ratio to the wall 
area in each zone. 

The "mandatory" parameter values did not cover all the data needed to 
complete any of the models. Modelers were invited to ask for further 
values (which none did) or else to exercise judgement in using or adapting 
the values already in the file for the Cycle 3 model assigned to them. 

Because the model output might no longer conform to metered data from 
ELCAP or the billings of the utilities, modelers were admonished "Do not 
adjust the mandatory parameter values in an attempt to conform the annual 
energy consumption." 

Modeler Assignments 

Modeling assignments for the sensitivity study were given to a subset of 
the modelers who had participated in the round robin studies. The 
modelers were given computer file images of the 10 selected Cycle 3 base 
buildings, assigned as shown below. Modelers were also given the list of 
input parameters and values shown in Table 6 .1 and asked to modify their 
models accordingly. Weather files were controlled as shown in the table, 
to minimize variations. 

Software Small Retail Large Office 

ADM-2 Modeler A Modeler A 
SEA Modeler c Modeler A 
TrakLoad Modeler E Modeler D 
VCACS Modeler D Modeler D 
DOE 2.1 Modeler F Modeler F 
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Table 6.1 
Base Building Parameter Values for Sensitivity Study 

BUILDING 
Item SMALL RETAIL LARGE OFFICE 

WEATHER FILE 

ZONES 

ADM-2 
SEA 
TRAKLOAD 
VCACS 
DOE 2.1 

11 of zones 

location: 

ENVELOPE CHARACTERISTICS: 
conditioned sqft 
height, ft 

EXTERIOR WALLS 
N walls gross sqf t 
E walls gross sqf t 

· S walls gross sqf t 
W walls gross sqf t 
structural wall R * 

WINDOWS * 

Eugene, OR 

Salem 
Eugene 
Eugene 
Eugene 
Salem 

(supplier) 
(modeler J) 
(supplier) 
(modeler K) 
(modeler F) 

EM 

5088 
10, 11. 75 

800 
35 

940 
720 

1.81 

N window sqf t 277 
E window sqf t 35 
S window sqft 0 
W window sqf t 100 
window U 1.04 
window S C (composite) (b) 0.94 

DOORS/FRAMES 
door/window frame sqft 40 

PARTITION WALLS 
walls no 

ROOF, FLOOR 

Richland, WA 

Richland (supplier) 
Pendleton (modeler C) 
Walla Walla (modeler E) 
Richland (modeler K) 
·Hanford (modeler F) 

EM 

53000 
8, 9, 15. 2 

5150 
6200 
5150 
6200 

(a) 

2400 
2720 
2300 
2850 
0.66 
0.69 

1330 

yes 

floor loss (UA) Btu/hF 
roof area, sqft 
roof R 

BUILDING MASS DENSITY 

180 
5088 

12.00 
medium 

incl basmt wall 1600 
9900+3550 
7. 35; 13. 3 

medium 

LIGHTING 
interior kW peak 

apprx. annual kWh 
exterior kW peak 

apprx. annual kWh 

8.80 
31000 
a.so 
2200 

Note: EM = use value in Existing Model 
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Table 6 . 1 - continued 
Base Building Parameter Values for Sensitivity Study 

Item 

OCCUPANCY 
occupied days 
occupied hours 
people peak 

WATER HEATING 
gallons storage 
Temp F 
gal/day 

SMALL RETAIL 

M thru .Sa 
8 - 17 

21 

40 
120 

32 
for SEA, assume 65F deg rise 

OTHER INTERNAL LOADS 
kW peak 

SETPOINTS degree F * 
heating 
setback 
cooling 
setup 

AIR DISTRIBUTION CFM 
occupied 
night fans 
outside air (occupied) 
infiltration (unoccupied) 
economizer 

SYSTEM/PLANT TYPES 
distribution 

1.8 

72 
60 
75 
85 

6800 
cycling 

800 
400 
no 

EM 

heat resistance 
cool DX 

HEATING PLANT 
capacity: BTU/hr 210000 
capacity: BTU/hr 
COP 1.00 

COOLING PLANT 
capacity: BTU/hr 192000 
COP 2.00 
capacity: BTU/hr 
COP 

* = may vary by zone or exposure 

LARGE OFFICE 

M thru F * 
9 - 18 * 

2.40 

140 
140 
320 

38.00 

71 
64 
74 
84 

64000 
cycling 

10600 
900 
(c) 

294 pipe + 
single zone air 

resistance/boiler 
chiller & twr 

1500000 
150000 

1.00 

2400000 
3.90 

96000 
2.74 

(a) = assume 80% @ R=l4.2, 5% @ 11.0, 15% @ 4.9 
(b) = for static shading model 
(c) = partial effect in perimeter fan coil units 
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Sensitivity Measures 

A list of input parameters was compiled for the sens i tivity measures . 
Twenty-five parameters were selected as representative of a variety of 
interests found in modeling algorithms: 

building orientation 
glazing 
in/exfiltration 
water heating 
occupancy 
weather 

exterior ins.ulation 
shading 
lighting 
HVAC heating/cooling 
seasonal variations 

Input-output sensitivity was determined for each of the 25 measures, using 
the parameters and values specified in Table 6.2. The weather files used 
in evaluating the sensitivity measures were the same as those previously 
listed in Table 6.1. 

Simulation Procedures 

Each sensitivity measure was evaluated as a single-measure simulation. 
Measures and their valuation were selected to avoid ranges that could lead 
to zero-value or negative-va.lue parameters. Modelers were advised to 
"lock in" as many parameter values as possible; for example, to define 
equipment sizing from keyboard entry rather than autosizing. 

Modelers were asked to use available techniques to accomplish the desired 
measure changes. For example, VCACS does not have an azimuth setting as 
the other software packages do, but it is still possible to "rotate" the 
building (measure 1) by re-entering the wall directions. SEA will not 
simulate an economizer (measure 13) for the type of system in the small 
retail building, but an alternate base building that could be manipulated 
was used for that particular simulation. 

Insofar as possible, changes in input variables were applied equally to 
all zones in a given building model. For example, in measure 4, "added 
insulation" was applied to all exterior walls except basements. Variation 
in U values from one wall to another (by zone or exposure) before the 
insulation was added was also reflected in a similar variation after 
insulation. 
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Table 6.2 
Sensitivity Parameters and Values 

Building orientation 
1. overall building orientation 

Exterior insulation (envelope) 
2. floor 

3.roof 
4. walls (all walls above grade) 

Glazing and Shading 
5. glass area on S. wall 

6. glass R 
7. shading coefficient 

Air supply 
8. outside air 
9. supply/return fan operation,.unoccupied 

Lighting 
10. interior lighting KW/sqft 
11. heat to space 

Water heating 
12. gallons of hot water per day 

HV AC heating/cooling (no.le b) 
13. economizer(sensible) 

45F to 65F OSA temp 
14. supply (delivered) air 

hold OSA cfm constant 
15. cooling EIR/COP 
16. heat pump, COP = 3.0@ 47F 
17. multi-zonesystem w/economizer 

& OSA temp reset, no discriminator 
18. variable air volume system 

constant volume fan; inlet vanes 
19. setpoint temperature· winter (heating), occupied 

no change in setback temperature 
20. cooling equipment partial load 

Occupancy 
21. occupied hours 
22. number of people; all zones 
23. vacation period unoccupied 

Weather 
24. location (entire file) 

Building Mass 
25. walls, floors, and roof 

(combined measure) 

rotate clockwise 90 

increase R value by 30%; 
(decrease loss by 23.1 % ) 
add R19 insulation 
add Rll insulation 

Sm Retl: convert: 30% same-R glass 
Lg Offc: decrease by 30% 

increase 30% 
decrease 30% 

50% more outside air cfm 
toggle cycling/continuous 

decrease 30%, each hour 
decrease 30% 

increase 100% 

toggle: yes/no 
(note a) 

increase 30% 

increase 30% 
toggle system type 
toggle system type 
(note b) 

toggle system type 
(note b) 

increase 5 degrees F 

increase specified capacity 50% 

increase 2 hours (note c) 
increase 50% 
all of July 

swap "Eugene", "Richland" 

change to heaviest ASHRAE 
groups or software categories 

Note: a. A central system may have to be invoked before simulating this measure because at 
least one of the software packages seems to be limited at this point. 

b. Hot and cold deck temperatures of 120F and 55F. 

c. On normally occupied days, start one hour sooner, run one hour later. 
Change all affected schedules (people, lighting, HV AC, etc as applicable). 
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6.3 Findings and Evaluation 

The sensitivity study produced findings that derive from the base building 
models, sensitivity measures, and overall software performance. Base building 
models, after conforming them with common input values, showed more widely 
divergent outputs than the comparable Cycle 3 models. The goal of isolating 
the sensitivity study from modeler influences was only partially successful. 

Sensitivity to specific measures showed similar but distinct patterns between 
the two building types. Sensitivity to a given measure was often similar from 
one software program to another, but occasionally quite different. Relatively 
small differences are probably due to model differences, influenced both by 
the modeler and the software. Larger differences may be due to errors in the 
software or by t.he modelers. 

6.3.1 Base Building Models 

When Table 6. 2 values were used to conform the inputs, it established a new 
set of ten base building models distinct from their Cycle 3 counterparts. 
Most of the new base building models were similar to the previous ones, but 
there were also a few surprises. 

Tabulated results of building energy simulations are reported in Appendix I. 

End-use energy profiles are shown in Figures 6.1 and 6.2. Figure 6.1 compares 
the profiles for the five base building models of the small retail building; 
Figure 6. 2 compares profiles for the five base building models of the large 
office building. The broken line in each shows the monthly energy projected 
by the comparable Cycle 3 models. The applicable ELCAP energy end-use profile 
is also repeated in each building's set of graphs. 

Changes in the base building energy projections were expected, but some of the 
changes were greater than anticipated. Looking ahead to what happens when 
sensitivity measures are introduced, it is obvious that results will be 
affected by the differences in the base building models. 

Although common values were used for many input variables of the ten base 
building models, caution is appropriate in concluding that the differences in 
output energy levels reflect nothing more than software differences. Modeler 
influences may still be evidenced in least two remaining ways: 

1) Implementation of the assigned input values was subject to many of the 
same modeler interpretations of data variables recognized earlier in the 
report for the round robin study; 
2) Modelers were allowed some modeling discretion because not all input 
parameters were assigned master values. 

In retrospect it probably would have been better to have assigned values for 
an even larger number of input variables, despite the difficulty of doing so, 
thus minimizing (but not eliminating) potential perturbation of the base 
building models by the modelers. This procedural change should be cons i dered 
if in the future the sensitivity effort is repeated or extended. 
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In any event, outputs from the revised based building models ended up 
differing more than if the Cycle 3 models had been used. It follows that in 
some respects the sensitivity results may not have been fully representative 
of what would have happened in a "real" model prepared for a "real" engagement 
in which potential ECMs are tested and recommended. 

On the other hand, the emphasis on uniform input values in the sensitivity 
models means that the input . variable changes prompted by any sensitivity 
measure were quite similar in magnitude from one software package to the 
next. By emphasizing input values, the choice shifted attention to the output 
results. This was the accepted tradeoff. 

When output results are compared, some base building energy estimates are 
found to be higher than before; others are lower. No concerted effort was 
made to determine which parameters were primarily responsible for the new 
energy levels or otherwise to analyze the reasons for the changes. However, 
Table 6. 3 compares both annual energy consumption and average divergence for 
the ten base building models before and after the input variables were 
conformed. By any measure, the revised models show more scatter and greater 
departure from the targeted energy consumption than their Cycle 3 predecessors. 

TABLE 6.3 
SUMMARY OF SIMULATION STUDY BASE BUILDING RESULTS 

Average Divergence 
Annual Energy, kWh Monthly End-Use 

SMALL RETAIL Cycle 3 Sens'ty Cy 3 Sens'ty Cy 3 Sens'ty 
Utility/ELCAP 85500 85500 
Modeler A/A ADM-2 82953 101525 201. 321. 461. 62% 
Modeler J/C SEA 81249 105888 18% 35% 36% 57% 
Modeler E/E TRAKLOAD 93999 93154 27% 26% 46% 46% 
Modeler DID VCACS 85500 77754 7% 24% 481. 531. 
Modeler F/F DOE2.l 81097 97293 151. 261. 401. 491. 

------------------------ ------------------- ------------- -------------
Mean 85417 95112 17% 291. 43% 53% 

Annual Energy, kWh Monthly End-Use 
LARGE OFFICE Cycle 3 Sens'ty Cy 3 Sens'ty Cy 3 Sens'ty 

Utility/ELCAP 1767320 1767320 
Modeler A/A ADM-2 1761791 3223191 4% 78% 55% 162% 
Modeler B/A SEA 1776889 1073352 12% 39% 47't 64% 
Modeler I/D TRAKLOAD 1755029 706 742 3% 611. 63% 61% 
Modeler K/D VCACS 1759674 1343283 11% 26% 30% 40% 
Modeler F/F DOE 2.1 1497993 1242758 6% 32% 33% 351. 

------------------------ -----------------~- ------------- -------------
Mean 1710275 1517865 n. 47% 46% 721. 
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The base building energy changes induced by the conformed input variables 
represent a form of sensitivity response in themselves. While the response 
evidences software differences, it may be further influenced by the modelers ' 
work as well. 

A clear example of the latter arose after Modeler C completed and submitted 
the SEA sensitivity model for the small retail building . The model projected 
178,394 kWh for the annual energy consumption, compared to 81,249 at Cycle 3. 
The end-use energy profile also changed dramatically. Upon request the 
modeler checked the model again and found that the outside air and air supply 
volumes had been entered incorrectly. Data reported here in the tables and 
graphs are for the corrected model, which estimates the annual energy 
consumption at 105,888 kWh. 

The foregoing had a profound impact on the output results. Al though the 
problem was detected and has been corrected, it illustrates the potential for 
errors and interpretive differences even at this late stage in the modeling 
cycle. Less obvious problems are more likely to be retained in the final 
model. 

Conversely, a significant energy shift in the TrakLoad model of the large 
office building appears to originate in the software. The changes here are 
equally dramatic, with annual energy reduced from 1,755,029 to 706,746 kWh; 
end-use energy profiles for the Cycle 3 and sensitivity models are repeated in 
Figure 6.3a to emphasize the changes. 

A further example of how software can affect the results is found in the large 
shift projected by the ADM-2 model of the large office building. In this 
instance the critical factor was isolated with help from the software's HVAC 
system switch. During earlier cycles the modeler had trouble conforming this 
building to utility and ELCAP targets; excessive energy projections occurred 
whenever the model specified 2-pipe or 4-pipe distribution. The problem was 
handled at Cycle 3 by substituting a multizone system. However, the 
conforming parameters for the sensitivity model required a 2-pipe I 4-pipe 
system; when conformed with a 4-pipe system, the total building energy jumped 
from 1,761,791 to 3,223,205 kWh. The end-use energy profiles in Figure 6.3b 
highlight the HVAC energy increase. 

Wherever there was a large change in estimated energy when a Cycle 3 model was 
adapted for the sensitivity study, the responsible modeler was asked to make a 
further careful review. The same is true wherever the shape of an end-use 
energy profile underwent a radical change. Major modeling errors presumably 
have been corrected; remaining inconsistencies are either minor, or due to 
errors and vagaries of the software. 

While some smaller variations in sensitivity results undoubtedly include 
modeler components, the overall results are believed to be indicative of 
comparative software performance. Consequently, the sensitivity results that 
follow focus on software differences. 
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6.3.2 Sensitivity Responses 

The ten sensitivity base building models were used to run the 25 sensitivity 
measures. Results are tabulated in Appendix J and surmnarized in Figures 6 . 4 
and 6.5. 

To complete the sensitivity simulations, modelers had to make accommodations; 
even then, a few items were skipped. Alternate base building models were 
developed for the SEA and VCACS versions of the small retail building; for 
example, the SEA alternate handled four air supply measures the initial model 
could not simulate; these measures have been flagged on the spreadsheet, and 
findings have been adjusted for uniform reporting. A few measures showed no 
change from the base building estimates; an example is the VCACS version of 
the small retail building, which was insensitive to building mass changes 
(measure 1125). A few other measures could not be mode l ed at all, and have 
been reported as no change from the base building; an example of this is 
measure #13 on the DOE version of the large office building model: the 
software is not designed to model an economizer with terminal fan coil units. 

Figure 6.4 reports composite information about the sensitivity runs for the 
small retail building. It uses strip graphs to compare the results obtained 
with the five software programs, one graph for each package. Starting with 
the base building (Measure #0), · the 25 sensitivity measures are plotted along 
the horizontal axis, while the vertical axis shows their respective annual 
energy consumption, determined from the simulation runs. The horizontal 
dashed line across the width of each graph highlights the annual energy 
consumption simulated by the base building model. 

All of the strip graphs for the small retail building have the same vertical 
scale, to facilitate comparisons between graphs and between software 
programs. If each of the five models had responded the same, then each of the 
five strip graphs would have been identical. Instead they differ markedly. 
The graphs therefore provide "signatures" of the respective models and the 
software they represent; the visual differences provide a qualitative index of 
the differential sensitivities found in the software. 

Figure 6.5 is a similar composite for the large office building. Once again, 
the five graphs show the comparative performance of the five software 
packages, and once again the results are markedly different. 

The graphic software response profiles in Figure 6.4 can be compared with the 
comparable response profiles in Figure 6.5, despite different vertical 
scales. In other words, the composite profile for the ADM-2 small retail 
building model can be compared with the ADM-2 model for the large office 
building, and similar comparisons can be made for each of the other four 
software packages. 

From the graphs it is immediately obvious that each software package/model 
yields a distinct response. 
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It should come as no surprise that there are differences in sensitivity within 
each building group. Each software package elicits a different response. 
Differences in the base building models are sufficient to cause much of this, 
but further effects appear to be linked directly to individual sensitivity 
measures. 

All other factors being equal, a base building model that simulates more 
energy consumption than other models of the same building do, is likely to 
show greater absolute energy savings when energy conservation measures are 
applied. That is, if a model exaggerates the energy consumption, it probably 
will exaggerate the energy savings as well. 

This is part of what needs to be determined; it is in fact the absolute 
sens i tivity of that model, combining modeler and software effects in the 
context of a particular building. From another perspective, however, it would 
.be helpful to separate out the variations inherent in the base building model 
and look independently at the cause and effect relationships of the 
sensitivity measures themse l ves. Indeed, this was an underlying goal of the 
experimental method adopted in construc ting closely similar base building 
mode l s for each of the software packages . Despite that effort, some models 
ended up estimating more energy than others. 

It would nonethelesss be helpful if all the base building models had a common 
output energy level, representative of the energy simulated during a "real" 
ECM evaluation. One way to gain this effect is to look at the percent change 
in building energy that results from a simulation measure. Percentages offer 
a further benefit: it is easier to display a range of results on a common 
scale. 
To see the total sensitivity of the models, therefore, look at the total 
savings determined by the simulations. To see the relative sensitivity of the 
models, look at the percent change in savings. The Evaluation of Software 
project took advantage of both approaches in analyzing the sensitivity 
results. The presentations that follow use the percent change approach . 

6.3.3 Sensitivity Analysis 

From the preceding graphs it is immediately obvious that each software package 
yields a distinct response. 

Figures 6. 6 through 6 .10 provide an opportunity to analyze the sens iti vi ty 
results in greater detail, by looking at the percent change in building energy 
brought about by each sensitivity measure. 

Figure 6.6 compares the eight sensitivity measures that focus on the building 
envelope. The upper graph shows the simulation results for the small retail 
building while the lower graph is for the large office building. The 
sensi ti vi ty measures and scales are the same in the two bar graphs, so the 
results can be compared between buildings and between the five software 
packages. 
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The page facing Figure 6.6 describes and interprets the eight building 
envelope sensitivity measures. (Actually, there wasn't enough room on the 
page to describe the measure changing building mass, so it's on page 35). 
Where the interpretation refers to "active parameters", it encompasses only 
primary effects; secondary effects may also strongly impact the building 
energy. For example, efficient lighting uses less electricity to produce a 
given level of illumination (primary effect) but since the lights also heat 
the building, the further consequence (secondary effect) may be to save energy 
for cooling and/or require substitute energy to heat the building. 

The same arrangement, including the facing page descriptions and 
interpretations, is use~ in the four following figures. Figure 6. 7 compares 
the sens i ti vi ty measures that pertain to the building air supply. Figure 6 . 8 
does the same for light i ng and water heating. Figure 6 . 9 is for HVAC system 
and plant. Figure 6.10 is for building occupancy and weather environment. 

In these bar graphs, separate patterns in separate bars show the sensitivity 
response for each measure and for each model/software package. Responses are 
expressed in percent change. Taller or shorter bars indicate a greater or 
lesser percent change in the simulated energy, or energy savings. But some 
bars for a given measure actually reverse direction; that is, for a given 
measure, some of the software packages may be simulating energy savings while 
others are projecting negative savings. 

A word of caution is in order about the sensitivity results, however. Some of 
the differences may be more apparent than real. A modeler's ability to 
implement and simulate a given sensitivity measure was dependent in part on 
the conditions encountered in the base building model. Fan settings, for 
example, were not completely specified in the co1IUI1on input values and 
therefore could differ. In turn, that could affect how measure #9 (fan 
operation during unoccupied hours) would be entered and what the results would 
be. In two instances the sign of the simulated savings for this measure was 
reversed to aCCOIIUilodate the differences and provide an output with COIIUilOU 
significance. 

In other instances, with other measures, similar accormnodations may have been 
encountered but not reported. It is possible, therefore, that some of the 
reversals reported are spurious and that the responses of the several software 
packages are in greater conformity than the data and graphs show. Differences 
may also be affected by unstated modeling practices. But it would be unwise 
to rely on such factors to explain the differences. Additional analysis, in 
greater depth than the present project's scope permitted, would serve to 
identify whatever further adjustments if any may be warranted. 

As an overall perspective, and despite potential further adjustments, the 
sensitivity results are deemed to be significant and should be taken at face 
value. Differences in sensitivity from one model to the next are evident and 
for the most part representative. Model differences still reflect modeler 
variables as well as software differences, but the modeler differences have at 
least been limited in the process. The result is that most of the sensitivity 
changes can properly be ascribed to the software. 
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Envelope: Building Orientation 

Measure 1. Overall building orientation: 
Rotate building 90 degrees in clockwise compass direction (point the north face of the building to the east). 

Energy consumption depends in part on solar exposure, which interacts with glazing, walls, and roof 
(in many software models the roof is flat and unshaded, so its load is independent of compass orientation). 
Active parameters are areas, thermal resistance, and reflectance/absorptance/transmission. To a lesser 
extent, energy consumption is likely to depend on wind direction, but most software does not model this feature. 

Envelope: Exterior Insulation 

Measure 2. Floor insulation: 
Increase R value by 30% (or decrease loss by 23.1 % ). . 

Thermal insulation reduces heat transfer through floors. Active parameters are the R value, floor area 
and/or perimeter length, and temperature differences. The modeler may have to estimate average 
temperatures because most software will not calculate this factor; existing software also will not model 
the insulative and thermal capacity characteristics of the surrounding earth. 

Measure 3. Roof insulation: 
Add R19 insulation (add 19.0 to wall R value). 

Thermal insulation reduces energy transfer through roof/ceiling structures. Active parameters are the 
R value, roof area, and temperature differences including solar effects. 

Measure 4. Wall insulation: 
Add Rll insulation to all opaque exterior walls above grade (add 11.0 to wall R values). 

Thermal insulation reduces energy transfer through walls. Active parameters are the R value, roof area, 
temperature differences, and solar effects. 

Envelope: Glazing and Shading 

Measure 5. Glass area: 
Change glazing area on south wall. (The entire south wall of the Small Retail building was opaque, so convert 30% 
of its area to glass of the same type used elsewhere in the building; for the Large Office building, reduce the 
existing glazing area by 30%. One is an increase and the other a decrease, so the response to the sensitivity 
measure should differ in the two buildings.) 

An increase in glazing area increases energy transfer through (in and out) a building's windows, due to 
solar and other thermal effects. Active parameters are the area, thermal resistance, shading 
coefficients, and temperature differences including solar effects. 

Measure 6. Glass insulation: 
Increase thermal resistance of all glazing by 30%. 

Thermal insulation reduces the energy conducted in and out of the building through the windows. In most 
models the active parameters are limited to the R value, area, and indoor/outdoor temperature difference. 

Measure 7. Glass shading coefficient: 
Decrease shading coefficient by 30%. 

"Shading coefficients" are actually transmissibility coefficients: Lower values represent less radiation 
of solar and other energy through the windows. Active parameters are the shading coefficient, area, 
insolation, and (in some models) indoor-outdoor differential temperature. 

FIGURE 6.6 (continued) 
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Air Supply 

Measure R Outside air: 
Increase by 50% the CFM flow of outside air supplied to the building. 

More outside air means more ventilation and fresher air, but more energy to temper it to indoor 
conditions. Active parameters are the CFM volumetric flow rate, the indoor and outdoor temperatures, and 
moisture content of the air. In some instances, untempered outside air is used for cooling; 
see measure #13. 

Measure 9. Supply/return fan operation, unoccupied hours: 
Toggle the fan mode between continuous and cycling. 

(Fans can be always off during specified hours, operate continuously, or operate only on demand for 
heating or cooling; some software can model only a subset of these features.) Turning fans off uses less 
fan energy. Active parameters are the fan horsepower, efficiency, and operating hours. 

Measure 13 Economizer (sensible): 
Toggle economizer on/off (yes/no) for economizer action while outside air temperature is between 45F and 65F 
(temperature limits, set arbitrarily, affect the results). 

An economizer uses outside air to cool the building, when cooling is needed and air temperatures permit. 
The economizer reduces the energy required to cool the building. Active parameters involve a tradeoff 
between moving the outside air, and operation of the cooling equipment; air temperatures and volumes 
determine the amount of "economizer" cooling. 

Measure 14 Supply air: 
Increase the total air delivered to each zone by 30%, while holding the outside air CFM volume constant. 

In most HV AC systems a fan (or blower)-driven air supply is necessary to effect the specified heating and 
cooling. An increase in the air supply requires additional fan energy, but allows more heat transfer from 
the heating/cooling system. Active parameters, once the heating/cooling load is met, are fan horsepower, 
efficiency, and hours of operation. 
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Lighting 

Measure 10. Interior lighting: 
Decrease the kW/sqft lighting load by 30%, for each period. 

Reducing the average lighting load reduces the total energy used for lighting; the level of illumination 
may be affected as well. Active parameters in some models may be kW/sqft, in others the total installed 
kW for the zone; and hours of operation. 

Measure 11 Lighting heat to space: 
Decrease by 30% the percentage of lighting energy that is sensed as zone heat load. 

Some HV AC b_uilding systems capture part of the heat generated by the lights before it can raise the room 
temperature; cooling may still be required, but accomplished more efficiently. Decreasing the percentage 
of lighting heat that enters the space may save energy if the building is mechanically cooled. Active 
parameters are the lighting power level, percent lighting heat entering the space, room/setpoint 
temperatures, and hours of operation. 

Water Heating 

Measure 12 Gallons of hot water per day: 
Double the quantity of hot water used in the building each day (increase it by 100%). 

Increasing the hot water consumption increases the energy required to heat it. Active parameters are hot 
water volume and temperature rise. Most software programs impose an assumed temperature rise 
(or assume an entering water supply temperature). 
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System and Plant: HV AC heating/cooling 

Measure 15 Cooling COP: 
Increase the COP of the cooling equipment by 30%. 

The Coefficient of Performance is a ratio of how much energy is extracted compared to the energy needed 
to perform the work. Some simulation models use related measures, such as EIR or EER. An increase in 
the COP reflects in reduced energy requirements during the cooling season. Active parameters are the COP, 
other equipment characteristics, and the cooling load. 

Measure 16. Heat pump: 
Convert the system type to heat with a heat pump that has a heating COP of 3.0 at 47F. 

Compared to electrical/resistance heating, a heat pump uses less energy for heating. (If used for cooling, 
a cooling COP value may also affect the evaluation.) Active parameters are the COP, other equipment 
characteristics, and the heating load. 

Measure 17. Multi-zone: 
Convert the s}'&_tem type to heat/cool with a multi-zone system that also incorporates an economizer, 
OSA temperature reset, but no discriminator. Hot and cold deck temperatures, 120F and 55F. 

A multi-zone system is capable of heating and cooling separate air streams simultaneously, and therefore 
often uses more energy that other systems. The software setting is switch that selects a different set 
of HV AC and control algorithms. 

Measure 18. Variable air volume system: 
Convert the system type to one that controls heat/cool with variable air volume (VA V) equipment, assuming fan 
discharge volume control with inlet vanes. Hot and cold deck temperatures, 120F and 55F. 

AV AV system delivers air at more nearly optimal temperatures and volumes than some other system types, 
and therefore often uses less energy. The software setting is switch that selects a different set of HV AC 
and control algorithms. 

Measure 19. Setpoint temperature: 
Increase the winter heating temperature by 5 degrees F during occupied hours, without change in the setback 
(unoccupied hours) temperature. · 

Higher temperatures require more energy for heating. Active parameters include differential temperatures 
and outside air volumes. 

Measure 20. Cooling equipment partial load: 
Increase the specified capacity of the cooling equipment by 50%. 

Many heating and cooling systems are most efficient when they are operating near their rated capacity. 
Most energy simulation software packages account for this with a partial load performance "curve", either 
built into the software or use-adaptable. From that curve the software selects the equipment efficiency 
corresponding to the current operating level, and uses it to complete the energy calculations. Increasing 
the capacity rating of the equipment has the effect of shifting the operating point lower on the curve, 
into less efficient levels, and therefore increasing the building energy. 
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Occupancy 

Measure 21. Occupied hours ( see note c): 
Increase the period occupied on a normal day by 2 hours. On normally occupied days, start one hour sooner, 
run one hour later. Change all affected schedules (people, lighting, HV AC, etc as applicable). 

Temperatures, ventilation, lighting, and other building environment factors are controlled at higher 
consumption levels during occupied hours, thus increasing the energy used in the building. On normally 

Measure 22. Number of people: 
Increase the number of people in each zone by 50%. 

People increase the sensible and latent heat loads, usually increasing the energy required to cool the 
building. 

Measure 23. Vacation period (seasonal variation): 
Create an unoccupied vacation period during all of July. 

If the building is unoccupied during a vacation period, the effect is similar to reducing the hours the 
building is normally occupied, except that the energy savings·are attributable only to the vacation period. 

Weather 

Measure 24. Weather file - location: 
Compare the energy consumption when simulated for a building's normal location and for an alternative location; 
in this instance swap the "Eugene"and "Richland" weather files. 

Weather files represent the conditions at a specific location; other locations may be warmer or colder, 
and therefore have different requirements for heating, cooling, and total building energy. 
For the two communities indicated, summer and winter temperatures are more extreme in Richland than Eugene. 
Using "Richland" in place of "Eugene" should increase the simulated energy; the reverse substitution 
should decrease simulated energy. 

Building Mass 

Measure 25. Walls, floors, and roof: 
Change input parameters to specify the heaviest building sections (according to ASHRAE groups or software 
categories). 

A thermally massive building stores heat and slowly releases it, which offers the potential to shift 
heating and cooling from when heat/cool is needed to other hours of the day when heat/cool can be provided 
more efficiently and economically. The software may use one of several approaches for interacting the 
changing temperatures with the building materials and their heat capacitances. Increasing the building 
mass will often reduce the building energy requirements. 
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6.4 Additional Observations 

The focus of the sensitivity study is on software performance, not on 
software applicability, availability, or preference. From the standpoint 
either of the management of energy conservation programs or the reliability of 
software, the desired outcome is that any software used to simulat e a 
particular building or energy conservation measure will yield accurate 
results, comparable to those estimated by all other software. 

This is not what the Evaluation of Software sensitivity results show, 
however. Instead, it may be concluded that the several software packages, 
under the conditions examined, do not consistently gi ve equal performance or 
lead to the same recommendations for energy conservation measures. 

It would be a l arge jump from there to a conclusion about which results are 
"right" or "wrong", and which software packages are consequent l y "better" or 
"less satisfactory". To ascertain .why there are differences and what all of 
the differences are would be an equally large jump. An attempt is made in a 
later chapter of this report to rank the performance of sof t ware packages, but 
by and large such findings await future study projects . 

A few observations can be made, however. Where the differences were the most 
dramatic, answers - at least partial answers - have been suggested. 

It has already been established that the base building models used for the 
sensitivity study differed from the Cycle 3 models from which they were 
modified. Some of the changes, both in total simulated energy level and in 
end-use profile, were sharply different, beyond expectations. It may be 
constructive to see what significance can be found in a closer examination of 
the most obvious changes. 

In several instances modelers were asked to simulate · measures that the 
software did not support directly. As noted however, the modelers were able 
to obtain the desired results by changing the input data form. For example, 
some software packages support economizer action for centrai HVAC systems but 
not for single zone packaged units. To determine the sensitivity for this 
specific measure, the modelers created an "alternate base building" using 
central system HVAC, and then compared the results with and without an 
economizer. The tabular reports indicate this distinction, and the graphic 
figures have been adjusted to show the net differences. In this instance, the 
modelers were able to avoid the dramatic differences which might otherwise 
have occurred. 

In the large office building series, obvious changes in annual energy 
consumption occurred in the ADM-2 and TrakLoad models. The ADM-2 estimate 
nearly doubled from Cycle 3 while the TrakLoad estimate was reduced by more 
than a. factor of two. 

The graph for the ADM-2 base building sensitivity model shows a massive 
increase in heating energy, which changes the shape as well as the height of 
the curve. As explained earlier, this effect was encountered only with 2-pipe 
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and 4-pipe HVAC systems and therefore is presumed to arise from an error in 
the software coding. Unfortunately this overstatement leads to several 
further errors in the results. The energy savings reported for sens i ti vi ty 
measures 17 and 18 are excessive because both measures call for changes to 
HVAC distribution types that avoid the software problem; for the same reason, 
measure 16, which specifies a heat pump, would have shown excessive savings 
except that the software was unable to model it at all. For all other 
measures the energy savings is understated because it is expressed as a 
percentage, and the base building total is excessive. 

In the TrakLoad model for the same building the general form of the curve was 
unchanged from Cycle 3, except for the loss of fan energy, but the overall 
energy consumption is less than half of what it had been. No specific reason 
for the shift has been identified, but it obviously had a profound effect on 
the sensitivity results as well. In this instance responses to some of the 
sensitivity measures may be overstated, where a given measure is independent 
of but still computed as a percentage of a much reduced building energy base. 

The VCACS model for the large office building doesn't show as large a 
reduction in the annual energy figure, but the end-use energy profile doesn ' t 
even begin to match the ELCAP data or any of the other models. In Cycle 3 
there were two VCACS models for the large office building: one each from 
modelers D and K. The "D" model was probably .the "better" of the two, but the 
"K" model was selected and adapted for the sensitivity study. One might argue 
that enough parameters were mandated for the model that it wouldn't make 
much difference which of the Cycle 3 models were selected. However, the 
general form of the "K" model not only shows up in the base building model for 
the sensitivity runs, but in addition its summer hump has been magnified until 
that model differs radically from the other models. It may or may not give a 
good comparison of the software sensitivity. It is intriguing to speculate 
what the same input revisions would have done for the "D" model. 

Why the dramatic differences? After all, many of the input values, though 
specified, were picked to parallel what the modelers had used in their earlier 
simulation models. And why would values for specific input parameters affect 
one model so much more than another? These are questions raised but left 
unanswered by the Evaluation of Software program. They remain for a more 
extensive analysis project. 

The sensitivity study has generated and captured copious data. An obvious 
next step would be to distill the data into measures and conclusions that are 
easier to handle. This goal is closely allied with the goal for setting 
overall "Performance Index" figures of merit. The performance index concept 
and related swmnaries are considered in Chapter 8. 
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CHAPTER 7: SOFTWARE SURVEY AND COMMENTS 

Knowledge about any topic comes largely from the accumulated experience of 
others. The Evaluation of Software project sought to add to what is known 
about building energy simulation software by soliciting comments from software 
vendors and users. Most comments came from those participating in modeling 
assignments for the project 

An important result of those efforts is a tabulation comparing the features of 
the software studied. It can be used as a checklist when other software is 
reviewed. 

7.1 Checklist 

The tabulation on the next four pages summarizes features of four of the five 
software programs reviewed in the Evaluation of Software project. Information 
requested for the fifth software package, DOE-2.l, was not received. 

Data for the tabulation were obtained from software vendors, vendor 
promotional materials, software manuals, and software users. Information from 
the simulation analysis and other study components de.scribed earlier in this 
report was also incorporated as appropriate. 

Al though the information is thought to be representative, the survey was not 
comprehensive; unintended errors and omissions are possible. Readers who 
apply the information should verify its accuracy and applicability to their 
interests. 

Indeed, not all of the input data agree. Where opinions were sought, 
reviewers were asked to respond to a continuum ranging from "poor" to "good"; 
ranges (gray) and median (black) responses are shown in the tabulation. There 
were a few objective differences as well; for example, several reviewers said 
TrakLoad does not allow the user to modify (enter) part-load equipment 
performance curves, but one respondent claimed otherwise. 

Reviewers were asked to base their responses on the most recent versions of 
the software. Software development is dynamic, however; further changes may 
have been released since then. SEA was updated a little over year ago, about 
the time its supplier went through a major reorganization. Despite recent 
revisions in TrakLoad, a further release was anticipated for summer 1990. 
Although VCACS is still supported, no further releases are planned; the 
supplier now offers ENTREE instead. PC-DOE, a microcomputer version of DOE-2, 
is no longer available. During the course of the project, ADM Associates 
announced a version of DOE-2. lD for upper-end personal computers. Similar 
changes are common occurrences with other building energy modeling software as 
well. 
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TABLE 7.1 

SOFTWARE: COMPARATIVE DATA 

General Information 

Software name 

Type of model (w) 

Number of reviewers 
Current version number 
Release date 

Cost of basic engineering simulation software, $ 
Cost of enhanced simulation software, $ 
Cost per additional weather file, $ 

Opinion of: 
documentation 
supplier support 
ease of use 
'user friendliness' 
technical scope/ability 
technical quality 
overallperlormance 

Hardware/Software Requirements 

Minimum memory size, Kbytes 
Coprocessor required 
Coprocessor supported 

Initial disk storage requirements, Kbytes 
Number of initial files 
Source code available 

Documentation/Support 

Published validation studies/reports provided/available 
Access to phone help 

Manual/User Guide 
Number of pages (include appendices) 
Table of Contents 
Index 
Input default values listed 
Printed input forms provided 
Computational algorithms presented and explained 
Tips provided for adapting to non-simulated features 
Weather file content explained 

ADM-2 
hourly 

2 
4.1 

7/88 

595 
n/a 
100 

p g 
0 a 0 

0 v 0 

d 

312 
y 
y 

940 
9 
N 

L 
Ya 

Y:2 
121 +115 

y 
y 
y 
y 
p 
L 
N 

SEA TrakLoad 
bin bin (y) 

4 3 
6 3.1 

10/88 10/87 

195 795 
n/a 1485 
none 15 n 

p g p g 
0 a 0 0 a 0 

0 v 0 0 v 0 

d d 

256 256 
N N 
N y 

1150 600 
-70 70 
N N 

N N 
N y 

Ye y 

150 202 
L y 

N N 
M y 

Pf y 
p y 

L L 
y L 

VCACS DOE 2.1 
typ day hourly 

0 
9.0v 
7/87 

r 
n/a 
y 

p g p 
0 a 0 0 a 
o· v 0 0 v 

d g 

512 
y 
y 

1340 
212 
N 

N 
y 

y 

365 
y 
N 
y 
y 
y 
y 
y 

Y yes N no L limited P partial n/a not applicable lower case letters refer to notes on the last sheet of the table 

g 
0 

0 

d 



TABLE 7.1 - page2 

ADM-2 SEA TrakLoad VCACS DOE2.1 
Weather Flies hourly bin bin (y) typ day hourly 

Number of weather files supplied with initial purchase 1 7-10g 7-10 7-14 
Additional weather files available from supplier y y y y 
Weather file format binary ASCII binary binary 
Typical size of weather file, Kbytes 140 4.5 1.0 1.3 
User accessible/modifiable weather files N y N N 
Weather file creation program provided Nb y Yn N 

Data Input 

On-screen display of engineering units N y y L 
On-screen helps for user input N y y y 
Graphics used to assist input N N N N 
Default values displayed on screen N y y N 
Default values specific to building types and sizes N N N y 

Program conducts consistency checks on input data y y y y 
Input data can be saved to disk during data entry y y N y 
Add/delete zones after initial file y y y y 
Number of input data files 1 10 x 9x 
Typical space for input files, single zone building, Kbytes 4 3 3 50 
Easy routine to print out input data file N Ph y y 

Output Reports 

Report energy consumption by month Ye y y y 
Report energy consumption by end use Ye Ye y y 

Output graphics available on screen N Yi No Ns 
Output graphics available in hard copy N Yi No y 
Spreadsheet data output Yd Yd Yo Ys 

Summary text output y N Yp y 
Audit report text output N N Yp y 
Easy modification of output text N N p y 

Technical Capabilities 

Maximum number of zones 10 1000j 5 6 
Zone titles/descriptions (user's text stored in file) N y N y 

Flexibility scheduling occupancy, lighting, equipment, etc y Nk L p 

Building orientation other than N-E-S-W y y Yq Yq 
Flexibility in wall orientation other than orthogonal N N Yq Yq 
Maximum number of outside 'wall' surfaces per zone (I) 4 5 4 4 

Air distribution/control system types simulated (t) 12 19 14 8 
Heating system types simulated (t) 8 6 6 14 
Cooling system types simulated (t) 8 6 10 5 

Multiple heat/cool equipments per zone N Nk N N 
Multiple heat/cool fuels N Nk N N 
User modified equipment performance/partial load curves N y N y 

ECMs specifically simulated N N -7op 128 
Parametric analysis of ECMs with automatic!Qatch runs y N y y 



TABLE 7.1 - page3 

AOM0 2 SEA TrakLoad VCACS DOE 2.1 
Features Specifically Simulated hourly bin bin (y) typ day hourly 

Daylighting N N N y 
Photocell switching N N N N 
Evaporative cooling N N y y 
Cooling towers y y y N 
Refrigerated zones N N y N 
Refrigeration equipment y L y y 
Rejected heat recovery N L y y 
Domestic water heating y N y y 

Solar space heating N N N y 

Solar water heating N N N y 

Latent heat loads y y y y 

Humidification to setting N N p y 

Dehumidification to setting L L L L 
Minimum outside air % cfm/sqft y y 

Warm-up with scheduled 0.A. N N N N 
Air cool-down (flush) N Nk N N 
Natural ventilation N N N N 
Thermo-syphoning/chimney effects N N y N 
Air direction/speed effects N N y N 
Cooling economizer, temperature y y y y 

Cooling economizer, enthalpy y y y N 
Heating economizer N N N N 
Air source heat pump y y y y 

. Water loop (California) heat pump y y y N 
External water source heat pump N y N y 

Water source temperature settings N y N N 
Ground source (coupled) heat pump N N N N 
Ground temperatures in weather file N N N N 

Solarium N N N N 
Natatorium/swimming pool N N N y 
Dehumidification heat recovery N N N N 
Zone to zone heat exchange (partitions) y Ym y y 

Economic Analysis 

Utility energy/demand data entry & display N N y y 

Billing rates file/entry N Yu y y 
Time-of-day rates N N y N 

Energy charges computed N y y y 
Demand charges computed N N y y 

ECM costs entered N N y y 
Payback period analysis N N y y 

Life cycle cost analysis N y y N 

Y yes N no L limited P partial n/a not applicable 



TABLE 7.1 - page 4 

Notes: 

a Phone support for first 30 days 
b Weather creation program available to European customers but not in U.S. 
c Reports do not show non-HVAC by month or Total Btu by month 
d Undocumented 
e Manual provided on disk 
f Printed input forms provided for systems 
g Number of weather files varies with region, up to 20 
h Easy printout applies only to building file, not system or plant 

Requires color screen 
j Number of zones is subject to disk space limitation 
k Program allows more than one model to be joined, to achieve this effect 
I Some programs allow an extra ·~oof" surface to be defined and oriented 
m Static temperature specified for adjacent zone 
n Weathermaker option $195 
o Lotus/Symphony compatible output provided 
p With enhanced version 
q One-eighth compass intervals 
r No longer actively promoted 
s Compatible with capture by commercial 'Graph-in-the-Box' software 
t Controls options may effectively increase number of types available 
u Constant (single-step) energy rates only; no demand rates 
v Subsequent versions marketed as 'Entree' 
w Bin type models use modified bin methodology and monthly bins; typical day models 

use occupied and unoccupied hourly simulations of one 'profiled' day each month 
x Number of files created; may include files other than input data 
y Some capabilities vary with level of enhancement 



Software Vendor Interviews. The project focused on a small number of software 
packages; individual contacts were initiated with the respective suppliers. 
A letter of introduction and invitation were sent to each of the four PC-based 
software suppliers (i.e., for ADM-2, SEA, TrakLoad, and VCACS); letters were 
also sent to the suppliers of DOE-2.l and MICRO- DOE . Only two of the letters 
were acknowledged. Appreciation is expressed for the interest and assistance 
provided by ADM Associates Inc. (ADM-2) and Morgan Systems Corporation 
(TrakLoad) through extensive telephone conversations. 

Printed Sources. Considerable information about the software appears in 
promotional materials and manuals designed for user guidance and reference o 

This type of information was available for all five software packages, 
although its scope and usefulness varied. Documentation is part of the 
evaluation conveyed by the checklist. 

Software Survey Sheets. An informal survey instrument was developed to 
obtain further information about the software packages. The multi-page form 
was sent to each of the subcontractors and each of the software suppliers; 
responses were invited; but optional. Of 14 potential responses from modelers 
on the Evaluation of Software team, 9 were received. Only one of the software 
vendors responded - the supplier of SEA. 

7.2 Software Supplier Inputs and Comments 

Lette~s of inquiry were sent to the source supplier of each software program 
studied in the Evaluation project, including both mainframe and personal 
computer versions of DOE 2.1 9 as follows: 

ADM-2: 
ADM Associates, Inc. 
3299 Ramos Circle 
Sacramento, CA 95827 

TrakLoad: 
Morgan Systems Corporation 
2560 9th , Ste 211 
Berkeley, CA 94710 

DOE-2.1: 
Building Energy Simulation Group 
Lawrence Berkeley Laboratories 
University of California 
Berkeley, CA 94720 

SEA: 
Ferreira & Kalasinsky Associates, Inc . 
PO Box 101 
East Mansfield, MA 02031 

VCACS: 
VOLT Energy Management Systems 
4900 S.W. Macadam Avenue 
Portland, OR 97201 

MICRO-DOE: 
AcroSoft 
3120 S. Wadsworth Blvd Ste #1 
Denver, CO 80227 

Previously supplied, but no longer available: 
PC-DOE: 
CA Systems International, Inc. 
One Union Square 
143 Union Boulevard 
Lakewood, CO 80228 
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The letters invited written and oral responses, as in these excerpts: 

Your firm is one of several supplying computer software for simulating 
energy in commercial buildings. The utility of the simulations depends on 
how accurately the building energy is modeled and estimated. 

The "Evaluation of Software" project is studying such software. It is 
anticipated that the efforts will: Analyze the impacts of model-users on 
simulation results, estimate the absolute errors in simulation results, 
and facilitate selection of simulation software programs for use in future 
energy conservation programs. 

Simulations for the study will use the latest versions of the software 
packages and will be conducted by experienced modelers. You may want to 
be sure our files include your latest sales promotion materials and 
pricing. 

Your insights and contributions to this study will be most 
appreciated. 

Suppliers typically responded only by sending their most recent sales 
brochures. However, telephone contact was established with ADM Associates 
(ADM-2) and Morgan Systems (TrakLoad). A further initiative with VOLT Energy 
Management Systems (VCACS) resulted in an in-person interview at their offices. 

Specific information sought during these exchanges included identifying data 
for the supplier and software; software distribution, users, and applications; 
and the features, advantages, and limitations of the software. Particular 
attention was given to validation studies and reports offered by the 
suppliers. The following paragraphs are comments from suppliers, and 
responses to observations made by suppliers. 

SEA: 

ADM-2: 

SEA, Version VI, offers color graphics, simulates over 40 different 
HVAC systems. Different multiple systems with different operating 
hours and different controls can be analyzed. Primary plants with 
multiple and different chillers can be sirnultaneiously studies as can 
multiple heating plants with different operating schedules . Over 30 
different reports ... can be selected. 

Program was developed primarily for California market; still shows 
references to Title 24 including summary energy results that use 
California-only conversion factors to convert energy f orms. 

Makes no internal provision for economic evaluation, ECM comparisons, 
or report text. 
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ADM-2. continued: 

Hard copy of input data avai lable only following ful l calculations on 
simulat i on run. 

Solar calculation uses weather file data for lo
0
cation "A" and adjus t s 

it for location "B". 

ADM Associates t alks about and apparently uses established r out ines 
to graphically display output results using Lotus 1-2-3, but has not 
released the routines f or general use. 

Trakload: Provides continuing improvements eight since · 1987. Future 

VCACS: 

plans include more utilities. 
Supplies default values by a 6 building types, economic analys i s. 
energy audit report options, graphics using interface worksheet 
files, embedded macros for Lotus 1-2-3 and Supercalc. 

Program reads ASCII weather file containing bin weather data from Air 
Force Manual and ASHRAE. User can read and modify weather fi l e using 
Weathermaker program. File contains: weather station. latitude, 
altitude, dry bulb termperature bins, surmner DB / WB, annual WB, winter 
DB, winter wind speed, 12 month wind speed, 12 month sunshine. 

Heating demand determined from extra iteration; cooling demand from 
highest temperature. 

Supported by one manual with .four sections and appendix: about 200 
pp. 

Permits "skip" options. These are 
calculations to be made for every 
more hours. The option allows a 
results from the simulation for 
precision results from a final run. 

alternative settings that specify 
hour, or at intervals of 2, 3 or 
modeler to obtain quick, rough 
a trial run, or slower, more 

8760 hours of annual weather data from NOAA weather tapes used to 
profile typical 24-hour periods for each month. 

Software is applicable specifically to multi-family, commercial and 
small industrial units. 

Addresses energy effects though modeling of: demand and time-of-use 
energy consumption; deadband thermostat operation; night temperature 
float-down and morning start-up due to thermal mass effects; internal 
temperature float due to undersized equipment; heat recovery options; 
part-load performance simulation of primary equipment; hourly and 
daily scheduling of building loads and internal functions. 

Gives multiple options for report graphics, program text and print 
style. 

Calculates existing end-use energy consumption and demand. 
extensive library of pre-defined measures . Calculates 
cost savings for conservation devices. 
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Addresses energy effects though modeling of: demand and time-of-use 
energy consumption; deadband thermostat operation; night temperature 
float-down and morning start-up due to thermal mass effects; internal 
temperature float due to undersized equipment; heat recovery options; 
part-load performance simulation of primary equipment; hourly and 
daily scheduling of building loads and internal functions. 

Provides swmnaries of before and after energy use; graphs of energy 
use savings; printed report. 

VCACS was targeted for the utility market and strong support, and is 
commensurably priced. Engineering firms needing little or no support 
may be able to obtain a discount. The same is true for ENTREE, which 
is now offered in place of VCACS. 

7.3 Subcontract Applicant Responses. 

As part of the process for selecting the simulation contractors for the 
Evaluation of Software project, an advance letter requested information about 
the experience those firms had had with the software packages. Most of the 
responses were minimal, but a few are repeated below. Note that some pertain 
to the modeling process, others more specifically to the software. 

o Usually problems that do arise are concerned with accurately modeling 
equipment configurations in real buildings when standard components 
are combined or controlled in innovative or non-standard ways. These 
problems can normally be addressed by changing default values or 
routines in the program. 

0 Most problems due to level 
Solution has been to use 
sophistication desired. 

of detail of input available/required. 
particular program best suited to 

o Time consuming, even for minor changes. 

0 Yearly 
track. 

totals are easily matched; monthly usage is 
Match as closely as possible, explain outliers. 

difficult to 

o Some models produce results which are not intuitively obvious. You 
examine profiles and if acceptable le·ave it. 

0 Many ECM's are not directly modelable in the software. 
savings and adjust related parameters to give result. 

Estimate 

o Limited use of audit alternatives to produce interactive results. 
Have rerun programs by adjusting one or more inputs and calculating 
interactive results. 
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o With the exception of Micro-DOE2, limitations are generally 
flexibility of the schedule/profiles, utility rate structures, 
envelope component types, and system choices. Resolution is 
typically annualized averages. The next big thing is technical 
documentation - for which there is no resolution other that trial and 
error iterations and lots of experience. 

o SEA: Limitations - Temperature and occupancy schedules. 

o TrakLoad: Bug in heat pump night cycle - Fix in postprocessing . 
BESA/ASEAM: Poor on night cycle - adjust night setback temperature. 
ADM-2: Too limited parameters - Use DOE 2. 
MicroDOE: Slow - use limited period runs. Too much output -

postprocessing program for reports. Can't do VVVT with heat pumps 
use DDS/VAV with reset and fixed COP on electric boiler. 

7.4 Modeler Comments 

Modelers working on the Evaluation of Software project were encouraged to make 
comments about the software and their modeling experiences. Selected comments 
follow. Comments have been edited for brevity, while attempting to convey the 
modelers' original thoughts. Modelers' opinions do not necessarily agree with 
those of the investigator. 

Software Selection 

A thoughtful and critical evaluation of the various tools must take into 
account the purpose and constraints of the tools, information and modelers. 

At the start of the project, it is important to choose the right software for 
the energy analysis. Small buildings with simple operation and simple systems 
are more suited to bin type analysis, while buildings with complex operation 
and complex systems are more suited to hourly analysis. It is not so obvious, 
however, that the level of effort, detail of information and control of 
uncertainties must suitably correspond to the software to be used. 

Even with good quality software, however, the experience and judgement of the 
modeler is crucial to a good analysis. 

By their nature, all bin type programs have limited ability to analyze 
buildings with complex schedules, calculate electric demand, simulate heat 
pumps and economizers, a very common HVAC system in the Pacific Northwest. 
Experience with bin type programs underlines their limitations in complex 
buildings, including buildings constructed with heavy materials, solar-driven 
buildings (small office type buildings in Central Oregon), accurate prediction 
of night set-back, limited HVAC option (California water-source or well water 
heat pumps), limited number of wall exposures, windows, etc. 
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Hourly programs are much more flexible and powerful, but require more user 
experience and more modeler and computer time. 

We select the software for each model depending on special requirements of the 
pro j ect and strength of the software. Each modeling program has some degree 
of limited flexibility. lhe modeler may have to manipulate the input data to 
fit the model. An example is with equipment part load curves. The actual 
curve may di ff er significantly from the curve already in the program. To 
compensate for this, the equipment's full load power can be adjusted to 
produce an average energy use closer to the true consumption. Some hourly 
programs, like MICRO- DOE2, allow the modeler to input the actual part load 
curve which will increase the accuracy of the model. This is a good example 
of one of the criteria used in selecting the appropriate software for a given 
project. 

Tryi ng to get programs to accurately model unconvent i onal problems has f orced 
us to learn a great deal about the algorithms in the programs. Part of our 
preferences among programs stem from this knowledge of their internal 
working. Among bin programs our preference for TrakLoad is based both on the 
program ' s more sophisticated approach to sun load correlations with air 
temperature as well as its modeling of nighttime building temperature f l oat. 

Given the larger context for modeling, certain technical details make some 
programs more suited for some types of buildings and sys terns . Bo th TrakLoad 
and SEA are good for quick analysis of a . building. . TrakLoad has a very good 
input format that makes input quick and easy. However, its dynamic defaults 
must be watched very carefully. For example, if the boiler size is left to 
default . over several runs, automatic re-sizing of the boiler can give false 
results due to the varying part load performance of the boiler. 

Our preference is to use TrakLoad for small projects for which the time 
necessary to model with DOE2 is not justified. Where the project is complex 
or the answers must be correct, we will use DOE2. Our needs frequently 
require detailed simulation of operating details of buildings and differential 
energy use for subtle changes in HVAC systems. Thus only programs that have 
very good variable choice ranges and flexibility work for us . DOE2 comes 
closest to meting our needs, although we have had to stretch its capability to 
model common problems, such as VVVT systems. 

DOE-2 and BLAST are probably the best pieces of energy analysis software 
available, primarily because of the publicly funded development and large user 
base providing feedback. 

DOE-2.1: Although other powerful hourly codes are available, DOE-2.l's 
flexibility, its widespread use, and its continuing improvement and support by 
the US Federal Government, makes it the program of choice. In addition, the 
firm has a library of programs to determine typical (average) and peak load 
profiles from DOE-2.1 simulations. 

An hourly model such as the DOE-2 is a very powerful tool but it cannot be 
expected to provide good results unless sufficient time, information and 
control over uncertainties is provided. In most cases, the selection of 
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appropriate software is or should be influenced by a lack of time, a lack of 
detailed information or the existence of large uncertainties and uncontrolled 
variables. All consideration of software details should take place in this 
larger context. 

MICRO-DOE2 was the most flexible. Heat pumps can be assigned to specific HVAC 
types; regrigeration equipment can be assigned to zones with specific HVAC 
types. Refrigeration did not work in the MICRO-DOE2 version of DOE2. lC (may 
be fixed with recently received update) - Buildings with refrigeration loads 
were run on the BPA mainframe. Comprehensive building models may take from 3 
to S hours per run plus printing time. For a series of runs we would come to 
the office 'round the clock to keep the process moving along. 

General Conunents and Features: 

As a general observation the market for energy analysis programs is not large 
enou~h to sustain the development and continuing maintenance of high quality 
tested models without public funding. 

Software requires operating system environment of MS/PC DOS version 2. 0 or 
higher. For the Evaluation of Software project, DOE 2.1 was run on a VAX mini 
computer; Micro-DOE is personal computer version of DOE 2.1. 

Good documentation can cover a multitude of software sins. 

The size of a weather file is an estimator of how detailed the data in it is. 
For this reason, a weather file for an hourly program is larger than one for a 
bin program. Other variables that potentially affect file size are the number 
of parameters and/or bins, their precision, and the computer storage format 
(ASCII usually takes more space than a binary format). 

Software-related conunents 

ADM-2: An hourly program derived from an older version of DOE-2. Its 
strength is ease-of-use for data entry. However, this also limits building 
configuration options and the early bugs embedded in DOE-2 are also in the 
ADM-2 code. For example, ADM-2 does not model economizers or heat pumps 
properly, because of incorrect assumptions about winter operations. 

ADM-2: High "data input density", allows values for extensive input 
parameters to be entered from relatively few "screens". Extensive data on 
one screen provides good cross-referencing visibility in entering data and 
minimizes the number of keystrokes. Entries on each screen are made and 
revised simply by over typing, without extra "Enter" keystrokes. These are 
positive features that seem to favor acceptance by experienced modelers. 

ADM-2: The modeling does not let me make the seasonal changes in outside air 
that I want, so I have increased the minimum outside air and increased the 
cooling setpoint to compensate for the additional outside air during the 
sununer. 
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ADM-2 Errors: Output that implies "Total Energy" doesn't really mean it; 
Non-conditioning energy is omitted from monthly energy totals. 
When cooling should be zero, program computes it at 0.1 kWh/hour/zone, but 
only if a cooling capacity is stated. 
Units [feet] are not specified anywhere for exterior shading fins and 
overhangs. 
Reference manual says fan temperature rise defaults to l.81SF per Tab l e 5; 
but screen shows 1.82 for "static supply pressure" defined on p. 49 of 
manual as inches of water. 
User's manual p. 56 Table 2 shows total fossil energy for columns 219-227; 
with output option /A2 instead repeats coluumns 92-99. 
A change inlighting in an isolated zone served by one HVAC system changed 
heating and cooling energy in an unconnected second system . 

SEA: Advantages speed of calculation, ease of runn i ng conservation 
measures. Disadvantages - General simulation, inflexibility of HVAC, people, 
lights, equipment schedules. 

SEA: Least flexible in modeling to fit a specific building - Most severe 
restriction is the requirement to input one operating schedule which covers 
HVAC, people, lights and equipment. Problems occur if these e l ements operate 
on differing schedules which the most often do, especially evaluating 
conservation measures. We have adjusted the respective percentasges to keep 
light and equipment consumption values constant while changing the HVAC hours 
of operation although this perturbs the simulation since the load levels are 
changed during the occupied and unoccupied hours. 

SEA: Permits models to be built up from several models with differing 
occupancy, systems/plant, etc. [However this feature was not used by any of 
the modelers, due perhaps to inconvenience, failure to save full input files 
(above), modeler unfamiliarity, or other reasons.] 

SEA: It is not possible to model separate systems and plants for each 
corresponding zone in a multiple zone building. 

SEA: Since a BIN program relies on many simplifying assumptions it is 
appropriate to use a similar level of simplification for the impute -

Zoning was kept simple. 
- Small details of the envelope were ignored, for example the doors 

Schedules were kept simple; with only occupied and unoccupied periods, 
detailed information cannot be used. 

SEA: The limited operating time did not allow for setting t he HVAC, 
Occupancy, and lighting schedules independently. The different days per week 
were averaged and the 3 hours before opening added and the 1 hour after 
added. The lighting load was spread out over the entire time. ~o change was 
made for the occupancy number since it would not have a significant impact. 
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SEA: Since our version of SEA cannot differentiate between people, lighting, 
equipment and HVAC schedules, we have simulated the operation of the HVAC 
system only during operational hours and have included infiltration during the 
unoccupied period to equal the outside air CFM to account for nighttime 
ventilation air. 

SEA: Has no provision for calculating ut i lity charges from utility 
schedules. Only simple consumption can be calculated, which is only a 
estimate of the more complex monthly demand and stepped consumption 
schedule in effect for the building(s) in this project. 

rate 
rough 
rate 

SEA: Fails to compute full input data in "the" data file; uses several input 
files, only one of whic""h"Tbuilding envelope and occupartcy) is identified to 
uses. Automatically overwrites separate system and plat data files. 

SEA: Seems better adapted for fioppy disk data storage than for hard disk. 

SEA: If software decides manual entry CFM is inadequate, i t will override 
original entries wi thout reporting them; but original entri es remain in file. 
Increased CFM demand is not identified with heating or cooling mode. 

SEA: When wall U-values were changed to improve the match with annual metered 
consumption, the peak heating consumption for the simulation was lower than 
the peak metered consumption. I suspect that the BIN procedure does not 
accurately account for thermal mass effects and solar effects. Matching 
annual end use was chosen as a priority, at the expense of matching 
descriptive data and metered monthly peaks. 

SEA: Exterior lighting and hot water consumption have been ' calculated 
separately and have not been included in the simulation model. [The software 
does not provide explicit input or reporting of these end uses.] 

SEA: Documentation has no information on how demand is calculated. The ref ore 
the model is expected to be of very limited value in predicting demand savings. 

SEA: The monthly demand simulation was judged to be not accurate enough to be 
usable. 

SEA: Uses several approaches to on-screen help; inconsistent nomenclature. 
Change in system type requires full re-entry. "Duplicate" file command does 
not duplicate SYS data. 

SEA: Heat pump supplemental heat - switchover selection, but no stepped or 
modulating take-over (2-stage temp-control, not demand controlled.] 

SEA Errors: Input window asks for gross area for surface, but hardcopy output 
gives net area. Interacts incorrectly with printer spooler: cancels print in 
process is screen is advanced to next module. 
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TrakLoad: Runs quickly because it uses bin weather data; although not as 
accurate as hourly methods, this is sufficient for smaller, simpler buildings. 

TrakLoad: Wide range of systems and equipment available compared to many 
other bin-type programs. Easy to use input screens available in four 
different levels of complexity. Reliable algorithms adapted from DOE-2 and 
ASHRAE. 

TrakLoad: Overall we have had good performance from this program, although we 
have not recommended its use in environments where the user has minimal 
engineering knowledge. 

TrakLoad: Initiates ECMs for Auditor by displaying options. Good manual. 
Building file storage and retrieval system is easy to use. Pop-up help, input 
parameters, calculator the inputs results, etc. 

TrakLoad: This program is easy to use; the novice can rely on defaults for U
values, etc. It could be a great program if enhancements were made. 

TrakLoad - suggested enhancements: User naming of zones; alphanwneric listing 
of building on file (menu); greater prec1s1on for input data; different 
~perating schedule per zone. More that one roof type per zone; reintroduce 
"Doors" as separate component; accommodate door open/ close effect. Rename 
label to "GROSS Wall Area/Story"; incorporate "misc. conduction" for a 
crawlspace, walk-in freezer. Exterior lighting conswnption with "AVG hrs/day 
On"; light default wattage should include ballasts, include 2-tube 8-foot 
fixtures. Incorporate night setback on all HVAC types; separate fan/motor 
efficiency into fan and motor components. Include (air and water source) heat 
pump as central HVAC choices; heat pump with economizer and strip heat 
temperature control; other heat pump improvements. Include "% of total" by 
end-use in Engineering Us.age Report. WeatherMaker option is difficult to use. 

TrakLoad: A weakness is the inability to model a variety of equipment loads 
with different diversity factors. TrakLoad has only one use factor for 
equipment and lights. Watts/square feet can be easily over or under 
estimated. 

TrakLoad: Rounds output reports: [a 53% error was cited for a small 
increment of lighting change]. Need to be aware of this rounding and make 
adjustment; still not very accurate. 

TrakLoad: Exterior lighting is included with interior light in output report 
(bad point). 

TrakLoad: Numerous input fields are interactive with other fields adn 
automatically change their values unless locked in. This autosizing can cause 
real simulation problems. The program does flag these fields for individual 
evaluation. 

TrakLoad: A heat pump model will not simulate certain equipment features. 
Economizers cannot be installed when simulating a heat pump system. This can 
be a limitation on estimating overall savings. 
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TrakLoad: Will not let you enter a larger window percentage than wall. 

TrakLoad: Configures zones on a per floor basis and then duplicates the 
zone's "footprint" in as many floors as there are in the building. Small 
Off ice building had considerable differences in square foot dimensions between 
floors, heating and cooling capacity, and equipment load. For these reasons 
it was decided to model the building as two separate buildings, and then 
combine the consumption results. 

TrakLoad: Uses the number of stories as a multiple for some entries and not 
for others. 

TrakLoad: When modeling heat pumps during a building's unoccupied hours, the 
program ignores the heat pumps and substitutes electrical resistance heating. 
We have accounted for the variances by making an estimate based on the 
relative heat pump efficiency. 

TrakLoad: Its assumption that heat pump compressors will not operate at night 
during system shutdown elevates night heating use. We deal with this by 
adjusting night heating electricity use in spreadsheet postprocessing of the 
results. 

TrakLoad: We have used the TrakGraph option with TrakLoad ext~nsively and 
have added to the spreadsheet macros to combine building parts and adjust end 
use energy by month for part shutdown operation, such as in schools. 

TrakLoad Error: Return from Fl help option is to one field lower than where 
you began. 

VCACS: Relatively fast, especially on 386 PCs. Easy to use once the user is 
experienced. The "hourly" methodology allows consideration of electric kW 
demand and associated multiple block rates in lieu . of typical cost/kWh 
average. [Note: VCACS is a typical day model with hourly simulations] 

VCACS: Structured with specific ECMs in mind. All the user need do is 
specify the measure and enter the appropriate ECM data (rather than going back 
and modifying the base building data). Each plan is stored uniquely, then run 
in batch mode. 

VCACS: Structured ECM's and other input values are cumbersome to override, 
but the option is provided. Other limitations are fixed: four walls maximum, 
six zones maximum, truncated input values, certain hot water calculations only 
for multiple family housing. Also lacks good on-line helps. 

VCACS: Uses an ECM installed cost data file. ECMs were first run using 
"average" cost data from the file. The results were disappointing or 
inappropriate. All ECMs were rerun by substituting data from '89 Means. 
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VCACS: There is no way to "prioritize" ECMs once they have been entered as 
plans, short of running all plans (complete with accurate cost data) to 
determine results, then completely re-entering each selected plan from scratch. 

V.CACS: A major concern · is using fuel history (monthly energy bills) to ratio 
end-use consumption for the base building and then evaluating ECMs the 
results are not predictable. The accepted procedure, for the experience user, 
is to "benchmark" the base building without entering the fuel history - using 
the history data as an off".""line guide and for "hand calculations" of end-use 
consumption. 

VCACS: When analyzing ECMs w/ a base building using fuel history, using t he 
automatic energy ratioing feature affects end-use energy not related to the 
ECM, e.g.: Lighting consumption changes significantly while evaluating a 
caulking/weatherstrip measure. Therefore, for Cycl e 3 , we removed the f ue l 
history from the base building and revised the base building data to mo r e 
closely match the annual end-use data. 

VCACS: Does not ratio demand kW with input of bil l ing hi story as it does for 
energy kWh. This is why so much effort was made to get the base model to 
track demand before entering the history. 

VCACS: Unique rate structure (Eugene) with first kWh block based on kW 
demand. VCACS rates will not handle this monthly calculation, so had to 
average the monthly demand to .determine average first block. 

VCACS: Problems with utility rate files properly accepting new rates. 

VCACS: No unique input for glass U value and shading coefficient; pick glass 
type closest to actual, or edit the data statement (typical user would not do 
this). 

VCACS: Introduces sizeable rounding and truncating errors. Detail values may 
not add to totals given by the program. 

VCACS: I experienced printing results problems, so had to resort to screen 
dumps of appropriate tables, etc. 

VCACS: Printing results are not straight-forward and may be difficult for the 
casual user. Energy cost results by end-use or fuel type is not readily 
available. Our evaluation relied totally on "screen dumps" for all input and 
output data. An option require purchase of a graphics software package, which 
imports ECM data for pie charts and bar graphs. 

VCACS Errors: Crashes with entry of some "out of range" values and on some 
reverse screens (returning to a prior screen during data entry). Re-boot 
necessary if Page Down or Page Up used instead of Enter for data entry at 
beginning of a new file (causes continuous loud sound from speaker); those 
entries are valid after first two or three screens. Screen for external fuel 
types not coordinated with documentation and program use: for electricity, 
program rejects "B" entry per screen prompt, and substitutes "A" (gas); 
undocumented "E" solves the problem. 
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DOE-2.1: The occurrences when at least one zone was outside the throttling 
range for the Large Office building was not related to specifying the CFM. 
The problem was solved by specifying a throttling range of 4 and changing the 
heating and cooling thermostat schedules to start one hour earlier. Doing 
this allowed the fan coil units to more easily meet the hourly loads and 
specifi~ally the morning pick-up loads. 

DOE-2.1: Although it is capable of finding the monthly demand peaks for any 
fuel used in a building, it does so regardless of what time of day this peak 
occurs . To rectify this, we use a spreadsheet database application which 
reads the DOE-2. l output and finds the peak for the appropria::.e seasonal 
time-of-day windows of the desired rates schedule. This method was used for 
example to determine peak demand reductions and incentives for adopt i on of 
dayl i ghting fenestrations and controls. 

DOE-2.1: Economizer control for two- and four-pipe fan-coil systems is not 
available. To modify the systems to a central fan system would a l ter the 
input to such an extent that the comparison would not be worthwhile. I did 
not simulate this parameter. 

DOE-2.1: Does not directly provide a monthly end-use summary, but one can be 
derived by combining several output reports. 

DOE-2.1: The Building Energy Performance Swmnary (BEPS) Report does not 
always agree with the end-use totals or sum of component consumption reported 
on other schedules. The discrepancy was most pronounced for the Large Office, 
as follows (Cycle 3 base building ): 

Building Energy Summary Category Category Schedule Total 

527 398 Space Heating 440 700 
288 084 Space Cooling 351 700 

98 488 HVAC Auxiliaries 
17 184 DHW 17 184 

492 449 (a) Lighting 417 196 (b) 
76 551 Vertical Transport 

202 467 Misc. Equipment/Other 372 llO 

1 702 622 TOTAL 1 598 890 
Monthly Total 1 674 435 

(a) interior and exterior 
(b) interior only 

MICRO-DOE2: Due to the high degree of flexibility and numerous options, more 
precise results can be obtained. Thus, when simulating energy conservation 
measures, you don't have to "fool the program" to model the ECM, because the 
ECM and the parameters it uses are usually available as options. 

MICRO-DOE2: The program has a large number of reports that may be selected to 
help spot problems in the model which would otherwise go unnoticed. 
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7.5 Additional Comments 

Building energy simulation software of interest to the Evaluation of Software 
project has frequently been referred to as "software packages". This is 
because software typically is supplied in several or many computer files 
"packaged" to work interactively. Often this includes program files, data 
files, output files, and "scratch" files (temporary run- time storage files). 
Executable program files are frequently arranged to call one another though 
one or more selection menus. The number of files in a package may range from 
as few as two or three to several hundred, depending on the software design. 

The number of files in a software package is usually "transparent" to the 
modeler, and therefore unimportant to him . An exception may be file 
management needs; for example, files maintained on disk normally consume a 
certain minimum disk space no matter how l arge the file - 2 ki l obytes is a 
likely minimum for a hard disk. Therefore many small files may lead to 
inefficient use of disk storage space. A related problem can arise from the 
gradual (or rapid) accumulation of the many smal l output files that some 
software packages generate. 

A software-related problem arises with some energy simulation packages if the 
modeler must save multiple files to capture a complete record of a building 
model, and the problem is especially acute if the supplier fails to identify 
which files are which: SEA is a notable example and VCACS may be as well. 

One goal of the Evaluation of Software project was to determine the accuracy 
of commercial building energy simulation software. The comparisons· and 
comments in this chapter address that goal in one way. The extensive comments 
bear withness to unwanted limitations, problems, and errors in all of the 
software examined; the same overall condition is believed to affect other 
building energy simulation programs as well. 

Those problems place even · more responsibility on modelers. As one commenter 
noted, "We have found that modeling in general is more often an art rather 
than an exact science. Good assumptions by the modeler are required to 
prepare an accurate building simulation. For example, mode~ing software often 
lags behind advances in HVAC equipment and control technology. In this 
situation, the modeler must manipuate data input to account for the software's 
limitation." 
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CHAPTER 8: PERFORMANCE INDEX 

A performance index is used to summarize the findings of the Evaluation of 
Software project and to facilitate comparisons with software programs in 
addition to those studied. The index is in two parts. A qualitative 
procedure is keyed to the software survey; a quantitative procedure builds on 
the sensitivity study. The results are helpful but need to be applied 
cautiously because the standards for the index are arbitrary and because some 
software packages may be better suited for certain types of buildings or 
analyses than for others. 

8.1 Index Concepts 

The preceding chapters report several approaches used to evaluate building 
energy simulation software: round robin comparisons of base building 
modeling, similar comparisons of ECM modeling, sensitivity studies, and 
surveys. Although the approaches were not pursued exhaustively, considerable 
data were accumulated. 

As a guide to the selection of software, the results provide no . overall, 
intuitively obvious conclusions. Even if preferences among the five software 
packages were to be identified after carefully studying the data, no way has 
been presented to extend the evaluation to still other software programs. 

Moreover, a procedure for evaluating software needs to be limited in scope so 
that the time and cost consumed in the evaluation will be suited to an 
operating context. 

What is desired is an overall measure of software performance that can be 
determined easily and then used to summarize the findings and compare the 
results. There is no "natural" measure of composite performance, but it is 
possible to establish a procedure and standard for this purpose. A 
Performance Index is proposed to establish a figure of merit. 

Any performance index that meets these guidelines will be dealing with a 
complex set of relationships; simplification will come in part by looking at 
less than all possible data and in part by presenting only part of the 
information. In one sense, therefore, the selection of a performance index 
is arbitrary, and the values reported by it are equally so. In another 
sense, however, it is possible to use what has been learned during the 
Evaluation of Software project to synthesize an index which at least 
characterizes aspects of the most important information. 

The proposed Performance Index offers two procedures for evaluation and 
comparison, one qualitative and the other quantitative. 
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The qualitative approach is a standardized checklist procedure keyed to the 
software survey reported in the previous chapter. It uses descriptive 
measures to address diverse yet apparent features such as scope, cost, and 
speed. For any given software package, the reviewer need only collect data 
comparable to what was reported in Table 7 .1; conclusions depend on the 
reviewer's subjective comparisons and judgment. 

The quantitative approach is a rating procedure based on the sensitivity 
study and uses objective measures. For now, the comparison is relat i ve, but 
with further experience it may be possible to establish an absolute 
standard. The quantitative procedure is described at greater length in the 
paragraphs that follow. It reports either a single numerical index or a 
small set of such values that i ndicate how well the software handles one or 
more test (representative) files. 

8.2 A Quantitative Index Procedure 

The quantitative performance index approach provides a comparative evaluation 
of the accuracy of t he software used in this study. The sensitivity study 
(Chapter 6) is the source of data for developing the comparison. 

Considering the issues raised by the sensitivity analysis, software 
performance accuracy should be treated as influenced by a combination of 
software and user contributions. User impacts in the sensitivity study were 
controlled compared to the round robin efforts. Cons i stent comparisons were 
expected to follow from establishing conunon base building parameters and a 
specific range of change for each of the 25 different sensitivity variables. 
However, some results appear to be divergent; the range of the variation was 
explored in the report of the sensitivity analysis. 

For the purposes of the performance index comparison the sensitivity data 
were used as gathered; this study did not analyze or adjust for the divergent 
results. Variations by software and by sensitivity variable (measure) were 
expected. Reasons for specific variations have not been determined. 

The sensitivity study compared the percentage of change in the values for 
each variable analyzed. The Performance Index uses the same percent change 
values to evaluate software performance, since they appear to be the closest 
comparable measure available from this study. 

The Performance Index ranks the several software packages, one measure at a 
time, using relative accuracy compared to a conunon base. To apply the 
procedure, one software program is selected as the base and the percent 
change sens i ti vi ty results of the other software packages are compared with 
it. The selected base software is assigned the lowest rank. The next 
closest percent change value either positive or negative (absolute 
difference) determines where the next higher rank is assigned. This 
continues through the five software packages. Ties receive half the sum of 
points for two positions. By totaling and averaging the points for each of 
the 25 sensitivity measures, a composite estimate is developed of the overall 
accuracy of each software package. 
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This procedure was first developed using DOE 2.1 as the base comparison. 
When DOE 2.1 is assigned a zero rank order, the results are as shown in Table 
8.1. The table shows two sets of rankings, one for the small retail building 
and the other for the large office building, and an average of the two. The 
average rankings are reported as the index numbers. Figure 8 .1 shows the 
same results graphically, except the DOE 2.1 values (zero) have been omitted . 

Several observations about these results should be noted. 

1. The index numbers compare changes in building energy due to the 
sensitivity measures: how a "target" software package compares to 
the simulation results of the "base" software package. Low index 
numbers imply relatively similar results. 

2. In the ranking system described, the "base" software will always 
have a Performance Index of 0. Other software packages will show 
ratings in a range of 1 to 4. The sum of the rankings (for 5 
software packages) will be 10, with an average value of 2.5 for the 
"non-base" software. The more . similar the software packages are, 
the more they will individually approach the 2.5 index value. 

3. In the Evaluation of Software project, the software s.tudied (other 
than DOE 2.1) developed average index values ranging from 2 . 16 to 
2. 90. SEA was the "best" and VCACS · was the "worst" , when compared 
with DOE 2.1. 

4. In the Evaluation of Software project, distinctively different 
Performance Index values were determined when the software programs 
were used to model the large office building rather than the sm_all 
retail building: the index value dropped considerably for VCACS but 
rose modestly for each of the other three. The differential 
responses provide another indicator of software/model differences. 

8.3 Other Quantitative Index Procedures 

The ranking procedure described above produces a useful comparison, but it 
emphasizes a comparative rather than absolute standard. That is, the results 
are dependent on which software package in the group is selected as the base 
for comparisons. 

Any of the other software packages could have been substituted as the 
comparison base, in place of DOE 2.1, with consequential shifts in values. 
The only reason for assigning the comparison role to DOE 2.1 is that it is 
the best documented, most widely recognized of the simulation software 
currently available. If DOE 2.1 is accepted as the standard of comparison, 
then the index values in the preceding table and figure are germane. On the 
other hand, weaknesses have also been recognized in DOE 2.1, and noted in 
part earlier chapters of this report. 
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TABLE 8.1 PERFORMANCE INDEX: RANK ORDER DETERMINED FROM DOE2.1 EVALUATION B 

SMALL RETAIL LARGE OFFICE 
ADM2 SEA TRAKL VCACS DOE 2.1 ADM2 SEA TRAKL VCACS DOE2.1 

A c E D F A A D D F 
MEASURE CHARACTERISTIC 

1 Orientation 1 2 3 4 0 4 1 3 2 0 
2 Floor loss 3 1 2 4 0 2 1 4 3 0 
3 Roof insulation 2 3 1 4 0 4 2 1 3 0 
4 Wall insulation 3 2 1 4 0 3 2 4 1 0 
5 Glazing area 1 2 4 3 0 3 1 4 2 0 

6 Glazing R value 3 1 2 4 0 3 2 1 4 0 
7 Shading coefficient 1 3 2 4 0 1 2 3 4 0 
8 Outside air supply 4 1 3 2 0 2 1 3 4 0 
9 Fan operate, unocc 1 2 4 3 0 2 3 4 1 0 

10 Lighting energy 3 2 1 4 0 4 3 1 2 0 

11 Lightg heat to space 4 2 1 3 0 4 3 1 2 0 
12 Water heating 1 3 2 4 0 3 2 4 1 0 

co 13 Economizer 3 2 1 4 0 2 1 3 4 0 
14 Supply air 4 1 2 3 0 3 1 2 4 0 

.i:- 15 Cooling COP 3 1 4 2 0 2 3 4 1 0 

16 Heat pump 2 1 3 4 0 2 4 1 3 0 
17 Multizone system 2 4 3 0 4 2 1 3 0 
18 VAVsystem 4 2 3 1 0 4 3 1 2 0 
19 Heating setpoint 3 1 2 4 0 4 3 1 2 0 
20 Cooling partial load 3 2 4 0 1 4 3 2 0 

21 Occupied hours 2 4 1 3 0 3 2 4 1 0 
22 Occupants 2 4 3 0 1 4 2 3 0 
23 Vacation schedule 2 3 4 0 2 3 1 4 0 
24 Weather files 1 4 3 2 0 2 1 3 4 0 
25 Building mass 3 2 4 1 0 1 4 3 2 0 

2.44 2.00 2.32 3.24 0.00 2.64 2.32 2.48 2.56 0.00 

AVERAGE 2.54 2.16 2.40 2.90 0.00 



SOFTWARE PERFORMANCE INDEX 
USING DOE 2.1 AS THE EVALUATION BASE 

SMALL RETAIL LARGE OFFICE 
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FIGURE 8.1 

VCACS 

Wi.1e11 the software comparison base is permuted, the following · Performan1. 
Index results are obtained: 

BASE = DOE 2.1 ADM-2 SEA TRAKLOAD VCACS 
· Index Rank Index Rank Index Rank Index Rank Index Rank 

ADM-2 2.44. 3 o.oo 0 2.48 2 2.64 3 2.24 1 
SEA 2 . 00 1 2.52 3 o.oo 0 2.32 2 2.72 4 
TRAKLOAD 2.32 2 2.40 2 2.60 3 o.oo 0 2.52 2.5 
VCACS 3.24 4 2.88 4 3.12 4 2.84 4 0.00 0 
DOE2.l 0.00 0 2.20 1 1.80 1 2.20 1 2 . 52 2.5 

The extent to which ranking values and rank orders change with even simple 
variations in the procedure is explored further in Figure 8. 2. The upper 
graph shows the same variation in index values tabulated in the previous 
paragraph, except that the distinction between the small retai l building 
models and the large office building models has been retained; the 
identifiers on the horizontal axis indicate which software package was use d 
as the comparison base, and the four sets of vertical bars show the 
corresponding index values for the other four software programs. 
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SOFTWARE PERFORMANCE INDEX 
GROUPED BY EVALUATION BASE 
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The lower graph in Figure 8.2 inverts the relationships and yields even more 
interesting results. In this figure the horizontal axis indicates the 
target software packages for which Performance Index values were derived . 
The vertical bars in each group show the corresponding indices when the other 
four software packages are used successively as the comparison base. The 
broken horizontal lines indicate average index values; overall, DOE 2.1 
clearly exhibits consistently lower index values than VCACS. TrakLoad 
consistently shows higher index values for its large office models than it 
does for its small retail models, while VCACS reverses that pattern. On the 
average, SEA comes closest to the performance of DOE 2.1. These differences 
are considered to be significant; they contribute to the credibility of the 
method. 

The Performance Index results also depend on which software packages are in 
the group, and how large the set is. 

Suppose that a ranking process such as this is to be adopted as a general 
index of software performance, using DOE 2.1 for the comparison basis. The 

· goal is to use the process to derive figures of merit not just for the five 
software packages already reviewed in the Evaluation of Software project, but 
also any other building. energy simulation software of interest. 

An immediate difficulty arises when the sample size increases from 5 to 6. 
When the procedure is used · to compare six software programs, the ranking 
scores determined for five elements are no longer germane. To substitute a 
new software package for any of the five programs already evaluated would be 
to narrow the comparison base and also change the ranking values. 

The difficulty is minimal. The ranking values have no absolute significance; 
they serve only to determine rank order for any given comparison. Any 
software package can be subjected to the procedure; its ranking value and 
rank order can be determined relative to the five (fixed) software packages 
used in the procedure. The six-element result, if desired, can be used for 
making a selection decision as readily as the five-element result. 

Note, however, that six-element scores are not interchangeable with five
element scores. The rankings presented in Table 8.1 are not applicable to a 
six-element analysis. 

It is easy, however, to extend the five-element analysis to a six-element 
basis using the data developed in this project: merely repeat one of the 
five software packages and consider all the tie scores it causes. The 
duplicated original-group software will always have an average six-element 
index value that is 0.5 points higher than it had in the five-element index. 
Specifically, if DOE 2.1 is used as the comparison base and ADM-2 is 
duplicated to enable the six-element analysis, its average index will 
increase from 2.44 to 2.94. The average ranking value will increase from 
10/4 = 2.5 to 15/5 = 3.0. Individual index values for the software packages 
not duplicated may increase by more or less than 0.5, and therefore the rank 
order can also change (although a change is unlikely). 
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This is illustrated by the following: 

ADM-2 
SEA 
TRAKLOAD 
VCACS 
DOE2. l ** 

5 - Element Analysis 
Sm Retail Lg · Office Average 
Index Index Index Rank 
2.44 2.64 2.54 3 
2.00 2.32 2.16 l 
2.32 2.48 2.40 2 
3.24 2.56 2.90 4 
0.00 0.00 0.00 0 

6 - Element Analysis 
Sm Retail Lg Off ice Average 
Index Index Index Rank 

* 2.94 * 3.14 * 3.04 3 
2.36 2.64 2.50 1 
2.76 3.04 2.90 2 
4.00 3.04 3.52 4 
0.00 o.oo 0.00 0 

* = duplicated element: averaged ranking 
** = comparison base 

8.4 Performance Index Procedure 

It is assumed that a Performance Index will be used to evaluate building 
energy simul~tion software on a continuing basis. It is therefore suggested 
that the Performance Index be based on the six-element analysis outlined 
above, and that ranking values be accumulated against the possibility that 
they might eventually form the basis for absolute comparisons. The procedure 
for evaluating a further software package entails the following·steps: 

1. Maintain a rankings data base for 6-element analysis. The rankings 
data at the top of this page provides an initial entry. 

2. Prepare Small Retail and Large Office base building models 
consistent with the Building Description Files and sensitivity base 
building parameters established by this project. 

3. Conduct building energy simulations for each of the two models, for 
each of the 25 sensitivity measures defined in Chapter 6. 

4. Record the percent change in energy consumption represented by each 
of the sensitivity measures, for each of the two building models. 

5. Substitute percent change data from step 4 in place of the duplicate 
data set for ADM-2; the necessary data are in Appendix J. 

6. Determine absolute differences in percent change, and average the 
results, using DOE 2.1 data as the comparison base; rank the results 
in the manner shown in Table 8 .1 (extended for the sixth software 
package). 

7. Record the new rankings data. 
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8.5 Analysis and Comments 

Definition of the Performance Index and procedure presented in this chapter 
was def erred during the Evaluation of Software projected until findings were 
available from earlier stages of the overall study. The goal was to take 
advantage of what was learned to establish the most meaningful performance 
index procedures and parameters. 

An effort was made to distinguish between two types of evaluation: one says 
"Of the X software packages looked at, package Y was the best for the 
following reasons", and the other says "The X packages suggest the following 
general evaluation approaches and factors". Since the evaluation effort 
concentrated on a rather small sample of all the software packages available 
in the marketplace, the first approach was discarded as large l y irrelevant . 
The second approach may be a bit presumptive for the same reason, but it 
seems to be what is needed. The emphasis, therefore, shifted from 
establishing an ~bsolute selection criterion to that of setting up a uniform 
evaluation process that reviewers can use for their specific applications and 
requirements. 

When the time came to make the Performance Index decisions, results were 
available from hundreds of simulation runs - from both the round robin and 
the sensitivity analysis. Combining the software review procedure · with the 
sensitivity analysis approach seemed to offer the best compromise for 
characterizing the building energy simulation software; it Joins a 
descriptive comparison ·with an appreciable but not overwhelming simulation 
requirement. The selected measures are believed to be meaningful predictors 
of software performance. While a statistical basis for determining 
confidence is lacking, the results appear to be representative of the 
differences in software highlighted by the study analysis and noted by 
modelers. 

The sensitivity analysis data used for the Performance Index include both 
small and large differences between software packages. Both are given 
equally weight by the smaller < larger process that establishes rank order. 
Consideration was given to the possibility that these differences might be 
weighted by magnitude rather than rank order, but if that is important then 
it follows that the large divergence in specific values makes it impossible 
for this study to obtain more accurate performance indices. 

Some individual results have up to 5001. difference from the DOE 2.1 value, 
while other results are very close. Detailed comparison of the deviation of 
specific results cannot be analyzed from this study; a follow up study would 
be needed for that purpose. Additional modeling of sensitivity runs on a 
large sample of software would provide data for a more accurate comparison 
between software packages. In that even, the present study establishes a 
procedure to complete a more controlled evaluation. 

A further variation of the ranking procedure has been suggestion but not 
developed. In this variation the individual software packages would be 
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ranked by comparing them to a base established by the averaged values of all 
five packages. The underlying assumption is that the mean value is a better 
approximation of the "correct" value than any one of the packages alone could 
provide; the assumption suggests that the mean value provides a better value 
even than DOE 2.1. Indeed there are reasons for moving in to that basis, 
both theoretical and pragmatic; in Table 6. 3, for example,. the mean value 
indeed provides a better estimate of base building energy consumption 
relative to ELCAP data, and the same effect should hold for individual ECM 
values. Furthermore, the suggestion eliminates the need to rate the base 
(comparison) software as perfect (rank zero); that avoids the disparate 
ranking values found in the previous examples and leads to a common basis in 
which all the software packages earning similar ranking scores. This 
suggestion therefore warrants further attention and development. 

The Performance Index procedure which has been defined can nonetheless be 
used to compare software package "X" with package "Y". Their respective 
ranking values are determined with respect to the six-package (or 
five-p~ckage) evaluation base, and then compared. 

What the procedure cannot do is to identify either a ranking value or rank 
order· that represents a particular level of "goodness" or acceptability, e.g, 
any program that scores "x" or lower is acceptable. Over the long run, as 
scores are accumulated, it may be feasible to establish that standard, but it 
will be a judgment call. 

Several potential pitfalls are recognized in establishing an evaluation index 
and figures of merit. Not the least of them is that software packages behave 
differently under different conditions, such as different building types or a 
different building file. This is, however, a typical problem for any 
benchmarking effort. The goal was to establish a _ benchmark which is 
representative of the various conditions under which software will be used. 
By subjective standards it appears the goal has been met. 

Using the quantitative benchmark results in the following comparison of 
software performance, with the most consistent software ranked first: 

DOE 2.1 
SEA 
TrakLoad 
ADM-2 
VCACS 

The Performance Index provides a useful way to compare not only the software 
sampled under the proposed contract, but also a simple way to derive 
performance figures for other energy simulation software in the future. It 
also offers another tool for further comparisons of how modeler decisions 
affect the performance of the simulation software. 

Each of the several alternative methods for setting performance index values 
would lead to a different numerical base and index. One of the methods 
should therefore be selected as the consistent procedure for determining the 
Performance Index, so the index numbers will take on added significance as 
the process is more widely applied. 
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CHAPTER 9: LITERATURE REVIEW 

A selective literature review was conducted to take advantage of what has 
already been accomplished and what is already known about the validation of 
building energy simulation software for commercial buildings. Previous 
investigations and their findings help avoid unnecessary duplication, 
highlight unanswered questions, and allow concentration on remaining 
concerns. The literature review helped shape the activities of the 
Evaluation of Software project. 

Printed materials about building energy simulations were collected from 
sources such as ASHRAE, SERI, the California Energy Commission, and software 
suppliers, with emphasis on efforts to compare and validate energy simulation 
models o Published information has been condensed for presentation here. 

While the earliest evaluations of energy simulation software for commercial 
buildings focused on mainframe computers, desktop computers are now 
converging on the original capabilities of that hardware, and software for · 
the "personal computers" is gradually being upgraded to eliminate earlier 
errors and encompass more extensive capabilities. DOE-2.1, for example, is 
now available in PC format from two suppliers. 

At the same time, more validation studies are becoming available for widely 
used programs such as ASEAM and T+akLoad, although work on other software and 
cross comparisons of even these validation efforts often are still missing 
from the literature. Bonneville is working on the Commercial Retrofit End 
Use Study (CREUS) which in part is a parallel effort comparing simulated 
energy consumption from ASEAM with energy data measured in the field. Other 
jurisdictions such as the California Energy Commission have been approving 
specific software based on their own evaluations (see Appendix K). 

The validation studies encompass varied methodologies, but most of them 
involve· comparisons between several simulation models or between models and 
the actual buildings the models represent. A frequently noted result is 
significant divergence between the various energy estimates. Reasons given 
for the divergence include conceptual or coding errors in the software, 
modeler interpretations and errors, and variability of input parameters. 

9.1 Modeling Significance 

Building energy simulation modeling and analysis were recognized in the 
literature as significant for several reasons. 

The direct application of building energy modeling to energy estimates and 
analysis of energy conservation measure alternatives was of course the primary 
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interest of the various authors. In one study (ACEC)(l), eighty percent 
of the participants said simulation justifies the cost. Many were surprised 
that performing a model simulation could be useful even . for small buildings 
for which the analysis usually had not been done. 

"Energy conservation may require greater sophistication in the design of HVAC 
systems as we use the computer to model how and not just how much energy moves 
or is moved arowid a building." (Meckler) 

''Modeling was most helpful as a tool for the comparison of various energy 
conservation strategies and not for trying to predict the actual future load 
of a building. " (ACEC) 

There are also sidestream benefits to modeling. The same study (ACEC) pointed 
to the s i gnificance of developing "hands on" modeling experience; hence, 
part icipating in modeling was beneficial for developing modeling experience 
(capabilities building). 

However, "Al though [simulation programs are] helpful tools, they have a long 
way to go. I think experienced intuitive conclusions are still often more 
accurate because they can t ake more variables into consideration." 

Overall, participan t s in energy conservation modeling approaches were positive 
toward the experience, felt that additional cos t effective savings were 
achieved, would re-use successful energy conservation measures in future 
de.sigii projects, and would utilizes similar design approaches in the future. 
(ACEC) 

9.2 Descriptive Comparisons of Software 

Building energy simulation software was evaluated in many ways. Where several 
software programs were being considered, it was conunon for studies to list and 
compare the features that can be presented descriptively . Materials reviewed 
from ACEC, ASHRAE, and Arthur D. Little contributed considerably to such 
interests. Some sources also chose to consider what features software ought 
to offer in the future. 

Many of the performance features in software packages are used primarily to 
model energy conservation measures. The ACEC report noted 27 distinct ECMs 
used in the Energy Edge program; 15 of them are represented in the sensitivity 
measures adopted for the Evaluation of Software project. The Evaluation of 
Software sensitivity measures are also represented in 75 of the 102 ECMs 
fwided by Energy Edge(2). Energy Edge Performance features are listed 
and ranked in Table 9.1; the same study identified additional features desired 
by modelers, which their current software was incapable of modeling, shown in 
Table 9.2. 

(1) See Appendix A for full names and citations 

(2) ACEC, p. 5-7; see Chapter 6 of this report . 
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Table 9.1 
Satisfaction with Simulation Model User and Performance Features 

Measure/Software Feature 
were Satisfied 

% of Time Users 

Method of analyzing heat transfer 
Calculation method 
Available data for construction materials 
Models multiple thermal zones 
Choice of HVAC system types 
Calculates variable internal load factors 
Ease of reporting results 
Choice of HVAC plant types 

Models building shading 
Partial load Elec/Mech equipment 
Choice of load reports 
Choice of systems reports 
Accuracy of Results 
Calculates wide variety of external loads 
Reaction of other professions 
Performs economic calculations 

Models special features 
Technical support available 
Program documentation 
Choice of control options 
Cost of the program 
Economic evaluation 
Ease of modeling the building 
Time to learn the program 

Models building mass 
Models more than one Secondary system 
Models daylighting 
Calculates passive cooling 
Graphic input/output 
Calculates passive solar heating 
Models motion detectors 

Table 9.2 
Additional Features Desired 

100 
97 
93 
90 
88 
87 
86 
86 

86 
85 
83 
82 
81 
81 
79 
79 

77 
75 
73 
73 
71 
70 
68 
67 

59 
so 
44 
44 
42 
39 
33 

Daylighting 
Occupancy sensors 
Passive solar 

Better documentation, error detection 
Indirect evaporative cooling 
Ground-loop heat pumps 

Certain air economizer uses 
Certain waste heat recovery 
Special kitchen 

and laundry equipment 
Water source heat pumps 

Dimmer controls 
More available HVAC types 
More thermal zone options 
Better incorporation of 

energy management systems. 
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Software users were generally pleased with the ECM features provided in the 
programs they were using; however, they were less satisfied with features 
"that stretch the capabilities of even large mainframe computer systems or 
require assumptions about user behavior patterns rather than mathematical 
analysis." (ACEC) 

Meckler called for distinctive features that include quick estimates with 
minimal input, more detailed capabilities for advanced HVAC systems, and 
economic evaluation of efficient combinations of heating and cooling 
equipment. 
Software development is an ongoing process. "Graphic input and output -
unsatisfactory for most programs used in Edge - is getting better in the 
latest generation of programs." (ACEC) 

Some of the comparisons were pointed toward specific software packages, as the 
following conunents (from Arthur D. Little) illustrate. The study concentrated 
on ADM-2 and Micro-AXCESS but made other comparisons in addition: 

ADM-2 limitations are single terminal system and 10 zones, lack of cool 
storage, and absence of help menus; but it was conunended for detailed 
calculation of l oads, user i nterface, and documentation. 

Micro-AXCESS cannot model cogeneration and was marked down for bui l ding 
loads limitations, poor format and limited output, and very limited 
documentation; but it handles complex buildings with 40 zones, multiple 
systems, cool storage, and is widely used by electric utilities. 

MICRO-DOE was criticized for slower computational speed than the other 
two. ''MICRO-DOE provides the greatest range of capabilities [but] requires 
the use of an English-like special language for input data", prepared 
off-line, and consequently is more difficult for users to master. 

9.3 Software Selection 

Descriptive comparisons of software were often a starting point for rating or 
selecting software. "The prospective user of conunercial building energy 
analysis programs should first carefully define the kinds of applications of 
interest and then match the various program characteristics to the 
requirements. Once the program has been selected, the user should be 
dedicated to understanding it and to working within its inherent 
limitations." (Arthur D. Little) 

The ASHRAE software 
energy analysis (pp 
conunercial programs. 
the inventory. ] 

inventory includes a section devoted to programs for 
48-71). It contains 79 listings for residential and 
[Neither DOE 2.1 nor ADM-2 is listed in this section of 

No single selection of a software package is likely to meet all modeling 
needs; programs have been customized for particular interests and applications. 
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Meckler uses a family of four programs for his work: 
all our needs, and as a result, we use utilize one 
programs in energy analysis work. None of these 
others." 

"No one program satisfies 
or more of four separate 
programs duplicates the 

Performance characteristics are but one dimension of what the software needs 
to offer. Accuracy is another. Reliability needs to be engineered into the 
product through a verification process, and then confirmed through validation 
testing. Even without testing, much can be done to understand the likely 
reliability of the program. The extent to which vendors offer software 
verification and validation provides a further basis for software selection. 

"Ask the vendor to supply data for some of the large jobs used to develop 
quality assurance tests; make sure they can actually be duplicated." (Evans) 

9.4 Software Verification and Validation 

"The performance of any software · is judged by its productivity and its 
reliability. The process of establishing the reliability of a computer 
program is called verification. Government agencies, technical societies, and 
companies are active in the production of guidelines and standards for 
verification." (Richter) 

The terms validation, qualification, and verification are given varying 
definitions in the literature. 

"Verification of an engineering computer program is the process that 
establishes for each tested capability: Use of valid technical models and 
algorithms; range of qualified applications and parameters; reproducible 
and accurate results; and reproducible and accurate performance of the 
computer system used for test runs." Richter goes on to offer 
reconnnendations for the contents of a verification report. 

"Verification is a procedure to ensure that the model is built according to 
specifications and to eliminate errors in the structure, algorithm, and 
computer implementation of the model." "Sensitivity analysis of simulation 
models can also be of some help in validation; this method relies on the 
fact that, in general, reasonable changes in model parameters or operating 
conditions should not lead to unreasonable changes in model performance." 
(Neelamkavil). 

Validation can be achieved by collecting evidence to support the validity 
of concepts, methodology, data, results, and inference; this may be 
demonstrated from retrospective, predictive, and structural perspectives. 
Verification refers to the correctness, consistency, and completeness of 
model implementation with respect to the design specifications, whereas 
validation is concerned with the correctness and consistency of a model 
with respect to the real-world system under study. (Neelamkavil) 
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No one method of verification or validation is universally recognized or 
followed, but they should be recognized as complementary and supportive; they 
are useful tools "for defining and producing cost effective, maintainable 
software." (I'eters) 

Validation depends on the control exercised over possible sources of error: 
weather, occupant behavior, modeler error, handbook error - which are external 
error types; and on modeling algorithm discrepancies, numerical solution 
inaccuracies, and coding errors - which are internal error types. Work in 
validating building energy analysis simulations has resulted in a methodology 
that uses three kinds of tests: analytical verification, empirical 
validation, and code-to-code comparisons. (Wortman) 

Software development needs to be well managed to achieve reliable, quality 
performance software in a cost effective, timely manner. Kert wants readers 
to take advantage of parallels noted between software development and the 
development of a hardware product. 

I'eters says an appropriate starting point is with the software ·vendor ' s 
reliability engineering and management efforts. Software development is a 
process in logic that has been viewed as a progression of analysis, design, 
and coding; but in fact "mos t software either starts out without any blueprint 
or is quickly modified without updating the blueprints. The development of 
structured analysis, structured requirements definition, structured analysis 
and design technique, and other methods respond to this analysis need . The 
comparable design responses are found in structured design, structured systems 
development, and Jackson's design method. 

Reliability engineering tools are being developed to monitor the evolving 
reliability of software programs under development. Software reliability is a 
measure of how closely user requirements are met by a computer program in 
actual operation. Users are likely to demand that software developers prove 
their products meet maximum failure intensity limits. (Musa) 

Evans wants vendors to supply quality assurance problems that test the 
program's capacity, along with solutions obtained by a third party with which 
comparisons can be made. "A vendor should . • • produce a list of the quality 
assurance tests that have been rtm and describe how the solutions were 
evaluated; the solutions should be checked." 

Analysis software differs from business software because "the accuracy of an 
analysis program must be unimpeachable [and] it is much more expensive to 
develop, maintain, and support; in addition to paying a higher initial price, 
users of analysis software must also pay for maintenance and support." "Many 
vendors charge an annual update/maintenance fee for their software; even if no 
actual improvements are made on the program in the course of a year, its 
developer will be working to correct problems that have arisen during that 
time." (Evans) 

"Many standards stress procedures that require a test plan for development of 
a program and emphasize the specification of acceptance criteria and expected 
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results for tests, [but] users in industry must rely [primarily] on results
oriented documentation and verification." Reliability is measured by 
comparing the accuracy of the results f ram the program with results f r om 
another source. (Richter) "The best strategy seems to be to test mode l s to 
increase or decrease our confidence in them by exploring their limitations in 
comparison with the other known alternatives." (Neelamkavil) 

Testing is an important, and sometimes overlooked, part of the software 
engineering environment. Dowd believes testing should be implemented at the 
start of any software lifecycle. The goal of software testing is the 
elimination of errors. By planning to test the different parts of the final 
system, actual testing will be performed with fewer problems. The developers 
of the test plans and test procedures should be from a different organization 
than the software developers or designers, for reasons of objectivity and 
fresh perspective. The testing or quality assurance activity shoul d be part 
of each phase of the software lifecycle; requirements, specifications, design, 
test case design, implementation or integration, configuration management, and 
maintenance. Definition of testing requirements and procedures and results 
should be documented at each stage of the lifecycle, including documentation 
of the analysis and design processes themselves. 

The cost of testing software has been acknowledged as about 50% of the entire 
cost of a project, according to Dowd . "Yet most people involved fail to 
figure this additional cost into the time and cost projections for completed 
software. Assumptions are made that software will be completed with no errors 
and that testing will merely be a convenient way of showing this." 

Dowd goes on to recognize that it is impossible to completely tes t a complex 
piece of software. We often aim instead to cover the limits of the program 
and assume that "middle ground" will be functionally correct also. Testing at 
discrete points representative of a variable's range is usually sufficient to 
fully characterize a well behaved algorithm or software program. 

9.5 Data Variables 

"The models we build usually include only a subset of the variables and 
interrelationships of the original system. Obviously the ability to build 
models by selecting the smallest subset of variables which adequately describe 
the real system is a very important and highly desirable quality of a good 
modeller." (Neelamkavil) 

Coad claims that, "With a valid energy program, the calculated results can be 
assumed correct, adjusting, of course, for statistical versus actual weather 
conditions. Obviously, this also depends on all input factors being correct . " 

In a representative study reported by Alereza, the data from average weather 
years "used for the simulation were not for the same weather year as that of 
the utility bills [but] most of these values were within 10 percent of each 
other." 
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Weather data plays a subtle but critical role in valid simulations. Some 
jurisdictions specify the weather data that is t;o be used. The California 
Energy Commission, for example, recognizes official weather data for 16 
California weather zones, based primarily on '!MY hourly weather data format. 
(California Energy Commission [#2]) 

9·. 6 Software Validation Methodologies 

The validation of building energy simulation software usually relies on some 
form of testing, increasingly supported by documentation of software design 
management and reliability engineering during the design phase. A related 
approach used by government agencies establishes compliance standards, which 
likewise typically depend on testing and documentation. 

Most validation test methodologies establish a program of building energy 
simulations, the results of which are compared either with other simulations 
or with metered data from test buildings. Various methodologies for 
validating building energy simulation software appear in the annotated 
bibliography (Appendix A) or are described with the test findings below. 

The most comprehensive example of compliance standards is fotmd with the 
California Energy Commission (CEC)o California Administrative Code, Titles 20 
and 24, establishes requirements for building energy efficiency: building 
design, design procedures, component performance requirements, permits, 
certification, ~nd enforcement. The Codes establish allowable calculation 
methods using computer prog~ams, and define modeling input requirements. The 
Codes define performance and prescriptive compliance approaches, plus 
mandatory requirements for all buildings. (CEC #4) 

Some computerized methods require successful completion of a standardized 
approval test that demonstrates substantial equivalence to a stipulated public 
domain computer program. DOE-2.lB is the comparison standard for second 
generation nonresidential standards in California (CEC fH): Certification 
tests include parametric runs on 21 measures. Test results are evaluated 
statistically; energy estimates for each of five end-use categories must be 
within 30% of reference method results: lighting, heating, cooling, HVAC 
auxiliaries, and other (CEC #2). 

California's requirements are more extensive, however, than the tests alone. 
For approval, computation methods must provide specified capabilities, 
generate output reports with mandated information including end-use data, 
demonstrate acceptable accuracy by passing the certification tests, make 
available a Compliance Supplement to the user's manual, and have ongoing 
support from the supplier. Minimum modeling capabilities are specified and 
optional modeling capabilities are recognized. The procedures for obtaining 
approval include: application form and checklist, sample rtms, compliance 
statement, computer data, statistical verification analysis, and weather 
data. ( CEC f/2) 
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9.7 Comparison Test Findings 

Validation tests typically compare a test model with a reference model or 
building. Comparisons are made based on total building energy or some part of 
it, such as monthly increments, end-use data, or heating/cooling loads. The 
performance quality of the test model is judged by how closely it conforms to 
the reference model or building. 

Metered building energy from a real building provides a primary comparison, 
while energy estimated from a model constructed with previously validate 
software such as DOE-2 or BLAST provides a secondary comparison. 

Although the circumstances of the tests affect the quantitative results, 
sufficient testing has been accomplished to find overall patterns. 
Specifically, Wagner's efforts brought together the findings from two dozen 
validation test programs. "Differences between predict i ons and measuremen t s 
in most of the studies compiled were within a ranges of +/- 20% on average for 
the monitoring period for simulations of individual occupied buildings or 
groups of occupied buildings." However, these figures were primarily for 
simulations where prior consumption data were available and models had been 
adjusted to conform. They also tend to be annualized figures for total 
building energy, which frequently hide offsetting component differences of 
greater magnitude. Further examination of detailed results suggest that . 
comparisons are likely to be considerably more disparate when data are 
recorded under less controlled conditions, more like a typical energy audit. 

Judkoff and Wortman [#3] found that input assumptions based on standard 
engineering references can cause prediction errors of approximately 60% even 
when using measured meteorological data. Accurate temperature prediction does 
not guarantee accurate load prediction, or accurate temperature prediction on 
the next building studied. There is evidence also of compensating errors 
giving a false sense of confidence. Even when most input inaccuracies are 
eliminated, prediction errors from 10% to 17% were still found. This can have 
a large impact on building and HVAC system design options. 

The report from Arthur D. Little cited validation studies conducted by the 
International Energy Agency and the National Research Council of Canada. In 
the IEA tests, the range of annual energy estimates differed by a factor of 
more than two for both heating and cooling. In the Canadian study, annual 
energy results ranged from 0.5 to 2.0 of the average prediction. 

In a further study by Judkoff and Wortman [#2], the base case yielded 
estimates 46% to 62% higher than measured loads, but when input values were 
changed to measured values, the resulting estimates were low by 11% to 33%. 
Differences between models were considerably less . The authors conjecture 
that the software programs are overpredicting both solar energy gains and 
conductive skin losses. 

In a sample of CAP buildings drawn for analysis, weighted algebraic averages 
of differences ranged from 1.5% (lights) to 48.5% (hot water) and to 66% 
(miscellaneous); absolute differences were substantially more. However, some 
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of the differences were due to meter data channels that did not exactly 
coincide with the end-use categories modeled, or to other factors independent 
of the audit work. (Cambridge) 

Even so, differences in excess of 50% were noted in elements of the CAP 
buildings that were analyzed: gross wall areas, 20%; lighting levels, 27%; 
rated total heating capacity of equipment, 24%; rating total cooling capac i ty 
of equipment, 24%; water heating , 13%.. In indivi dual buildings, still larger 
discrepancies were fo\llld between ·end-use energy estimates and metered end- use 
data; the report assigned this primarily to varying definitions used by each 
contractor and by the metering protocols, rather than to building types or 
locations. (Cambridge) 

Differences between a test model and its comparison base were influenced 
greatly by modeling targets. Targets are typically established through the 
availability of utility bill ing histories for a building, or better yet by 
end- use metered data. The quality of base building models and simulated 
energy conservation measures was substantially improved when appropriate 
targets were used. 

In a study reported by Alereza and Hovander in which target data were 
available from actual consumption data, models based on initial assumpt i ons 
were of relatively poor definition. Discrepancies between modeled and 
actual consumption were identified and typi~al audit adjustments were made : 
"Inputs were reviewed for reasons to explain significant discrepancies when 
such dis crepancies · did exist. Accordingly, new runs were made until 
reasonable and justifiable results were obtained . " After adjustment, the 
root mean square error of monthly energy consumption values in a off i ce 
building was 16% of the mean energy use; 17% for a restaurant; and 7% for a 
retail store. The authors intimate that the models yielded predictions of 
(total) energy that were within 10% of actual usage. 

In efforts reported by Spielvogel, estimates of energy consumption, for 
both heating and cooling, initially appeared to differ by as much as a 
factor of three during some months. "The probable reasons are the 
manner in which the various users interpreted the data .•• and the manner 
in which the computer programs handled the heating and cooling loads." An 
effort was then made to eliminate the user interpretations, to the greatest 
extent possible: Further models were developed for a simple high- rise 
apartment house with four widely used energy analysis computer programs; 
the test case was sufficiently simple that all models produced very similar 
results. 

Loads for two models studied by Akbari et al were compared with DOE-2; 
heating loads were within 20% and savings from conservation measures were 
within 10%, after adjustments were made to initial models. The comparisons 
were relatively more divergent for well insulated houses, mild climates, 
large thermal masses, and high infiltration. The authors rejected a third 
model, which understated heating loads and savings by as much as 50%. 

After modeling adjustments were made by Cleary, new estimates of building 
energy consumption were 30% to 40% lower than the previous estimates, with 
comparable reductions in estimated savings potential. 
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Judkoff noted similar opportunities for improvement: "This analysis 
procedure revealed several input non-equivalencies [modeler effects] and 
several internal code bugs. The procedure also highlighted the sensitivity 
of several algorithmic differences between the codes. When those problems 
were corrected, the three American codes showed reasonable agreement . " The 
adjusted models agreed within 6% to 13% for heating or cooling; except that 
in a Copenhagen environment where little cooling was simulated in any of 
the programs, DOE-2. l predicted twice as much cooling as the other two 
programs. 

Dispersions in results noted by Diamond were reported as standard 
deviations of monthly simulation estimates, which when averaged for the 
year for total energy ranged from 16% to 39% for uncontrolled input, but 
12% to 18% for a more controlled "standard evaluation technique". 

Well controlled studies often do show closer conformance between the test 
model and the comparison base than suggested by the preceding paragraphs. 

Arthur D. Little reported base building simulations that placed total 
annual electrical energy ·for the test software models within 15% of DOE-2 
and BLAST, while parametric runs for seven conservation measures showed 
typical differences between the two test models of about 15% (al though 
ranging to a high of 80%). 

Yuill reported BLAST simulation results for a standard house that were from 
5% deficient to 11% excessive when monthly energy totals were compared, and 
from 1% to 15% excessive for an energy-efficient house; deviations were 
ascribed largely to input data difficulties. Overall agreement was taken 
as support for the BLAST predictions. 

The CAP evaluation report concludes that CAP and ELCAP data were largely 
consistent on building definition and billings histories, providing mutual 
verification of the general accuracy of results. (Although, when building 
types were compared on an energy per square foot basis, results from the 
several contractors were pointedly different. Similarly, modelers' 
projections for cost and lifetime of recommended energy conservation 
measures differed significantly, affecting payback comparisons.) 
(Cambridge) 

Investigators also considered a contrasting perspective, that less well 
controlled studies would be more representative of modeling performance under 
typical field conditions. 

Because his results were 1 imi ted to common parameters such as insulation, 
due to "vast differences in heat loss algori thrns", Akbari projected that 
some other measures would have been still more divergent. 

Building Energy Analysis Simulation (BEAS) codes "do indeed exhibit a broad 
range of calculated loads _for the same sets of conditions. It is clear 
that caution must be exercised when using the absolute energy consumption 
calculated by a single BEAS. The practice of using results from a single 
BEAS to generate design guidelines or simplified tools or input for 
economic analyses, or to develop policy is questionable.,,. (Wortman) 
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9.8 Modeler Effects 

In complex models it is not always easy to identify the constituent elements 
that contribute to excessive differences between the results obtained from a 
test model and its comparative base. The potential certainly exists for 
contributions to be made from any or many of the possible sources, including 
modeler interpretations and errors, data errors, and software errors. 

Neelamkavil asserts, "Skill in modelling depends also on experience, 
expertise, intuition, judgement, foresight, and imagination." 

In the study reported by Diamond, dispersion in the results was attributed to 
modeler effects: user judgement and/or interpretation of data. 

In the Canadian study reported by Arthur D. Little, the wide range of annual 
energy results (from Oo5 to 2.0 of the average prediction), showed "that the 
energy analyst can be a significant factor in the prediction of building 
energy consumption." 

When Cambridge Systematics compared building types on an energy per square 
foot basis, results from the several CAP contractors were pointedly different; 
"one possible conclusion • • • is that the methodology and judgment applied by 
the contractors has a significant influence on the end-use consumption 
estimates", but alternative reasoning was also proposed. 

Spielvogel says "Results indicate that rather substantial differences can 
occur when several users make comparisons of the same building with different 
programs. "Several people using several programs on the same building will 
probably not get good agreement on the results of an energy analysis . The 
same person using several programs on the same building may or may not get 
good agreement depending upon the complexity of the building and its systems 
and the ability of the computer programs to handle the specific conditions in 
that building." 

Spielvogel goes on to suggest "that the results to be obtained by using 
several computer programs on the same building will range from very good 
agreement to no agreement at all. The degree of agreement is dependent upon 
the interpretations made by the computer· program user and by the ability of 
the computer programs to handle the building in question." 

9.9 Qverall Considerations 

Conclusions from work reported in the literature should be drawn carefully. 
Substantially different circumstances need to be understood, and in some 
instances the results should be discounted. Some studies, for example, were 
conducted on residen·tial structures for which envelope considerations usually 
dominate, rather than on cormnercial buildings where lighting ·and other 
interior loads often dominate. Nonetheless it is constructive to consider the 
thoughts expressed by the various investigators. 
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Findings by Cleary and Schuldt UH] rest on a narrow statistical base: one 
example only of a building retrofit made for a reason other than a modeling 
conservation effort. There is concern about how representa t ive this and some 
of the other studies may be. 

Nonetheless, Cleary and Schuldt UH] assert "The results emphasize the 
importance that should be placed upon collecting accurate audit data." 

Among similar buildings, Hodge points out the Energy Utilization Index (EUI ) 
provides an economical and effective way to estimate the potential for 
conservation measures in a building and in some instances to identify what the 
conservation opportunities are. It may be a useful tool to help determine 
where prescriptive path conservation approaches will be most effective. 

Reiter notes that changes in schedule · impact many of the estimates used in 
energy planning, and that suggests "the importanc e of using simulat ion models 
as the mechanism f or weather normalization or revis i ng estimates of bui lding 
loads to reflect changes in schedules or occupancy patterns." 

Reiter also concludes that schedules play a dominant role in determining the 
diurnal and seasonal shape of loads for the commercial sector as a whole. 

Cleary and Schuldt (#1) found particular importance in the "increased accuracy 
of scheduling inputs resulting from end-use load data" when marginal benefits 
approach marginal costs. Standard analysis without end-use data resulted in 
more conservative estimates of savings than actually found from experience; 
presumably the reverse situation had equal potential for occurring: the 
uncertainty and risk of the estimates were higher without end-use data than 
they were with it. End-use load data provide potential improvements in 
conservation assessment. 

Consistent end-use categories are recommended for all software. (Cambridge) 

"No computer program as complex as BLAST can ever be completely validated by 
comparative studies of this kind." (Yuill) 

"Modeling was seen to be most useful as a tool for the comparison of various 
energy conservation strategies - not for trying to predict the actual future 
load of a building. This is because many factors can affect the ability of a 
model to accurately predict future energy consumption levels, but when a model 
is used to compare prospective ECMs under the same conditions and assumptions, 
the most effective ECMs for a given application can often be determined." 
(ACEC) 

The report from Brown and Caldwell (Bonneville [#1)) pertaining to evaluation 
of prescriptive path measures includes good descriptions of general modeling 
assumptions, applicable to most modeling. 

"Considerable scatter in monthly results can be expected among expert users of 
building energy analysis computer programs such as DOE-2 when the input is 
uncontrolled. However, the most significant reduction in this scatter can be 
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obtained by having an independent observer check the input for errors and by 
eliminating gross ambiguities in the input." (Diamond) 

The results to be obtained by using several computer programs on the same 
building will range from very good agreement to no agreement at all. The 
degree of agreement is dependent upon the interpretations made by the computer 
program user and by the ability of the computer programs to handle the 
building in question." (Spielvogel) 

Agreement in simulation results is probably inverse to the complexity of the 
building. (Spielvogel) 

"No 'perfect' program exists. What is required for reasonably useful analysis 
is that the user become ver.y familiar with the tool selected and carefully 
apply it." (Arthur D. Little) 

"Frequently it takes so much time and effort to become familiar and competent 
with just one of these programs, that consideration is not freely given to 
other programs that may or may not be better for the intended purpose." 
(Spielvogel) 

Despite the difficulties and complexities, despite the large differences which 
sometimes occur between simulation models and reference buildings that should 
yield .similar results, the need remains to provide estimates of building 
energy consumption and to make rational decisions about implementing energy 
conservation measures. · Other estimation techniques are available, but they 
typically are associated with still further problems and greater uncertainty 
in their estimates. 

Various authors concluded that building energy simulation analysis models are 
relatively effective and their use should continue. The literature points 
both to specific instances when software had to be corrected, and to broader 
opportunities for requiring vendors to document software reliability and 
verification programs as a condition for approving their products. The 
literature also points to significant impacts by modelers on model quality. 

What the literature does not seem to address, and what appears to be needed, 
is cooperative efforts with modelers to standardize the approaches they use 
and to minimize the impacts that have contributed to diverse results. 
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CHAPTER 10: CONCLUSIONS AND INTERPRETATIONS OF RESULTS 

A building energy simulation model combines the contributions of software 
capabilities, modeler decisions, and data describing the building and 
environment. The model's performance quality depends on the same factors. 

The Evaluation of Software project shows that experienced modelers are able to 
construct representative building energy models from any competent software, 
al though results and performance quality vary. Modeler variability is more 
significant, in general, than software variability. Modeler activities and 
decisions represent the single most important opportuni ty for controlling and 
improving modeling results. 

The variability of energy estimates recorded during the s tudy raises a 
quest i on about how the savings from energy conservation programs should be 
extrapolated for planning purposes. Conservative t r eatment of the uncertainty 
suggests conservative energy saving projections. 

Despite its weaknesses, building energy modeling remains an important, viable 
approach for making decisions in energy conservation programs. Nonetheless, 
action could be taken on opportunities to improve data acqu~sition, 
interpretation, and applications, modeler practi~es, and software features and 
performance. 

10.1 Summary Conclusions: Overview 

Building energy modeling/simulation is one way to analyze building energy 
requirements and energy conservation opportunities. Its end produc t s are 
estimates of energy consumption and recormnendations for energy conserving 
measures. 

The modeling process can also be approached more circumspectly: How useful is 
it? How accurate is it? How cost effective is it? Can the modeling process 
be improved? Are there better ways to achieve the same goals? 

Through study and analysis the Evaluation of Software project has sought to: 
1. Conduct an evaluation of cormnercial building energy simulation software. 
2. Analyze the impacts of software users on simulation results. 
3. Estimate the absolute errors in simulation results. 
4. Recormnend simulation software programs for future BPA programs. 

During the study more than 500 simulations were run on 25 models constructed 
by experienced modelers, using five software packages and four sample 
buildings. Upwards of 50 ,000 data points were transcribed and surmnarized on 
analysis spreadsheets. 
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The simulations permitted evaluation not only of software performance, but 
also of how those who use the software (the modelers) affect the results. The 
evaluations compared the simulated energy (both on an end-use basis and total 
building energy) against field-measured data of the energy actually used in 
each building. 

The study and analysis show considerable differences between one model and 
another, between modeled energy estimates and metered consumption data, and 
between the ECM recommendations of the several modelers. The differences 
raise doubts about simulation modeling ' s ability to make consistent, accurate 
energy estimates and useful ECM determinations. 

Are these differences critical? Are they due to the software or do they 
reflect modeler weaknesses? Do modelers need further criteria, standards, or 
training? Can the software be improved? 

Simulation modeling is an integrated process: all of these factors affect the 
results; most errors are cumulative. Opportunities for improvement should be 
explored with respect to each factor. 

A few major conclusions serve to highlight the study's findings: 

L All building energy software packages are imperfect: 
degrees, all have defects. 

In varying 

2. For most purposes it doesn't make much difference which software is 
used to model a building as long as it's done well. 

3. Overall, simulated building energy estimates miss the mark, often 
varying from the correct value by 20% or more, and occasionaily by as 
much as 100% or more. 

4. All modelers make mis takes. Their modeling efforts, more than any 
other factor, contribute to poor model performance. 

The study also upsets a few pre-conceptions. Among these is a frequently 
heard premise, that simulated changes in building elements (ECMs) yield 
significantly closer energy estimates than results obtained for the underlying 
base building. Even if a base building simulation differs from the "real" 
building by a considerable margin, it is posited, the projected incremental 
(or percentage) saving for the ECM will be much closer and quite 
representative of what really happens. 

Study results urge a contrary conclusion, however. As with most other 
differences calculations, simulated savings have the potential for showing 
dramatic shifts. On a percentage basis at least, differences recorded during 
ECM simulations were often greater than those associated with the respective 
base building models: in practice ECM results simulated with same-building 
models constructed from different software packages often showed considerably 
more variability than the difference between the base building models. 
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For example, the ECMs simulated for the small retail building during Cycle 3 
were developed from base building models for which the annual energy estimates 
ranged from 0% to 16% more than the DOE-2 .1 base building model. But the 
savings estimated for the ECMs ranged from 63% less to 100% more than the 
DOE-2.1 model (Appendix J).(l) 

The real divergence probably is l_arger in energy auditing practice than 
reported in the study because by Cycle 3 the modelers had more modeling 
iterations behind them and more data (end-use) available to them than would 
typically be available during an energy audit. 

In fact, by way of further example, consider the sensitivity study results for 
the small retail building. The simulations were developed from base bui l ding 
models for which the annual energy estimates ranged from 20% l ess to 12% mo r e 
than the DOE-2. l base building model. But the sens i tivi ty measures there 
showed energy savings that ranged to 35 times as much as in the DOE-2. l 
model. In fact, 18% of those sensitivity simulations showed savings 
reversals: savings that were negative in sign relative to the DOE-2.l 
projections (showing a loss, for example, when DOE-2.l showed net savings). 

When the annual energy consumption of the Cycle 3 base building models is 
compared with ELCAP data (pS-46), the results show differences in the range of 
+11%/-20%. Similarly, Bonneville ' s Conunercial Audit Program (CAP) showed 27 
out of a 28-building sample to be within 20% of a metered consumption base 
(see page 2-4). Akbari (see page 2-3) found residential base buildings in the 
+/-20% range but held the ECM variance to +/- 10%. 

One tentative conclusion might be that while control of base building 
esti~tes is similar, the variability of simulated ECMs tends to be more 
exaggerated in conunercial buildings than what is experienced in residential 
buildings. 

One of the questions posed at the onset (p2-3) addressed this tradeoff: Woul d 
the added sophistication of conunercial-building software lead to improved 
modeling results, or would the added complexity of the commercial buildings 
outweigh this advantage? The apparent answer is that the added complexities 
are more important; greater variability is the consequence. 

On the other hand, the average divergence measure developed in Chapter 5 
suggests a somewhat more sophisticated answer. The best average monthly 
divergence for a building-set of models simulated during Cycle 3 was 7%, and 
that was for the most complex of the four buildings, the large office building 
(pS-46). However, some of the modelers had disproportionately great 
difficulty with this model, and indeed the average end-use divergence is not 
as favorable. 

1. Chapter and page references are to locations in this report unless 
otherwise noted. 
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Adding to the dichotomy, the most pronounced differences between simulations 
within one building group were those for the large office building. At Cycle 
2 those models ranged from winter peaking to summer peaking, from distinct 
summer peaks to nearly "flat" consumpt i on throughout the year. During Cycle 3 
the models were noticeably improved (ppS-42 •• 43 and pS-46). 
The models for the large off i ce buildi ng are capab l e of showing greater 
differences because the building is more complex, with more . variables. 
Modelers reflected those demands and opportunities i n their models. 

These results suggest this further two-part conclusion: 

a) Si mulation variability in commercial buildings tends t o be 
minimized when building requirements and model development take 
advantage of sufficient software features that they can be 
manipulated and balanced. 

b) Simulation variability can be reduced when modelers devo t e 
additional efforts t o model refinement. 

Modeling results pose the least uncertainty when their var i ability is l owest, 
both in subjective acceptance and statistical evaluation. One benefit of good 
modeling and good software is that they reduce the uncertainty and risk 
through better estimates. But we cannot eliminate uncertainty al together. 
Data reported here are believed to be representative of the existing standard 
of practice for performance quality and uncertainty in modeling commercial 
buildings. 

The uncertainty that attaches to an individual building energy model and its 
simulations can have far-reaching ramifications. At very least it raises a 
question about making decisions to implement energy conservation measures . 

When the projected payback of an EC:·! is close to the designated payback 
criterion, should the ECM be implemented or should the choice be biased to 
favor either type I or type II errors? Should a building owner/operator be 
advised that the savings and payback for this ECM are risky, with a certain 
probability of not being realized? On balance will this tend to reduce the 
number of ECMs that are implemented? Does this suppress the savings that can 
be projected for the sponsoring energy conservation program, and ultimately 
for regional conservation goals? 

The programmetric and policy implications of modeling in the face of 
uncertainty warrant further analysis, beyond the scope of this study. 
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10.2 Study Methodology 

Studies of complex systems necessitate practical tradeoffs. 

To keep efforts and costs within realistic bounds any analysis of software 
performance must be less than comprehensive. Emphasis should be placed on how 
the software handles the most frequently encountered building types, 
equipments, and other features, and should test those component elements found 
in a large number of the cases examined. 

The methodology adopted for the Evaluation of Software project was similar to 
what had been used by others in earlier investigations of building energy 
simulation software (Chapter ~). 

Some studies have compared simulation results from two or more software 
packages. Other studies have used one well documented software program (e.g., 
DOE 2.1 or BLAST) as a standard of comparison. Still other studies have 
compared simulated energy with metered building energy consumption, in total 
(as in utility billings) or by end-use. 

In varying degrees the Evaluation of Software project did all of these 
things. . 
The us~ of multiple approaches in the Evaluation of Software project was a new 
methodological perspective. The same can be said for the sensitivity 
analysis, and also for the attention given to modeling rather than simply to 
the software used in modeling. The broader view of modeling led to a look at 
modeler contributions, which had been noted previously but had gone largely 
unstudied (p9-12). Furthermore, some study procedures had previously been 
applied only to residential buildings, so their use with commercial buildings 
afforded an opportunity for new insights (p9-12). Overall the current project 
appears to have made important progress· in methodology. 

The Evaluation of Software project has also served to identify interests that 
warrant further investigation and where further improvements in methodology 
are needed. Likewise, the study has served to point out where additional 
analysis of data from the project itself would be desirable. 

During the project, modelers were invited to share their observations in 
writing (pp5-58ff), but otherwise little was done to encourage communications 
or identify consensus on modeling techniques and practices. Perhaps the round 
robin study should have been structured to bring modelers together at the end 
of each Cycle to discuss their activities, insights, and opinions before 
distributing further data for the next Cycle. Opportunities could also have 
been created for discussing specific topics such as adjustments and targeting 
of utility billing histories, how to address discrepancies . by adopting the 
most likely assumptions, and resolution of modeling difficulties and 
limitations. 

The Evaluation of Software project's methodological contributions are founded 
on efforts to duplicate (or at least approximate) "real" modeling conditions -
actual buildings, typical (experienced) software users/modelers, and metered 
energy consumption data. Departures from the real world are certain to affect 
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decisions about which Energy Conservation Measures (ECMs) should be 
implemented and how rapidly their investment can be recovered through energy 
cost savings (p9-11). Many studies in the literature report hypothetical 
buildi ngs (MCS), overly simplified buildings, non-representative modelers, or 
information that would not be available during a typical energy aud i t. 
St udies that rely on non-real-world modeling appear to introduce a bias; for 
exampl e in one study in the literature, simulations were repeated with 
improved schedule data (occupancy and lighting hours, etc.}; predictably, the 
resul ts improved when the schedules improved, but a real-world modeler would 
not have had sufficient information to make the improvement s. The repor t ed 
conformance was therefore better than would normally have been attained 
(p9-11). 

On the other hand, some participants in the current project felt the building 
description files, in particular, were not trul y representative of a normal 
engagement because the modelers were not able to visit the sites, talk wi th 
bui l ding owners/operators, or clarify i tems incompletely stated or altogether 
missing from the descrip t ive fi l es supplied to them ( pS-59 ) . It would have 
been equally valid, however, to crit i cize the same des c ript i ve files as 
superior to normal note s from a field audit, because the data was in fact 
compiled from three independent field audits of each buildi ng. It seems fair 
to conclude that these off setting factors probably came close to balancing; 
and that the process therefore was fairly representative of a real engagement. 

The Evaluation of Software project provides a broader base of experience than 
many of the other studies considered. In one of those studies, conclusions 
were drawn from a single example of how energy conswnption shifted with a 
change in occupancy (p9-12). Other studies depended on larger but usually 
still limited samples. The Evaluation of Software project looked at five 
software packages, four buildings, the work of eleven modelers, with multiple 
years of data from the field. While it would have been salutary to have had 
still further data - for example from a food service building - the current 
project provides a better than average basis for evaluation and for avoiding 
unrecognized anomalies in the data. 

The round robin simulations were an opportunity to compare estimates derived 
from several software packages. By including DOE 2 .1 there was also an 
opportunity for comparisons to be made relative to an accepted "standard" . 
Then again, problems were encountered with DOE 2.1 just as with other software 
(Chapters 5 and 6). Therefore, still another comparison was found by 
averaging the results - an established statistical method that, under certain 
circumstances, gives the best estimate of a parameter's actual value, in this 
instance the building energy. The Performance Index concept (Chapter 8) was 
later used to show that DOE 2.1 produces estimates which on the whole are 
closer to the group mean than any other software package evaluated (also see 
page 10-20). 

When asked to match the conswnption pattern reported by the electric 
utilities, modelers were given a little more than two years of electric ~ills 
(out of the six years obtained for this purpose), believing most of the 
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modelers would use data from only the most recent 12 months (p4-20). In fact, 
some modelers confirmed the expectation, but other modelers used most or all 
the data they received. Reasonable conclusions are a) overall, modelers 
probably would have taken advantage of even more utility data, had it been 
provided, as well as further ELCAP data beyond the 15 months supplied; b) 
modeling targets are improved when additional data on actual energy 
consumption is made available; and c) the resulting models yield better 
estimates of the real world (see pages 5-15, 5-45, and 9-10). The use of more 
extensive utility and/or metered end- use data results in better (and more 
consistent) energy estimates from study models developed from these data, and 
therefore is a preferred practice for future studies. 

Many of the studies reported in the literature went no further than an 
analysis of base building model performance, but the Evaluation of Software 
project continued further with a comparative analysis of energy conservation 
measures, including 25 of them that were specified as sensitivity analysis 
measures. It is tempting to think of this as if there were 25 more base 
buildings to compare for each software package. However, each ECM is 
potentially interactive with its respective base building model. That is, the 
energy savings projected for an ECM depend not only on the measure and the 
change(s) in parameter values associated with it, but also on characteristics 
of the base building model. When experimental ECM results were compar.ed 
(Chapter 5) and later when sensitivity results were compared (Chapter 6), 
variability in the results was often strikingly different from what had been 
seen in the base building models themselves. Therefore, including the ECM and 
sensitivity comparisons as separate analyses during the project was a positive 
contribution to the methodology. 

Indeed, results from the simulation study may be significant not only to study 
modeling and methodology but may also be relevant in deciding which measures 
to emphasize in modeling decisions and prescriptive ECMs. 

The sensitivity study, however, raised a question about methodology that is 
still unresolved. The discussion on pages 6-1 and 6-2 considered how best to 
structure the base building models for simulation analysis. Attempts to 
conform input parameters on the one hand, or energy levels estimated by the 
base building models on the other hand, each offer advantages and 
disadvantages. The Evaluation of Software project opted to conform input 
parameters, and as a result the several base building models yielded a sharply 
wider range of (output) energy estimates than those realized during the round 
robin simulations (p6-16). There is reason to believe the results would have 
shown less scatter if a larger set of input parameters had been adopted and if 
additional care had been taken to be sure modelers understood and correctly 
applied the input values that were specified. If the conformed input approach 
is used in future studies, more emphasis should be directed to the input 
parameters. 

On the other hand, the final results obtained from a conformed-output approach 
might or might not have been all that different. It would be informative to 
compare the two methodologies in a further study; results would give insight 
not only into the best way to approach studies of this sort, but also into 
where emphasis can best be placed to improve base building models for 
real-life energy audits. 
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10.3 Input: Data Parameters 

Building energy models are constructed to simulate the performance of specific 
buildings. Models are expressed through values assigned to defined parameters 
and entered as one or more input files for the computer program. Therefore, 
data parameters and values are determining factors in the performance quality 
of a simulation model. 

Data for constructing a model typically come from multiple sources such as 
drawings and specifications, field visits, and utility records. Such data are 
of uneven quality. Some, more than others, contribute to the variability of 
the final simulation results. 

The Evaluation of Software project opted to rely on an earlier study for 
evaluation of the differences introduced by field audits (pS-3), but took a 
closer look at variability in utility, weather, and metered end-use data in 
particular (Chapter 4). Errors introduced through these variables can be 
additive; accordingly, efforts to avoid even modest errors are important for 
each data element. 

Weather 

Weather data are delivered to a simulation model in a formatted weather file 
containing data representative of conditions at a specific site. For most 
software programs, weather files are available for a fairly limited number of 
sites, most frequently weather stations in larger cites, often recorded in 
atypical locations such as airports. A given weather file may be developed 
from data derived f ram one of several weather-series sources (p4-7), which 
report similar but nonetheless different sets of weather parameters and values. 

Only infrequently are weather files interchangeable between software packages, 
because each program uses a unique file structure and data set (p4-7). Thus 
the simulation results developed with two different programs using parallel 
weather files for the same locality could be similar but will not be identical. 

Software programs are nominally able to accept typical-year or real-year 
weather files, but in most instances real-year files for any selected year are 
not available. Most weather files are for "typical" years (p4-6). Typical 
year files should lead to estimates of "average" energy consumption. 

When a model is being constructed for an existing building, an attempt will 
usually be made to match the simulated energy with the actual energy 
consumption recorded in utility billings during specific calendar years. 
Typical year files are obviously deficient for this purpose (p4-8). Where 
available, it would be better to build the model with a specific year weather 
file, and then shift to a typical year file to simulate average energy 
consumption. 

It is conjectured that stoichastic weather models (or files) might be useful 
in simulating probable ranges of building energy consumption. 
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The type and extent of data recorded in a weather file varies from one program 
to another. The most obvious distinction is between files developed for bin 
or hourly types of simulations; but some files are also more comprehensive of 
data elements than others. Those programs and weather files that contain less 
than a full complement of data depend on approximations (unless the modeler is 
able to enter- the data independently). Examples include: domestic water 
supply temperatures missing I value(s) assumed for water heating and boiler 
feedwater computations; elevation/pressure missing I sea level calculation 
assumed (significantly off for a conununity like mile-high Lakeview, Oregon); 
ground water temperature stated as a single value I constant temperature 
throughout the year assumed (could be seriously in error for ground water 
source heat pump calculations). 

In many instances modelers do not know the scope, frequency, or values of the 
data elements in their weather files. In general the modeler is not told and 
is not able to inspect what data are provided and what data are missing. They 
therefore must accept the weather data as "given" and are unable to compensate 
for any errors, limitations, inconsistencies, or inapplicable aspects of that 
data. 

Utility Data 

Where records are available of energy consumption in an existing building, the 
data provide a target to which the simulation model should relate. Studies 
show that simulation results for existing buildings are substantially improved 
when modelers use the data for adapting their models (pS-15, p9-10). 

Monthly utility billing records provide the most frequently available record 
of energy consumption. During the Evaluation of Software project, however, it 
was found that the records themselves can introduce problems in the form of 
irregular reading/reporting periods, gaps in the record, and outright reading 
and recording errors including inconsistent reading dates. Each one-day shift 
in a monthly billing period represents about 3% change in the energy charges; 
in the extreme case noted it totalled 43%. Incongruities also occurred 
between utility reading dates and the calendar months used in simulations 
models. 

Billing data also show year-to-year variability, reflecting changes in 
weather, occupancy, equipment, maintenance, and so forth. Of 33 
month-by-month raw data comparisons in one sample, 1987 data was within +/-
10% of the year earlier figure in 23 instances, with the remaining 30% as far 
apart as +31%, -23%. Another small sample showed changes of +38% to -26% from 
one year to the next. · 

The variability that can be introduced by these differences is significant 
(pp4-12 •. 17); it therefore may be desirable to increase the attention given to 
the quality, interpretation, and consistent application of utility data. 

Metered Data 

Until a building energy model is able to simulate e.ach component of energy use 
correctly within a reasonable range, the usefulness of the model is minimal. 
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Metered end-use data from buildings provide a more comprehensive set of 
modeling targets than total energy alone. End-use data targets permit the 
modeler to construct an enhanced model with superior performance in the form 
of more accurate energy predictions and ECM recommendations (p5-45, p9-13). 
Only rarely is end-use data available for an energy audit, but some 
practitioners now take spot readings that provide this information for a 
sample time period. 

The Evaluation of Software project drew upon fifteen months of metered end-use 
data from Bonneville ' s ELCAP program data. Significant errors were found in 
data for two of the four buildings investigated, simply on the basis of 
internal consistency checks and comparisons with utility records (p4-27). On 
a total energy basis, the utility billing information was found to be more 
reliable than the data from ELCAP. 

Metered data is potentially encumbered with the same problems as utility 
billing data outright errors, variable reading intervals, incomplete 
records, inconsistencies between typical and actual weather, and date 
mismatches of specific readings. In addition, metered data is frequently 
grouped in different end-use categories than the simulated figures, making 
complete comparison impossible (p5-45, p9-13); moreover, categories vary by 
software package and even by modeler, suggesting an opportunity for 
standardization. 

While this limited sample may not be representative of the overall quality of 
ELCAP data, it raises a flag of caution: Metered end-use data is as 
susceptible to error as any other da~a source; it should be welcomed as an 
extension of the information base, but it should be rejected as an absolute 
standard of comparison. 

Modeling and Energy Targets 

During the Evaluation of Software study participants were asked to prepare and 
adapt simulation models, given successively more information. Consistent with 
earlier studies, results improved when modelers were guided by month-by-month 
total energy targets (utility billing data), and improved still more when 
metered end-used data (ELCAP) were available. 

Modelers used their models to interact with the consumption data and 
descriptive building information: each was used to test the others, and the 
conclusions were used to construct improved models. Most modelers indicated 
that, in a real field situation, they would use their simulation results to 
challenge · field findings and to raise questions with the building 
owner/operator (p5-59). 

Modelers were in fact able to conform their simulations fairly closely to what 
they assumed were the "correct". building energy consumption values. Some 
software packages were more capable in this task than others. 
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Nonetheless, there was considerable disagreement between modelers as to what 
the target base should be (pp4-17 • • 23), inasmuch as building usage and utility 
billings both change from year to year. Potentially at least, modelers refer 
to rnul tiple years of consumption data, consider weather impacts, look for 
irregular billing intervals, know how the building occupancy has changed, ask 
the building operator to explain abnormal peaks and valleys, and then use a 
dash of experience in developing the "most representative" data curve f or the 
building being modeled. 

In practice, however, none of the modelers stated their modeling targets, how 
they arrived at the goals, or how far they were willing to let their results 
stray from the target. In practice, the models demonstrated a wide range of 
simulation results, which by implication suggests a wide range of goals. 

If modelers could agree on modeling goals, simulation estimat es woul d be more 
comparable and consistent, leading to greater agreement on ECM recommendations 
and improving the basis for further analysis of software performance. 

When building energy analysis is being performed for a real-world conservation 
opportunity, historical consumption data is usually available from utility 
billings if the analysis is for an existing building; but of course it is not 
available for a building still on the drawing board. If simulation models 
improve when modelers use target data, does this mean that pre-construction 
energy analysis is inherently less accurate? 

In some respects, the "blind" simulations performed by the modelers during the 
Evaluation of Software project are akin to energy estimates on new building 
designs. While considerable information is typically available at this stage, 
uncertainties remain about differences between design and "as-built" 
construction, actual equipment performance, and how the buildings will be used 
and maintained. 

In other respects, utility data matching is not a good example of modeling for 
a new building. The fundamental difference is that the design and 
construc;tion entities working on a new building are able to specify and 
control the construction elements that represent input parameters for the 
model, while most often in an existing building values are given to those 
elements in the face of uncertainty. 

On balance, the quality of a pre-construction energy analysis is less 
predictable than an analysis of an existing building, and its quality is 
certainly more difficult to assess unless a follow-up comparison is made after 
metered data have been collected. 

On the other hand, using an energy consumption target is not the only way to 
improve the performance of a simulation model. It was observed during the 
study, as late as Cycle 3, that further iterations of the modeling cycle led 
modelers to discover their own errors as well as previously missed 
opportunities for improvement (pS-47). In short, more extensive and careful 
review is an important factor in modeling quality. This may even be an 
important reason why a consumption target is efficacious. The f inding 
suggests an opportunity for improvi ng modeling results by structuri ng t he 
review process. 
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10.4 Input: Modeler Variables 

Modelers engaged for the Evaluation of Software project were selected for 
their experience with energy conservation and software modeling tools. 
Despite this, they followed varied approaches and demonstrated a considerable 
range of results. 

Simulations conducted for the project show that 
control over their results, over a wide range. 
small retail building model to the utility 
mistakenly but successfully. 

modelers are able to exercise 
One modeler even adapted his 

data for another building -

Modeler variables are arguably the single most important factor affecting 
modeling results and their quality, yet they have received relatively little 
attention in earlier studies and were almost an afterthought for the present 
study. But even when the desire is to concentrate on softwar e performance, 
modeler effects are too pronounced to be ignored, as was further demonstrated 
during the sensitivity study (Chapter 6). Certainly , modeler influences 
should be more recognized as more important than software selection. 

Because modelers strongly impact the results, it ' s reasonable to expect 
experienced, well qualified modelers to produce better results than modelers 
who are less well prepared. It follows that modeler qualifications and 
selection are important for achieving accurate, reliable, consistent 
simulation analyses. It's harder, however, to define what those 
qualifications should be. Indeed, there is an ongoing debate about the nature 
and extent of the qual i fications mandated for modelers. 

The Evaluation of Software study confirms the significance of good modeling, 
but the project can make only a limited contribution to the definition of a 
good modeler. Results suggest that model quality increases with a modeler's 
experience and familiarity with 1) the specific software used for modeling, 
2) building energy systems in general, and 3) the specific parameters offered 
or considered for choice. The quality of the results also improves with the 
care exercised in modeling. A modeler's efficiency follows the same pattern. 

Working from these observations, it seems reasonable to project that a modeler 
will enhance performance quality more by concentrating on one or several 
software modeling tools than by attempting to become marginally proficient in 
a large number of them. In an extension of the argument, a modeler's 
proficiency with his chosen software is more important to the quality of the 
simulation results than the software selected. 

This does not refute a further observation, that some software packages are 
better suited to a particular modeling application than others (p7-ll). 
Software selection therefore is a meaningful modeler variable. These 
circumstances may also suggest that particular modelers are best equipped to 
handle specific types of engagements. 
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It follows, moreover, that a modeler should have the option to select a 
familiar hourly modeling tool, if preferred to the bin-type sof.tware specified 
in some energy conservation program matrices. 

Given the variety of data, circumstances, and options encountered in modeling, 
a modeler is confronted with the need to make subjective choices not only in 
software selections but also when selecting and applying modeling targets. 
Target selection, discussed in the previous subsection, is an important 
modeling variable. 

Those who read energy audit results sometimes need to know what the modeling 
targets were and how they were determined; that information is rarely 
available unless the modelers state it. Modelers should therefore be expected 
to report their modeling targets and explain why or how they were selected. 

No matter what a target is, a simulation model will never match it completely 
unless programmed conforming is used. Progrannned conforming should be avoided 
for the reasons discussed on pages 5-57 and 5-58. 

How closely should simulation results approximate the target? How accurate l y 
should the model be expected to simulate the real building's energy? Annual 
energy targets are easier to meet than monthly targets. Total energy targets 
are easier to meet than end-use targets. One investigator (C. M. Cleary) 
worked within 15% of the target value on a monthly (total energy) basis. A 
suggestion was advanced for the Evaluation of Software project that 
participants be asked to work within a 5% monthly limit, but the suggestion 
was discarded as untenable. 

While it may be reasonable to expect modelers to be within 5% of a specified 
building energy total for the year, more generous allowances are needed in 
setting reasonable limits of work both on a month-by-month (monthly total) and 
end-use basis. During the study the modelers, without a specific mandate, 
averaged monthly average divergence figures (at Cycle 3) of from 7% to 24% for 
the four buildings modeled; the comparable divergence for end-use results was 
from 21% to 104% (p5-46). 

Those overall results most certainly could have been Jetter, but unless other 
types of improvements can be made, better results a e purchased with higher 
costs from repeated simulations and more modeling efforts. Several 
suggestions for improvements do appear in Chapter 11. The best general advice 
is to observe good modeling standards, including thorough checking of input 
values by an associate of the primary modeler. Where additional modeling cost 
is warranted, usually on the largest buildings, it may be appropriate to run 
parallel simulations with a second modeling team and complementary software. 

It would also be possible to adopt more advanced statistical measures of 
variability as acceptance criteria for base building modeling and for evidence 
of the confidence assigned to the range of ECM results. 

When modelers make successive model adjustments 
targets, they refer to the process as "tweaking". 
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effective in reaching a total energy modeling target, but the changes may 
adversely affect end-use results. 

During the Evaluation of Software project, modelers were able to adapt their 
simulations fairly closely to what they assumed was the "correct" building 
energy consumption data. Several modelers submitted after-the-fact Cycle 1 
corrections. In two instances, data strongly suggested that modelers had 
attempted to match their simulations to the wrong utility billing data, 
noticed their mistakes, and then submitted the corrected simulations. It 
appears the modelers were successful in "matching" the wrong data before 
recognizing their errors. The energy differences on an annual basis were 
about 10% to 20% in both instances. A modeler's ability to manipulate the 
model is obvious. 

Tweaking can be part of a careful review of input parameter values (to verify 
accuracy or explore probable ranges of uncertainty), or it can be a more heavy 
handed process (randomly "see what works", or use any available parameter to 
force the result). While the first approach usually improves the model ' s end
use performance as well, the second approach is equally likely to degrade it, 
leading to inappropriate or less capable ECM recommendations. 

Modelers' ECM recommendations likewise may be highly susceptible to modeler 
choices as well as software idiosyncracies and the quality of the base 
building model. ECMs selected during Cycle 3 failed to show as much 
similarity from one modeler to the next as expected, although central 
tendencies were evident with lighting measures, somewhat less so with envelope 
measures, and still less with HVAC and other measures (pS-53). It is presumed 
that the ECM decisions made by the modelers impact the results strongly; 
additional investigations and analysis are needed. 

Prescriptive path energy conservation analysis is sometimes specified by 
program matrices in place of simulation modeling. The concept is that, 
perhaps for designated building types, certain conservation measures will 
nearly always be cost effective and appropriate, and therefore can be 
prescribed without further modeling or analysis. Prescriptive path methods 
are most likely to be used for simple buildings that closely conform to a 
prototype for which careful analysis has already been completed; the 
prescriptive path is also likely to be used for smaller buildings, for which 
it is more difficult to justify the expense of complete simulation modeling. 

Prescriptive measures are usually established by simulation modeling methods, 
and therefore are subject to all of the variability and uncertainty discussed 
in this report. With so much depending on them, prudence suggests that the 
results should be checked carefully by review and independent simulations. 
Marginal measures should be omitted. 

Prescriptive approaches can also be used to point out or mandate certain 
energy conservation measures that should always be simulated during a modeled 
analysis. "Prescriptive methods for modeling" direct attention to where 
further analysis is likely to be most productive. This approach avoids one 
possible criticism of prescriptive methods, that interactive effects of other 
ECMs change the efficacy of prescribed measures. 
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10.5 Software Variables 

The Evaluation of Software project is concerned with the accuracy of building 
energy simulations; software performance is an essential factor in addressing 
that interest. 

An evaluation 
through the 
verification 
(p9-5 • • 7). 

of software is a validation process. Validation should occur 
combined contributions of a software supplier's documented 
program, validation testing, and user's quality acceptance 

A supplier's verification program should encompass organizational controls, 
design standards, testing, and documentation. In practice, verificati on of 
building energy simulation software is spotty . It has suf fered from less than 
f ull participation and disc l osure, perhaps for many of the f ol l owing reasons: 

0 user indifference - failure to insist on it 
0 incomplete design 
0 incomplete supplier testing 
0 incomplete documentation 
0 proprietary interest - trade secrets 
0 simplicity - "protecting" the user from confusion 

Formal quality assurance programs are rare in the design, development , and 
field use of engineering software. Quality is often the result both of 
informal checking by the software designer, and the extent to which problems 
encountered in the field are recognized, communicated, and acted on(2) 

Only a few software users such as the Bonneville Power Administration would be 
large enough to implement formal quality acceptance programs with careful 
evaluation of each software feature. Several jurisdictions, notably the 
California Energy Commission, do require supplier certification (p9-8). 

When validation tests are conducted, the focus is on the accuracy and 
consistency of simulated results. Tes ting methodologies include comparisons 
with existing standards, between software packages, between incremental inputs 
and incremental outputs, and under controlled conditions such as adiabatic 
barriers. 

Even a comprehensive acceptance testing program can never provide complete 
assurance that all features are "correct". Any analysis of software 
performance must sample the most frequently encountered building types, 
equipments, and other features, along with elements found within a large 
number of the cases examined. The current project makes important 
contributions to validation testing and methodology, but does not supplant the 
need for an ongoing program of verification and validation. 

2. Several paragraphs have been abstracted from Appendix C. 
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All software packages have their own approximations, limitations, 
idiosyncrasies, demands upon operators, and even errors. The cumulative 
effect of these factors impacts the accuracy of the results obtained from 
simulations. Departures from the real world affect the decisions about which 
energy conservation measures (ECMs) should be implemented and how rapidly 
their investment can be recovered through energy cost savings. This project 
has determined a quantitative measure of how far simulation results from 
software models typically depart from "reality", based on the sampl ed building 
types and software. 

The most important software variable is the extent to which the software, 
relating to the modeler variable, induces accurate modeling through -

o user-friendly prompts 
o internal checks 
o adequate, informative outputs 

A modeler's most common choice of software appears to be between bin and 
hourly modeling types (p4.-6), in both instances selecting software packages 
wi th which the modeler is already conversant. Bin models are generally viewed 
as less precise and therefore less accurate, but the Performance Index 
evaluations (Chapter 8) suggest that accuracy is mo r e dependent on mode l er 
quality and the specific software choice; some bin models rated better than 
some hourly models (p8-5). Bin type models require fewer computational 
cycles, and therefore "run faster". A wider selection of site-specific 
weather files is available for bin models. Some modelers believe bin models 
are easier to set up because minimal schedule information needs to be 
entered. Software selection may also depend on other aspects of availabi l ity, 
convenience, and program features. 

Certain software may be selected for its ability to handle specific building 
features. But by an extension of the same reasoning, and by observations 
during the project, a software's built-in features and limitations also tend 
to bias which ECMs a modeler will select for evaluation. 

Because bin type software reputedly requires less effort from the modeler, 
modeling fees are sometimes scaled accordingly, for example in Bonneville's 
Energy Smart Design program. However, most of the same information should be 
considered for each. The work to effect a DOE-2.l hourly model unquestionably 
exceeds what it takes to set up a comparable TrakLoad bin model, but an ADM-2 
hourly model requires about the same work as an ASEAM bin model. In fact it 
may take more work to model ECOs (ECMs) with ASEAM than it does with ADM-2. 
Definition of building envelope parameters is nearly identical with the two 
model types. And while entering schedule data (occupancy, lighting, 
equipment, etc.) takes less time with a bin model, a side evaluation of how to 
compromise several schedules into one may offset it. 

Indeed, modeling complexity and effort depend primarily on building 
complexity, then on building size, specific software selections, and finally 
on the type of software selected. A modeler contributes to this relationship 
through his familarity with the software and his ability to move between one 
software package and another. 
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It's difficult therefore to say that any one software program is "best". 
Al though the Performance Index results in Chapter 8 might encourage certain 
suppliers to claim superior performance, the differences in index ratings are 
relatively modest. Comparative features and modeler preferences will continue 
to determine which software programs are best suited to specific 
applications. Table 7.1 summarizes features of software evaluated during the 
project. Table 9.1 lists significant software features reported in the 
literature. Table 11.1 recommends features which may be appropriate for 
future software releases. 

All software programs examined during the project are missing one or more 
features deemed important by the reviewer. Relative little of this pertains 
to building energy systems; most of the features enhance the interface between 
the software and its user, thus reducing modeler variability. Most software 
packages do not have: 

o software utility for data analysis, averaging, curve fitting, etc. 
o data entry checking, with modeler override 
o graphics input 
o graphics output 
o performance curves for secondary/distribution equipment 

as well as primary equipment 
o open software ar.chitecture 

for interface with vendor equipment data files 

Although some of the foregoing features may require development of future 
capabilities, it should be noted that many are currently under review by 
ASHR.AE committees. 

The greatest disparity in features from one software package to the next was 
found in HVAC systems, which is also where the greatest variability in 
simulation results was recorded both for base building models and energy 
conservation measures (p6-17, p6-32). It is strongly suspected that software 
weaknesses and modeler practices both contribute to this condition; but the 
solutions to both factors may be most readily addressed in software 

· improvements. 

The time required to conduct a building energy simulation depends on specific 
models, the software selected, and the hardware on which the software is 
installed. Run time is important because it is a modeling cost and because it 
can become an inhibiting factor in model development and ECM analysis: The 
longer the run time, the more likely a modeler is to forego further analysis 
including intensive development of a base building model and extensive 
examination of "what if" conservation options. 

Model size and complexity, frequently tied to the number of zones, contribute 
to a model's run time. In the Evaluation of Software study, most of the 
buildings warranted 6 or less zones; only in the large office building, where 
the DOE-2.1 model used 27 zones compared to 8 (maximum) for the other models, 
was the number of zones an apparent factor in performance (pS-12). 

As noted earlier, bin models 
important software differences 
efficiency. 

run faster than hourly models, 
include coprocessor capabilities 
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Typical (profiled) day models may warrant more study and use; they potentially 
capture the better features of other hourly models (such as schedule 
flexibility and improved accuracy) while offering more rapid simulations. 
Hourly type modeling software could be structured to achieve similar 
flexibility by permitting analysis/simulations at user-defined time sampling -
that is, to conduct an approximate analysis by skipping hours or days during 
the simulation; this practice should be preferable, more accurate, more 
consistent, and more efficient of :nodeler time than using a bin model for 
preliminary evaluation and then switching to an hourly model for final 
analysis. 

Faster hardware may eventually eliminate the concern for more speed. 

10.6 Implementation and Interpretation 

Consistent with the variables recognized in Chapter 4, this section offers 
conclusions about implementation and interpretation variables. 

Implementation Variables 

The interest here focuses on how a modeler and the modeling process influence 
the implementation of energy conservation measures. 

Physical implementation of a recommended ECM obviously depends on a 
recommendation being issued in the first place. With building energy 
simulation, the recommendation will be offered only with the right combination 
of a base building model, a modeler's desire to analyze the ECM, an ability to 
evaluate the ECM, favorable energy savings from it, favorable economics, and 
the modeler's favorable interpretation and communication of the conclusion. 
Interactive effects with other ECMs may also affect the conclusions. 

It is noted that a modeler will only analyze energy conservation opportunities 
of which he is aware and for which he anticipates favorable paybacks. The 
modeler's scope of experience with building energy sys terns and ECMs will 
influence the scope of ECM analyses he will attempt. "Prescriptive path 
modeling", previously suggested, could direct modelers (especially those with 
less experience) to ECM opportunities which have significant potential for 
favorable payback and which therefore should be analyzed. 

Likewise, it has been suggested that a modeler's ECM evaluation is likely to 
be influenced by the availability in the chosen software of specific ECM 
routines: They prompt the modeler, facilitate analysis, and provide reporting 
consistent with other software-modeled ECMs. To avoid this potential bias, 
modelers may need a periodic reminder. 

ECM cost, ECM 
cost of money/ 
Evaluation of 
CAP evaluation 

The economic factors that affect ECM analysis are initial 
lifetime, energy cost or rate, and incentives (if any). The 
interest rate may be a further factor. In large part the 
Software study sidestepped economic factors by referring to the 
report (Cambridge Systematics). A few remarks are in order at 
however. 

this time, 
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The CAP evaluation report offered scant opportunity to address why certain 
decisions were made or their ultimate validity. For example, it was 
established that most of the CAP contractors referred to ASHRAE findings 
(McRae et al) in selecting values for ECM service life, and yet the values 
chosen frequently disagreed with ASHRAE. Actually, the discrepancy was more 
overt than real. Even when the CAP inputs were markedly different than the 
ASHRAE mean, they were usually within ASHRAE's range. Nonetheless, a service 
life range . of 2 to 20 years (for example) leaves wide discretion to the 
modeler, with obvious effect on the payback period reported to the building 
owner. 

Similar observations and conclusions could be made about modelers' 
inconsistent ·estimates of ECM first cost. Estimates occupy a wide range of 
values. 

Relatively little has been said about coordinating ECM service life with 
conditions in an existing building. The life of an economizer section added 
to an existing HVAC equipment unit will be limited by the life of the base 
equipment. On the other hand, the initial cost assignable to an ECM that 
calls for replacing a piece of equipment may be low or even zero if the 
equipment is about to be replaced anyway. But if an existing roof or 
.equipment unit does have a remaining service life, when is the optimal time to 
replace it, what cost should be ascribed to the ECM, and what follow-up 
processes should be used to encourage implementation of the ECM when the time 
arrives? Modelers and energy auditors could benefit from help in answering 
these questions. 

Finally, in a policy focus, differences are noted in the energy cost rates 
used in various conservation programs. Higher rates make feasible a larger 
range of energy conservation measures; incremental incentives further increase 
the scope. Therefore an ECM recommended under one program might be rejected 
under another; or an ECM recommended in one utility district might be rejected 
in another. From a regional perspective, however, the energy saved by a given 
ECM in a particular building should have the same value no matter where it is 
located. The value probably should reflect avoided costs rather than 
historical system costs; otherwise, fewer ECMs will be recommended and 
implemented than would be consistent with the region's desire to capture 
conservation opportunities before they are lost. 

Likewise, energy demand plays an important role in energy conservation, beyond 
what little recognition most conservation programs may give it. From a 
building owner's perspective, demand charges are part of the economic 
decisions they make when accepting or rejecting a recommended ECM. From a 
supply perspective, conservation should include the demands of consumer loads 
on system capacity, and on generating and transmission resources. The 
Evaluation of Software study was focused on energy rather than power: 
modeling and software evaluations compared kilowatt-hour figures rather than 
kilowatts. But both affect the ECMs recommendations. Simulated demand at 
Cycle 2 deviated -85%,+240 from utility data. Software and models used in 
building energy analysis apparently do a better job of simulating energy 
consumption than demand; therefore further analysis of demand simulation would 
be constructive. 
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The investigators believe the ECM decisions made by the modelers impact the 
modeling results and implementation so strongly that additional investigations 
and analyses of these activities are needed. 

Interpretation Variables 

The same types of interpretation variables which affect the acceptance of 
modeling results and ECM recommendations also apply to the Evaluation of 
Software study. The interpretations and conclusions presented to the reader 
reflect the reviewer 's experience and perspectives. Acceptance of the 
interpretations· and conclusions depends in part on how successful this report 
has been in cormnunicating the study's findings and salient insights. 

The understanding of some study features may be improved with a few comments: 

o The project gathered considerable data, creating extensive 
opportunities for analysis, only a part of which has been 
attempted or completed. 

o Further in-depth analys is is warranted. So is demand analysis. 

o More generally, the project described what was found from the 
study activities but considerably less about why the results 
would have been what they were. 

o The project identified new questions, as well as answering 
many that had been posed at the beginning. Some questions may 
warrant further attention. 

o The sensitivity study showed greater variability than had been 
anticipated. Isolating variables and reducing variability are 
desirable goals, but the study did not directly address them. 

o Area graphs were used for energy end-use profiles. Similar 
presentations in other studies have used bar charts because 
the bars reflect total energy consumed during an interval of time. 

The area graphs, however, emphasize the continuity of the process 
through the use of continuous lines and ramp functions, rather 
than stepped increments. 

Some of these conclusions point to opportunities for further study. 
recommendations have been included in Chapter 11. 

Performance Index 

Study 

The Performance Index developed in Chapter 8 quantifies modeling performance 
with respect to accuracy and consistency. It does much the same for the 
software used in the modeling, when allowance is made for potential modeler 
influences. 
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o Similar values of Performance Index were found for all the software 
packages evaluated. Some of the software may be better than others 
but all are similar, all have problems, and yet all are probably 
suitable for the intended application. 

o No matter what the Performance Index value, all software should be 
selected and used carefully, with good modeler discretion, background 
knowledge, and skills. 

o The Performance Index does not include descriptive data. Would it be 
constructive to place cost, convenience, accuracy, run time, and a 
multitude of other variables into a single index nwnber? 

The Performance Index approach could be useful -not only in evaluation studies 
such as this but also for ongoing software evaluation and selection, and in 
the evaluation of modelers, modeling techniques, programs, and methodologies. 

If the Performance Index approach is deemed to have future utility, efforts 
should be made to improve, standardize, and then consciously implement the 
process. Once the Index is in use, its utility will depend partly on how 
widely it is adopted and recognized as an evaluative standard. 

Indexing procedures used in Chapter 8 were troublesome in their application to 
future software samples. When the mean value is used as the comparison base, 
an index value for the additional software package can be computed ·without 
changing the rankings represented in the original software set. The index 
value for the new software is determined relative to the rankings assigned to 
the original five packages by interpolating its simulated energy against 
theirs. 

10.7 Supplemental Comments 

Interest in software quality is widespread: 

SERI (Solar Energy Research Institute) has an ongoing program for 
investigation and validation of building energy software. 

In the literature reviewed, Kerth notes, "The IEEE Computer Society has put a 
great deal of work into establishing software engineering standards. Contact 
George D. Tice, Jr., Tektronix, Wilsonville." (Institute of Electrical and 
Electronics Engineers) 

ASHRAE (American Society of Heating, Refrigeration and Air Conditioning 
Engineers) has given particular attention to building energy simulations 
through separate committees on Computer Applications and Energy Calculations. 
Interests being explored include field audit standards and graphics 
interfacing. 
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ASHRAE recently established a new Standard Project Cormnittee 140P, "Standard 
Method of Test for the Evaluation of Building Energy Analysis Computer 
Programs". Mr. Corson, senior author of this "Evaluation of Software" report, 
serves on the ASHRAE cormnittee. The Bonneville Power Administration is also 
supporting and should benefit from the group ' s work. 

Cooperative efforts of groups such as these parallel the advances of the 
Evaluation of Software project. Their continuing progress should be monitored 
and supported. 
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CHAPTER 11: RECOMMENDATIONS 

The Evaluation of Software project provides comparative information about 
specific software, lends insight to the energy modeling process, and suggests 
opportunities for further advances. The extent to which energy conservation 
decisions are influenced by this project depends considerably on how widely 
the information becomes known and is acted on, and the extent to which it 
stimulates further efforts to understand and improve the process. 

This chapter identifies opportunities to communicate the project results, to 
use the information in new ways, and to investigate further the factors that 
lead to good modeling results and reliable energy conservation decisions . 

11.1 Learning and Sharing 

11 . 1 . 1 Bonneville programs: Bonnevi l le Power Administration has an 
ongoing interest in determining the best way to facilitate energy conservation 
efforts; the interest is evidenced in part by support for studies such as 
this. Findings from the Evaluation of Software project can contribute to 
other studies. The following current activities are identified in the report 
and are recommended to receive copies of this report: 

a. CREUS (Computer Related End Use Study). CREUS uses metered data from 
the ELCAP program to monitor end-use energy consumption in selected 
buildings before and after the installation of Energy Conservation 
Measures, and to compare the results with building energy simulations 
modeled with ASEAM software (p4-30). 

b. Prescriptive path manual for the Energy Smart Design program. The 
study uses simulation modeling with DOE 2.1 to establish generic 
recommendations for prescriptive energy conservation measures that can 
be applied in commercial buildings (p9-13). 

11.1.2 Publications and workshops: Results of the Evaluation of 
Software project can be made known through workshops/seminars, technical 
journals, and other publications. A generic modeling handbook or manual for 
modelers would encourage consistency and reduce modeler variability. A 
structured workshop with interactive input from participants would be an 
opportunity to: 

l) share ideas, 
2) find solutions for dealing with problems, 
3) discard less acceptable alternatives, and 
4) record the most effective suggestions. 
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Offering one or more workshops is a potential way to emphasize the modeling 
recommendations in subsection 11.2 of this report; a workshop would promote 
consensus on modeling practices and techniques. 

Electronic publishing through the Electric Ideas Clearinghouse bulletin board 
system provides a further opportunity to share findings, post new software 
offerings, features, and Performance Index ratings; and encourage good 
modeling practices. 

11 . 1.3 Weather file exchange: Weather data files for simulating 
building energy are not always readily available for specified locations, or 
may entail considerable outlay in money or labor. New weather files created 
by modelers for this purpose are of uneven quality (two ostensibly equal f iles 
in t he Evaluation of Software project led to distinctly different energy 
estimates) (pl0-8 and 9). 

Bonneville should consider establishing an exchange program and repository 
for non-proprietary weather files, with program standards and incentives to 
encourage submission and use of carefully prepared, well documented weather 
data files for additional locations. 

11: 1.4 Utilities . billing data: Simulation results for existing 
buildings are substantially improved when modelers use utility billing data 
for adapting their models, but the data is not always of uniform quality and 
records supplied to energy audits have not always spanned enough years to 
identify anomalies and trends (pl0-9). Utilities can be encouraged to 
cooperate in supplying billing histories for energy audits of existing 
buildings: 

1) Strive for accuracy and consistent monthly reading dates 
2) Report actual reading dates 
3) Make three or more years of data available for energy audits. 

11.2 Changes in Modeling Practices 

11. 2 .1 Policy decisions affecting modeling: Conservation programs 
either implicitly or explicitly deal with the influences of policy decisions 
on modeling: regional goals, avoided costs, energy rates, demand, payback 
period, fuel switching, and equalizing subsidies or incentives. Program 
management can be supported by a practice of dealing with these issues overtly 
and making consistent determinations (pl0-19). 

Consider the possibility of evaluation and reporting ECMs for energy audits 
~ccording to a coIIDllon energy cost standard that reflects regional, rather 
than local, interests and rates. 

Restrict ECM recoIIDllendations to those which model with good paybacks; 
discard ECMs with marginal paybacks, or subject them to further analysis. 
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Project size and potential savings should be the primary determinants in 
deciding how much additional analysis is warranted. Additional analysis could 
include a "second opinion" consisting of parallel recommendations from another 
modeler working independently on the same or alternative software. 

11.2.2 Criteria and standards for modelers: The Evaluation of Software 
project showed that modeler choices play a major role in the variability, and 
hence quality, of the simulation models and their results. Knowledgeable, 
well trained, experienced modelers will generally deliver better simulation 
results than mod.elers who are less well prepared, for any software package. 
It follows that modeler qualifications will improve energy estimates and 
decisions about Energy Conservation Measures (pl0-12). 

As in the past, modelers should be selected for energy conservation 
programs according to qualifications. Modelers · should be well prepared and 
experience in building energy systems and energy conservation measures. 
They should be familiar with the specific building energy simula~ion 
software that will be used in the engagement. 

11 . 2. 3 Criteria and standards for modeling practices: Likewise, the 
Evaluation of Software project showed that modeling practices play a major 
role in the variability and quality of the simulation models and their 
results. Modeling standards will lead to greater consistency, improve energy 
estimates, and enhance decisions about Energy Conservation Measures (pl0-13ff). 

a. Recommendations for immediate implementation: 
The following recommended modeling practices could be publicized and 
implemented without further development: 

1. Software selection 
o Maintain familiarity with modeling software developments. 
o Concentrate on expert skills with a few software packages, 

rather than attempting to master them all. 
o Know the capabilities and limitations of the software you use. 
o Determine weather file availability and characteristics 
o Select software for the modeling requirements of the job. 
o Concentrate on software overall, rather than bin/hour choice. 

2. Data/input selection 
o Obtain and compare at least three years of utility billing data 

for existing buildings. 
o Review input data and make corrections as needed: 

billing intervals and offsets, anomalies, trends. 
o Adjust for weather. 
o Know how the building occupancy has changed. 
o Ask building operator to explain atypical peaks and valleys. 
o Obtain end-use consumption data when available. 
o Cross check data for consistency. 
o Avoid default values in input for final analysis. 
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j. Modeling targets 
o Select and develop the "most representative" data for input. 
o Limit ranges. 
o Set acceptance limits for differences with modeled values. 
o Use experience and professional judgement to reconcile data. 
o Use combined data and averaging to set modeling target. 

4. Modeling practices 
o Check input values carefully with an associate. 
o On large buildings consider parallel modeling and simulations, 
second modeling team, complementary software; cross modeling. 
o Use area graph energy end-use profiles for analysis. 

5. Documentation 
o Annotated input data sheet: criteria for base building data. 
o Save and maintain data files on disk for future modeling. 
o Include in audit report: type of model, source and ultimate 
source of weather file, weather file data characteristics. 
o Include in audit report: modeling targets and how 
determined: annual, monthly, total, end-use, averaging, ranges, 
percents. 
o Include in audit report: advice to building owners/operators 
about uncertainty of results and recommendations. 

b. Recommendations for further development: 
A cooperative effort should be initiated to develop further specific 
recommendations for modeling practices and standards . Participants 
should include expert representatives from interest groups: 
utilities, independent modeling firms, and Bonneville. Further 
recommendations for modeling practices are also likely to arise from 
subsequent studies. Potential recommendations include: 

1. Software selection 
o Encourage improved software capabilities and be alert to them 

(see subsection 11.3). 

2. Data/input selection 
o Observe standard field audit report and input standards 

(ASHRAE) 
0 Use graphics inputs 

rrr~ &~~ trending, _weather 

adjustments, billing interval aa)ustmen ~' ~' 
averaging. 

3. Modeling targets 
o Establish consensus among modelers . 

modeling targets from utility bil~~ pr~7t1ce~ for setting 
o Use procedural standard for sett• ing istories. 

for d"t f ing modeling targets, au i s o existing buildings 
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4. Modeling practices 
o Adopt and use consensus standard for end-use energy categories. 
o Use software that embodies cross checking and 

end-use data comparison capabilities. 
o Use software that provides graphics for analysis of results, 

including end-use energy profiling. 
o Establish prescriptive measures for modeling, using simulation 

modeling, independent simulations, and careful review; 
omit marginal measures. 

o Establish statistical measures as acceptance criteria for 
base building modeling and ECM confidence range. 

o Utilize software capabilities for analysis/simulation under 
multi-level speed/comprehensiveness options. 

o Adopt and use further standards for recommendation 
of ECMs analyzed as having marginal payback. 

o Establish recommendations for timing and cost of replacing 
existing building components with ECM items. 

S. Documentation 
o Adopt recommendations for use of graphics, including end-use 

energy graphs, in energy audit reporting. 
o Establish addition recommendations of energy audit reporting. 
o Establish a repository at Bonneville for ~ster database 

logging - a place to store disk record.s of input files. 

11.2.4 Modeler instruction, training, and development: Having 
established that knowledgeable, well trained, experienced modelers will 
generally deliver better, more consistent simulation results than modelers who 
are less well prepared, it also follows that modeler training will improve the 
energy estimates and decisions about Energy Conservation Measures (pl0-12). 
This suggests, in additio~ to subsection 11.1, value will be found in: 

a. Instruction/training manual for modelers, suggesting uniform 
approaches for dealing with weather variability, irregular utility 
billing periods, software limitations, and other factors which 
modelers treat at their option. 

b. Seminars/colloquia for modelers, structured both for training and to 
encourage the sharing of experiences between experienced modelers. 

c. Topical scope encompassing these and other interests: 
modeling processes modeler development 
software selection weather files 
data acquisition 
target selection 
ECM selection 
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11.3 Software Selection and Improvement 

11 . 3.1 Performance Index I register and applications: The Performance 
Index benchmarking concept developed in the Evaluation of Software project is 
designed to be applied to software beyond those packages tested during the 
project. Findings from the present study 9 however, are tenuous at several 
points~ so the Performance Index model needs further work, strengthening, and 
validation. It can then be used with greater confidence. Once the Index is 
in use, its usefulness will depend in part on how widely and extensively it is 
adopted and recognized as an evaluative standard (pl0-20 •• 21). The following 
approaches are suggested to improve, standardize, and implement the process: 

a. Further development of the Performance Index concept. Further work on 
the concept is needed, both to review the data already established and 
in conjunction with the other efforts recommended in this chapter 
(most notably, the sensitivity studies). Development should consider 
the building descriptive file definition, the size · of the comparison 
base, and which software entities are included in the base. 
Development should also include ideas developed in an interactive 
group setting of modelers and others. Adopt a standard Performance 
Index procedure. 

b. Validation. Development of the Performance Index was ba:sed on five 
software packages, with the intent of applying the result to other 
software. Applicability should be verified with a sixth software 
package, by running the index and repeating the simulation studies for 
the same buildings. 

c. Performance Index values. Figures of mer~t should be established for 
other software packages using the Performance Index procedure, without 
need for further cross-simulation comparisons. 

d. Performance Index register. Establish and make public a register of 
Performance Index ratings. 

11.3.2 Criteria and standards for simulation software: 

The Evaluation of Software project has been more successful in identifying 
features and performance limitations to be considered in selecting building 
energy simulation software, than it has been is recommending specific software 
programs for use. Software selection remains a subjective process that 
relates software price and availability, supplier support, modeler experience, 
building and occupancy features, and programmatic requirements (pl0-15 .. 16). 

Building energy simulation software will continue to evolve with new features 
and improvements as long as there is a market for the product. When suppliers 
provide the features which their customers demand, it encourages an ongoing 
market and still further software development. Software updates provide an 
opportunity for establishing and implementing software standards; they lead to 
gradual replacement of less satisfactory modeling tools. Recommendations are 
in Table 11.1 and below: 
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a. Software selection - ratings. Specific features that contribute to 
rating one software package over another appear in the Conclusions 
chapter of this report. Further considerations include how program 
development is funded, how long the program has been available, when 
the most recent update was, and how extensively it is used and by 
whom. The following rank order is suggested for overall suitability 
of the five software programs evaluated, beginning with the most 
favorable; however, the ranking is neither an endorsement or 
recommendation of any product nor an indication of unacceptable 
quality: 

ADM-2 
DOE 2.1 
SEA 
VCACS 

TrakLoad (tie) 

b. Software performance standards. Bonneville can influence the future 
capabilities of the software used in its energy conservation programs 
by specifying the desired features and performance standards. 
Mandatory and optional standards should be developed for software, 
including supportive data (such as weather files and documentation), 
presumably distinguishing between hourly and bin type models, present 
requirements and future improvements, and stand-alone simulation 
software compared to independent software used to facilitate or 
improve the energy estimates and their presentation (e.g., graphics). 

c. Validation and quality control standards for software. Mandatory 
verification and quality control· standards for suppliers should be 
developed and software should be certified for conformance. Suppliers 
should schedule periodic software updates; software not upgraded 
should be decertified. Bonneville and other purchasers determine 
their own quality acceptance testing and criteria. Just as Bonneville 
can influence the performance features, it is also able to influence 
the standards for quality control, validation, and documentation that 
make the software acceptable for energy conservation programs. 

11. 3. 3 Supplemental software development: The Evaluation of Software 
project showed that some variables introduce cumulative errors into the 
simulation process; but variability, errors, and error tolerances can be 
reduced. Improvement is likely to come through changes in the software 
packages that eliminate software errors, avoid or compensate for modeler 
errors, and provide further software tools for improved convenience and 
performance (pl0-16 •. 18). It may be advantageous to encourage development the 
items listed in Table 11.1 and below: 

a. Input data interface. More sophisticated data 
user-friendly prompts and modeler override. 
dimensional data; interface with CAD programs. 
for mouse input. 
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Table 11.1 

RECOMMENDATIONS FOR SOFTWARE SELECTION AND DEVELOPMENT 

Summary 

The criteria for building energy software selection and development presented 
in this table are recommended to software purchasers, modelers, and energy 
conservation program managers. The recommendations focus primarily on 
features which are likely to promote accuracy in modeling and the model 
building process: integrity, repeatability, error avoidance, comprehensive 
analy.sis and ECM investigation, adoption of best-fit modeling targets, and 
consistency in key software design elements for the modelers who use more than 
one software package. · 

The recommendations are also intended to encourage ongoing development and 
improvement of software by guiding software purchasers and motivating software 
developers. 

Some of the recommendations pertain to the software itself; because that is 
the vehicle through which building energy models are constructed and 
simulated. The remaining recommendations pertain to manuals and other 
documentation that support the software, because documentation is .an 
overwhelming factor in determining how effectively the software can be applied 
and used: Good documentation can cover a multitude of software sins. 

Some features are important enough that the recommendations treat them as 
"required". The rest of the recommendations are also important but merely 
"desired". Few, if any, existing software packages offer all features. 
However, people selecting software are urged to obtain as many of the features 
as possible. With continued development it is expected that many, if not 
most, of the features will become available in the future. 

Existing software packages offer many features beyond those listed in the 
table. There is, for example, considerable variety in the way building energy 
systems are simulated. People who are selecting software will want to weigh 
those options as well. 

Still further features will undoubtedly be added as development of the 
sotcware concinues. 
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Table 11.1 

RECOMMENDATIONS FOR SOFTWARE SELECTION AND DEVELOPMENT 
Documentation/Manual Features: 

Required 
Desire.d 

x Program name, release date, and supplier/source name and address 
x Software design standards followed, including performance standards 
x Quality assurance standards used in design, development, and release 

of software and supporting data 
x Validation testing; general results; published study citations 

x Recommendations for further validation 

x Policy regarding continued support of software after a new version release 
x Policy on software upgrades, including notices to registered users and 

upgrade purchase options. 
x Policy on user access to technical assistance 

x Recommendations of the most appropriate applications for the software 
x Software flow diagram 

x Modeling methodologies, assumptions, approximations/simplifications, and 
computational algorithms 

x Software features, errors/problems, deficiencies, weaknesses, 
approximations, and limitations 

x Ways to avoid or compensate for difficulties noted 

x User guide/manual documentation in hardcopy and/or ASCII disk format 
x Table of contents and/or index 
x Printed copies of input screens 
x List of input parameters together with their engineering units, 

definitions, descriptions, default input values, and assumed performance 
values (e.g., equipment efficiencies, values of partial load curves) 

x Swmnary of weather file contents by parameter, frequency~ and bin ranges 

x One-to-one correspondence between parameter types and engineering units 
used on input screen, input data echo, and manual 

x One-to-one correspondence between order in which parameters are displayed 
on input screen, input data echo, and manual 

x Description of system types modeled, their applicability and control; 
possible adaptations for system variations 

x Narrative of how each system and plant parameter affects performance, and 
what problems may be encountered in using particular ranges of values 
(such as low air supply volumes) 

x Description of spreadsheet transportability and graphics procedures 
x Proposed future improvements and features; anticipated availability 
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RECOMMENDATIONS FOR SOFTWARE SELECTION AND DEVELOPMENT 
Software Features: 

Required 
Desired 

x Internal identification: program name, version, release date, and source 
x Efficient use of hard disk file space; minimize small files 
x Coprocessor or equal compatibility 

x · Common mnemonic identifier for all input data files for a given building 
x Not more than six input data files per building 

x Display/retrieval of existing data files, by category 
x Input data saved to disk only on command from user; prompt on exit 

x 

x 
x 

x Terminate processing any time during data entry or computational run 
x Software checking of data entry, with modeler override 
x Screen programmed to mask, skip, or challenge inapplicable input values 

x 
x 
x 

Display engineering units on input or help screen 
Display context-sensitive default values, ranges, and help messages 
Modeler override of input defaults, including pre-assigned ECM values 
Sufficient precision in input parameters to meet modeler preferences 
Screen and hardcopy echo of input data direct from data file 
User identification of model's zones (ASCII text in input file) 

x Zone add/delete after initial entry 
x 

x 
x 

x 
x 
x 
x 
x 

x 
x 
x 
x 
x 
x 
x 
x 

x 
x 

x 

x 

x 

x 

x 
x 
x 

Building orientation by degree/azimuth 
Wall orientations in addition to orthogonal 
More than 4 walls per zone 
Heat transfer through interior partition/wall 
Dynamic differential temperature computation for interior partition/wall 
Interface w/ vendor equipnlent files; primary/secondary performance curves 
Optional autosizing lockout or lockdown of autosized values as input data 
Display autosized values 

User-input utility history file, with graphic display 
Billing interval adjustment of utility data to exact monthly intervals 
Shift dates of simulation to coincide with monthly utility billing dates 
Adjust utility data for weather variability: approximate std. weather year 
Internal identification of weather file (site name in ASCII text) 
Formatted display of entire weather file contents 
Ability for user to create or modify weather files 
Help select month-by-month target consumption based on utility billing 
history; allow user to adjust specific data points and/or targets 

Model-to-model comparisons: Facilitate analyses and display ECM results 
Graphic display of standardized end-use energy profile 
Display graphics directly or through commercial data base program, 
including full documentation and any macros or other necessary support 
User options for calculation shortcuts/approximations to speed run times, 
e.g., skip-hour and skip-day options using internal multipliers 
Calculate applicable energy and demand charges from user-input rate 
schedules and computer-simulated energy and demand 
Economic analysis of base building and ECM models, including initial ECM 
cost input and simple payback calculation 
ECM life cycle cost analysis 
Audit report text 
Windowing capability for using spreadsheet, graphics, and word processing 
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Table 11.1 

RECOMMENDATIONS FOR SOFTWARE SELECTION AND DEVELOPMENT 

Weather File Parameters 

Latitude 
Longitude 

Ambient Air average 
Temperatures: maximum 

minimum 
range 
design t 

Insolation/Cloud Cover 
solar angle or algorithm 
local megashading 
ground and/or 

water reflectance 

Wind velocity 

Ground water temperatures 
Ground temperatures 

Time zone 
Elevation/pressure 

Dry bulb temperatures 
Wet bulb temperatures 
Heating degree days 
Cooling degree days 

direct/indirect 
normal 
horizontal 
by compass direction 

Wind direction 

Domestic water supply temperatures 
Soil diffusivity, dens i ty, 
permeability 

Potential weather file data elements are listed above. Not all 
elements are provided or needed in each weather file . Other 
data or other forms of the same data elements may be included. 
Frequency varies with the element; some may be represented . 
once, while others may appear monthly, hourly, or at some other 
interval. 
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b. Weather files. Compilation of weather data into standardized files 
for distinctive Pacific Northwest locations, for the most frequen t ly 
used simulation software. 

c. Weather adjustments. Software able to "normalize" utility bill i ng 
data, to account for weather variability. 

d. Bi l ling interval adjustments. Software able to adjust monthly utility 
bil l ings for irregular billing intervals. 

e. Calendar adjustments. Software able to adjust utility billing data to 
regular calendar months. 

f. Data smoothing and averaging. Software able to facilitate selection 
of monthly targets that best represent the typical building energy 
consumption, using multi-year utility billing data. 

g. Analysis tools. Consistent end-use energy categories. Area graphs· 
for end-use energy profiles·; other graphics outputs i nc l uding optional 
graphic display as primary output to avoid print time. Spec i f ic 
advanced modeling features such as daylighting, solar water heating, 
etc. 

h. ECM facilitation. Other convenience features that will encourage 
evaluation of all appropriate "what if" ECM options. 

i. HVAC system capabilities. Additional HVAC system/plant options . 
Performance response curves and staging for primary and secondary 
systems/equipment including pumps and fans by fan type; modeler 
override of default response curves; open software architecture for 
introducing vendor data by designated equipment model; prompt messages 
to facilitate correct use of controls and software switches. 

j. Statistics. Statistical analysis tools to encourage self-evaluation 
of model performance. 

k. Execution speed. Skip-hour and skip-day options for multi-level 
speed/comprehensiveness options allowing quick, approximate answers. 
Faster hardware; compatibility with parallel processing computers. 
Faster execution - improved software coding, coprocessor compatibility. 

11.4 Further Investigations and Analyses 

During the Evaluation of Software study, the project goals were addressed, 
extensive data were collected, and many questions were answered. It is 
unlikely however that the solutions and answers are unique, optimal, or 
final. On the contrary, the project has accumulated information that begs for 
further analysis, raised new questions, and suggested further investigations 
and evaluations. Some of those opportunities may warrant ongoing at tent ion 
(pl0-5 •• 7). 
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The project's investigators are especially intrigued by the extenf of 
differences found between building energy simulation models during the 
sensitivity study. Are these due to fundamental differences in the software 
or do they reflect modeler weaknesses? Would the results and conclusions be 
the same if the study were repeated, perhaps from a different perspective? 
Should the study be repeated? Should there be another evaluation project with 
an improved or different methodology? 

Recommendations have been advanced in this chapter for better software and 
higher standards for modeling. Some could be effected immediately, others 
over the course of months or several years. If any suggestions are 
implemented the effect should be realized in more consistent simulation 
results. How much improvement will be achieved? Will improved precision 
foster improved accuracy? Will it reduce the "noise level" sufficiently that 
investigators will be able to do a better job of sorting out the other 
variables? Should the changes be followed with a further evaluation study? 

The study options and suggested methodologies which follow should be 
considered in the even further study is anticipated, desired, or attempted. 

11.4.1 Coordinated development with other Bonneville programs: 
Bonneville's energy conservation programs provide many opportunities for 
learning still more about the quality and effectiveness of computer based 
building energy modeling. Additional efforts can be applied to cross 
comparisons and correlations. In each instance, part of the work is already 
complete or under way, which allows the rest of the work to be completed with 
minimal commitment. 

a. Prescriptive measures project. Compare and anal yze the findings 
reported in "Modeling of Prescriptive Measures" in light of the 
findings and recommendations from the Evaluation of Software project. 
Run building energy simulations paralleling those performed by Brown 
and Caldwell, using one or more software packages from other 
suppliers. Compare the results and analyze the differences. 
Potential benefits accrue both in increasing the confidence afforded 
to the prescriptive measures, and in furthering the software/process 
studies of the Evaluation of Software project. 

b. CREUS program. For each of the buildings used in the Evaluation of 
Software project, copy or recreate the ASEAM models used in the CREUS 
program. Compare results and analyze differences in the same manner 
as analyzed in the current project. The goal is to extend the cross 
comparison of simulations performed in the Evaluation of Software 
project to include one more software package; it would establish a 
link for comparing the pos t-ECM results of the CREUS program with a 
larger sample of simulations and software. 

c. Commercial Audit Program (CAP). The CAP files offer a large data base 
for comparative analyses, including data on the same buildings 
analyzed in the Evaluation of Software project. Although the CAP 
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c. Software packages. Increase the number of simulation software 
packages evaluated. Five programs were used in the Evaluation of 
Software project. Other high visibility programs, such as ASEAM and 
HAP, could be subjected to the same simulation and comparison 
procedures. 

d. Energy conservation meas~res. Repeat the ECM segment of Cycle 3 with 
several changes in the modeling and reporting ground rules, primarily 
to test the hypothesis that tighter controls on modeling procedures 
will produce more consistent results. It is posited that the ECM 
decisions made by the modelers impact the results so strongly that 
additional investigations and analysis presumably are warranted. 

e. Demand. Further simulations in which modelers are asked to control 
for demand could be used to extend the analysis of existing demand 
data, as previously suggested. 

f. Analysis. Insofar as possible, analysis of results from the studies 
suggested above would be accomplished in the context of improved 
approaches for example, modelers' advance agreement on modeling 
targets to achieve more comparability, and using a conunon set of end
use categories both for software and analysis. Further simulation~ 
might be structured to bring modelers together to discuss their 
activities, insights, and opinions before final simulations are made. 

11 . 4.6 Extension of sensitivity simulations: For some measures, the 
sensitivity studies performed during the Evaluation of Software project showed 
markedly different results from software package to the next. Much of the 
difference was attributable to differences in end-use composition between the 
several models tested (pl0-7). Are these fundamental differences in the 
software as assumed, or do they actually reflect modeler choices? Four 
approaches are available help to answer this question and clarify the 
comparative performance of the software: 

a. Repeat the sensitivity runs using the Cycle 3 base building models 
without adaptation; that is, without conforming their input parameters 
to conunon values. Results offer insight not only into the best way to 
approach studies of this sort, but also into where emphasis can best 
be placed to improve base building models for real-life energy audits. 

b. Repeat the sensitivity study with the remaining building files; that 
is, only 10 of the 26 available building models were used in the 
simulation studies and therefore some or all of the remaining 16 
models could be used for comparative runs. 

c. Identify additional parameters (and sensitivity measures) for 
sensitivity comparisons. Particular attention should be given to 
controls and to comparisons of additional plant and system types. 

d. Search for patterns within the existing input data used for the 
simulation study, to see if variations in modeling approaches can 
account for the variant sensitivity results. 
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11.4.7 Application of Performance Index findings: The Performance 
Index approach may be useful not only for ongoing software evaluation and 
selection, but also in the evaluation of modelers, modeling techniques, 
programs, and methodologies (pl0-21). Further investigation of this approach 
should be initiated once the Performance Index concept has been developed into 
a standard (section 11.3.1). 

11.4.8 Cooperation with technical societies and others: Bonneville 
should support continued cooperation with groups such as ASHRAE and IEEE,. 
monitor work pertaining to building energy modeling, and benefit from the 
results (pl0-22). 
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APPENDIX A: ANNOTATED BIBLIOGRAPHY AND REFERENCES 

ACEC Research & Management Foundation. "The Energy Edge Building Design 
Process". Report to the Bonneville Power Administration, ACEC/3-21-88, March 
1988. 

Report of experiences with Energy Edge. First time participants in 
energy conservation: modeling approaches were positive toward the 
experience, felt that additional cost effective savings were achieved, 
would re-use successful energy conservation measures in future design 
projects, and would utilizes similar design approaches in the future. 

Akbari, Conner, and Usibelli. "Residential Energy Simulations in the Pacific 
Northwest: A Comparison of Four Widely Used Mode 1 s". ASHRAE Preprint 
No. 2985 (Transactions 1986, V.92, Pt.2). Work supported in part under BPA 
contract DE-AI79-85BP2327. 

Residential energy simulation models were constructed with three building 
energy software programs using an MCS prototype house and weather files 
for five Pacific Northwest locations. Results from base building and 
parametric runs were compared with a similar DOE-2 model . Multiple runs 
permitted construction of several response curves. Heating loads for two 
of the models were within 20% and savings from conservation measures were 
within 10% of DOE-2; the comparisons were more divergent for well 
insulated houses, mild climates, large thermal masses, and high 
infiltration. The third model understated heating loads and savings by 
as much as 50%. 

Alereza and Hovander [ADM Associates]. "A Micro Evaluation" ASHRAE Journal, 
December 1985. 

Description of ADM-2 and report of comparisons between simulated energy 
and actual consumption in 36 conunercial buildings in California, Idaho, 
and Oregon, with results presented in tables and scatter diagrams. Where 
discrepancies between modeled and actual consumption were identified, 
typical audit adjustments were made. "Inputs were reviewed for reasons 
to explain significant discrepancies when such discrepancies did exist. 
Accordingly, new runs were made until reasonable and justifiable results 
were obtained." After adjustment, the root mean square error of monthly 
energy consumption values in a off ice building was 16% of the mean energy 
use; 17% for a restaurant; and 7% for a retail store. The authors 
intimate that the models yielded predictions of (total) energy that were 
within 10% of actual usage. 

Arthur D. Little, Inc. Evaluation of Microcomputer Programs for Conunercial 
Building Energy Analysis. Electric Power Research Institute, EPRI CU-6457, 
October 1989. 

Evaluation of microcomputer-based software for conunercial building energy 
analysis, using hourly calculations, directed to multiple fuel 
applications and ease of use by utility customer service 
representatives. Preliminary screening identified 11 programs (compared 
descriptively in the report), from which ADM-2 and Micro-AXCESS (Syska & 
Hennessy) were selected for further testing. In addition, ESAS 
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(Meriwether Energy System Analysis Series) and MICRO-DOE passed all 
screening criteria except "ease of use"; Tes ts of program accuracy 
accessed two test office buildings and five climate regions; results were 
compared with mainframe modeling by BLAST-3 and DOE 2.1. Base building 
simulations placed total annual electrical energy for the test software 
models within 15'1 of DOE-2 and BLAST , while parametric runs for seven 
conservation measures showed typical differences between the two test 
models of about 15'1 but ranging to 80'1. Specific improvements were 
recommended for the selected programs and suggestions were directed to 
users. 

ASHRAE Journal ' s. HVAC & R Software Directory. ASHRAE, 1990. 
An inventory of available software for heating, ventilating, air 
conditioning and refrigeration. The inventory contains annotated 
abstracts about software intended for various computer hosts, including a 
section devoted to energy analysis simulation programs. Other sections 
of the inventory are devoted to equipment sizing/selection, heat transfer 
analysis, heating/ cool ing load calculations, light i ng design and 
anal ysis , weather data anal ysis, and other interests related to building 
energy simulations. 

ASHRAE Task Group on Energy Requirements for Heating and Cooling of 
Buildings. Energy Calculations 1 - Procedures for Determining Heating and 
Cooling Loads for Computerized Energy Calculations. ASHRAE, 1976. 

Compendium of algorithms (with explanatory descriptions) for computing 
heating and cooling loads that determine building energy requiremen ts, 
with emphasis on building envelope considerations. These algorithms 
provide the foundation for most building energy simulation programs. 

ASHRAE Task Group on Energy 
Buildings; W. F. Stoecker, Ed. 

Requirements for Heating 
Energy Calculations 2 

and Cooling of 
Procedures for 

Simulating the Performance of Components and Systems for Energy 
Calculations. ASHRAE, 1976. 

Compendium of algorithms (with explanatory descriptions) for computing 
the performance of fundamental HVAC systems, controls, and plant and 
other components, given information about them and the building loads 
they serve. These algorithms provide the foundation for most building 
energy simulation programs. 

Bonneville Power Administration [#1]. Modeling of Prescriptive Measures. 
(Brown & Caldwell) draft report, December 1988. 

Analysis of energy conservation measures expected to be cost-effective 
when applied to small commercial buildings; if effective these measures 
may be recommended and prescribed as generic measures for energy 
conservation without further site-specific analysis. DOE 2. lC was used 
to model four types of commercial structures (using models of 
hypothetical MCS office, movie theater, retail, and . church buildings of 
several sizes) under climates typical of the Pacific Northwest. Base 
building modeling runs were followed by a series of runs for energy 
conservation measures, both individually and interactively (descriptions 
in the report of interactive effects are particularly helpful where the 
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effectiveness of one measure is enhanced by others). Estimated initial 
costs of energy conservation measures were compared with energy cost 
savings and with a specified economic criterion for initial cost of $0.35 
per kWh/yr. Measures that met the criterion were recommended as 
prescriptive measures. 

Bonneville Power Administration U~2]. 
October 1985. 

"Standard Heat Loss Methodology" . 

Bonneville Power Administration (#3]. The Commercial Audit Database, A 
Descriptive Data Swnmary - Volumes 1 and 2. March 1989. 

Compilations and swnmaries of data reported for 3714 of the 3800 energy 
audits performed under Bonneville Is Commercial Audit Program. Volume 1 
discusses the methodologies used to capture the database electronically, 
methods to correct certain problems, and methods to reduce the number of 
variables reported i n the results. Volume 2 presents the database 
collection instruments, a concordance of reports available from the 
database, summary graphics of information in the dataset, and listings of 
energy conservation measures used in the audits. 

California Energy Commission [t>l]. Compliance Options Approval Manual for 
the Building Energy Efficiency Standards. March 1988. 

Administrative procedures for obtaining approval of compliance options 
(computer programs and other calculation methods) for the Building Energy 
Efficiency Standards, under first and second generation residential and 
nonresidential standards. Some computerized methods require successful 
completion of a standardized approval test that demonstrates substantial 
equivalence to a stipulated public domain computer program, which for 
second generation nonresidential standards is DOE-2. lB. Technical 
approval requirements are referenced to the two volume Alternative 
Calculation Methods Approval Manual. The appendices include building 
descriptions and DOE-2 input data for base case conditions used to test 
software conformance for low-rise office, high-rise office, and 
retail/wholesale store buildings. 

California Energy Commission (#2). Alternative Calculation Methods Approval 
Manual for the Nonresidential Building Energy Efficiency Standards. June 
1988 . 

Requirements for approval of calculations and software used in the design 
of nonresidential structures. It encompasses Alternative Calculation 
Methods (ACMs) used to demonstrate compliance with the performance 
approach to the second generation nonresidential Building Energy 
Efficiency Standards, and procedures for obtaining approval of the 
methods including: application form and checklist, sample runs, 

·compliance · s·tatement, compute:c data, statistical verification analysis, 
and weather data. Appendices include building descriptions and DOE-2.lC 
input data for testing software conformance. 
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California Energy Commission [/13]. Alternative Calculation Methods Approval 
Manual for the Low-Rise Residential Building Energy Efficiency Standards. 
June 1988. 

Requirements for approval of calculations and software used in the design 
of low-rise residence structures including mult i ple family dwellings to 
three stories high. The general form of compliance is the same as 
specified for nonresidential buildings. 

California Energy Commission [fl4] . Building Energy Efficiency Standards, 
1987 Edition. P400-88-001, December 1987. 

California Administrative Code, Titles 20 and 24, covering requirements 
for bui lding energy efficiency: building design, design procedures, 
component performance requirements, permits, certification, and 
enforcement. The Codes establish allowable calculation methods using 
computer programs, and define modeling input requirements by reference to 
the Commission ' s Energy Conservation Manual. The Codes de f ine 
performance and prescriptive compliance approaches, plus mandatory 
requirements for al l buildings, 

California Energy Commission [/IS] • "Building Energy Efficiency Standards, 
Approved Computer Programs". November 1989; March 1990. 

A listing of energy analysis computer programs approved by the Commiss i on 
according to Titles 20 and 24 of the California Administrative Code 
covering building energy efficiency. Separate categories of approved 
programs are provided for Residential Buildings, Second Generation; 
Nonresidential Buildings, Second Generation; and Nonresident i al 
Buildings, First Generation. The March 22 list cites approvals through 
December 31, 1990. 

Cambridge Systematics, Inc. and others. Evaluation of the Commercial Audit 
Program, Final Report with appendices. Bonneville Power Administration, 
December 1988. 

This is an overview and analysis of Bonneville's Commercial Audit 
Program, which accounted for 3800 energy audits of existing commercial 
buildings by 15 contractors during 1984-87. The evaluation reviewed 
audit results, interviewed contractors/modelers, compared preliminary 
findings of ELCAP data for 33 of the same buildings~ and considered 
reasons for successful marketing of the program and implementation of 
energy conservation measures. The report concludes that CAP and ELCAP 
data were largely consistent on building definition and billings 
histories, providing mutual verification of the general accuracy of 
results. But when building types were compared on an energy per square 
foot basis, results from the several contractors were pointedly 
different. Similarly, . modelers' projections for cost and lifetime of 
recommended energy conservation measures differed significantly (just as 
C'Ollstruction bids for the same work will often show considerable spread). 
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Cleary, c. M. "Preliminary Analysis of Conservation Potential in Office 
Buildings". ASHRAE Paper P0-86-07, No. 3 (for Transactions 1986, V.92, Pt.2). 

Comparative study of energy consumption in eight existing buildings 
within the service area of Seattle City Light: two each office, grocery, 
retail, and restaurant buildings. Each building was modeled with DOE 2 
until the base building model results agreed with 1984 utility billing 
data within 15% on a monthly basis. The models were used to determine 
the energy conservation measures best suited to each building. Results 
were compared with earlier estimates of conservation potential within the 
service area, based on hypothetical buildings. The new estimates of 
building energy consumption were 30% to 40% lower than the previous 
estimates, with similar reductions in estimated savings potential. 
Following installation of the recommended ECMs, building energy end-use 
data monitoring was instituted, but data were not reported in the paper. 

Cleary and Schuldt (#1]. "A Beneficial Application of End-Use Loads Data in 
Commercial Building Simulations." Thermal Performance. of Exterior Envelopes 
of Buildings II I - Proceedings of the ASHRAE/DOE Conference, December 1985 , 
pp 329-335. ASHRAE, 1986. 

A study using DOE 2.lA, compared "standard audit" with modeling, and 
compared both to metered data. The study used 2 each existing office, 
restaurant, food store, and retail buildings. Engineering consulting 
firms conducted audits and simulated each building with DOE 2.lA, 
adjusted interactively to agree with utility billings (and end-use data 
of 6 of the 8 buildings) "within an acceptable range". Life cycle cost 
modeling analyzed benefit/cost of measures, individually and combined. 
Recommended improvements were installed and monitored (metered). 
Standard analysis without end-use data resulted in more conservative 
estimates of savings than actually found from experience; presumably the 
reverse situation had equal potential for occurring: the uncertainty and 
risk of the estimates were higher without end-use data than they ~ere 

with it. 

Cleary and Schuldt U~2]. "Measured End-Use Savings Versus Predicted Savings 
of a Commercial Lighting Conservation Retrofit". Conservation and Solar 
Division, [Seattle] City Light Department, August 1986. 

Coad, William J. "The Computer as a Tool for Energy Analysis", Handbook of 
Energy Conservation for Mechanical Systems in buildings, Robert W. Roose, 
Ed., pp 61-67. Van Nostrand Reinhold Company, 1978. 

Concepts and significance of building energy modeling; procedures for 
modeling and identifying viable energy conservation measures. 

Diamond, Hunn, and Cappiello, "The DOE-2 Validation". ASHRAE Journal, 
, November 1985 · (Vcrl 27, No 11). 

Round robin testing of the DOE-2 building energy analysis computer 
program, in which six experienced contractors constructed models of four 
existing buildings (single story office, multi-story office, retail, and 
restaurant) and conducted round robin simulations with three levels of 
increasingly refined input data. Levels of input control provided for a) 
uncontrolled input (description comparable to normal field audit), b) 
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refined input (refined descriptive data plus instructions to review 
specific input elements), and c) standard evaluation technique (fixed 
parameters for weather data, building operating conditions, and selected 
fixed-data input values). Despite the paper's tit l e, the tests were not 
designed to validate the software, but to determine the effects of 
software users. Dispersion was reported for each building as the 
standard deviation ' of the monthly simulation estimatesi which when 
averaged for the year for total energy ranged from 16% to 391 for 
uncontrolled input, to 12% to 18% for the standard evaluation technique . 
Dispersion in the results was attributed to modeler effects: user 
judgement and/or interpretation of data. 

Dowd, Stephen. "Software Analysis and Design Methods", Northcon Professional 
Program "Software Development Methodology in an Engineering Environment". 
Session Record, Seattle, 1984. 

Testing is an important, and sometimes overlooked, part of the software 
engineering environment. Testing should. be implemented at the start of 
any software lifecycle. The goal of software testing is the elimination 
of errors. By planning to test the different parts of the final system, 
actual testing will be performed with fewer problems. The developers of 
the test plans and test procedures should be from a different 
organization than the software developers or designers, for reasons of 
objectivity and fresh perspective. The testing or quality assurance 
activity should be part of ·each phase of the software lifecycle; 
requirements, specifications, design, test case design, implementation or 
integration, configuration management, and maintenance. Definition of 
testing requirements and procedures and results should be documented at 
each stage of the lifecycle, including documentation of the analysis and 
design processes themselves. 

Evans, Rex. "Guidelines for the Selection of Analysis Sof twar~", Mechanical 
Engineering, March 1987. 

Guidance for users of analysis software: how to select software suppliers 
and software. The first step in choosing an analysis program is . to make 
a list of needs; put as many items as possible in a future category: "if 
a program does not offer continuing development, it probably has not been 
a success." The vendor should supply quality assurance problems that 
test the program's capacity, along with solutions obtained by a third 
party with which comparisons can be made. "A vendor should ..• produce a 
list of the quality assurance tests that have been run and describe how 
the solutions were evaluated; the solutions should be checked." 

Hamil ton, Margaret H. "Zero-defect Software: the Elusive Goal". IEEE 
Spectrum, March 1986. 

Computerized software development tools can be used to manage the 
software development process and minimize the errors in new programs. 
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Hodge, Steele, and King. "A Simplified Energy Audit Technique for Generic 
Buildings". ASHRAE Preprint No. 2983 (Transactions 1986, V.92, Pt.2). 

Among similar buildings, the Energy Utilization Index (EUI) provides an 
economical and effective way to estimate the potential for conservation 
measures in a building and in some instances to identify what the 
conservation opportunities are. It may be a useful tool to help 
deten:nine where prescriptive path conservation approaches will be most 
effective. 

Howel and Sauer. Bibliography on Available Computer Programs in the General 
Area of Heating. Refrigeration, Air Conditioning and Ventilating . ASHRAE 
Special Project 22 Task 7, 1980. [Also revised in 1986] 

An inventory of available software for heating, ventilating, air 
condit i oning and refrigeration. The publication , fo l lowing an 1986 
revision, has since been released (1990) as ASHRAE Journal's HVAC & R 
Software Directory (q.v.). 

Judkoff, R. D. "International Energy Agency Building Simulation Comparison 
and Validation Study" (SERI). 

Comparative study of BLAST-3.0, DOE-2 . lA, and SERIRES-1 . 0 building energy 
simulation software, based on a monitored, unoccupied test building in 
Ottawa, Canada, and extrapolated to simulations with weather data for 
Denver and Copenhagen. The analysis was targeted to investigate large 
differences noted in annual heating and cooling energy predicted by the 
three programs. The procedure also highlighted the sensitivity of 
several algorithmic differences between the codes. After adjustments 
were made, the · three codes agreed within 6%. to 13%. for heating or 
cooling; except in the Copenhagen environment where little cooling was 
simulated in any of the programs, DOE- 2.1 predicted twice as much 
cooling as the other two programs. 

Judkoff, Wortman and Burch UH]. "Empirical Validation of Building Analysis 
Simulation Programs: A Status Report". Solar Energy Research Institute, WPA 
No 304, September 1982. 

Judkoff, Wortman and Burch (#2]. 
SERI Class-A Validation House". 
304- 82, April 1983. 

"Empirical Validation Using Data from the 
Solar Energy Research Institute, WPA No. 

A study on a residential test building in Golden, Colorado compared 
measured energy performance data with energy estimates from simulation 
models constructed on DOE-2.lA, BLAST-3.0, and SERIRES. The base case 
models used handbook or assumed values, which were successively replaced 
with measured values for eight test cases (including infiltration, ground 
temperature, set point, and wall/roof conductance). The base case 
yielded estimates 46~ to 621....higher . than measured loads, but when input 
values were changed to measured values, the estimates were low by 11% to 
33%.. Differences between models were considerably less. The authors 
conjecture that. the software programs are overpredicting both solar 
energy gains and conductive skin losses. 
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Judkoff, Wortman and Burch [/13]. "Measured Versus Predicted Performance of 
the SERI Test House: A Validation Study". Solar Energy Research Institute, 
WPA No. 304, May 1983. 

Comparison tests based on two test residential buildings and three 
software programs (including DOE-2. lA) led the authors to these 
conclusions: Input assumptions based on standard engineering references 
can cause prediction errors of approximately 60% even when using measured 
meteorological data. Accurate temperature prediction does not guarantee 
accurate load prediction, or accurate temperature prediction on the next 
building studied; there is evidence of compensating errors giving a false 
sense of confidence. Even when most input inaccuracies are eliminated, 
prediction errors from 10% to 17% have still be found; this can have a 
large impact on building and HVAC system design options. 

Judkof f, Wortman, O 'Doherty, and Burch. .;..;A __ M....;e;...t_h_o;....d"'"o;....l_o"'""g"""y...__f"""o_r __ v_a_l_i_d_a_t_i_n ..... g 
Building Energy Analysis Simulations. Solar Energy Research Institute, 
SERI/TR-254-1508 August 1983. 

Kert, Norman L. "Success by Managing a Software Program as if it was a 
Hardware Project", Northcon Professional Program "Software Development 
Methodology in an Engineering Environment". Session Record, Seattle, 1984. 

Software development needs to be well managed to achieve reliable, 
quality performance software in a cost effective, timely manner. One 
approach is to take advantage of parallels noted between software 
developme~t and the development of a hardware product. 

Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory. 
Revo 3, 1981 

DOE-2 Reference Manual, Report LBL-8706, 

Liddament and Allen. "The Validation and Comparison of Mathematical Models 
of Air Infiltration". AIC Technical Note 11, September 1983. 

Mazzucchi, R. P. "The Project on Restaurant Energy Performance End-Use 
Monitoring and Analysis". ASHRAE Paper P0-86-07, No. 4 (for Transactions 
1986, V.92, Pt.2). 

Swnmary and analysis of data archived from monitoring end-use data in 
seven restaurants in the Pennsylvania, Virginia, and New Jersey. 

McRae, Rufo, Guddat, and Baylon. "Service Life of Energy Conservation 
Measures", ASHRAE Journal, December 1988. 

Estimates of the average service life of 51 energy conservation measures 
under typical field conditions in the Pacific Northwest, based on an 
iterative Delphi survey of 53 expert architects, engineers, energy 
consultants, quality assurance engineers from equipment manufacturers, 
service/- repair· firms, and facility managers. The range, median, . mean, 
and modal values of estimated services lives were reported. Maintenance 
was he factor cited by most panelists as having the greatest influence on 
HVAC . equipment life, while installation was important for envelope 
measures and thermal storage systems, and installation and obsolescence 
were important for energy management control systems. 
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Meckler, Milton. "Flexible Approach to Computerized HVAC System Analysis", 
Handbook of Energy Conservation for Mechanical Systems in Buildings, Robert 
W. Roose, Ed., pp 66-76. Van Nostrand Reinhold Company, 1978 . 

The use of building analysis software for energy conservation and system 
design. 

Mixon, W.R. "Protocols to Guide Building Energy Monitoring Projects". 
ASHRAE Journal, June 1989, p.38. 

Development of procedures and methodologies for monitoring building 
energy. Specific programs are cited including ELCAP. 

Musa, John D. "Tools for Measuring Software Reliability". IEEE Spectrum, 
February 1989, p.39. 

Reliability engineering tools are being developed t o monitor the evolving 
reliability of software programs under development. Software reliability 
is a measure of how closely user requirements are met by a computer 
program in actual operation. Users are likely to demand that software 
developers prove their products meet maximum failure intensity limits. 

Neelamkavil, Francis. Computer Simulation and Modeling. John Wiley & Sons, 
1988. 

General introduction to modeling and simulation, with emphasis on 
computer applications. Covers types of systems, models, model 

·validation, discrete and continuous system simulation, simulation 
languages, and simulation experiments in practice with attention to 
sources of errors, error detection and control, variance reduction, and 
validation of results. Validation can be achieved by collecting evidence 
to support the validity of concepts, methodology, data, results, and 
inference; this may be demonstrated from retrospective, predictive, and 
structural perspectives. Verification refers to the correctness, 
consistency, and completenes? of model implementation with respect to the 
design specifications, whereas validation is concerned with the 
correctness and consistency of a model with respect to the real- world 
system under study [other authors use the terms more interchangeably]. 

Ohadi, Meyer and Pollington. "The Applicability and Limitations of a 
Simplified Building Energy Analysis Model (ASEAM2. l) - A Comparison Study". 
ASHRAE Transactions, 1989, V.95. 

Examination of the applicability and limitations of ASEAM2 .1; detailed 
testing of algorithms based on hand calculations and comparisons with 
four commercial-domain software programs, and a hypothetical movie 
theater in Minneapolis. Heating loads simulated by the four commercial 
programs were within 7% of the hand calculated base case, but ASEAM2. l 
was 62% lower due to its treatment of infiltration. Comparable results 
for cooling were below the base case by 38% and 4%. 

Peters, Lawrence. "Software Analysis and Design Methods", Northcon 
Professional Program "Software Development Methodology in an Engineering 
Environment". Session Record, Seattle, 1984. 

Software development is a process in logic that has been vi ewed as a 
progression of analysis, des i gn, and coding; but in f act "most software 
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either starts out without any blueprint or is quickly modified without 
updating the blueprints. Each new development such as higher level or 
macro oriented languages • • • aggravate the problems •••• " The development 
of structured analysis, structured requirements definition, structured 
analysis and design technique , and other methods respond to this analysis 
need. The comparable des i gn responses are found i n structured design, 
structured systems development, and Jackson ' s design method. 

Rees and Shedd. "Energy Models: Exploring the Mini-and Microcomputers 
Applications". Newcomb and Boyd Consulting Engineers. 

Reiter, P. D. "Early Results from Conunercial ELCAP Buildings: Schedules as 
a Primary Determinant of Load Shapes in the Conunercial Sector" . ASHRAE 
Transactions, 1986, V.92. 

Concepts of schedule and temperature-determined end-use loads were 
empirically examined using two buildings from the ELCAP metering project 

- together with overall load data from PURPA and utility sources. Hpurly 
end-uses were compared to the archetypes. The conclusion drawn is that 
s chedules play a dominant role i n determining the diurnal and seasonal 
shape of loads for the connnercial sector as a whole. 

Richter, Horst P. "Verifying the Reliability of Engin~ering Software", 
Computers in Mechanical Engineering, January 1984. . 

"The performance of any software is judged by its productivity and its 
reliability. The process of establishing the reliability of a computer 
program is called verification . Government agencies, technical 
societies, and companies are active in the production of guidelines and 
standards for verification." "Many standards stress procedures that 
require a test plan for development of a program and emphasize the 
specification of acceptance criteria and expected results for tests, 
[but] users in indus~ry must rely [primarily] on results-oriented 
documentation and verification." Reliability is measured by comparing 
the accuracy of the results from the program with results from another 
source. Reconunendations .are presented for the contents of a verification 
report. 

Ruegg and Petersen. Comprehensive Guide for Least-Cost Energy Decisions. 
U.S. Department of Conunerce, NBS Special Publication 709, January 1987. 

Estimating long-run economic performance of energy-related building 
components, using engineering and economic data. The publication assists 
"by guiding the decision maker to ask the right economic questions, by 
showing how to evaluate the cost _effectiveness of energy conservation and 
renewable energy investments, by providing computational aids, and by 
supplying data needed to make the evaluations." 

Shohl-Wagner, B. "Verifications 
Compilation and Review". ACEEE 
Buildings, August 1984. 

of Building 
Sunnner Study 
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Spielvogel, L. G. "Comparisons of Energy Analysis Computer Programs " . 
ASHRAE Journal, Vol. 20, No. 1, January 1978. 

Comparative simulations of a 20-story office building in Washington, DC 
were conducted by five modelers and unnamed software programs, as t he 
result of a Symposium on Energy Analysis Computer Programs. Al though 
units to quantify comparisons were intentionally omitted, the heating and 
cooling energy consumptions appear to differ by as much as a factor of 
three during some months. "The probable reasons • • • are the manner in 
which the various users interpreted the data ••• and the manner in which 
the computer programs handled the heating and cooling loads." An effort 
was then made to eliminate the user interpretations, to the greatest 
extent possible: Further models were developed for a high- rise apartment 
house with four widely used energy analysis computer programs; the test 
case was sufficiently simpl e that all mode l s produced very similar 
results. Agreement in simulation results is probab l y i nverse to the 
complexity of the building. 

Tishman Research Corporation. "DOE-2: Comparison with Measured Data", U.S. 
Department of Energy, March 1984. 

Wagner, B. S. "Comparisons of Predicted and Measured Energy Use in Occup i ed 
Buildings" ASHRAE Transactions, Vol. 90, Pt·. 2B, 1984. 

Compiled results of two dozen verification studies on building energy 
simulation modeling, spanning a wide range of model complexity, quality 
of input and consumption data, modeler capabilities, and type of 
verification. "Differences between predictions and measurements in most 
of the studies compiled were within a ranges of +/- 20% on average for 
the monitoring period for simulations of individual occupied buildings or 
groups of occupied buildings." However, these figures were primarily for 
simulations where prior consumption data was available and models had 
been adjusted to conform. The author concluded that energy analysis 
models are effective. 

Wal ton. Thermal Analysis Research Program. NBS IR 83-2655, National Bureau 
of Standards, March 1983. 

Wortman, 0 'Doherty and Judkoff. "An Overview of Validation Procedures for 
Building Energy Analysis Simulation Codes". Solar Energy Research Institute, 
Task 1053.00, March 1981. 

Validation depends on the control exercised over possible sources of 
error: weather, occupant behavior, modeler error, handbook error - which 
are external error types; and on modeling algorithm discrepancies, 
numerical solution inaccuracies, and coding errors - which are internal 
error types. SERI's work in validating building energy analysis 
simulations has resulted in a methodology that uses three kinds of 
tests: analytical verification, empirical validation, and code-to-code 
comparisons. 
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Yuill, Grenville K. "The BLAST Verification", ASHRAE Journal, January 1986. 
A study of the BLAST computer program, complementing earlier verification 
efforts. The current study compares actual energy consumption and 
simulation estimates for two houses in Edmonton, Alberta. Simulation 
results for a standard house were from 5% deficient to 11% excessive when 
monthly energy totals were compared, but 1% to 15% excessive for an 
energy-efficient house; deviations were ascribed largely to input data 
difficulties. Overall agreement was taken as support for the BLAST 
predictions. 
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APPENDIX B MODELER QUALIFICATIONS 

The Project Team 

The Evaluation of Software project was performed cooperatively by a team 
comprised of a prime contractor, six subcontractors, and two members of t he 
Bonneville Power Administration staff. Team members were selected for their 
experience and capabilities · in modeling energy consumption in commercial 
buildings. 

The prime contractor was Gale C. Corson Engineering. Mro Corson, the firm's 
owner and principal, was responsible for project management and for 
coordinating the work of other contractors. The primary subcontractor was 
Solarchitecture Planning, P.C.. The project was i nitially proposed as a 
joint venture between the two, and it was carried out i n that spiri t. 

Five other subcontractors were selected for the project : 
Applied Energy Management Techniques (AEMT) 
CADD Management Services 
Portland Energy Conservation, Inc. (PECI) 
Utility Systems & Applications, Inc. (US&A) 
VBB Pacific 

The two Bonneville st~ff members were Tom Osborn (Snake River District 
office) and Tim Steele (Portland main office). Both have worked on 
Bonneville's building energy conservation programs and are experienced 
building energy modelers. For this project they not only offered 
recommendations and guidance but also constructed building energy models and 
participated in the simulation studies. Mr. Osborn was the Contracting 
Officer's Technical Representative (COTR) for the project. 

Common experiences were the basis for the interest and close cooperation 
between Corson and Solarchitecture on the present project. Both firms have a 
long history in the use of building energy simulation software for modeling, 
and are well equipped with appropriate software and computational hardware. 

In 1984-85 Mr. Corson supported the Solarchitecture team working on two 
Commercial Audit Program (CAP) contracts from the Bonneville Power 
Administration. Later the two firms served independently as consultants for 
the Energy Edge Program. Corson and Smith came to realize that users of 
simulation software, from various suppliers, are generally hampered by 
limitations and problems. Sophisticated users/modelers have found ways to 
get around the limitations and to improve results through input data which 
may be nominally incorrect but give superior results. However, there has 
been little or no organized effort to determine the extent of the limitations 
or the validity of the methods used to circumvent them. 

This project was a way for the two firms to explore such questions, express 
their common interests, and advance the practice of building energy model i ng. 
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Project Participants 

Key persons contributing to the Eval uation of Software pro j ec t t hrough 
planning, simulations, and evaluations are show below. 

Gale C. Corson Engineering 
594 S.E. Craven Road 
Bend, OR 97702 

Gale Corson 
Shirley DeMaris 

Solarchitecture Planning, P. C. 
19028 65th Ave NE 
Seattle , WA 98155 

Larry Smith 
Dennis Oberto 

In addition to the management team, the following firms and indivi dual s 
participated in elements of the Evaluation of Software project, includi ng 
building energy modeling. 

Applied Energy Management Techniques 
508 SW Jefferson 
Corvallis, OR 97333 

Cadd Management Services 
723 The Parkway 
P.O.Box 283 
Richland, WA 99352 

Portland Energy Conservation, Inc. 
921 SW Washington, Ste 840 
Portland, OR 97205 

Utility Systems & Applications, Inc. 
4160 SE International Way, D-107 
Milwaukee, OR 97222 

VBB Pacific 
5901 S.W. Macadam Ave, St 135 
Portland, OR 97201-3620 

Tom Osborn - WCB [COTR] 
Bonneville Power Administration 
101 W. Poplar 
Walla Walla, WA 99362 

Timothy R. Steele I RMCC 
Bonneville Power Administration 
P.O. Box 3621 
Portland, OR 97211 
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Specific Experience - Gale C. Corson Engineering 

Gale C. Corson Engineering offers an established practice in energy 
management, conservation, control; energy resources; energy systems for 
building facilities, and feasibility analyses of power production facilities 
and systems. The firm and its predecessor (Center 4 Engineering) have dealt 
with projects for building energy systems and energy conservation since 1977. 

The firm has extensive experience with commercial building energy audits, 
including building energy simulations, work on two CAP contracts, and 
participation in other BPA commercial energy conservation programs. The firm 
is experienced in building energy system designs for new and renovation 
construction. 

Contributions in energy conservation programs include IBP, CAP, Energy Edge, 
Energy Smart, and Energy Smart Design; progranuning of building energy 
software; and earlier studies concerned with energy conservation and the use 
of energy and energy resources. Among the projects completed are: 

BPA Commercial Audit Program. Field work and engineering analyses for 
energy audits of approximately 150 commercial and institutional buildings 
in Portland suburbs. 

BPA Energy Smart Program. Computer simulations, engineering evaluation, 
and design recommendations for energy conservation in the design and 
construction of new commercial buildings. 

BPA Energy Edge Program. Engineering evaluation and design 
recommendations for building energy conservation; demonstration program 
encouraged designers to surpass the energy efficiency of the Model 
Conservation Standards. 

Software for Computer Assisted Design. Design, development, and coding 
of software for a computer based numerical simulation package used in the 
design and evaluation of ground source heat pumps. 

Energy Management and Control Reporting System. Data 
Veterans Administration national energy conservation 
reporting. 

processing 
analysis 

for 
and 

Energy Study - Conservation Through HVAC Controls. Study for the Navy of 
HVAC control technologies for energy conservation, resulting in a 
guideline manual for design, operation, and maintenance. 

Electrical and mechanical design of lighting, electrical, HVAC and 
plumbing systems in new construction and rehabilitation projects for 
commercial, institutional, and multiple family housing facilities. 
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Gale Corson, the firm's owner, served the Evaluation of Software project as 
Project Manager and Principal Investigator. He applies more than 30 years of 
experience in engineering and management responsibilities to the projects he 
leads. 

Corson holds engineering and MBA management degrees, i s a 'regi stered 
Professional Engineer and a member of engineering and professional societi es, 
and is currently serving on ASHRAE Standard Project Committee 140P, "Standard 
Method of Test for the Evaluation of Building Energy Analysis Computer 
Programs." 

He previously was Chief Engineer for Nissen Corporation (Nissen Universal) , 
and before that served in bus iness management , finance, and other engineering 
capacities. He was appointment by the Oregon Public Utility Commission to a 
select committee studying PURPA, and by the Governor of Oregon to the 
governing Board of the Citizens Utility Board of Oregon. Corson ' s written 
work, primarily on energy topics, has appeared in several journal s and 
government publications as well as private monographs. 

During the CAP efforts with Solarchitecture, extensive use was made of 
building energy simulation sof t ware. When software errors and limitations 
were encountered, Corson prompted the supplier to make corrections; he a l so 
programmed new support software to improve data input, analysis, and 
reporting. 

As an experienced energy auditor, Mr. Corson performed some of the building 
energy modeling for this project. He assigned Shirley H. DeMaris, an 
electrical engineer, to assist with modeling and analysis, especially 
electrical engineering concerns. DeMaris has supported energy analysis 
projects and Technical Assistance Studies for the firm, as well as 
engineering design work for the firm's engagements on commercial, 
institutional, and multiple-dwelling unit buildings. 
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Solarchitecture Planning, P.C. 

Solarchitecture Planning is an architectural planning and design firm with 
particular interest in building energy efficiency. Until recently the firm 
operated from offices in Portland, Oregon, but is now active in a new 
location in Seattle, Washington. 

Solarchitecture 's owner, Lauren A. "Larry" Smith, formed the firm in 1976 and 
concentrated much of his work on building energy conservation. 

Mr. Smith has extensive experience directing projects in architecture, 
planning, and energy analysis/conservation. His contract experience includes 
two energy audit contracts under the Commercial Audit Program. More recently 
he supported BPA's Purchase of Energy Savings Field Test (PES) program. In 
earlier employment he contributed to the work of architect/planner firms in 
-Oregon and on the east coast. He is a Registered Architect, holds degrees in 
architecture and planning, and is a member of professional groups including 
the American Association of Architects. 

Mr. Smith is an experienced energy auditor who performed building energy 
modeling for this project as appropriate. He also assigned Dennis Oberto to 
the project as a key participant. Mr. Oberto is an energy auditor who served 
on Solarchitecture Planning's team for the two Commercial Audit Program 
contracts; his further credits include extensive residential energy audits. 

VBB Pacific 

VBB Pacific is a Portland, Oregon affiliate of an international mechanical 
engineering company. The local firm specializes in commercial and 
institutional building energy performance and comparative energy systems 
analysis. 

VBB' s engineers have experience in computer software development as well as 
technical support of energy analysis programs. 

The firm's computer modeling is used by design teams to optimize building 
energy systems and architectural features; by owners/ developers for 
comparative system analysis and conservation measures; and by facility 
managers and utilities for monitoring and evaluation building operations. 

VBB Pacific's engineers have modeled several hundred commercial and 
institutional buildings throughout the Pacific Northwest and nationally, 
including participation in conservation programs such as Design Advantage and 
Smart Design. Representative modeling clients include the Washington State 
Energy Office, Pacific Power . & Light Company, U.S. General Services 
Administration, Pacific Gas & Electric Company, Portland Energy Conservation 
Inc., and the Oregon Department of Energy. 
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Applied Energy Management Techniques, Inc~ 

Applied Energy Management Techniques, Inc. (AEMT) is an incorporated division 
of Gordon and Associates (Corvallis, Oregon) established to perform services 
relating to energy analysis. AEMT performs energy prequalification analyses , 
energy audits and monitoring of the effectiveness of energy conservation 
measures, including all calculations for shared energy savings agreements. 

Gordon and Associates, Inc. is an engineering consulting firm, established in 
1971. The staff is comprised of multi-disciplinary talents representing 
mechanical/electrical/ industrial engineering, energy analysis ad data 
processing services. 

Applied Energy Management Techniques has developed an automated approach to 
analysis of energy consumption in commercial facilities. The approach 
involves an integration of actual uti l ity consumption, an inventory of 
specific building equipment, hours of operation and bui lding envelope 
information which is used as input to the appropriate computer simulation 
model. In addition to energy analysis performed for over 200 commercial 
clients relating to specific buildings, the following are government programs 
that provided substantial energy analysis experience: 

Conunercial Audit Program (CAP): Over 400 Level 2 buildings were analyzed 
· by AEMT under this program. The building locations were primarily in the 

Kennewick/Pasco area of Washington and in Central and Western Oregon. 
All energy simulations were modeled using either the Simplified Energy 
Analysis SEA program or the Elite building energy analysis program. 

Energy Edge Program: Four major projects have been accomplished by AEMT 
under this program, using PC-DOE, MICRO-DOE, and DOE2.1C. 

Purchase of Energy Savings Program (PES): Three analyses projects have 
been completed under the PES program, using PC-DOE and SEA. 

Cornmercial Incentives 
investigated and carried 
SEA. 

Pilot Program (CIPP): Five projects were 
through the analysis phase, using MICRO-DOE and 

Simulation Modeler - Lewis J. Ebner, Member of Technical Staff 
M.S., Physics; A.S., Energy Technology, Linn Benton Community College. 
Conducts energy use analyses, energy audits, computer system designs, 

programming, implementation and operation. Performed over 200 energy audits 
and .analyses for the Cornmercial Audit Program (CAP), the Energy Edge Program 
and the Purchase of Energy Savings (PES) program and the Commercial Incentive 
Pilot Program (CIPP) using the SEA, PC-DOE and MICRO-DOE and ELITE simulation 
programs. 
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CADD Management Services, Inc. 

CADD Management Services, Inc. is experienced in building energy modeling for 
existing and new buildings. Their work includes more than 30 buildings and 
600 models with ADM-2, and more than 20 buildings and 300 models with 
TrakLoad. 

CADD Management specializes in computer aided design and drafting. The firm 
offers computer expertise to produce high quality analysis and 
documentation. It has seven full time employees and a weal th of computer 
equipment, software, and design and drafting expertise. 

Dallas B. Noyes, P.E., the firm's principal engineer, performed the computer 
modeling and analysis for the current project. Over the past eight years Mr. 
Noyes has acquired extensive experience in energy audi ts and energy 
conservation measure design. He has worked with a wide variety of energy 
modeling software including DOE2, BLAST, TRACE, SOLCOST, ADM2, and TrakLoad. 
His solar, geothermal, and other renewable energy source experience provides 
additional depth of support. 

The major projects which Mr. Noyes has managed and completed include: 

Alternative service provider for the BPA Energy Smart 
program in regions administered through the Walla Walla and 
Spokane offices. 

Energy Smart Design Assistance through the BPA Spokane 
off ice. 

Services to the City of Richland for two years under the 
CIPP program. Audit review and support services for CIPP. 

Ten level III buildings 
Commercial Audit Program. 

in Benton County under 
Modeling was with ADM2. 

the BPA 

Energy conservation management services to other 
architects/engineers under the Washington State Energy 
Office Energy Edge program. Four Energy Edge studies were 
completed under this contract. All studies resulted in 
more than 20% reduction in the Base Case energy conswnption. 

Led the team which completed energy audits for schools in 
the Pasco School District, under the WSEO Institutional 
Buildings Program. 

Walk-through audits for nine Washington State National 
Guard armories in Eastern Washington. No modeling was 
required. 
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Life cycle cost analysis for a new elementary school for 
the Pasco School District and for the remodeling of the 
junior high school. Extensive modeling and analysis were 
completed for decisions relative to the life cycle cost of 
the building. TrakLoad was used for the computer modeling. 

Alternate energy source design and 
geothermal, biomass, hydrothermal, 
industrial heat recovery. 

Portland Energy Conservation, Inc. 

evaluation, including 
solar, ethanol and 

Portland Energy Conservation, Inc. (PECI) has been implementing energy 
conservation programs in the commercial sector since 1981. Under the 
direction of PECI, over 800 existing commercial facilities have been analyzed 
using either hand calculations or XENCAP, a computer-based audit program. 

In the last four years, PECI has used both TrakLoad and DOE2.1C to model 
commercial buildings for Bonneville Power Administration with Energy Edge and 
Smart Design, the Conservation Law Foundation of New England, and BC Hydro . 
. In the last year, small office and retail facilities have been simulated 
using TrakLoad to analyze energy savings in prototypical buildings for three 
different utilities in New England, and in British Columbia for BC Hydro. 

PECI's first experience with computer simulation programs was as a sponsor of 
Energy Edge in analyzing the potential savings of new commercial buildings. 
As applicants submitted their preliminary designs for consideration, PECI 
staff used TrakLoad to simulate the buildings. Once buildings were selected 
for the final round of consideration, an engineer modeled the buildings with 
DOE2.1C. 

Will Miller, Technical Director, directs the modeling efforts. Mike Kaplan, 
consulting engineer, provides the design expertise to make sure that reliable 
models are built. Rick Jones, a recent addition to PECI's staff, had three 
years experience modeling for Puget Energy Services, using ASEAM and TrakLoad. 

Mr. Miller directs technical aspects of the new commercial designs and 
programs which PECI is developing for sixteen utilities in the United States 
and Canada. He researches baseline parameters for commercial buildings; 
develops modeling criteria and formats; identifies energy-efficient design 
options, including resulting energy savings, costs, and expected life; and 
determines appropriate incentive levels for utility programs. 

Mr. Miller provides technical consultation on design and implementation of 
commercial retrofit programs for twelve northeast utilities, and advises 
Pacific Power on appropriate strategies for commercial energy conservation in 
its six-state service territory. 

Miller designed PECI's plan for implementing Energy Edge, a Bonneville Power 
Administration program for new commercial buildings that achieves a 30 
percent savings over regional model conservation standards. He conceived the 
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Industrial Lighting Incentive Program, funded by Bonneville and operated by 
PECI, that improved lighting systems in industrial facilities. He developed 
and supervised a commercial audit program for Clark Public Utility district, 
that provided 540 commercial audits in Clark County, Washington. He directed 
the commercial/industrial audit program for Portland, Oregon, saving 
electricity and fossil fuels for 440 Portland businesses •. 

Utility Systems & Applications 

Utility Systems & Applications (US&A) has demonstrated its ability to 
successfully manage diverse energy-related technical services. Since 1980, 
US&A has offered services to utilities, corporations, and public agencies 
throughout the Pacific Northwest. Those services include: 

o Energy audits and technical services; 
o Electricity use recording and translation; and 
o Design, acquisition and installation of electricity metering 

and submetering. 

US&A has extensive experience conducting energy audits. The firm performed 
over 600 audits as part of Bonneville Power Administration's Commercial Audit 
Program. Commercial audits were also conducted on behalf of the City of 
Portland's energy savings center and for the University of Oregon. 

Electricity user recording and translation services have been provided to 
industries and utilities in four states. US&A performed detailed end-use 
surveys required to document loads and determine survey points in both 
residential and commercial applications. 

US&A has tested and calibrated meters or performed comprehensive audits on 
major accounts for Northwest utilities. It has installed load survey 
equipment for US Navy commissaries, metering for federal HUD housing, and 
submetering and calibration capabilities for commercial and industrial 
accounts. 

Lynn Frank, President, served nearly eight years as director of the Oregon 
Department of Energy. He managed an array of energy conservation programs -
Residential audits for oil-heated homes; commercial tax credit applications 
for energy conservation projects; project review for loans under the Small 
Scale Energy Loan Program; implementation of MCS; administration of Energy 
Edge and Energy Smart; administration of the Schools and Hospitals Programs; 
and numerous other conservation programs. 

Hussein Hassoun, Executive V.P., is skilled in spreadsheets and graphics for 
tracking, status, and other purposes; and has demonstrated experience in data 
entry and calculations. While with the Oregon Department of Energy, he was 
responsible for long-range energy demand forecasting, studies of energy 
resource alternatives, and cost/benefit analysis of energy incentive 
programs. His division performed energy use survey and audits on residential, 
commercial and industrial facilities. 
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Jack Callahan has over six years experience in energy analysis and mechanical 
systems design for connnercial and industrial facilities. He has contributed 
as a consulting engineer, and by administering public sector energy 
conservation programs for the Oregon Department of Energy. Callahan has 
extensive modeling experience including hourly, typical day, and bin models 
using DOE-2 .1, PC DOE;, ASEAM-2, SEA, TrakLoad, and Elite Building Energy 
Analysis Programs. He has performed audits, modeling, and design assistance 
under BPA' s IBP, ITP, Energy Edge, Technical Assistance, and Energy Smart 
Design programs, including detailed energy analysis on over 50 connnercial and 
industrial buildings. 

Bonneville Power Administration 

Bonneville Power Administration (Bonneville) performs energy simulations of 
all new substation buildings. DOE-2.1 is the energy simulation program 
commonly used. Energy modeling is used to justify building . and HVAC 
construction features and to establish an estimate of building energy use. 
Bonneville uses commercial building prototypes in load forecasting, in energy 
conservation studies and as the basis for the energy conservation supply 
curves. 

Two Bonneville engineers gave direct support to the Evaluation of Software 
project - Tom Osborn and Tim Steele. Marilyn Brown, another BPA engineer and 
manager of an allied energy conservation pro j ect, contributed helpful 
insights. Jeff Jansen operated the laser printer to be sure quality graphics 
would be available for the report. 

Tom Osborn earned his Bachelor of Science in Mechanical Engineering from 
Gonzaga University, Spokane, Washington in 1986. He has worked with BPA 
since 1985 and has been involved in the Walla Walla Area Off ice operation of 
Irrigation, Residential, Industrial and Commercial programs. In the past 
year, Tom has modeled over 20 different buildings using ASEAM-2, ADM-2 and 
TrakLoad. He constructed several building energy simulation models for the 
Evaluation of Software project, and served as the capacity of COTR. 

Tim Steele was responsible for the development of Bonneville modeling 
requirements and use in energy conservation projects. He has performed 
studies at Bonneville using DOE-2.lD and A Simplified Energy Analysis (ASEAM) 
software. He also has spent time as a consulting engineer during which he 
performed energy audits and new construction design studies using Simplified 
Energy Analysis (SEA). 
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APPENDIX C 

VARIABLES IN ENERGY CONSERVATION MODELING 

The world in which we live is irregular, and evidences variability. 
known to us imperfectly and is subject to interpretation. 

It i s 

The same attributes reflect in building energy modeling and simulations, 
first in how a simulation model is constructed and ultimately in our 
understanding of the simulation results. Thus the energy consumption of a 
given building is itself subject to variability as are estimates of the 
consumption, even before considering differences between the various software 
packages that could be used in the simulation. Moreover, the conclusions 
that are drawn depend on perspectives as well as data. 

The building energy estimate derived from any given simulation model will 
fall within a range which depends both on the soft'!'are and construction of 
the building-specific model. Measures of performance such as spread in the 
likely range of estimates willl depend on the parameters of the building 
being modeled as well as the way the simulation software was designed . 

The preceding paragraphs recognize variabilithy both within the simulation 
process and the "real world" it seeks to mimi.c. Variability is linked to 
variables. The number of variables associated with .a building is large, both 
in the real world and in models used to simulate its energy. Indeed, it is 
the extensive number of variables and how they interrelate that leads to the 
use of computerized simulations for energy consumption estimates, rather than 
relying on manual calculations. 

Simulation models are useful tools, in part, because they encompass a large 
number of often comlex relationships and consistently compute the results of 
a large number of calculations. When energy conservation measures (ECMs) are 
considered, a number of alternatives can be evaluated quickly, easily, and 
economically. 

The complexity of the world being simulated, however, is also the reason for 
compromises in the calculations; and the complexity of the models helps 
explain why they may embody incorrect calculations. The quality of 
simulation models depends on the care exercised both by the respective 
software houses and by the people who construct and exercise the final 
building-specific models. 

The same profusion of variables adds to the difficulty of conducting 
meaningful investigations and anayses of modeling techniques, software 
quality, and simulation results. It follows that variabliil ty is a 
significant aspect of the Evaluation of Software project. 

It is helpful to examine the variables that affect building energy 
simulations. The variables recognized and classified in Chapter 4 are 
further detailed in the summary chart and narrative which follow. 
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Factors Affecting Energy Simulations 

Input Variables 

Available data 
unrecorded building changes 

- occupancy changes and variability 
- energy delivery, meter, and reading variability 
- energy consumption variability 
- energy consumption records 
- weather variability 
- weather records 
- conduct of field audits 

Mode l definition 
- modeler interpretation of field audit and other data 
- modeler decisions on model input data 
- modeler ' s conformal choice on use of actual energy data 

modeler ' s adaptations to simulation model 
- construction of basic model 

Data entry errors 

Software Variables 

Software design 
- conceptual design - methodology (hourly, bin, etc) 

software scope, limitations, and applications 
design compromises 
extent of building system types simulated 
algorithm selection 
weather file structure and adequacy 
other internal data files 

- input parameters 
- design and coding errors 
- ECM options 

Software implementation 
- documentation, other information, supplier support 

ease and clarity of data input 
availability of data for weather parameters 
availability of weather files 
hardware compatibility 
running times and running time choices 
interactive effects, order of runs, etc. 
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Factors Affecting the Interpretation of Energy Simulations 

Implementation Variables 

Interpretation and applicat~on of simulation results 
end results evaluation and conclusions 
local variables - utility rates and availability 

- ECM cost, service life, and payback; ECM selection 
communication of results 

Building construction deviations and variables 
- owner and construction contractor choices; base building 
changes 
- ECMs not implemented · 

Output Variables 

Building end-user variability; changes in: 
- occupancy type; hours of operation; numbers of occupants 

heating/cooling set-points 
ventilation, especially operable windows 
envelope, shading 
lighting and lighting hours 
etc. 

Weather encountered 
- differences from "simulation weather" data: 

temperatures, cloud cover, humidity, wind 
Other "real-world" variables, including undefined random processes 

Data quality 
- extent and quality of monitoring 

end-user data 
energy delivery and reading variability 
energy consumption variability and records 
weather variability and records 

Interpretation Variables 

Study plan 
- sampling plan 
- specific simulations 

Interpretations and conclusions 
- reviewer experience, perspectives/bias 
- communications 
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1. Variations in Input Variables 

Input variables occur in the information used to construct a simulation 
model (or other energy analysis). Input variations may arise in utility , 
field, or weather data, or from choices made manifest by the data input 
to the simulation model. 

Data used to construct a buildign energy simulation model determine what the 
model will be, how it will behave, and therefore what results it wi ll 
produce. Some input data is determined from sources which are largely beyond 
a modeler's control, or otherwise provide "raw data" for the modeler to 
consider. "data variables" arise from such data itself. By way of contrast, 
"modeler variables" derive from a modeler ' s selection, modification, and 
adaptation of the raw data. 

For analysis purposes it is helpful to distinguish between the availability 
and collection of data defining a building, and the interpretation and entry 
of that data into a simulation model. The former derives from a field audit, 
while the latter is the work of the engineer/technician who serves as the 
modeler. There are fundamental differences between input variables resulting 
from modeler choices and those due to other input factors. 

The CAP evaluation report provides a reasonable analysis of what is typically 
encountered when field data is collected, and the probable errors associated 
with it. This step of an energy analysis can introduce considerable 
differences in the work and resul ts reported by several modelers. The 
Evaluation of Software project did not attempt to test those findings and 
conclusions further. Efforts to help modelers acheive greater consistency 
might appropriately embrace this step, however. 

Chapters 4 and 5 of this report include considerable information about the 
collection and vagaries of data variables pertaining to buildings and 
building energy analysis. The examples there are for the buildings selected 
for the Evaluation of Software project, but the examples are representative 
of other buildings as well. Further comments are noted below. 

Much remains to be understood about how the interpretation and entry of data 
into a simulation model affects the simulation results. Note can be made of 
variables such as thermal conductivity and shading coefficients. A modeler 
will interpret these variables in ways that affect the value entered for a 
specific software algorithm. Accordingly, if the input value is made larger 
or smaller the algorithm will compute a larger/smaller result. The 
significance of these variables and interpretive effects can be determined 
through a sensitivity analysis in which changing output values are observed 
in response to changing values of input parameters. 

On the other hand, some interpretive variables represent choices between 
several algorithms. Examples are the selection of a heating system type, a 
decision to ignore certain shading features, failure to specify setback 
controls or optimization, and approximations of a seasonal plant vacation 
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the simulation software does not support directly. For these variables there 
is no simple relationship between input and output increments. Instead there 
may be massive shifts in energy conswnption estimates. 

In both instances, specific patterns of modeler interpretation can be 
observed, but not always predicted. To understand the frequency and 
significance of interpretive variations, it is therefore necessary to observe 
and record the behavior of an appropriate nwnber of representative modelers. 

However, no process has yet been found to obtain complete, accurate data for 
all parameters that affect a buildling's energy performance. Drawings, 
specifications, and field audits are used, with varying degrees of success. 

How a modeler interacts with the data and the osftware afects model per
formance. It follows that the modeler's ability is a variable of interest. 
Modeler ability has most frequently been judged by speciifc qualifications 
including education and training, general experience, modeling experience, 
and experience with specific modeling tools (software programs). There is, 
however, a -notable lack of agreement about these qualifications and how 
stringent they should be. It seems reasonable to suggest that modeler qual
ifications should be related to the frequency and magnitude of overall 
effects ascribed to modeler variables - the greater the variability the more 
emphasis that should be placed on the qualifications. 

Return now to the instance in which an input delta-change produces an output 
delta-change. An example is the change in a wall "U" value that produces a 
change in simulated energy conswnption according to algorithms ·linking them. 
A modeler's decisions about input variables may be of this type, which we 
will call type a). Modeler decisions may also be of at least three other 
types: b) choices (valid or not) between algorithms, c) modeling compromises 
and compensations, and d) shaping/leveling choices. Type b) may be 
illustrated by a multizone HVAC system modeled with or without reset; type c) 
may be illustrated by forcing wall -orientations of a six-sided building into 
a four-wall simulation model; type d) may be illustrated through use of a 
modeling feature that allows average simulated energy to be set to a 
specified level (for example, to agree with utility billings). 

Modeler choices of the latter three types are not subject to sensitivity 
analysis and need to be analyzed through simulation experience. Type b) may 
be significant in degrading model performance by modelers who have 
insufficient engineering training. Type c) includes attempts by experienced 
modelers to improve a model, although results are likely to be inconsistent 
when the work of two modelers is compared. 

Type a choices seem to have received the most attention in the literature, 
perhaps because they are the easiest to study and explain. The same emphasis 
is noted in this study, but at least a start has been made in investigating 
the more subjective decisions affecting input variables. 

At the same time, there seems to be an ongoing opportunity to reduce the 
variability associated with type a) decisions, which is pointed out by the 
sections in this report that deal with utility billing data and weather data. 

Weather is an important environmental variable. The data in a weather file 
introduces variability because it is only an approximation of real weather. 
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Furthermore, many software suppliers ask the modeler-user to accept weather 
data on faith: weather data may be available only in a coded (unreadable) 
file and only from the supplier, of unspecified contents, a.nd used in the 
software in unspecified ways. Often there is no way the modeler can test or 
confirm the data, much less correct it or adapt it to his individual needs. 

To compare simulated and actual results meaningfully, it is necessary to 
adjust for the differences in weather data by changing either the 
simulation process or the results . of the simulation to account for the 
specific weather conditions, or by normalizing the "actual" weather data to 
yield average building energy. 

One way to adjust simulated building energy for specific weather data is to 
alter the computer-based weather file used in the simulation. For adjustment 
purposes, some files can be modified fairly easily, others less so. Many 
conunercial building energy software packages use ASCII-format weather files 
with numerical values related to physical measures such as temperature, 
humidity, and cloud cover. In a few instances, actual-year weather files are 
already available" In theory therefore , a building energy simulation ·can be 
repeated with the new weather fi l e to yield an estimate on a basis comparable 
to the energy "actuals" for the period represented by that weather data. Two 
caveats are in order. This method introduces some uncertainty because a 
modified weather file will be less well authenticated than the one it 
replaces. Furthermore, while the work required to establish a new weather 
file may be acceptable for a few analyses, it would be excessive for routine 
energy simulations. As a practical matter, there may be instances in which 
the weather file is not amenable to this kind of manipulation. 

An alternative is to multiply the simulated heating/cooling energy (month by 
month) by the ratio of actual and normal heating/cooling degree days or some 
similar parameter. Alternatively, the same procedure can be applied to 
energy "actuals" to. normalize them for comparison with "typical year" 
weather. This procedure· provides only an approximation of the desired 
adj us tmen t, but the reduced accuracy is in the adj us tmen t rather than the 
base calculation. The usual objections to degree-day methods apply therefore 
only to the relatively small portion of the total represented in the 
adjustment. The result will be a substantial improvement over unadjusted 
data. 

In the real world, desired weather data is not always available. Further 
approximations become a necessity. The need is increased to examine the data 
carefully and adjust it as appropriate. 

Weather variability shows up in the bills rendered by utility companies. It 
takes more energy to maintain building comfort when the weather is 
increasingly cold or increasingly hot, or for that matter other extreme 
conditions such as high winds and excess humidity. Utility billings provide 
an important source of information both about the environment and about the 
characteristics of the building being investigated. 

However, utility billings introduce variability of their own. Meter 
meter reading errors, meter reading dates, and accounting 
approximations, and errors can all take their toll. 
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Likewise, the specially metered energy data available from the ELCAP /CREUS 
program - is not without its own problems - despite safeguards to maintain 
its integrity. Simple tests and comparisons flagged three instances, 
affecting two buildings, where the ELCAP data originally provided could not 
be correct. Corrections were obtained from the data source for two of the 
errors, while the third remained without resolution. 

Building data was yet another source of uncertainty and variability for the 
project. The project was premised on the use of a few real buildings as a 
sample of what can occur, and as a basis against which the study simulations 
and other activities could be compared. The four buildings that formed the 
comparative base for the Evaluation of Software project are real, existing 
buildings, each with a history of occupancy and energy use. Each building 
had been studied three, four, or more times in a success i on of invest i gative 
programs sponsored by the Bonneville Power Administration. Files from those 
programs offered a wealth of information about the bui l dings, and those files 
were made available for the Evaluation of Software project. 

Furthermore, the CAP evaluation report had previously made an investigation 
of the variables and errors which can and do occur when building data is 
gathered from the field, interpreted, and utilized in building energy 
modeling. It was decided that those variables need not be explored further 
for the Evaluation of Software project. Thus, the file data already 
available on the four buildings was the accepted data base adopted for the 
current project. 

Even so, modelers complained that the parameters were not fully defined . By 
implication they were critical of the demand forced upon them to extrapolate 
appropriate input values for modeling based on the partial information given 
them. They were concerned about the uncertainty and variability introduced 
by this process. 

No process has yet been found to obtain complete, accurate data for all 
parameters that affect a building's energy performance. Drawings, specifi
cations, and field audits are used, with varying degrees of success. There 
is considerable agreement about the correct applicability of this data as 
long as it is complete. There is considerably less agreement about how the 
data should be extrapolated and interpreted, when those needs arise. 

2. Variations in Building Energy Simulation Software 

Software differences stem from differences in algorithms, the number and 
variety of input parameters, differing ECM options, the structure and 
choice of weather data files, and conceptual differences of models 
utilizing typical buildings, typical weather days, bin methods, or hourly 
simulation. 

Determining comparative quality and differences between building energy 
simulation software packages was the primary analysis goal for the Evaluation 
of Software project. 
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Some comparisons, such as hardware compatibility or the extent of documenta
tion, can be made fairly easily and reported descriptively. A determination 
of a program's technical features - for simulating certain building energy 
systems, components, or controls - is somewhat more sophisticated yet still 
quite easily accomplished, at least superficially. Most of the studies 
reported in the literature, however, and most of the efforts in the 
Evaluation of Software project focused on the more difficult demands for 
software testing and validation. 

The difficulty stems from the need to analyze the software through the inter
mediary of building-specific models that have relied on the software for 
their development and calculation. In the analysis, the software is treated 
as a complex "black box"; how it functions - or at least how well it 
functions - is deduced by comparing its output with a "standard" output 
obtained from another bl ck box or a real-world building. Occasionally the 
output may also be evaluated on an input/response basis, but unless a very 
simple building model is used the output response is too complex to 
anticipate through manual calculation processes. 

The Evaluation of Software project relied on macroscopic comparisons between 
models but omitted procedural steps for determining and anayzing the sources 
of the differences. Compared to the large number of variables, the sample 
size was small. Therefore, while the software design variables listed on 
page C-2 are recognized, the results were not sufficient to isolate their 
individual contributions to overall program performance. 

uated to see if they are suitable for this study: the probable magnitude of 
errors may need to be estimated. 

As a general statement, all of the software packages introduce their own 
approximations, limitations, idiosyncrasies, demands upon operators, and even 
errors. The cumulative effect of these features impacts the accuracy of the 
results obtained from the simulations. Departures from the real world are 
certain to affect decisions about which Energy Conservation. Measures (ECMs) 
should be implemented and how rapidly their investment can be recovered 
through energy cost savings. The Evaluation of Software project encountered 
these various limitations, with the result that less conformith between the 
several base building models was realized than had been expected, but the 
effort was still successful in determining quantitative measures of how far 
the simulation results depart from each other and "reality". 

Because the choice of software for a specific modeling project is a strong 
determinant of the results that will be obtained from the simulation, the 
choosing process itself should be recognized as introducing variability. 
However, software selection is made by the modeler, and therefore is 
classified as a modeler variable. 
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3. Variations in Implementation Variables 

Two types of implementation variables are recognized, those that ari se 
during the evaluation process and those representing differences between 
what is projected for a building (new) or building modification 
(renovation or ECM), and what in fact is constructed . 

Variability arising during the evaluation process i s reflected in recommen
dations for building design features and ECMs, rather than discrepancies in 
building energy consumption. Modeler choices and economic factors influence 
the selection of recommended building features and ECMs, even if energy 
projections remain constant. When energy savings and installed cost are held 
constant, the economic feasibility of an ECM is a function of the utility 
rate at which the energy savings are priced. However, an ECM will never be 
considered if the modeler does not include it in his analysis, and the 
building owner will not selec t it for implementation if a recommended results 
i s not communicated effectively. 

ECM determinations are strongly influenced by the input values assigned by 
the modeler. The inputs are not only for technical parameters (setback 
temperatures, changes in lighting efficiency, economizer action, etc) but 
also for economic parameters (cost, rates, and economic service life of the 
ECMs). Equally important, the modeler does not make simulation runs for all 
possible ECMs and combinations of ECMS; he .chooses which analysis runs to 
make, usually because he anticipates a positive payback based on prior 
experience in the field and with the simulation P.rogram. The modeler may 
choose to observe cutoff points (for example, ignore ECMs that cost more than 
$X or have a payback longer than Y years), and the modeler controls the 
ordering and packaging of ECMs (which often interact to affect the estimated 
payback of other ECMs). 

Variability arising from how a building is constructed, on the other hand, is 
likely to be reflected in building energy performance that differs from the 
simulated model projections. Quite simply, the model anticipated and 
simulated something other than what was eventually built. Such differences 
may arise from discrepancies or changes in site conditions, regulatory 
requirements, further improvements sought by the design team, omitted ECMs. 
owner choices and decisions (including financing limitations and capital 
investment tradeoffs), availability and variances of materials of supply and 
equipment, and the work performed by construction contractors. 

Implementation variables therefore arise both from model-user decisions about 
what energy conservation measures should be modeled and recommended, and from 
decisions the building owner/user and others make about what would be built. 
The CAP evaluation report considered most of the topics in the previous 
paragraphs; Section 3 and 4 addressed the modeling dec i sions, while Section 4 
considered factors affecting the as-built decisions. The CAP evaluation 
report recognized that decisions made by modelers impact the results, and 
contractor and owner decision are driven by cost and payback considerations. 
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4. Variations in Output and Real-World Variables 

Implementation variables arise from the data obtained from a finished 
project. Building end-use consumption varies with end-user impacts 
(occupancy, leaving windows open or lights on, thermostat set-points, 
etc.), quality and sufficiency of data monitoring, and weather 
variables. Output variables also include wispecified random processes. 

The "real world" . energy consumption of a building is significant in the 
evaluation of simulation software when it is used as a comparative base: the 
suitability of the software is judged by how closely it approximates 
"reality". 

A building's actual energy consumption depends not only on how it was 
constructed (implementation) but also on what environmental variables it 
encowiters, such as weather and how its occupants use it. 

The factors affecting weathe+ variability as identical to those considered 
for input data. In general, future weather will never agree with the weather 
file used for simulation, although compensating adjustments may be possible; 
in addition, no two buildings will experience the same weather, although 
buildings in the same neighborhood will usually be affected by similar 
weather during concurrent data logging. When weather variables are 
significant to . the results, as they .usually are, either the simulation or the 
field data (or both) need to be normalize to a common base. 

When comparisons are made between projected and actual building energy 
consumption, the tendency is to accept verbatim the data taken in the 
monitored building. The situation arises frequently when some but not all 
measures have been installed from a package of recommended ECMs' If the 
building occupancy has changed, the weather was atypical, or the buidling was 
equipped or constructed in a manner other than the predictive simulation, 
then a notation may be entered as to why the model gave a poor prediction; 
but this is only partially informative at best, and may at times be 
misleading, because the energy bases are no longer comparable. In such 
instances the evaluation of simulation software performance should compare 
metered data with a revised simulation. 

The quality of metered data is a further concern. Imprecision in the 
instruments can usually be ignored relative to the larger variables, but 
human errors in placing equipment, separating circuits, and recording 
multiplies can introduce significant data errors. 

Futhermore, many aspects of the real world are irregular, even when we fail 
to identify the variables or find them important only in the aggregate. The 
probable range of variability introduced from this source can be estimated 
only imprecisely; fortwiately such wiknowns appear to contribute only a small 
part of the total variability. 
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5. Variations in Interpretation Variables 

Interpretation variables are encountered during analysis and communi
cation of the study results. Findings from a study of building energy 
simulation modeling depend on the study plan adopted, the specific 
simulations made, and the perspectives of the reviewer. These could lead 
to differences in the conclusions reported by two different researchers. 

Interpretation variables are encountered when people attempt to analyze and 
interpret differences between two sets of simulation estimates, or between 
simulated energy and energy consumption data collected from real buildings . 
Such variables reflect specific samples, sample sizes, simulations, the need 
to fill in for missing data, and the prior experience (''bias") of the 
reviewers. 

Related factors, such as differences in end-use categories between two data 
sets, add to the difficulty of presenting applicable, unbiased conclusions. 

These variables therefore are factors in what is ostensibly "determined" by a 
particular study. Such variables are inherent in any study, but their 
magnitude can be limited through peer review and their impacts (on the reader 
of a report for example) can be further reduced simply through recognition 
and disclosure. 

It may be helpful to remember that things are not always what they seem to be. 
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APPENDIX D: BUILDING DESCRIPTION FILES 

Modelers were asked to construct 
progressively more complete data. 
information about the buildings, 
Files". 

building files for simulation studies, using 
For Cycle 1 they received only descriptive 

in the form of written "Building Description 

By way of example the text from one of the Building Description Files is 
reproduced in this appendix: the file for the large office building. Further 
information, although not reproduced here, was provided in the form of 
sketches, schedules, and copies of selected information from the CREUS 
project files. For one building a nearly complete, though reduced and hard 
to read, set of architectural and engineering drawings was located and made 
available. 

Modelers were asked to work from the descriptions, and avoid visits to the 
building sites, but they were encouraged to direct questions to the prime 
contractor if additional information was needed . In some instances it was 
possible to answer those questions, in the form of written supplements sent 
to all modelers. A composite example appears on the next page of this 
appendix. 
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SUPPLEMENTAL BUILDING DESCRIPTION FILE 
(a composite of several issued) 

BUILDING #1 - Small Retail Building, Eugene 
1. General -
2. Envelope The common wall on the east side of the building is 

actually a double wall (see photo). 
3. 
4. 
5. 
6. 
7. 
8. 
9 . 

HVAC -
Lighting -
DBW -
Occupancy -
Other Loads -

Weather -
Cut-off date 

See attached 
The preswned date of the field audit is January 1, 1987 . 

BUILDING #2 - Large Retail Building, Richland 
1 . General -
2. Envelope - The main entryway is covered by a canopy (see photo ). 

3 . 
4. 

5. 
6. 
7. 
8. 
9. 

HVAC -
Lighting 

DBW -
Occupancy -
Other Loads -

Weather -
Dates -

Exterior concrete walls have aggregate finish on the 
outside (see photo). 

The (transverse array of) fixtures in the "mall " area are 
marked on the lighting sketch by "3"s in rectangles: Each 
rectangle identifies three fixtures end-to-end, each with 
four 4' H.O. lamps. 

See attached 
The preswned date of the field audit is January 1, 1987. 
Billing dates shown each month: · date read, date billed, 
date paid. 

BUILDING #3 - Small Office Building, Eugene 
1. General - Some of the sketches are marked "NRW", indicating a farmer 

building occupant. 
2. Envelope -
3. HVAC - Night setback is manual. 

One panel schedule shows exhaust fans: 
lunch room 180 cfm SOW HVAC control 
restrooms, ea 100 cfm 30W light switch 
conference 180 cfm SOW room switched 
ship/receive ? cfm SOW unknown control 

Shipping/receiving was augmented by 8' baseboard heater, 2000W 
4. Lighting - 7 of the 4' fixtures had only 2 lamps when audited 

(delamped) 
Ballast was probably still in place. 

5. DBW 
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6. Occupancy - The occupant apparently occupied building first in April 
of 19~P, and their "computer center" business gradually 
grew (they outgrew the building in 1989). By August 1988 
they had 45 computers, 8 printers. The prior tenant also 
used computers, but more as an adjunct to their off ice 
work. 

7. Other Loads - microwave, dishwasher, Saran wrap heater 
8. Weather - See attached 
9. Dates - The presumed date of the field audit is January 1, 1987. 
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BUILDING DESCRIPTION FILE 

Large Office Building 
Richland, Washington 

BUILDING ABSTRACT: 

1. General The building is a four-story office building currently 
occupied by the owner and tenants; a portion of the building is vacant. A 
penthouse provides space for a cooling tower and mechanical equipment. Total 
conditioned area of building, including basement, is approximately 50,500 
square feet. The drive-in banking facility is shown in the photos. 

The building was constructed in 1978; except for additional air conditioning 
for computers in 1982 and an Energy Management and Control unit added in 
1984, no major modifications have been made since then. The building is in 
good condition with an estimated remaining life in excess of 30 years. 

Energy audit file references to a separate drive-up booth (for the credit 
union's banking o_perations) do not show up on the building drawings. 

The building is all electric. .Two meters have been noted, one with demand 
metering. 

2. Envelope - The building is of concrete wall construction. Walls and 
roof are insulated. Construction details are shown on the building drawings. 

The architect/engineer drawings show the 3rd and 4th floors ready for "build 
out" to meet tenant requirements. Additional interior walls and partitions 
have in fact been provided to meet tenant requirements. See attached 
sketches, and comments below under "Occupancy". 

3. HVAC - The HVAC system is composed of three primary systems: 
• The basement is heated by two electric furnaces with minimum outside 

air. • Two air-handling units with hydronic heating and cooling coils, 
filters, and economizers serve the credit union's high-ceiling 
areas on the first floor • 

• The rest of the building is served by two and four pipe fan coil units. 

Hot water is supplied by an electric boiler located in the basement; chilled 
water is supply by two chillers located in the roof penthouse. Heat is 
rejected via a closed loop cooling tower. Most of perimeter fan coil units 
(McQuay SCB-081A and SCB-121A) have cooling capacity only; interior units have 
both heating and cooling capacity. Fan coil units shut down at night, but 
night cycle below 60F. Lack of peripheral heating capacity has led to winter 
temperature control problems; "temperature control problems and thermostat 
'fighting'" result. 
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Outside air for the areas served by the fan coil units is provided by two 
makeup air units per floor. These units are electric furnaces which draw in 
100% outside air, temper it in winter, and discharge it into a ceiling plenum 
where it mixes with return air from the space before entering the fan . coil 
unit. A later modification was to connect the makeup units to the peripheral 
fan coil units, to provide a type of economizer performance. 0 Return air 
enters the ceiling plenum through the luminaries. 

A packaged terminal air-conditioning unit serves the separate drive-up booth 
with both heating and cooling. 

A split system heat pump stands ready 24 hours a day - in the event of ou.tage 
or overload of the main equipment - to provide cooling for the main computer 
on the first floor. The outdoor section condenser unit is at the SW corner 
of the building, shown in one of the photographs, 

Building cooling is provided by two Carrier (30HR 100 B600) hermetic 
reciprocating compression chillers and a Baltimore air coil cooling tower 
(1,VNT-lOODA). When sampled, temperatures of the water to the tower were 
90.SF in and 87 .OF out. The chilled water pump is interlocked with the 
chillers, and the condenser water pump is interlocked with the cooling 
tower. Chilled water temperature is monitored by the EMCS. 

The primary heat source for the building is an electric boiler (1 126 000 
BTUh). Boiler temperature is monitored by the EMCS and is reset based on 
outside air temperature ("boiler temp reset by O.A. temp to SOF by EMCS"). 
The heating hot water pump is shut down based on outside air temperature. 
Additional heating is provided at the electric· furnaces in the basement and 
at the makeup air units above grade. 

The building has a pnewnatic temperature control system. It was originally 
equipped with time c.locks for the equipment serving the credit union spaces 
on the first and second floors, and separately for the rest of the tenant 
spaces; the system provided for temperature setup/setback during unoccupied 
periods. An Energy Management Control System, installed in 1984, now 
provides optimum start/stop control for the fan coil units and 
air-conditioning units (credit union public spaces), night cycle control for 
the fan coil units when space temperatures drop below 60F, setup/setback of 
space temperature, chiller start/stop, boiler temperature reset based on 
outside air temperature, and chilled water temperature control. Due to the 
schedule of the real estate office on the first floor, the units serving this 
area have been essentially disconnected from the EMCS and are operated 
continuously in the day mode (i.e., the fans run continuously). 

The building nominal set point temperature· of 70F is maintained from 7 a.m. 
until 7 p.m., Monday through Friday. Each fan coil unit, air-conditioning 
unit, and furnace has its own thermostat. 
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During a late-September field audit, temperatures in occupied spaces ranged 
from 70F to 84F; most of them were 72F to 78F • . 

The HVAC systems are generally well-maintained including filter replacement, 
duct and piping insulation, fan belts, and damper controls. 

4. Lighting - Lighting shown on the building drawings has since been 
supplemented during build-out to meet tenant requirements. See attached 
sketches for supplemental information. 

Lighting is primarily fluorescent. Basement fixtures are surface mounted, 4-
ft, 2-lamp fixtures with prismatic lenses, while the office areas are mainly 
recessed 2 ft by 4 ft, 2- and 4-lamp fixtures with prismatic lenses and 
return air vents. The corridors and the high ceiling area on the first floor 
is lit according to the "base bid" design area using 75-W mercury vapor lamps 
with recessed fixtures. With the exception of one financial tenant and the 
owner's second floor offices, which have separate lighting switches for 
individual of fice and work areas, the lighting control is in large groups 
from a single switch. 

Outdoor lighting was inventoried as: 
Pole lights qty 17 each 400W low pressure sodium 
Entrance lights 2 30W 
Sign 1 unknown 
Patio lights (3rd Fl) 4 40W fluorescent 

5. DHW - Recirculating system, continuously pumped. One electric water 
heater tank; see connected load sheet. Tank thermostat setting 140 F. No 
time clock. 

6. Occupancy Space allocations (square feet) 
approximately: 

Bsmnt Fl 1 Fl 2 
Financial IH 4 420 9 810 2 700 
Real estate 1 620 
Financial 1>2 945 
Law off ice 635 
Research* 
Vacant 3 260 
Common** 2 500 2 200 2 160 
Total 6 920 13 630 9 700 

* primarily paper studies 
** including circulation and utility areas 
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Fl 3 

8 650 
1 290 
9 940 

Fl 4 

5 910 
2 740 
1 290 
9 940 



Quarters are occupied approximately as follows: 

Financial f,l 
public hours 

Real estate 
Financial f,2 
Law office 
Research 

9am - 6pm M-F 
lOam - 6pm M-F 

Sam - 6pm * 7day/wk 
9am - 5:30pm M-F 
8:30am - 5pm M-F 
Sam - 5pm M-F 

avg:peak 
employees 

42:50 
customers 

13:15 
3:3 
4:4 

15:20 

2200:2800 
12: 25 

100:200 
10: 20 
1:5 

* hours a little less on weekends 

The basement is used for storage. 

Drive-in banking service is provided 9:30 - 5:30 M-F, and 9:30 - 2:00 Sa. 

By January 1, 1987, occupancy had reached approximately 90%. The primary 
increase is attributed to "Research". 

7. Other Loads - See connected load sheets. 

8: Weather - See attached 

9. Oates - The presumed date of the field audit is 
1987. Billing dates for each month are: date read, date billed, 

January 1, 
date paid. 

10. Drawings Drawings for Building #4 were distributed as the 
initial release of the building description. Some notations are difficult or 
even impossible to read. The master copy is slightly more legible; therefore 
if you need to have critical entries confirmed, please call. 
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(UTILITY AND ELCAP) APPENJIX E 
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15813 ee83 15319 3601 7814 137e6 

JUL. AUG SEP OCT NOV DEC 
130680 1384«> 133200 S2eeO 92190 124320 

1°'5380 120000 94'580 70!580 79820 1IS9800 

93840 98800 97880 80880 82320 104400 
103200 91528() 152880 9'5040 85440 109440 
118800 128480 116880 98160 89760 107S20 

115440 128480 
98520 97440 12'5280 87980 83880 104400 

130e80 138440 1'52880 98180· 92180 1 !588()() 

93840 915:28() a4MO 70!580 79920 104400 

104188 124879 117813 88874 88824 12151a 

JUL. AUG SEP OCT NOV DEC 
134"40 138QO 1~ 17"'20 21120 27240 
13'580 12390 12900 1 !5840 2lleeo 17..00 

9880 9480 10200 10440 1 '5000 21000 
10800 11 !S20 12480 13680 18240 27380 
16200 14180 11760 14400 19800 20280 

10380 1oeoo 11340 12080 1682) 24180 
18200 14160 15240 17520 28'580 27380 

9880 9480 10200 10440 16000 17..00 

1oe&r:S 10'!92 11911 

JUL. AUG SEP OCT NOV DEC 
108880 108480 111040 104320 13'5040 175840 
a:.!() 100480 9ee20 97920 12339<> 20'!280 

11eeeo 127200 121900 138720 1 !58"80 188400 
130!580 134880 130720 120640 1 !58!580 172840 

130e80 133440 140'! eo 130240 1eeeoo 1 !57790 
127e20 138980 
124'580 131040 126180 129880 1158eeo 189e<2() 

130l580 136880 140180 138720 1~ 201280 
93820 100480 ~ 97920 123380 1157780 

132705 134480 123338 14064& 115&488 1815723 



APPENDIX F 

METERED END-USE ELECTRICAL CONSUMPTION DATA 

SMALL RETAIL BUILDING : EUGENE 

END USE DATA NHJAJ..KWH JAN87 FEB87 MAA87 APR87 MAY87 

El.CAP TOTAL 1887 8151529 12815() 9094 72'48 4218 4648 

1887-88 HMllng 29128 9100 5257 3382 '8>7 139 

Mixed HI/AC 19141 11115 89t 566 451 1222 

lnteriorl..lghtlng 33080 2333 2801 2971 3163 29515 
Exterior LJghting 141 28 'Z7 0 0 0 
WatMHullng 1!508 1158 127 123 122 121 

~ 2533 220 191 229 223 209 

LARGE RETAIL BUILDING : RICHLAND 

Efll) USE DA TA NNJAL.KWH JAN87 FE887 MAA87 APR87 MAY87 

EL.CAP TOTAl.1987 1313313 142318 102940 108734 1~ 96828 

1887-88 Interior Ughllng 718831 7152'19 87837 7&428 88342 63906 
Mixed HI/AC S02796 5&409 27881 25489 33139 37517 

Genwlli Mixed 9'887 9880 7412 7837 n11 7406 

SMALL OFFICE BUILDING : EUGENE 

ENO USE DATA NH.JAL.KWH JAN87 FE887 MAA87 APR87 MAY87 

El.CN" TOTAL (9monthe) 11711112 2032!5 17988 14409 7908 11410 

1987 HNdlng 220!54 9884 4839 5798 2048 109!5 

Mixed HI/AC 47783 8894 7893 4284 1834 4190 
Ver1tlallon 12151 0 54 0 8 183 
Interior l..lghtlng 23851 1729 111 !5 1889 2910 3994 
Emrior Lighting 3025 488 378 361 285 262 
Other (eurn) 194o48 4720 3920 2077 823 1677 

Wat.~ 23153 183 182 216 198 217 

OttMf' 17086 4637 37'58 1881 825 1"460 

LARGE OFFICE BUILDING : RICHLAND 

EK> USE DATA Al>HJALKWH JAN87 FE887 MAA87 APA87 MAY87 
EL CAP TOTAL 11187 1788071 198880 154379 149841 139830 137770 
1887-88 ~ 4eee80 103038 88074 48187 30833 20666 

Cooling 270770 10184 11 "'24 16798 2337& 29207 

Aud«iM 382730 271158 23820 'Z7448 28e.34 31983 

Ver1tlallon !5046 !588 309 4'50 420 413 

Interior Lighting 388273 31948 29332 33148 30793 32376 

0th« (aurn) 293e92 289e7 23820 25799 24775 23145 
Sp.elalty 1 27228 2398 2007 2400 2240 2342 

Other 286388 2'4e61 21613 23398 ~ 20803 



(ELCAP) 

JUNrn 
!5!505 

17 
2273 
2885 

0 
118 
204 

JUN87 
103201 

51238 
4"°°8 

79&4 

.A-"187 
121941 

832 
8207 

88 

3729 
228 

1757 
215 

1s.2 

JUN87 
128111 

8808 
30341 
31 !50S 

3117 
334"0 
24831 

21915 
22338 

JULtn 
5808 
1084 
1471 
2930 

0 
122 
221 

JUl.87 
104188 

l50l530 

4"'888 
8880 

..U..87 
1oeee 

0 
8'589 

310 

191215 
385 

1476 
no 
708 

..U..87 
132705 

7173 
38t3'Z 

34405 
388 

32l54e 
220!51 

Z2!l8 
19793 

AUGtn 
5598 
1214 
1489 
2573 

0 
117 
198 

AUGID 
124878 

81174 
158548 

7'2M 

AUG87 
10tle 

428 
5198 

308 
2891 

338 
1233 

183 
1CM50 

AUGtn 
134480 

6724 
38175 

341158 
'403 

33488 
231534 

2288 
21246 

SEPtn 
5292 
12!50 
1048 
21175 

0 
133 
188 

SEP87 
117813 

84797 
"8e39 

8480 

· SEP87 
11823 

7'20 
4885 

302 
3689 

302 
1786 

209 
1M8 

SEP87 
123338 

4808 
28078 

319'3 
370 

33814 

23857 
2218 

21438 

OCTtn 
31598 

241 
3#f1 

21881 
0 

122 
208 

OCT87 
88874 
'50329 
31838 

7908 

OCT87 

OCT87 
1~ 

3:a078 
20822 

318&4 
422 

32358 
23213 

2251 
20862 

NOVtn 
7822 
2782 
2008 
2751 

47 
12!5 
108 

NOV87 
8662i4 
48338 
31188 
7103 

NOV87 

NOV87 
1!5&488 

54082 
198158 
28eOe 

317 
32lfT7 

2!1222 
2221 

23001 

oecrn 
137!15 
~ 

8231 
2572 

41 
124 
344 

DEC87 
1261 #l'l 

51894 
95883 

7&10 

OEC87 

OEC87 
185723 

84878 
10878 
211871 

!557 

32885 
27088 

2412 
24676 

JAN88 
13281 

3971 
6898 
2263 

'O 
1ZZ 

0 

JAN88 
125146 

152488 
83888 

8788 

JAN88 

JAN88 
16460!5 

M888 
9ri!2'S 

28621 
388 

3211!57 
28045 

2389 

2!5646 

FEB88 
9630 
3258 

3576 
2381 

29 
146 
241 

FEB88 
108424 
.47408 
!50498 

8&22 

FEB88 

FEB88 
156799 

!58231 

10830 
298815 

314 

31~ 

280e4 
2197 

23867 

MARll8 
9121 
3183 
3019 
2536 

18 
119 
246 

MAA88 
94391 
48227 
37605 

7M9 

MAA88 

MAASS 
15511 !5 

47000 
13990 
31333 

310 

35211 
27301 

2327 
24974 



HMtetripa 
HMtpwnp 
Interior~ 

Extwior~ 
WSMhNdlng 

~ 

Interior lighting 
HMlllng/cooq unlta and,_ 
Exterior lgh1lng, l'909J>tllcM, garbage compaotor 

HNtlng - heat dips 
Mlx9d HYAC (cooing] 
V.mlatlon - arhen<hr 
lnt9rior l.lgh11ng 
Exterior Lq1tlng 
0th« - Wat« H9ating + S.m.don + General Mlx9d + Sp.oielty 

( ... including plug lighta, ~ copier rMChine) 

HNdlng - hMt unitli, -1ng hMUr9, boiler 

Cooling - AIC unita 

A&adlertee -~ ,_. '-· chiller'9 
Ventlatk>n - _, handlWa 

lnt9rior~ 
Other, including: 
emwgenoy batt.y 

exterior lighting. watw heating, l'909J>taoiM, 
.....,alor'9, and data ~Computler9 

APPENDIX F 





EVALUATION OF SOFTWARE PRO.ECT 

SUMMARY OF INPUT DATA 
COMPARATIVE SIMULATION STLIDiES 

SMALL RETAIL: EUGENE SWLA TED ENERGY WEATH£R FllE 
base bldg and kWh location SOtrC9 

SOFlWAAE IU()[)FI FR oyote 1 oyole2 oyote3 oyole 1 GYOle 2 oyote 1,2 

El.CNt1987 leM3 

Al:>M2 A• 88238 71988 ~ Salem eupphr' 2 
SEA B 107108 76700 888IS4 Por11and euppli« 2 

J 71883 84691 81248 Eugene wppler 3 

TRAl<LOAD D 88179 8l5803 eeeoo Eugene euppler' 2 

E 81688 . 83333 83&88 Eugene ~ 2 

VCACS D 87'5M 85138 81511()() Ponllnd ~ 2 

K 88920 ~ 94153 Eugene eupplw 3 

DOE2.1 F 1~ 90822 810#11 s...,., 2 

ASEAM-2.1 (n.Lo.) 88084 ~#11) 
• edded for MMltMty ftUdy 

LARGE RETAIL: RICHLAND SIW.JLA TED ENERGY Wf.ATHER FllE ZONES 
base bldg and kWh location s0trce 11 of zones 

SOFlWARE MOOELFR oyole 1 oyole 2 oyole 3 oyole 1 ~2 ~1,2 0~1 oyc1$ 2 

aCAP1987 1313313 

ACM2 A 1'508398 1<M2557' 1388128 Richland eupphr 4 

H 1080448 1298240 1288239 Alohland aupphr 2 

SEA c 138815'50 1288088 1288089 Mc>Mel.M• Pencleton b) ~ 

J 23:M88t 1323008 14'2372 Spoi<.Me w ... w ... ~ 7 

TRAl<LOAD E 1094881 1084'582 1184899 w ... w ... q) 5 

VCAC8 -DOE2.1 F 11128838 12Z1We 121eeee Yeldma Hmnford TRY 3 

NJEllM.2.1 (n.Lo.) 

SMALL OFFICE: EUGENE SIW.JLA TED EN£RGY Wf.ATHER Fllf ZONES 
base bldg and kWh location 30\l'Cll # of zones 

SOFTWARE MQOF1 FR oyde1 oyde2 oyd93 ~1 oyote 2 ~1.2 oyci.1 cycle 2 

U11JTY1987 1T1'JJKJ 
ADM2 H 174243 173464 173464 Alohlsld "4>Pli« 1 

SEA B 2215646 1807815 1807815 Pottand ~ 2 

G 129801 18tj789 185789 Eusi- a) 2 

TRAl<LOAD D 208872 142808 142000 Por11and .upplier' 3 

20889'5 1702J!i7 197181 Eugene wpphr c) 4 

VCN:.S -DOE2.1 F 1HJ741 198279 14'!01e Slllem 2 5 

ASE>M4..1 (n.Lo.) 

LARGE RETAIL: RICHLAND SIW.JLA TED ENERGY Wf.ATHER F1LE ZONES 
base bldg and kWh location sotrce I of zones 

SOFTWARE MOOEl..ER oyd91 oyo692 oyM.3 oyde1 oyo6e 2 oyo691,2 oyde1 oyole2 

ELCN"1887 1789071 

ADM2 A 2128479 2197148 1791791 Akltllln:t euppler' 8 

SEA A 988483 7887'20 177889'1 SpokaM euppler' 8 

TRAl<LOAD I 1e70t&e 1732108 17'M029 P«deton 5 
VCACS D 1089282 1784319 1784320 P.n<leton euppler' 6 

K 947908 1~7 17e9874 Alohland b) 8 

DOE 2.1 F 988383 18812104 1"97983 Yeldma H.-.lord TRY 27 
ASEJIM-2.1 (n.Lo.) 



FlOOR ROOF" 
concltioned sqf t loss type loss Btu/Ii" R N wdls sqfl E walls sqfl 

cyole 1 cyole2 oyde 1,2 oyde1 oyde2 2 1 1 __ ~1•2 

.. 
~ ... 183 12.00 800 7'00 0 
~ p«trn • 12.00 800 700 0 
5338 l*im 400 11.57 960 0 no 
!5080 -- 10. 12.50 1'-90 1017 1578 0 
8330 ... 178 11 .83 ,~ 0 
t5082 -- 11 .00 8815 1578 0 
1532() ... 9.00 793 16 

9089 911 S.17 11.79 790 36 

!5088 0 12.50 800 315 

FlOOR ROOF" 
condtloned sqft loss type loss Btu/ti' r oof /attic R N walls sqft E walls sqfl 

oyde1 oyde2 oycle 1,2 oyde1 oyde2 oyde1 oyde2 oyele 1 cycle 2 cycle 1 oyele 2 

88879 ... 917"1 1178 14.715 16.57 5287 ·6596 

888815 ... 24 1!5.80 l5201 8800 
911128() p«trn 744 20.00 2158 41574 
7071515 pel9n aa 471 16.87 3823 6145 
e33l50 ... 703 18.ISQ 6178 8817 

6880 

FlOOR ROOF" 
condlioned :sqft 103S type loss Btu/ti' roof/attic R N wats :sqfl E wall:' sqfl 

oyole 1 oyole 2 oyote 1,2 oyote 1 oyole 2 oyo6e 1 oyo6e 2 oyote 1 oyo6e 2 oycle1 cycle 2 

.. . 
8338 ... 24 18.00 978 913 
8283 p«trn 181 18.10 1433 843 
8'21 P«1rn l5080 18.18 1232 640 
9380 ... 3& 17.90 1800 1770 
8370 -- 25 ZT.00 1238 

7020 w-- 48 18.86 1272 1004 704 

FlOOR ROOF" 
condtioned sqf I loss type loss Btu/ti' roof /attic R N walls sqft E walls sqft 

oyde1 oyole2 oyo6e 1,2 oyole 1 oyo6e2 oyole 1 oyoie2 oyole 1 oyole 2 oyole 1 oyole2 

1532117 -- 1780 a.eo 5189 !5017 
53287 ... 1 ()() 8.80 5198 551 7 
57980 -- 2111 10.00 2252 2792 
8108'! ... 0 11.00 2034 1881 
e:2llJ30 ... 0 13.00 4848 21552 

57800 I) 47800 g) .... 1)20&4 10.20 3320 3880 



APPENJIXG 
peg.1 

WALLS (GROSS) WINDOWS 
S wc:ils sqft exterior wcil R patition window sqft window U window SC. 

1 1 oyole2 1,2 cycle 1,2 

940 702 1.40 yee 91 3eo 1.10 0.90 

940 702 1.38 yee 91 315() 1.10 0.50 
948 an 2.157 no :Me 1.23 0.50 

828 8M 211118 a> 3.88 2.00 no 3'7 :we 1.10 o.~ 

880 8Q4 1.88 2.l!O no 322 0.87 0. 7!5 
944 8M 894 1578 2.00 no 286 1.02 0.8'3 

940 724 1.00 no 24e 1.02 0.93 
873 720 1.98 no 382 1.02 0.94 
9128 719 2.915 1.81 no 362 1 .04 0.94 

WALLS (GROSS) WINDOWS 
S wc:ils sqft W wcils sqft exterior wc:il R patition window sqft window U window SC. 

oyole 1 oyole2 oyole 1 oyole2 oyate 1 oyole 2 oyele 1,2 oyele 1 oyole 2 cyele 1,2 cyct. 1,2 

5UM 3187 2.90 2.30 y.e 0778 0.50 0.94 

58812 4228 2.-40 Y.• 388 0.95 1.00 
5203 2820 1.51 no 982 0.54 0.58 
4883 30t5 1.32 USO no 387 1.20 o.eo 
15388 2M7 1.48 no 784 1.10 0.95 

47S7 32eO 3.29 .. yee 1.02 0.94 

WALLS (GROSS) WINDOWS 
S wcils sqfl W wc:il3 sqf I exterior wall R p<J" Ii lion window sqft window U window SC. 

oyde1 oyoi92 oyole 1 oyole 2 oyole 1 cyot9 2 oyole 1,2 oyele 1 cycle 2 cycle 1,2 cycle 1,2 

1970 874. 14.00 no 78!5 0.9& 1.00 
1117 848 14.90 y.e 463 1.10 0.80 
1024 672 15.00 y.e 488 1.10 0.30 
1540 1770 14.00 1a.eo 156() 1.10 0.95 
1488 794 14.90 no !507 0.86 0.82 

. 884 15.83 8.01 y.e 430 1.02 0.64 
... 

WALLS (GROSS) WINDOWS 
S wc:ils :sqf t W wc:ils sqf t exleriCJr" wall R p<J"tilion window sqft window U window SC. 

oyole 1 oyole2 oyole 1 oyole 2 oyole1 oyole2 oyole 1,2 oyole 1 oyole 2 oyole 1,2 oyole 1 ,2 

. . 
4729 5708 14.20 y.e 10284 o.eo 0.39 
4729 5708 14.08 y .. 10284 0.!50 0.36 
22152 2792 13.00 no 10088 0.!53 0.83 
2247 2122 11.00 10334 0.8!5 0.75 
22215 2l5o4e 12.00 no 10942 o.ee 0.75 
3200 3880 ... 02 y.e 11780 0.158 0.82 







~ 
OTHER INTERNAL LOADS SETPONTS F' 

max kW heating setback cooling m~ 2 oyol!1 oyol!2 oyol! 1 oyol!2 oyol! 1 oyol!2 oycle 1 2 

20 1.eo 71 72 to 86 78 715 l!IO 
n) 112 U50 72 eo 155 78 715 ,, 
n) 9.!50 72 155 78 74 r) 

20 0.10 0.81 70 81 715 ,, 
1 !5 a.oo • 82 72 
20 h) 2.00 70 • 715 85 
40 1.80 72 82 78 80 

•) 112 o.eo 70 eo 74 90 

20 1.80 70 eo 78 

OTHER INTERNAL LOADS SETPOINTS F' 
max kW heating setback cooling setup 

oyo*2 oyol! 1 oyol!2 oyol! .1 oyo*2 oyol! 1 oyol!2 oyol! 1 oyol9 2 oyoko 1 oycl• 2 

100 
18.00 85 • 71 78 78 

~ 50.00 85 83 50 46 715 
10.00 • eo !55 715 

!JG! 15.14 • eo 715 80 

147 13.48 85 eo 715 90 

OTHER INTERNAL LOADS SETPOINTS F 
max kW heating setback cooling setup 

oyol!2 oyol! 1 ~2 cyoi91 oyclea oyo6e 1 cyde2 oycle t oyci.2 cycle 1 cycl• 2 

90 18.00 70 74 70 74 72 79 76 
1&80 2tl.OO 74 72 eo 74 ns 
13.80 1 IS.DO 74 74 74 
33.10 18.40 74 74 ee ee 74 74 89 

10 17.80 11 .eo 74 78 ee 70 74 77 83 

51 ll.20 5.04 72 82 88 74 90 80 

OTHER INTERNAL LOADS srTPOINTS f 
max kW heating setback cooling setup 

oycit. 2 oycit.1 oycit. 2 oycit.1 ayole2 oyo6e 1 oyol!2 oyol! 1 cyol9 2 oyol! 1 cycle2 

74 312.00 70 eo 74 84 

a 312.00 70 eo 74 
2200 M .70 14.40 70 78 73 70 78 83 
185 97.00 78.00 70 72 eo 70 7'l5 M 

m)382 



supplyv) 
1 

8400 1) 8841 

MOO •) 8641 
3833 

10000 10000 
7eOO 

10000 
8000 

•) 15815() •)~ 

•) 

supply v) 
oyole 1 oyole2 

74300 88800 
"8800 

7'1878 70288 
Sl82l!IQ Tl4&4 

"8200 

si.wly v) 
cycle 1 cyole 2 

58'10 

nigit fens w) 
1,2 

oyolng 

oyolng 

alto 
not..to 

oyolng 

nig1t fall w) 
oyole 1,2 

oyolng 
oyolng 
oyolng 
oyolng 

nigit fens w) 
cyole 1,2 

oyo6efon 
.... . 

· • · 
. ·> .·.<<·>>.·.< . . . ' . 

57917 
22970 

12932:3 
818"0 

4'Mt10 7'1 !!l20 

nigit fms w) 
oycite 1,2 

°"'oyolng 

AIR DISTRIBUTION CFM 
outside cir v) 

1 2 

1320 eM 
k) 583 

383 
1000 1200 

385 
1000 1300 

800 
!Ql5 483 

1 Oil(, 

AIR DISTRIBUTION CFM · 
outside cir v) 

oyole 1 oyole 2 

3115 28C>e 
3483 

~ 9838 
9825 0 

3105 

AIR DISTRIBUTION CFM 
outside cir v) 

oyole 1 cyole 2 

1122 

eee 
1019 

1440 
880 

AIR DISTRl9JT10N CFM 
outside cir v) 

oycite 1 oycite 2 

9'05 
27M 

12832 
15400 

4258 10488 

..... UIS 

k) 9'4 183 
ms 

an 
224 
315 
264 

infDtration w) 
oyole 1 oyole2 

1384 
0 

'1lfT7 8887 
5338 2817 

infDtration w) 
oycle 1 cycle 2 

APPeDIX G 

ptlg$2 

economizer 
1,2 

no 
no 

no 
no 
no 
no 
no 
no 

economizer 
oyole 1,2 

no 
no 
no 
no 
no 

economizer 
oyole 1,2 

100 no 
187 

0 
83& 

1020 

infDtration w) 
oyote 1 oycite 2 

7'8a 

8140 

no 
no 
no 

economizer 
cyole 1,2 

YM 

YM 

no 





EVALUATION OF SOFlWAAE PROJECT 

SMAU. RETAIL: EUGENE SYSTEM/PLANT TYPES 
cistribution heat 

SOFlWAFE MC>«'>8 FR 1A 1A 

AOM2 ,,,. pkg tingle zone eleotrtol'M 

SEA B pkgtlfmeya -.otriol'M 
J """" eleotriol'M 

TIW<LOAO D ffntraUrooftop eleotrio .... 

E oenlral/rooftop .teotriol'M . 

VC>CS D rooftop pkg rooftop/eleo 
K rooftop pkg rooftop/eleo 

DOE2.1 F pkg~- eleo1riol'M 
ASE>.'IA 2. 1 (n.Lo.) eingl9 zn r..n..t eleo1riol'M 

• .tded for -lllllMty nldy 

LARGE RETAIL: RICHLAND SYSTEM/PLANT TYPES 
cistribution heat 

SOFlWNE MOCE! FR oyole 1,2 oyole 1.2 

AOM2 A pkg lingle ZOM 

H pkg tingle ZOM 

SEA c pkg~ 

J -*Ill AH/oorwt 
lRAl<LOAD E ~-VC>CS none 
DOE2.1 F 

SUMMARY OF INPUT DATA 
COMPARATIVE SIMULATION STUDIES 

cool 
1,2 

DX 
DX 
~ 

DXsoool 
DXsoool 
rooftop/eleo 
rooftop/elec 

DX 
DX 

cool 
oyole 1,2 

DX 
ox• 
? 
~ 

DXsoool 

(DX) 

------ HEATING PLANT 
~ty: BTU/n COP 

1 . 2 oyole 1 oyolo 2 

123000 1.00 

o) 243888 •) 2020'50 1.00 
1.00 

!500000 1.00 

188000 1 . ()() 

!501711 1.00 0.915 

210000 1.00 1.00 

•) 290533 I') 1.00 

•) 1.00 

- ----- HEATING PLANT ------
~ly: BTU/n COP 

oyole 1 OycM 2 oyole 1 oyol$ 2 

187-4600 0.98 1.00 
1870000 1.00 

•) 14'50100 •) 1279e00 (1.00) 
1.00 

1 !518000 

1 .00 ~:~zione 
~M2.1 (n.Lo.) .: -:.:.:-:.:-:-:-:-·-:-·-:-:<->">>>:-::. ... •) 526315! .. . •) 3082819 

. ... .·.· .· .·.• .· .· . ·. . . . .. .. . . . :-:-:.: ···:.:.:-:-:-. ·· . ·.·. · .·.· -·.·.·.·.· .· . ·. · .. ·. ·. ·. ·. · ·.·.· .· .. 

SMALL OFFICE: EUGENE SYSTEM/PLANT TYPES 
cislribution heal 

SOFlWNE MOCE! FR oyole 1,2 oyo6e 1,2 

ADM2 H pkg~- ~ .... 
SEA e pkg t9rm 8P'dx eieo. Ne 

Q pkg 1efml eye-OX ~ .... 
lRAl<LOAD D c.mral eleo1rio .... 

central eleotrio,... 
VCN;S none 
DOE2.1 F pkg olngle zone eleotriol'M 
ASE>M-2.1 (n.Lo.) 

LARGE OFFICE: RICHLAND SYSTEM/PLANT TYPES 
cislribution heat 

SOFlWNE MOOFl FR oyole 1,2 oyole 1,2 

ADM2 A 

SEA A 
ll'W<LOAD I 
VCAC8 D 

K 
DOE 2.1 F eleo bolr,+ 
ASENiA-2. 1 (n.Lo.) 

cool 
oyole 1,2 

DX 
dx 
DX 

DX 

(DX) 

cool 
oyole 1,2 

------ HEATING PLANT ------
~ly: BTU/n COP 

oyct. 1 oyole 2 oycle 1 cyckl 2 

102380 2.70 1.00 

na 

•) $49()11 •) 352364 I) 1.00 

------ HEATING PLANT ------
cq'.XJdty: BTU/n CDP 

oyole 1 eye!. 2 cycle 1 oyole 2 

1879870 

1943487 

8372<f7 1.00 

otim.n,twr •) 1791000 •) 1 !527000 . . . . {1 .CIO) 
·. ··-: -- .- --: ···:.:-:- ·-:-: -.-:-· :-:-: -:-.· : : :-:·::-:-:-:· 



---~~ ~T --=~COP .... I IL._ ___ OTH-~-~-· ,,._c_.~_:_~_~ __ __. ___ o_~_during_lnput_,._: ....... :_a_~_s _ _ __. 

18a000 1.80 

0)48488 •) eeeot 1.80 
120000 180000 2.90 

180000 2.20 
138QOO 2.20 
204000 2.'50 
19i2000 2.30 

•) 1832158 •) 129213 2.0l5 1.75 
.. . . .. . . .. •) 2.40 :-:·:· :·: -:- ·-:- ·-: -:.: -:-: -:-:-:-:·:-

------ COOLING PLANT ------
capacity: BTIJ/h COP 

oyole 1 oyole2 oyole 1 oyo6e2 

21mooo 2.30 
1880000 2.70 

•) 5211884 •) 8414M 2.30 1.9'1 

•) 2488000 •) 1880000 2.80 
11emoo 

------ COOLING PLANT ------
~ty: BTIJ/h COP 

oyole 1 oycle 2 oyole 1 oyo6e 2 

188000 

100000 

188000 
180000 

2.70 

------ COOLING PLANT -----
~ty: BTIJ/h COP 

3.00 
1.80 

Gyo6e 1 Gyo6e 2 Gyo6e 1 oyote 2 

3.00 

OTHER CHANGES 
in Input Data 
during oyo6e 2 

reduMd llghtlng houn 

OTHER CHANGES 
in 11'1>Uf Data 
during oycle 2 

OTHER CHANGES 
in ~t Data 
during oycle 2 

-note1) 
-noteu) 

OTHER CHANGES 
in Input Data 
during oyo6e 3 

OTHER CHANGES 
in Input Data 
dlmgoyole3 

OTHER CHANGES 
in ~t Data 
<Uingoycle3 



NOTES 

Mealng entriee may nothl!W ~ ~ 
or~~ lrnput9dvekMa In per.mh1a .. 

II) Suboontraotor; >.;Fero• bin data 
b) Suppli«'a Yabna lie, adjunad for Rloliland 

o) • ~ tot.I In two "builclng" mocWa 
d) lnoludM UMge fllOtor 

•) aito.iz.d 

f) DOE 2. 1 ahow8 E1't of .37 (COP=2. 7) but U8M t .00 

Q) .... "'.perimeter a1r1> Of' re<bled --
h) oycle t gaa !old~ 

I) exMn\111 gaa ~--~ 
butexobMdfrom~ 

D lnoludlng opaque .. -. .-. 

k) pemepa slrlOtat9 oonet.nt veluee, auoh aa % outaide '* 
I) baa1ment ... r-.cbltlon <Id not aohleYe 

lntianded re<bl1ion In~ hMt loea 
m) ,...,.,.. oomputatlon b-.d on f!t!IF riM 

n) inob:led In OfMI" fteamlll Loade 
o) pMk demand o•uldon; .noaiad 

p) pn>gr.,,. doM not .... _.... heeting 

q) BP/4/08U bin__.,.. dam, uaing W~ 

r) not epMllad In 1hla aoftwar• 

•) Cycle 3 r...it 
t) oon1i'luoue hMlt/oool .vailabillty 

U) ligl1la UM: lil9'l(, WM 0.116% (oorNOtld) 

v)~ 

w)~ 

C... waa taken to~ r.pr...ulve valuee, but 
... may be --1n intefp! .tdof'I ~ 1rana«1>tlon. 





SIMULATED MONTHLY ENERGY CONSUMPTION 

SMALL RETAIL : EUGENE 

MOOEIFA NHJALKWH JAN FEB MAR APR MAY 
EWEB191J7 eeeoo 13080 9&40 7680 3780 4860 

Cyole1 
A ACM2 181238 10&0t 8812 111235 7680 8168 

B SEA 107106 181115 13753 13443 8888 ~ 

J SEA 71883 10395 7922 7287 !5719 o4e32 

0 11W<l..OAD 98179 8148 8008 8008 4998 4888 

E 11W<l..OAD 9'588 11724 ~ 8&83 7141 8282 
D VCACS 87594 13825 8793 8733 7197 6498 

K VCACS 88820 133215 9833 9878 8272 7561 

F DOE2.1 12«l17 17810 148U7 14278 10832 79'!8 
Ma bv month 121J787 181115 148U7 14278 10932 7928 

Min by month 58f¥17 8148 8008 eooe 4888 "'632 

Cyole2 
A ADM2 71888 me 93tY7 8440 15631 ei2B4 

B SEA 79700 13138 aeee 9072 eeeo 4077 
J SEA 941581 12087 8897 8l501 6869 5439 
0 11W<l..OAD 8l5801 11313 8275 8288 ~7 !5625 
E 11W<LOAD 83332 10173 7983 7922 81513 !5903 

0 VCACS 815133 11324 8070 8378 7381 8786 

K VCACS 82408 13048 10230 7920 !5100 4469 
F OOE2.1 90822 13072 10823 10229 8938 5181 

MllX by month 8llQ33 13138 10823 10229 7361 8788 
Mn by month 118878 7779 8307 8440 15100 .on 

LARGE RETAIL : RICHLAND 

MCX>FIER N>H.JM. K\NH JAN FEB MAR APR MAY 
RICH.ANO 1887 1321200 144480 12!S30 102980 107520 103440 

Cyole 1 
A N1M2 1509401 130ee0 112003 114848 111921 121 !501 

H ADM2 1080448 108749 81 eei:z 71378 88323 789t54 
c SEA 1388890 180845 138105 119'181 87718 86280 

J SEA 233486'1 317'088 2310M 221998 169623 143364 

E 11W<l..OAD 1084681 122281 89'ZT7 87'S86 Tl5315 80213 
F DOE2.1 18'18839 18'!472 142176 12!5888 105694 1~1 

MllX by month 23:M88'I 317088 231()1515 221998 158823 143364 
Mn by month 1oa88'10 108748 816&2 71378 88323 78'164 

Cyole2 
A ADM2 1442151515 ,,_ 101428 113118 111230 119889 
H ADM2 1288240 13188& 1080t4 913822 90064 92273 

c SEA 12l8088 1511215 112077 1080t9 88169 902M 
J SEA 1323008 148189 112221 113888 103004 100451 

E 1lW<LOAD 11848815 1ZTWS7 9'so9ls 94832 88864 90023 
F DOE 2.1 122797!5 134307 915722 ~ 87041 91887 

MllX by month 1520831 1511215 112221 113886 111230 119888 
Mn by__... 11418QM 118888 8'5()88 Ql38Q2 888&4 90023 



CYCLES 1 AND 2 

Jl.w JUL AUG SEP OCT NOV DEC 

49'!0 1588() 15180 ~ 4140 8220 12720 

9444 15415 15371 15470 8844 82'17 10388 

3388 2251 2'1815 31251 - 12771 Hl214 

31517 3943 36e8 388t 8'132 88:'M 8288 

'4898 5278 5183 4803 5078 eooo 7032 
15482 !5888 !5801 M23 8930 8713 10048 
'5287 4828 43lS8 3842 5188 7412 11568 
5475 15781 5485 e278 6980 8837 119'7 
l5Q04 4824 4804 5785 8838 13228 16870 
5482 5886 5801 5823 8831 13228 16870 
3388 2:11&1 2'1815 3251 !5078 9000 7032 

"29() ee70 l5e8'I 154()8 154()15 "9()6 7e2t 

2718 2489 2294 2792 4888 8882 11331 
4221 4811 4344 4888 !1884 8089 10853 
15138 5823 5870 5411 81'57 8103 97eO 

5303 '5741 !le83 ee82 8384 7888 87'i8 
!5e88 158211 5184 4625 e278 7285 9887 

4230 4880 5310 4440 34!50 8870 12480 
4038 4609 4429 «IOO 8172 8'!&() 12183 - 15823 N70 l5'l8r2 8384 ara8C) 1a480 
2718 a4U 2284 2782 34!IO l5806 ?15121 

JUN .u... AUQ SEP OCT NOV DEC 
8G40 1033>0 99280 15380 915()4() 85440 109440 

1272!!8 148483 1470CT1 12'!039 1191:2m 111047 137384 
88389 108915 104062 837&4 7!MIOl5 8!5698 125989 
8817! 1000'58 98345 8"298 92575 12907'5 187494 

138213 1157919 153773 137038 1'57885 223807 292340 
84258 95481 91983 81188 79522 88726 106'582 

112823 142284 143442 112784 971582 94810 1 '515383 
13812'13 1!579t9 153773 137m8 115'78115 223807 2'll:Z34C) 

M::m8 ...... 91983 81188 7'5805 811898 108l5«2 

12e380 148738 143007 121732 111573() 10!5847 122988 
IM430 10'588l5 10374'5 83188 94337 109481 148048 
94878 10888S 109041 8l2t 812 118388 111884 1341915 
17882 109481 98810 100418 108040 104189 130832 
94679 10927! 10ZT77 912181 88621 9'54'56 112155 
97840 11 "4238 111197 94338 89833 lil2270 124871 

125380 146738 143007 121732 11 !5730 1118M 148048 

94430 108888 88810 9128t 888:21 "'2270 112115& 

APPENDIX G 



SIMULATED MONTHLY ENERGY CONSUMPTION 

SMALL OFFICE : EUGENE 
JAN FEB MAR APR MAY 

MOOELER NHJM..K'M-1 
EWEB1987 177280 20040 181580 12720 8720 11800 

Cyole1 
H ACM2 17G43 179«> 147W 13882 129123 12888 
B SEA 22!&46 2'121 17937 18511 18709 18432 

G SEA 128801 11839 10!14 11025 10l564 1oee9 

D 1'WO..OAD 208872 17384 1~ 1e&72 188152 1~ 

I TRAKL.OAC 208888 18901 1ecm5 1n!5!5 188'53 17301 
F OOE2.1 118741 12808 10185 10348 8987 8343 

Ma by month 'lZ7%'/'0 21121 17937 191511 18709 18432 
Min by month 114894 11938 10114 10348 8987 8343 

Cyole2 
H ACM2 1T.W45 215412 21530 21483 20283 14n 
B SEA 180785 181-48 13475 14480 13294 12691 
G SEA 185797 18821 19347 17838 15810 14600 

0 TRAKLOAD 1<42908 13123 10857 117'9t 11333 11714 
I TRAKLOAD 110:/JS7 115831 1315'17 14800 13823 13807 
F OOE2.1 198Z77 192915 18041 16429 13367 11490 

Max by month 208780 215412 21530 21-493 20283 14500 
Min by month 124088 13123 10857 11791 11333 7477 

LARGE OFFICE : RICHLAND 
JAN FEB MAR APR MAY 

IWUIFR NN.JAL. K'M-1 
RICK»I) 1987 1787320 189400 183380 138840 148080 136960 

Cyole 1 
A ADM2 21215422 3eM51 281181 289491 243221 32681 
B SEA 88IM83 lill57"3 7'81 -40 79844 72JJ67 75743 
I TMkL.OM> 1870t8e 128387 122888 138515 1 -40289 147210 
D VCACS 1088Ci!82 123300 88807 82920 77!508 82188 

K VCACS 847909 7'8123 '58IS40 !58071 !51733 "49618 

F OOE2.1 988383 140283 9'5337 87283 e7257 ~ 

Ma by month 2730e7e 3e8481 281181 269491 243221 147210 
Min by month 8081!58 78123 58540 58071 51733 32651 

Cyole2 

" NJM2 2187102 274381 198051 174111 1 '59421 151371 
B SEA 788717 88088 84600 84341 54147 54817 

TRN<l..OAD 1732108 1387915 1:M005 138033 138310 15012e 
D VCN;8 1794319 1118120 188400 154880 148080 138980 
K VCN;8 17Zl2ST 187290 174880 14C790 121920 128180 
F DOE 2.1 19812104 203894 1152348 1eo841 129293 120972 

Ma by month Z!874C1 274381 198061 174111 159421 151371 
Min by month 7'88717 88089 S4eOO 84341 54147 54817 



CYCLES 1 AND 2 

JUN ..u. AUG SEP OCT NOY DEC 

12380 10800 11l520 12480 13880 18240 27380 

12ota 14.ea 13889 1z.t07 1.e2t 1 15410 19188 

174:.?2 HM32 17388 18104 18231 17181 20887 
10088 10799 107:!'1 10l84 109'55 10871 11318 
17fllf1 19071 18888 178e8 179'13 18S7'1 1e892 
17042 18483 18373 17'2!18 17301 1eae6 17798 

8386 9471 9401 83Z! 81581 8807 12125 
179157 19132 18888 18104 191231 17881 20887 

8395 9471 940I 8322 81581 9807 11318 

9879 12138 11473 9355 1485 78155 18157 
117153 1atf1 11728 122158 13281 13318 15484 
12828 12874 12574 12870 1&428 171158 181521 

11Mfl 12848 12488 11812 11747 11419 12080 
13318 14170 14084 13!504 1..o79 14191 1 !l02l5 

10300 11088 10888 10832 121533 1 !5388 18880 
13318 14170 14094 13!!04 1&428 171158 18880 

8879 11088 10888 93ei6 IM8IS 7ee5 12080 

JUN .u. AUG SEP OCT NOV DEC 

126880 130ee0 134880 130720 120840 1 !58'580 172640 

....ea1 88031 84411 ~ 28401 298231 380121 
77284 88080 82ot21 T1ZZ1 ~1 7'5749 92084 

1.-eeo7 1511529 1151082 143414 1481e8 130522 127833 
813179 107284 98781 81888 ee878 83812 105184 
477150 "'3Cll2& &4807 4M08 4eoeo '4eee& 818815 

!19874 941M fJ:Z'T74 157«S7 7'2e88 84074 129488 
14e807 11511529 15'1082 143414 14151 !58 298231 380121 

....ea1 l5302l5 54807 40e7'1 28401 '4eee& 81898 

1281521 127411 128131 131681 179491 202131 327S11 
58338 87083 81001 M:a82 !58'180 81Q88 &am 
1~ 1811517 18040I 1eooe3 144808 134852 138203 
128880 130MO 134880 1307'!8 120840 1158MO 172MO 
124720 1248'18 131040 1218t80 128879 1eeeel> 1e&e19 
111741 12127& 121078 113423 129827 1477Q8 180008 
1!52032 1811517 18040I 1t500!53 179491 202131 327511 
M33e 87083 81001 15«21112 !58'1 eo 81988 82033 

APPENDIX G 



ADM2 

Cycle 3 

Modeler A 

* 

END USE DATA 
COMPARISONS: 

TOTAL 
Heating 

MixedHVAC 

Interior Lighting 

Exterior Lighting 

Water Heating 

Receptacles 

* = added for senaitivity study 

SEA 
Cycle 3 

ModelerB 

SEA 
Cyot.3 

ModelerJ 

TRAKLOAO 
Cycle3 

ModelerD 

TRAKLOAD 
Cycle 3 
Mod ... rE 

VCACS 

Cycle 3 
ModelerD 

VCACS 

Cycle 3 

ModelerK 

DOE 2.1 
Cycl•3 

Modet.rF 

TOTAL 
H•ating 
MlxedHVAC 

Interior Lighting 

Exterior Lighting 

Water Heating 

Receptacles 

TOTAL 
Heating 

MixedHVAC 

Interior Lighting 

Exterior Lighting 

Water Heating 

Receptacles 

TOTAL 
Heating 
MlxedHVAC 

lntMior Lighting 

Exteriot' Lighting 
Water Heating 

~eptacles 

TOTAL 
Heating 
MixedHVAC 

Interior Lighting 

Exterior Lighting 

WatM H•ating 

Reoeptacleo 

TOTAL 
Heating 

MixedHVAC 
Interior Lighting 

Exterior Lighting 
Water Heating 
Receptacleo 

TOTAL 
Heating 

MbcedHVAC 

Interior Lighting 

Exterior Lighting 

water Heating 
Receptact.s 

TOTAL 
Heating 

MixedHVAC 

Interior Lighting 

Exterior Lighting 

Water Heating 
Receptacles 

SMALL RETAIL BUILDING: EUGENE 

ANNUAL KWH 

82953 

33176 

18122 

25784 

2400 
1813 

1668 

88953 

440eO 
12182 

28089 
0 
0 

4602 

812A8 

28170 
16527 

34873 

0 

0 
1678 

85500 

39274 
10887 

29636 

0 

2480 

3043 

94003 

38185 
20357 

30874 
0 

1874 

2713 

8l5462 

34421 

8923 

31781 

0 
1573 

8764 

84120 

31104 

10392 

33346 

0 
1544 

2734 

81097 

34359 

16447 
26176 

0 

1524 

2591 

JAN 
9717 

6391 

637 

2190 

204 
154 

141 

390 

10787 

6711 

~ 

2985 

145 

11275 

8187 

94 

2627 
0 

209 

258 

11788 

7821 

953 

2624 

159 

231 

13078 

8706 

119 
3209 

1 !59 

885 

11046 

6992 

808 

2832 

131 

232 

12168 

8304 

1266 

2251 

127 
221 

FEB 
7924 
4912 

584 
1978 

184 

139 

127 

9742 

8!512 

684 

2188 

358 

7818 

4211 

796 

2682 

130 

8246 

5420 
133 

2273 

0 

166 

232 

8855 

5207 
952 

2347 

143 

206 

9538 

5498 
76 

2991 

148 

825 

8132 

44&4 

761 

2558 

119 
210 

9318 
5788 

1208 

1997 

127 

198 

MAR 
7831 

4422 

720 
2190 

204 
154 

141 

9358 

5864 

724 

2379 

7429 

3479 

872 

2937 

141 

8259 

5040 
201 

2548 
0 

210 

260 

9097 

4939 
1143 

2625 

159 

231 

7677 

4167 

171 
2519 

125 

695 

7972 

3910 

ae7 

2832 

131 

232 

7918 
3976 

1364 

2231 

127 

220 

APR 

6191 

2579 

1011 

2119 

197 

149 

136 

6720 
3201 

759 

2371 

389 

6055 

1985 
1038 

2891 

6226 

2702 
589 

2479 

0 

203 

253 

7339 

2939 
1475 

2547 

154 

224 

3778 

1688 

234 

1401 

69 

386 

6547 

2484 

970 

2741 

127 
225 

5703 

2052 

1086 

2223 

127 

215 

CYCLE 

MAY 

!5664 

1300 

1675 

2190 

204 

154 

141 

5335 

1611 

947 

2386 

391 

5480 

909 

1440 

2988 

5605 

1562 

1025 

2548 

0 

210 

260 

6537 

1684 

1836 

2626 

160 

231 

4857 

1677 

502 

2021 

100 

557 

6230 
184S 

1186 

2832 

131 

232 

4573 

997 

1001 

'222.7 

127 
221 



3 SIMULATIONS 

JUN 

3637 

467 
2569 
2119 

197 

149 

136 

4912 
153 

1792 

2832 

135 

5122 

715 
1519 

2438 

0 
201 

249 

5780 
656 

2207 

2540 

154 

223 

4916 

437 
1210 

2467 

122 

680 

5330 

323 

1914 

2741 

127 

225 

4156 
'207 

1467 

2143 

127 

212 

JUL 

6096 

126 

3281 
2190 

204 
154 

141 

4802 
211 

1606 

2393 

392 

5663 

75 

2438 

3004 

146 

5803 

426 
2361 
2547 

0 
209 

290 

6242 
301 

2920 
2631 

159 

231 

5878 

0 

2263 

2726 

135 

752 

6038 

328 

2517 

2832 

131 

232 

4874 
58 

22<46 
2223 

127 

221 

AUG 
5945 

158 

3098 
2190 

204 
154 
141 

4504 

201 
1644 

2285 

374 

5317 

30 

2210 

2882 

135 

5649 

447 
2202 

2533 
0 

209 

258 

6154 

330 
2803 
2631 

159 

231 

5158 

0 
1858 

2489 

123 

686 

~ 

328 

1969 

2832 

131 

232 

4847 
31 

2152 

2315 

127 

222 

SEP 
5713 

724 

2388 
2119 

197 

149 

136 

'4683 

5ee 
1373 

2366 

388 

140 

5391 

822 
1676 

2443 
0 

201 

249 

6123 

874 
2342 
2531 

154 

222 

~16 

23 
1614 

2927 

145 

807 

4e63 

325 

1~ 

2741 

127 
225 

3943 
237 

1314 

2054 

127 

211 

OCT 
5753 

2063 
1001 
2190 

204 
154 

141 

389 

5765 
1375 

1247 

~ 

146 

6134 

2363 
768 

2536 

0 

210 

258 

7147 

2508 
1627 

2622 

160 

230 

4138 

476 
550 

2347 

116 

647 

6081 

1744 

1142 

2832 

131 
232 

4560 
1060 

939 
2223 

127 
221 

BASE BUILDINGS 

NOV 
7154 

4023 

530 
2119 

197 

149 

136 

8983 

~ 

688 

2294 

375 

130 

8073 
4969 

210 

2444 

0 
201 

249 

8827 

4822 
1104 

2525 

154 

222 

8217 

3954 
222 

3049 

151 

841 

6769 

~ 

620 

2741 

127 

225 

7713 
4103 

1163 

2110 

127 

210 

DEC 
9328 

6011 

628 
2190 

204 
154 
141 

11458 
7932 

761 

23n 

388 

9589 
5041 

892 

3010 

146 

9717 

6621 
109 

2521 

0 
209 

257 

10114 

6104 

995 
2625 

159 

231 

12717 

n95 
104 

3635 

180 

1003 

9621 

5483 

a.3 

2832 

131 

232 

11324 
7556 

1243 
2179 

127 

219 

APPENDIX G 

TOTALADM2 

Heating 
Cooling -t Fan/Pump 
Indoor Lighting 

Outdoor Lighting 

Hot Water 

Total -Sum 

TOTAL SEA 
Heating 
CooHng -t Auxillrui<"s 

Ugh1s & Equip 
(included below) 
(included below) 

Total - Sum 

TOTAL SEA 

H•ating 
Coo~ng + Auxiliaries 

Lights & Equip 
nncludeod below) 
(included be-low) 

Total - Sum 

TOTAL TRAKLOAD 

Heating 
Cooling + Fans 
Lights 

(inoluded in Lighto) 
Hot W«ter 

Equipm<"nt 

TOTAL TRAKLOAD 

Heating 
Cooling 1 Fans 

Ugh1s 
(included in Lights) 

Hot Wate< 
Equipment 

TOTAL VCACS 

Heating 
Cooling 1- Fans > Aux11iam•5 
Lighting 

(included in Lights) 
Hot Water 
Equipment 

TOTAL VCACS 
Heating 

Cooling + Fans 

Ugh1s 

(included in Lights) 
Hot Water 

Equipment 

TOTALDOE2.1 
Space Heating 

Space Cooling + Vent 
Lighting 

(Included in Ligh1s) 
DHW 
Equipment 



END USE DATA LARGE RETAIL BUILDING : RICHLAND 
COMPARISONS CYCLE 

NNJALKWH JAN FEB MAR APA MAY 
ADM2 TOTAL 1388128 1227!2 102SM 107.-6 104380 110668 

Cyole3 lntilrior~ 7'27889 81921 !f5838 8182! 58828 81821 

Model«'A MlxedHVAC 900928 ee8M 421"48 '40807 38879 43800 

o.n.r• Mixed 1!183()9 8037 4eeo 8037 4875 !5037 

ACM2 TOTAL 1288234 133004 103373 9'5042 892!54 93393 

Cycle 3 Interior Lighting 807301 51579 46588 51579 49915 51579 

~H MixedHVAC ~ 73469 ~ 3!5507 31639 33858 
a.n.rm Mbced 93878 79ee 7188 7956 noo 7966 

SEA TOTAL 1288088 11511215 1120n 108019 88188 ~ 

Cycle3 Int.nor~ 748987 81888 57920 &4038 61878 &4119 

ModelerB MbcedHVAC 5200el5 87312 "'2835 42176 24M7 24333 

a.n.rm Mixed 2'336 1824 1822 1804 174" 1812 

SEA TOTAL 1442371 133-487 112914 121064 114555 118662 

Cycle3 lnt9rior" L.q11lng 803282 88754 61944 68346 66207 88335 

Mo<WerJ MludHVAC 529685 54717 42308 43376 39456 41212 

o.n.r• Mbced 108514 10026 8884 Q382 8882 9115 

TAAKLOAD TOTAL 1184863 1Z1937 9e084 94832 86854 90022 

Cyoi. 3 lntilrior~ 8315()92 153819 46473 53913 52450 53934 

Mod.i.rE MbtedHVAC 474889 87743 40874 34539 27198 29703 

General Mixed 75182 8375 5747 6380 6206 6385 

ooe 2.1 TOTAL 12196158 1154332 891579 82381 82619 81128 
Cyole3 int.rior Ughting 812873 52784 46903 51888 50781 52525 

Mo<WerF MlxeclHVAC 500087 a2S17 34248 21471 22997 19572 
Genw•Mlxed 108918 9031 8428 9022 8841 9031 



3 SIMULATIONS (BASE BULDINOS) APPENDIX G 

JUN JUL AUG SEP OCT NOV DEC 

11 !Ol54 133887 13'1005 111429 108870 10'5138 13151315 AOM2Tm.ES 

eee2ll 81821 81821 158828 Si821 158828 81821 Indoor Ughling 
503l53 87038 84147 48728 41812 ~ eezr7 HNdlng + Cooling + F~ 

487& eo37 !!037 487S !5037 4878 !5037 [al o1her) 

93630 106884 104864 9238'5 9fS4'56 108681 1 !50168 ADM2Tm..ES 

4991 !5 51579 51 !579 4891 !5 !51579 4891 !5 !51 !579 Indoor Lighting 

3801 !5 47448 45329 34no 36921 51088 90633 H.ating + Cooling + Fan/Pump 

noo 79ee 7958 noo 7958 noo 79158 (all·oth«) 

84879 1088M 108041 92192 88388 111884 134196 SEATin.ES 

921&4 83e62 83813 81'507 63829 80033 92004 Lgta-Equlp 
30837 ~ "40427 28948 23734 50038 703!53 Cooling + Heating + AUXIiiaries 

17e8 1799 1801 1737 180!5 1792 1838 (al other) 

118348 12e838 124325 1Hl809 118070 113737 12"932 SEATin.ES 

68483 88289 88243 81588() 88381 8'171 68269 Lgta-Equip 
43006 48279 48997 41951 ~ 40742 47008 c~ + ...._,g + Auxiliarlea 

8858 9080 9085 8778 9'64 ~ 98C56 ca1oth«J 

IM878 108275 1<r077 91282 88621 9'54M 1121156 TRAKL.OAO Tm..ES 
!52eee 53834 153788 !51888 !54204 !52024 !53798 Ughta (inoludff exterior lighting) 
3'5!561 4'58e8 42821 33231 28002 3727!5 !51986 ~ + Cooling + Fans 

6252 8385 6368 8142 6415 6157 6370 Equipl'Mnt + Hot Wate< 

108854 1131592 127634 &47915 788M 9889t 119067 DOE 2.1 Tm..ES 
!50183 5173& 527!52 48843 l5Ql5a6 48319 51-435 Ughting (lnolucMe exterior) 

'48MO 52828 86848 28134 17428 38'583 ee813 Sp Heat + Sp Cool + v.m 
8821 9031 9034 8818 9031 8809 9019 EquiplMfrt + DHW 



END USE DATA SMALL OFFICE BUILDING : EUGENE CYCLE 
COMPARISONS 

NHJAL.KWH JAN FEB MAR APR MAY 
N:1M2. TOTAL 17344!S 2!5412 21530 21493 20283 7477 

Cycle3 Heating 83984 18290 13421 12728 118e0 0 

ModelerH MixedHVAC 12146 74 #¥1 74 69 159 

!>-. Ventlation 9874 1830 1342 1273 11 IMS 0 

lntertorl.Jghtlng 38879 33815 3()l(f7 33815 3288 3396 

Exterior L.q1ting 2185 251 2a8 :2151 243 2151 

°"*' 4'M11 3772 3407 3772 3860 3712 

SEA TOTAL 180789 Hn"4e 13475 14480 13294 12891 

Cyole3 ~atlng 22943 4944 ~ 3193 1758 818 

Mo<HlerB MxedHVAC 44004 2741 2769 32e9 3704 4042 

baM Ventlatlon 1824 '408 271 251 140 66 
lnteriorUghting 77210 6781 5875 6491 6453 6508 
Exterior L.q1ting 0 
Other .1"'885 1294 1138 1258 1239 12!58 

SEA TOTAL 1867W 19820 18347 17640 1e811 14600 

Cycle3 ~ tlfZ1(T1 9870 7247 7"8o 5291 3962 

Model«G MbcedHVAC 1e218 572 708 898 1223 1 "'65 

!>-. Ventllallon 4178 701 471 481 350 2e6 
lnteriorl.Jghtlng 9'5073 8047 7282 8073 8041 8077 

Exterior~ 0 
Other 8683 730 869 7'JIJ 706 7'JIJ 

TRN<LOAD TOTAL* 142906 13123 1oeee 117913 11333 11713 
Cyole3 HMitlrtg 118M 3107 1948 1-422 748 354 

ModelerD MbcedHVAC 18122 278 4ZT eoe 1~ 1576 

b- V.mldon "93 42 38 42 41 42 
Interior Lighting 42017 3!564 3215 ~ 3475 3681 

Exterior Lighting 0 
Other 72289 8132 '5631 8146 5976 6160 

* total and ~tail die.gr- with o1her -.nmariM due to UH ot autlOmlllic conforming routine 

TJW<L.OAD TOTAL 197181!1 18388 1 !5e88 111eo 18011 16122 
Cyole3 Healing 3l2:3C)8 9002 422!5 4189 2888 Hl20 
Modeler! MlxedHVAC 34070 1248 1488 1827 2&47 3347 

!>-. Ventlerllon 31477 2871 2405 2879 2588 2881 
Interior Ughting 44010 3746 3357 ~47 3625 3757 
Exterior Ughtlng 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Other !56302 4703 4220 4708 4563 4717 

DOE2.1 TOTAL 188287 1a320 18()26 18'33 133156 11494 
Cyole 3 ~ &41512 10171 7904 7'311¥1 4616 2312 
ModelerF Mbt.ctHVAC 8407 222 201 234 218 382 

!>-. Venlllillon 29488 2!508 221114 2e()8 2"2e 2t50& 

Interior~ 41881 3M8 3188 3M2 3620 3154() 

Exterior Lighting 0 
Other 32288 2789 2468 2746 2678 2745 



3 SIMULATIONS (BASE BUl...DNGS) 

JUN JUL AUG SEP OCT NOV DEC 

9879 12138 11473 93ll& 8480 791515 181!57 ADM2 TlTI.ES 
0 0 0 0 0 0 9895 I-Mating 

21 11 3575 3092 1657 870 423 74 Cooling 

888 1143 883 519 207 53 970 Fan/Pump 

3:.8 3386 3386 3288 33915 3286 3385 Indoor Lighting (pro rata) 

243 251 251 243 261 243 251 Outdoor l.q1tlng (pro rllta) 

3880 :r772 3772 38l50 3772 3880 3772 Hot W1r + FWr +Cook + Othr (pr) 

11~ 128tl7 117'29 122158 13291 13318 15484 SEA mt.ES 

200 42 44 2!53 107'1 3009 4087 HMting 
410S 4720 4263 4312 4088 2988 3028 Cooling 

HI 3 4 21 88 240 321 Auxilieriea 

622-4 6803 8205 8438 a57 S938 67!57 Lgta-Equlp 
(lnolucMd In next lirl•} 

1208 1298 1213 1234 1282 1183 1293 (Total i. .. al of th• abov•) 

12928 12573 12574 12870 1fM28 17158 18C2t SEA mt.ES 

2414 1!184 1988 21588 4884 7157 8480 ~g 

1884 207!5 2015 1722 1314 870 69' Cooling 

164 108 113 17!5 330 488 548 AuxiHari .. 
7679 8088 8047 7978 8088 79158 8058 Lgte-Equip 

(lll01ud41d in n.xt line) 

708 730 730 708 730 706 730 [Total less al of h above) 

11 !584 121948 12488 11811 1174e 11417 12081 llW<LOAO T1TI.ES 
104 38 44 17'2 e'i9 1479 18&3 Heating 

207!5 21'7!5 2732 2222 1307 570 367 Cooling 
40 42 42 40 42 40 42 Fens 

3442 31564 ~ 3447 31594 3427 3576 ~ 
(lnclu<*J in Lights) 

!59:23 6132 6121 5930 8184 !5901 8153 Hot Wat« + EqUipment 

15408 1a:aet 18224 15'188 18321 16487 17500 TRAKLOAO TITl..ES 
708 384 421 930 2308 3881 4874 ~ating 

3848 4801 4884 3821 2888 18e0 1eo7 Cooling 
2589 2883 2679 2!5M 2879 2!579 2679 Fons 
3818 3738 3739 3818 3739 3'591 3739 Lights 

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 (inciud•d in Lights) 
4647 4881 4701 ~ 4701 4516 -4701 Hot Water + Equipment 

10298 11070 1()891 108:28 12637 15383 1886-4 ooe 2 1 TI'fl£s 
634 1813 1'46 1°'58 3437 8833 S1812 SpH..t 

1295 'J!Jlll1 1884 1248 222 218 222 SpCool 
24Z · 2e()8 2eOe 2"215 2e08 24215 2'I05 v.m 
3S!O 3fJ.eo 31587 3273 3829 3282 31!()15 Lighting 

(lncluc»d In Ughtlng) 
26152 2745 2770 2S27 2745 2S27 27'20 Equip!Mnt + DHW 



END USE DATA LARGE OFFICE BUILDING : RICHLAND 
COMPARISONS CYCLE 

~KWH JNf FEB MAR APA MAY 
ADM2 TOTAL 1781809 177783 152052 152893 1391e9 137433 

Cyele3 H.ating 908110 11!5830 99280 88810 7'5830 8&410 

~A Cooing 247630 10200 8270 11920 13700 20780 

Aulcillariee 275240 23840 21220 233!50 22!5aO 23230 
Ventilation 0 
lntwlor Ughting 320801 27229 ~ 27229 28351 27228 

Other 81229 784 708 784 7e8 784 

SEA TOTAL 1779881 241637 186981 1e64ee 116966 110647 

Cyei. 3 H.atlng 779978 189883 105428 88112 45446 2459e 

Modeler A Cooing 189018 0 38 769 4124 H!561 
A~a 334717 28967 23856 ~1 28283 27964 
v~ 0 
Interior Ughting 486288 421156 37038 40862 ~ 40831 

Other 7880 882 805 871 843 673 

TRAl<LOAD TOTAL 1~ 1eeeo7 147942 1 !53!564 13'1844 133327 

Cycle 3 Heating 288912 78138 42232 34774 16834 6394 

~I Cooing 8&4221 4791¥7 47442 ~ 5&529 60370 

AulcillaMe 
V.mlallon 1208l54 9074 7791 8719 9174 10497 

lntwlor Ughting 407042 34729 31107 34396 33487 34563 

Other 253302 21 !598 19370 21407 20820 21503 

VCN;S TOTAL 17'&4274 186117 188387 164879 148076 136966 
Cycle3 1-tMiMng 428718 113387 79033 491ee 42148 11~ 

~D Cooing 2281a7 0 0 338 1027 23!573 

AuxillWiM 1181599 371'4 4697 9147 10483 11013 

V.mlallon 118318 7'2!56 678IS 6398 El835 7642 

lntwlor Ughting 342294 23844 30181 3152315 33652 32636 
Other 530240 38937 48721 54681 52130 50556 

VCACS TOTAL 17'58838 18QQA6 1"'3178 1 "'6678 134646 138375 
Cyole3 Heating -422088 IM800 e8879 51137 38904 282"40 

ModelerK Cooing 13Z179 0 483 1279 3808 93HI 
Auldlm1M '41MM 7440 228-40 27-412 2931'4 39292 

Ventilation 141864 120M 1<J770 11829 11372 116()8 

lnterior~g 38seeo 3308t5 29883 330fM5 32018 33085 
Other 2'7103 21836 19723 21838 21132 21836 

DOE 2.1 TOTAL 1991822 209415 1-44746 138827 122617 121206 
Cycle 3 ~ 440700 118300 57!i00 41000 14000 12100 
ModelerF Cooling 3151700 11600 1-4300 18800 31600 31100 

AuldleriM 912729 117'08 11133 108CZ2 9725 93°'5 
Ventlldlon 0 
lnt9ftor Ughting '4171W7 38333 31732 3D231 3eOe"4 3'5698 
Olher 388298 331574 30080 33074 32338 33005 



3 SIMULATIONS (BASE BUl.Dr.K>S) APPENDIX G 

JUN ..u.. AUG SEP OCT NOV DEC 

129098 120673 12<t883 131809 148783 180309 191373 ADM2Tln.ES 

43770 248'10 ~ 55320 82340 100490 129690 Heating 

3i?eo 44&40 43830 26680 1 !5070 9980 9910 Cooling 

22470 23210 23270 22500 23340 22730 23760 Fan/Pump 
(included in fan/pump) 

283151 27229 27229 218381 27228 283151 27228 li-idoor Lighting 
7l58 7M 784 7l58 784 7l58 784 (aloth«) 

112328 137368 1231615 113173 120464 1!54000 2237..0 SEA Tin.ES 

1!5012 13'ZT7 12870 18110 43142 91764 1 !52!5e8 Heating 
297eo 47428 39742 24691 8845 70 0 Cooling 
28638 33783 30313 29282 zrno 23586 28214 Auxillartee 

(~in Auxillan.5) 

39271 42217 387!!8 ~ 42D'Z1 37918 42305 L.gta.Cquip ( + some Other) 
8M 664 881 .84:Z 670 682 883 Non-HVAC Elec 

129078 138870 135483 129313 1317&1 1l5e248 174295 lRAl<l...OAO Tln.ES 
1108 88 - 2021 13!508 '40404 !57018 HMtlng 

81983 67385 884&4 8093& 1577615 5'1921 !52192 Cooling 
(In Cooling and F ana) 

11 !501 13286 12877 11165 9807 &462 8712 F-
33'588 3448'5 34648 33408 3'M48 33678 34729 Llghta (includes exterior) 

20897 21~ 21151 IS 207&4 21424 20894 21&44 Hot Watw + Equipment 

128874 130857 134878 130718 120838 1eeee8 17'J:837 VCACS lllLES 
7'29 0 0 1448 1e&41 215464 ..,;rr Heating: Elee 

4&410 154883 48179 41182 1'!812 812 0 COollng: Elec: 

141315 13331 11422 111615 87152 18085 4825 Auxillariea 

14388 181588 1 !5888 12319 838'5 7936 6041 Fans 

20492 17118 24444 ~ 27128 ~ 29694 Ughtlng (includes exterior) 

31743 218917 378615 3ai!60 42020 65911 4'6000 Hot Water + Baee Loads 

142808 1588158 160707 141741 134798 1381584 1!12438 VCACSTrn.ES 
5361 17'22 572 9014 201315 41286 78230 Heating: Eleo 

23884 28898 31o484 ~7 10402 1879 0 Coolng: Elec: 
48878 e8882 908l!8 48882 3'7'3M 29800 7440 Auxllariea 

11538 12588 12791 117'98 11996 11460 11847 F-
32018 33088 33085 32018 33086 32018 3308e Ughta (Includes exterior) 
21132 21836 21838 21132 21838 21132 21836 Hot Water + Bas• Loads 

123094 128802 133879 114488 128378 162519 177874 DOE 2.1 TITU:S 

2800 2ISOO 2800 12900 27900 8IS300 8IS900 SpHeat 
48400 51800 eeeoo 32300 24200 14800 13800 SpCool 

!5488 3702 3303 4138 e(,1!88 7"84 10M6 HVACAux 
(lnclUded In HVAC Aux) 

33810 3'5888 311811 33888 315818 33230 31SOUJ Ughtlng (lnterfor') 
31888 33005 33Hlf5 3115315 3331'5 31~ 32914 Equipt + DHW + ext Hghta 



APPENDIX H page 1 

SMALL RETAIL : EUGENE 

SOURCE: 
MODELER 

VtlJT:t 
~~< ... 
A 
B 
J 
D 
E 
D 
K 

SOFTWARE 

· · : •••1~:•:•:::::: .... .. .. . ... . ..... . ... 
···>~•~<:>::: .. 

ADM2 
SEA 
SEA 
TFW<LOAD 
TFW<LOAD 
VCACS 
VCACS 

F DOE2.1 
~>< >>~2;1 

LARGE RETAIL : RICHLAND 

SOURCE: 
MOClEl.ER SOFTWARE 

V11J1Y .: .· .. ·. : ,-.~. 

a:~· . . . : : 11!18il'AiiitiW~ .. · ... 
A ADM2 
H ADM2 
C SEA 
J 
E 
F 
CREU&•·: 

SEA 
TFW<LOAD 
DOE2.1 

· ··· .· •· • MIEAMa:.t·• 

x:not~ 

z"' ....... end°'~ .. oyole 

. .. ·~:: .. ·· 
jiii~ifiii/ .... . 

829153 

888&4 

81248 
aeeoo 
lill3888 

ee'500 
841153 

8'i 0!¥7 

COMPARISON OF ECM RECOMMENDATIONS (CYCLE 3) 

ENERGY CONSERVATION MEASURES (kWh saving:;} 

ENllELOPE w• 
"""* 

B 
······ · · ··· 

.. ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::>>"' 

(~ieilMty etudv only) 
8314 28818 

4433 x 

7822 

'4278 
3748 x 
7284 

12etc1 x 
HS183 

32180 

2204 x 
"2 x 

ENVELOPE 
Windows 
Thennal 

. C 

4&48 x 

4408 x 
5728 x 
1929 

2139 x 
2102 x 

2192 

: · • · • ·•·• · • •: •:• :•: •: ::,:~·: • :::::::::: ~· ~:,:• : :· 
4986 x 

j :a: : . . . ··.·:: : : ~: x : 

DESCRPTION 
Of= MEASUES: 

A 
B 
c 
D 

E 

F 

1neu1atie o.ilng/rool: add R1 o ... R1 9 

in.u.t. w•: acid R1 0 ... R11 

1net111 double ~/norm windows 

~ o:o.es llghtlng: delamp 

A.duo. llY«eg. watta/eqft lighting; install EE fluor lamps 

~beleetawilti -.ici.nt ~ 

ENERGY CONSERVATION MEASURES (kWh savings): 

': •138:1@: 
. . .131331:&:· ····: ·.· 

1388128 
1288239 
1288088 
1442372 
1184898 

12198158 

182937 x 

A 
B 
c 
D 
E 
F 
G 
H 

ENVELOPE 
RoofKAiling 
lneui.t. 

ENVELOPE 

w• 
Nulate 

ENVELOP 
Windows 
Th«mal 

B c 

'J!!i747 61441 

21886 144680 
22369 x 67l508 x 
340«58 186498 
82022 

L.oww oellng: ~ w .. "' lighting 
ln.uate oejing: acid about R11 , making A27 to R30 
..,.._wale to A13 /With Aa.7 

Replace elngle ~windows with double p
R.duoe llghtlng with existing controls or delamplng 
fWalnp lnoandMoent with ~wit 

0 

1513 

~ lighta with energy eflloient lamps and belaete 
Replace .tandard balaeta with .i.otromagnetio 

°'*'..,..... - reclOli-lded for~ eotion 
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HVAC 
ThermoetlJt 

~ 
K 

10l90 

OTHER LOADS 
w .......... 
Wr.ip 

K 

HVAC 
Eoonominr 
ln.w 

L 

~ ~ (2771) + unoo«ipied (5188) 

OCClPN«:Y HVAC 

~ 

L 

130878 

HMtPump 
lneW 

M 

228801 z 

194ee3 

105488 

315882 )( 

~P~O--

b) Prclogl••••ldbl9 lhenno.tat 
o) negallv9 c:t.m.nd Nlllinga 

HVAC 
Eoononlinl 
Rep.r 

N 

1~ 

7!838 

22S2l5(l 

37208 

negative 
... .. 

• o) 

HVAC 
Other 

0 

108238 •) 
1122156 b) 

APPENDIX H 
pege1 





APPENDIX H page 1 

SMALL RETAIL : EUGENE 

~= 
MOOEl.ER SOFlWARE 

U11JlV" . >:t99.i.~~:: .. 
$..¢All: :( : :)~~:: 
A AOM2 
B SEA 
J SEA 
D TRAl<LOAD 
E lRAl<LOAD 
D VCACS 
K VCACS 
F DOE2.1 
~: . . . . : :Mi;AA.fa.:(:. . ... . 

LARGE RETAIL : RICHLAND 

SOURCE: 
MOOAFR SOFlWARE 

COMPARISON OF ECM RECOMMENDATIONS (CYCLE 3) 

ENERGY CONSERVATION MEASURES (kWh savings) 

ENVELOPE 
Wlndowa 
Thermal 

c 
o.i.mp 

D 

·· ···• :: ·:·::·:::>:uu·<. ··· ··:: ::-:· ::.> · ::: :: .•• :::: .::: :·:· ·· ·. 
· · ··· ···· ... ....... . . . . 

82853 

88864 
81248 

aeeoo 
939e8 

eeeoo 
841153 
8'1087 

(...itMty dldy only) 
5314 
4433 x 

28818 

128115 x 
18183 

32180 

2204 x 
3745 x 42 x 
7'264 

'4648 x 
4406 x 
15728 x 
1929 
2139 x 
2102 x 
4886 x 

2192 

: :; :: : <~: .. :> /{ >:~ JI'.: . : ) 22isiJ . .·.· .. ·.· ·.·.· . .4034 x 

DESCRPTION 

OF MEASURES: 
A 
B 
c 
0 

E 

F 

in.w.e. oeiling/roof: add R1 O ... R1 9 

IMulcte w•: add R10 ... R11 

ir-.. doubi. ~norm windowe 

Reduoe ex- lighting: delamp 

Reduoe -age watta/sqt. lighting; lnstal EE lluor Mimpe 

Repleo9 balaeta with e6'lent elec:tromagn.tio 

ENERGY CONSERVATION MEASURES (kWh savings) : 

ENVELOPE 
~ 
L.oww 

A 

ENVELOPE 
RoolJCeiling 
lneulata 

B 

ENVELOPE 
Walla 

lneulate 
c 

UTU1Y :• : <1897~: :> .. : .. · <.'J31ti:3o0 . ·.·. ·: :< : .· .. 
aCAP:::: :· · ·. · 1;987,(~:: : : : . :> ::: : : : 13i:3S1~ : : .·. 
A 
H 
c 
J 
E 
F 
-eAE:u$> . : : 

AOM2 
AOM2 
SEA 
SEA 
1'W<LOAD 
DOE2.1 

::,.~~1: •: : :: · ·· 

x=not~lded 

z = replace at end of owl"ef1t .. oyole 

1388128 
1288238 
1288088 
144Z372 
11M988 
12198158 

othw entriM - -"'"* lded for lmnMdellle ac1lon 

1912937 x 

A 
B 
c 
D 
E 
F 
G 
H 

25747 81441 

L.oww oellng: reduce wel & lighting 
~ cellng: add about R'l 1 , making A27 to A30 

~wale to R'l 3 {With A8. 7 

~ ~ p-windowe with doubt. p
Reduoe lghtklg with existing controls or delamping 
Relamp jnoandeecent with fluoreecent 

1513 

Rep&aoe ~with~ eftlclent lampe and ballu1a 
Repleoe et.dard balaeta with elecl1romagnetlo 



••don 
WMlh«tze 

G H 

OlHERLOADS 
Wtt!W Heater 
Wrap 

I 

HVAC 

HMtPurr1> 
lnatal 

J 



APPENDIX H page 2 COMPARISON OF ECM RECOMMENDATIONS (CYCLE 3) 

SMALL OFFICE : EUGENE ENERGY CONSERVATION MEASURES (kWh savings) : 

SOlft:E: ENVELOPE ENVELOPE ~ 
MOOEl..ER SOFTWAFE Roof Window Ruor-.nt 

~ nMmllll ~ 
A B C 

01iirV:: :):)}1jif~~? <:>:<:>>>>>jti2e~(:\: :>:<:>:<<<<<<<: :::::. · · · ·: : : : : · · · · · · · · · · . . . . . ......... ... ·. · 
la;_(:jf\f!';:: . . >)~1:~: : ... ::::::::· · : ·· · · :~) ··· :::-:::-:•·:::: ..... :· :.: • : : <<<··:::::>:»::::::::····· ···· ········ · 
H ADM2 1734&4 24418 

a SEA 1 eo7ee 11587 x 
G SEA 
D nw<LOAD 
I nw<LOAO 
F DOE2.1 
~ / ·<~~{ / .. :· 

185769 
142000 
197181 
1'48018 

OESCAP110N 
OF MEASU'ES: 

2782 x 

A 
B 
c 
D 
E 
F 
G 
H 

3172 4224 

2705 x 4282 5000 

9629 x 4194 z 8546 
5194 x 14387 14206 

!i833 z 
3480 

~roof, add - R19 ... 21 
in.tall thermal pane windows Of' storm wlndow8 
~ llghta with ...,.'3'/ efllclent lluor.ac:ent lamps 

A«rloY. ex- llllll>s/instal reftec:tors/ UH task lighting 
A.duce lighting, unoccupied periods; install motion det..::t 
Replace inoandeoc:ent ighta with lluoreecent 
Replace lluor-em ballam with high efficiency units 
Reduce exterior lighting i.ve61 Of' houra 

LARGE OFFICE : RICHLAND ENERGY CONSERVATION MEASURES (kWh savings) : 

SOFTWARE 

~:· .. . : ; ~:--7~: . 
EL.¢N!i• ...... •: •1•~· 
A ACM2 
B SEA 
I nw<LOAD 
D VCAC8 
K VCACS 
F DOE2.1 .. . . . .... . . ..... .. ... 

cR&tnv • • ~a1 • •. · 

x ~ not ,_OftWT* lded 

z = r.,,._ Ill end of owr.m .. cyole 

178179t 
1778888 
17!5e029 
1764320 
17e9874 
148'7983 

ENVELOPE 
Roof 

A 

24188 z 

48477 
36708 z 

· · · • . usen•< • • • 

OESCFW»TION 
OF MEASURES: 

other' er1lr1M - rM<>rm* lded for lrnrnedlaW ao1lon 

ENVELOPE 
Window 
Bind/Shade 

8 

ENVELOPE 
Windows 

c 

98942 x 
21025 z 

80655 
10Ji470· . 

A ~root, from .td-R7 .. to .--oti~ 

B lrwtal window bllnda W'td/Of' ahadee 

LIGHTING 
Occupancy 
Schedule 

D 

31024 

C lnetal thennllll panetnonn wlndoe, refte4tlve gi.. 

0 Oelmlp; reduoe houre °' llghtlng 
E Improve lighting .illciencyf.-gy elllc:ient low watt lampe 
F Replace lighting ftx1uree end lnetal more el'licient lighting 
G lneW lighting oontrole/daylighting 
H ~ weatt... ab ipplhg, 8 doore 

lnstal C02 vent oontrole to 20 ofm{pereon 
Jt lneW heat ,._.y from A/C (8436) Of' heat pump (8888) 
J2 in.tall eolw ~ tt..e.r 
J3 lnetel ~k control for OHW circulating pump 



o) 

9410 
3013 zd) 

21026 z 
79IYZ7 
798815 

L..IQHTl'IQ 

lnclandeeaent 

2088 x 

93418 
38IMl5 x 

.. :: :: ::;::.;:::>:,J:a7aa::: :.::>>>: ·:: ::<::: · . 

1643 x 

lnctw vetitldon,.... 
lnetall 'Z' or Rl 1 wrap on watw hMller 

lrlltllll * eoure• hellt pc.snpe 

I 
J 
K 
L 
M 
N 
0 

lrlltllll (.mtialpy] .oo1 IOITllZ* • on HVAC {R1U) equipment 
lrlltllll ~ 11'Mnno9tat/oontrol: Ntpointt.mp«aturea 
lnetall tirMr for «rtrvwfl'i ~ 
lrlltllll -SW~ and control syetem 

178a! 
11 l501 

. .. ·:· .. 18Q87':· 

K1 ~ 8'5'J(, ~ motore in fen col un1ti1 

OUTSl)E Mi 
Vent 
Control 

K2 lnetal tempenltLn oontrolll; ~ ~ 
K3 Modly for pe11lneew hMllrlg 

L1 Aft'oftt ...._, ohller oapaatty ea'!& to~ p.u.. loadlng 

L2 Rft'ollt higher ellloienay ~. COP 4.0 
M1 IWtl'oflt higtMr ~pump motors for cooing tow« 
M2 Aa at>ov. (3084) + "- oooiinWa1rainw oyote in tow.(~ 
N lrlltllll _..,.loop hellt pump COP 2.8 for mllin .yst19m {7'91780): 

sis hellt pump COP 2.8forb•1ment and~ (28073) 
01 A.f>alr-w ~and oontrol .yetiem 
02 .,.... ~ oonrol ~ 

OTl-ERLOAOS 

WatMHNter 
Wrap 

OllEALOADS 
WaterHMter 
Altemaiiv• 

J 

18324 {1x 

0 {2b) 



1-NAC 
HNt~ 
htall 

3l587'0 z 
47111 x 

871592 z 

HVAC 
Terminal& 
TempConlrt 

K 

104028 {1 

1153781 {2 

2!5041.1 <2-l 
·. 1ai:a {~<> 

HVAC 
EoonomlZllf 
in.tall 

1534812 

38138 z 
8367 x 

9fJZ1 x 

HVAC 
Thennoetat. 

~ 

17m:s 

!58387 
2009 x 

48380 

II) Mglllliw ~ dli9 to inol IM Id demand 

HVAC 
EntryH.atw 
Timer 

1880 

b) de-balMt (1 ~ Kwh) + ~lio (8303 Kwh)/z 
o) -1131 de&lmplng + 307'5tum off~~ 
d) - 2039: tum off at~ + 974 on W.-ende 

HVAC HVAC HVAC 
a.. CoolngTwr HNtP\.np 
Upg,'.ciee Upg,'adee AbmalhM 

L M N 

123838 {1 9'7833 

28M7 {2 181215 {1 

. ,:::·~< J;a:: >:<· 

II) Mglllllve dem.nd .... 
b) Model«: "Apf>Mr9 to~ bug In l/CACS ~routine 

- ehotAd tMlve eon'9 Mllinge" 

CONTROLS 

EMCS 
in.tall 

84832 

CONTROLS 
SwltotWtg 
&EMCS 

0 

99081 (1a) 
2'M8 .f2> 

APPEN>IX H 
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ANALYSIS 

JUN 

4230 

5503 

!5!505 
17 

2273 
2886 

0 
116 

204 

JUN 

6114 

606 
2599 

2309 

197 

152 
251 

4960 

876 
1047 

2530 

507 

58n 
499 

2300 

2551 

261 

260 

5796 
891 

1888 

2196 

180 
642 

5449 

587 

1816 

2485 

180 

126 

255 

6874 

482 
3355 

2630 

507 

JUL 
4860 

5813 

5808 
1064 
1471 

2930 

0 
122 

221 

JUL 

6384 
103 

3275 

2386 

204 

107 

~ 

5249 
508 

1582 

2632 

6M9 

225 
3142 

2643 

270 
269 

6069 

108 

2843 

2268 

186 

664 

5706 
212 

2332 

2584 

186 

127 

265 

7962 

282 

4522 

2632 

526 

AUG 

5310 

5593 

5599 
1214 
1499 

2673 

0 
117 

196 

AUG 
6235 

141 

3088 

2386 

204 

157 

~ 

4916 

338 
1482 
2573 

6430 

248 
3000 

2643 

270 
269 

186 

664 

5704 

178 

2263 

2e&4 

186 

127 
266 

7614 

171 

4347 

2673 

523 

SEP 
4440 

5319 

5313 

1250 
1048 
2676 

0 
133 

207 

SEP 
6285 

912 

2464 

2309 

197 

152 
251 

5357 
1030 

1231 

2586 

510 

6201 
676 

2464 

~ 

260 

259 

4787 
145 

1625 

2196 

180 

642 

5367 

876 
1~ 

2386 

180 

126 

253 

7521 

652 
3774 

2586 

510 

OCT 
3450 

3601 

3596 

241 
31!{7 

2661 

0 
122 

205 

OCT 
7144 

2896 

1242 
2386 

204 

157 
~ 

7461 
3513 

797 

2626 

525 

6887 

2152 

1563 

2633 

271 

268 

50&4 

898 
1047 

2268 

186 

664 

7266 

2940 
11~ 

2584 

186 

127 

265 

7706 

2416 

2139 

2626 

525 

BASE BUILDINGS 

NOV 

6870 

7814 

7822 

2782 
2008 

2751 

47 
12!5 

109 

NOV 

9461 
5844 

708 · 

2309 

197 

152 
251 

10772 
6943 

792 

2530 

507 

81579 

4603 

921 

2536 

261 
258 

5740 

2205 
518 

2195 

180 
642 

9403 
5168 

1291 

2386 

180 

126 

252 

9511 
5124 

1350 

2630 

507 

DEC 
12480 

13756 

13755 

4443 
6231 

2672 
41 

124 

344 

DEC 
11940 

8164 

770 
2386 

204 

Hl7 

259 

13912 

9840 
910 

2636 

10085 

6102 
808 

2637 

270 

268 

81~ 

4705 . 

281 

2268 

186 

664 

11817 

7257 

1500 

2465 
186 
127 

262 

12221 

7653 

1406 

2636 

APPENDIX I 
page 1 

ELCAP CATEGORIES 
H.ating - heat strip:i 
Heat pump I air conditioning 

Int.nor lighting 

Exterior lighting 

Wat.er heating 

Receptacles 

TOTALADM2 
Heating 

Cooling f. Auxiliaries 

Lights & Equip 

(included below) 

(included below) 

Total - Sum 

TOTAL SEA 

Heating 
Cooling 1 Auxilinnes 

Lights & Equip 

(included below) 

(included b'"low) 

Non+IVAC 

TOTAL TRAKLOAD 
Heating 
Cooling + Fons 

Lights 
(included in Lights) 

Hot Water 

Equipment 

TOTAL VCACS 

Heating 
Cooling 1 Auxits , F nna 

Lighting 

(included in Lighting) 

Hot Water 

Base-tlectric 

TOTAL DOE 2.1 
Spac .. Heating 

Spaoe Cooling > v .. nt 

Interior Lighting 

Exter1or Ughttng 

DHW 

Equipment 

TOTAL SEA 
Heating 

Cooling + Auxiliari"s 

Ughte & Equip 

(included below) 

(included below) 

Non+IVAC 



APPENDIX I SMALL RETAIL BUILDING : EUGENE SENSITIVITY 
END-USE DATA 

Af\lllUAL KWH JAN FEB MAR APR MAY 
UllJTYbihd 86-87AVQ 80280 12380 9900 6810 5100 4470 

8..CAP mast.r met.,. 1987 85563 12983 9096 7248 4212 4647 

EL CAP TOTAL ~ 12950 9094 7246 4216 4646 

.rlCi UM detail Heating 29128 9100 52157 3382 257 139 
MixedHVAC 19141 1115 891 568 451 1222 
Interior Lighting 33080 2333 2801 2971 3163 2966 

Ext.nor Lighting 141 28 27 0 0 0 
Wat« Heating 1508 1 !5e 127 123 122 121 
~tptacle• 2564 220 191 22!5 223 209 

NH.JAL.KWH JAN FEB MAR APR MAY 
ADM2 TOTAL 101519 12480 10285 10236 8109 6846 
Seneitivity Heating 46374 8702 6836 6302 3909 19159 
ModelerA MlxedHVAC 19751 772 733 9128 1291 1881 

Interior Lighting 28094 2388 2166 2386 2308 2386 
Exterior Lighting 2400 204 184 204 197 204 

Wat« Heating 1848 157 142 157 152 157 
~tptaclee 3CMSt 2!59 234 2'58 2e1 2'58 

SEA TOTAL 105887 15398 11542 11045 85'!0 8736 
s.neitlvity Heating 58159() 11298 7&fJ7 7084 4666 2&48 
ModelerC MixedHVAC 12099 982 801 833 780 882 

Lighting & Equip 31006 2616 2389 2824 2!586 2668 
(blank) 0 
{blllnk) 0 
Non-HVAC Eleo1rioel 6192 522 475 1524 508 537 

'llW<l.OAD TOTAL 93151 118o2 8678 8787 69152 8352 
Seneillvlly Heating ~1 78'50 !5063 ~ 2516 1358 
Model«E MixedHVAC 198'55 778 n2 933 1368 1818 

Interior Lighting 31013 2636 2358 2837 2569 2838 
Exterior Lighting 0 
Wat« Heating 31n 270 243 270 261 270 
Equipment 3155 288 2AO 288 280 268 

VCACS TOTAL 7T7Zl 8918 7080 7519 7013 6222 
Seneitivity Heating 27483 5843 3924 3903 3124 1928 
Mo<MWO MlxedHVAC 13820 155 3eo 488 872 1178 

Int.nor Lighting 28705 2268 2049 2268 2196 2268 
Exterior L.ighting 0 
Wat« Heating 2190 186 188 186 180 186 

Receptacle• 7815 664 599 664 642 664 

DOE2.1 TOTAL 97Z72 12461 10109 9800 7811 6389 
Seneitivity Heating 41821 ns1 5981 5293 3481 1881 
ModelerF Cool&V.m 18800 1604 1310 1346 1182 1346 

Interior Lighting 30234 ~ 2298 2584 2584 2584 

Exterior Ugh1lng 2190 1118 Hl8 1118 180 1118 
Wat.,- Heating 1519 127 128 127 128 127 
Equipm.nt 3108 265 238 264 258 266 

altwnate 

SEA TOTAL 108888 13682 10163 9825 8183 7624 
s.tieitMty Heating 42162 9072 5992 5222 3279 1817 
ModelerC MlxedHVAC 29629 1471 1298 1455 1809 2603 

Interior Lighting 31002 2616 2388 2624 25615 2667 
Exterior Lighting 0 
WatM Heating 0 
~aci.e 6193 523 475 524 510 537 



SMALL RETAIL BUILDING : EUGENE 

SOFTWARE ADM2 SEA TRAKLOAO VCACS 
MODELER A -C E D 

annual energy consumption . !<Wh 
BASE BUILDING 101525 105888 93154 77754 

MEASURE Alternate Base 108888 77903 

CHARACTERISTIC CHANGE annual energy consumption , kWh 
Orientation rotate 90 degrees 100435 104044 99035 86156 

2 Floor loss decrease loss 23, 1 % 101166 104845 92233 79277 

3 Roof Insulation add R19 95787 99816 89028 75963 
4 Wall insulation add A11 86647 77792 73395 78038 

5 Glazing area increase/decrease 30% 101680 99685 96956 79864 
6 Glazing A value increase 30% 101307 102825 90421 78050 
7 Shading coefficient decrease 30% 102098 109949 94529 75434 

25 Building mass increase to maximum 99972 105960 95282 77754 

8 Outside air supply 50% more cfm 114834 112009 94641 . 79461 

9 Fan operate, unocc toggle on/cycle 84308 106515 155473 96964 
13 Economizer toggle yes/no 96876 106411 93215 72524 
14 Supply air increase 30% 101992 113512 95799 78597 

10 Lighting energy decrease 30% 99911 99578 88936 69627 
11 Lightg heat to space decrease 30% 97911 106462 92946 78783 
12 Water heating increase 100% 103375 107117 94925 80842 

15 Cooling COP increase 30% 98664 104601 90499 76890 
16 Heat pump change system type 81615 82892 78442 73299 
17 Multizone system change system type 146184 163451 127892 75907 
18 VAV system change system type 141288 100608 100610 76017 
19 Heating setpolnt increase 5 degrees 108266 116680 101137 81184 
20 Cooling partial load 50% more capacity 104544 110005 97737 77948 

21 Occupied hours Increase 2 hours 111946 115992 108602 85519 
22 Occupants increase 50% 100596 105101 96354 78472 
23 Vacation schedule add July vacation 95692 103417 86606 71844 
24 Weather files swap Eugene/Richland 120408 113508 100163 85361 

., determined from Alternate Base 



SENSITIVITY 'ANALYSIS 

DOE 2.1 ADM2 SEA TRAKLOAD VCACS DOE 2,1 ADM2 SEA 

F A c E D F A c 
annual energy consumption, kWh annual 

97293 101525 105888 93154 77754 97293 101525 105888 
108888 77903 108888 

annual energy savings, kWh percent 
97533 1090 1844 -5881 -8402 -240 1. 1 1.7 
96628 359 1043 921 -1523 665 0.4 1. () 

92493 5738 6072 4126 1791 4800 5.7 5./ 
75968 14878 28096 19759 -284 21325 14.7 26.5 
94949 -155 6203 -3802 -1961 2344 -0.2 5.9 
94943 218 3063 2733 -1296 2350 0.2 2.9 
98274 -573 -4061 -1375 2320 -981 -0.6 -3.8 
97105 1553 -72 -2128 0 188 1.5 -0.1 

101166 -13309 -3121 -1487 -1707 -3873 '-13. 1 -2.9 

108819 ** -17217 -2373 -62319 -19061 -11526 -17.0 -2.2 
97096 4649 2477 -61 5379 197 4.6 2.3 

101187 -467 -4824 -2645 -843 -3894 -0.5 -4.4 

92455 1614 6310 4218 8127 4838 1.6 6.0 
97430 3614 -574 208 -1029 -137 3.6 -0.5 
98948 -1850 -1229 -1771 -3088 -1655 -1.8 -1.2 

96121 2861 1287 2655 864 1172 2.8 1 2 
72857 19910 22996 14712 4455 24436 19.6 21.7 

119555 -44659 -57563 -34738 1996 -22262 -44.0 -54.4 
96101 -39763 5280 -7456 1737 1192 -39.2 5.0 

111611 -6741 -10792 -7983 -3430 -14318 -6.6 -10.2 
112010 -3019 -4117 -4583 -45 -14717 -3.0 -3.9 

113393 -10421 -10104 -15448 -7765 -16100 -10.3 -9.3 
96540 929 787 -3200 -569 753 0.9 0.7 
98010 5833 2471 6548 5910 -717 5.7 2.3 

113490 -18883 -7620 -7009 -7607 -16197 -18.6 -7.0 

** = ADM2 and SEA signs reversed for consistency 



SENSITIVITY MEASURES 

TRAKLOAD VCACS DOE2.1 
E D 

energy consumption, kWh 
93154 n154 

n903 

annual energy savings 
-6.3 
1.0 
4.4 

21.2 
-4.1 
2.9 

-1.5 
-2.3 

-1.6 
-66.9 

-0.1 
-2.8 

4.5 
0.2 

-1.9 

2.9 
H5.8 

-37.3 
-8.0 
-8.6 
-4.9 

-16.6 
-3.4 
7.0 

-7.5 

-10.8 
-2.0 
2.3 

-0.4 
-2.5 
-1.7 
3.0 
0.0 

-2.2 
-24.5 

6.9 
-1.1 

10.5 
-1 .3 
-4.0 

1.1 
5.7 

. 2.6 
2.2 

-4.4 
-0.1 

-10.0 
-0.7 
7.6 

-9.8 
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F 

97293 

-0.2 
0.7 
4.9 

21 .9 
2.4 
2.4 

-1.0 
0.2 

-4.0 
-11 .8 

0.2 
-4.0 

5.0 
-0.1 
-1.7 

1.2 
2~.1 

-22.9 
1.2 

-14.7 
-15.1 

-16.5 
0.8 

-0.7 
-16.6 





APPENDIX K: APPROVED COMPUTER PROGRAMS - CALIFORNIA ENERGY COMMISSION 





Building Energy Efficiency Standards 

California Energy Commission 

Approved Computer Progr.ams.:· 

March 22, 1990 

TO ALL INTERESTED PARTIES: 

The following list of energy analysis computer programs includes aJI Alternative 
Calculation Methods approved by the California Energy Commission, in accordance 
with Title 20, section 1409, of the California Administration Coda, for use in complying 
with the energy budgets of Title 24, Part 2, Chapter 2-53. The individual programs are 
listed below under specific categories as follows: 

Residential Buildings, Second Generation 
Solar Water Heating 

Nonresidential Buildings, First Generation 

Nonresidential Buildings, Second Generation 

These are the only programs that should be used under the energy budget alternative 
methods of compliance. 

Note: Price listings of proprietary programs are available from the vendors. at 
addresses and telephone numbers listed. 

P400-00-012 



•• 

Program Namt 

**CALRES 1.0 

**MICROCHECK 1.0 

CALPAS 4/T AKE OFF 1.10 

EASY CALC 010189A 

MICROPAS 3.0 

F-Chart 4R 
Version 2.00 

F-Chart 3 & 5 Series 

Solargy-F 

F-Chart 4.0 & 4.1 

Residential Bulldlngs 
Second Generation 

Contact Pt[IQD 

P400-88-009 $17.00 

P400-89-001 $22.00 

Energy Hotline 
(916) 324-3376 
caoo> n2-3300 
Bruce Wilcox 

Eric Tomey 

Ken Nittler 

Solar Wattr HHtlna 

Rick Rodgers 

Sytvia Beckman 

Tom Rotchford 

Adclreg and Telephone 

California Energy 
Commission 
Publications, MSQ 13 
P. 0 . Box 944295 
Sacramento, CA 94244-2950 

BSG Software 
2560 9th Street. Suitt 212M 
Berkeley, CA 94710 
(415) 841-5735 

Energy T oolworks 
207 Kent Avenue, #1 
Kentfield, CA 94904 
(415) 925..()847 

Enercomp 
123 C Street 
Davis, CA 95616 
(916) 753-3400 

California Micro Utility 
1195 Park Ave. Suite 202A 
Emeryville, CA 94608 
(415) 658-1273 

F-Chart Software 
4406 Fox Bluff Road 
Middleton, WI 53562 
(608) 836-a536 

Solargy, Inc. 
22028 Ventura Blvd., Ste. 207 
Woodland Hills, CA 91364 
(818) 34 7-<5096 

Solar Energy Laboratory 
University of Wisconsin 
Madison, WI 53706 
(608) 263-1589 

Microcheck and Caires are energy budget compliance tools which have the same goals and fixed 
assumptions. They do virtually the same calculations, yet their input stytes are different Both programs reference 
the Energy Conservation Manual (P400~2). 

Microcheck has a tutorial and color screen option. Also it was originally designed to be a plan 
check tool using input information of other certified programs. Thus, one can input information from a 
CF1 R form to verify compliance. 

Caires has pull down screens. 



NONRESIDENTIAL STANDARDS 
FIRST GENERATION 

Approved Energy Analysis Computer Programs for "Old" Nonresidential Energy Standards (Tltl9 24, Part 2. Olapter 2-53. Sections 2·5321 through 2·5333) for 
use with Energy Budgets in Section 2-6322. 

P!ocnm Narnt 

AC PAOG 1, REV 1.4 
and Energy 1, REV 2.4 

July 19, 1979 

DOE 2.0A 
hAatcn 30. 1978 

DOE 2.0A 
Sept9mber 1. 1980 

DOE2.1A 
February 1982 

DOE 2.18 
October 19815 

DOE 2.1C 
$eJ>t9mber 1987 

DOE 2.1C 
September 1. 1980 

ESAS 
August 3. 1981 

MICRO-DOE 2. 1 C 
September 1987 

PC-DOE 
January 1987 

TEMPMASTER 
September 14, 

1979 

Trace II 
April IS, 1983 

Trace II 
August 3, 191!11 

Trace 500 
July 13, 1978 

EP 3.3 
hAatcn 1, 1979 

Axcess VI 
April 1, 1978 

Westingl:louse Energy 
Study Program 

May 21. 1979 

Pcbert Z. Gibson, P.E. 
31 18 Fulton Avenue. SUite 1 
Sacramento. CA 96821 
(916) 484-8715 

Programs and service are no 
longer available. 

National Energy Software 
Center 

9700 South Casa Avenue 
Argonne. IL 50'38 
(708) 972·7~ 

Zuliflkar Cumall 
Consultants Computation 

Bureau 
1 'Mid Wood Gardens 
Piedmont CA. 94811 

?.oss F. Meriwether 
Consulting Engin .. ring 

331 s Outrider 
San Antonio, TX 78247 ~ 
(S12) 490-7081 

Acrosoft lntematlonal. Inc. 
97 45 East Hampton Ave. 
Suite 2JO 
Denver. CO 80231 
(303) 36Pr~ 

Program and services are no 
longer available 

Jim Dean 
Tempmaster Corporation 
1222 Ozane StrHt 
N. Kansas City, MO 54115 
(816) 741~ 

Mick Schwedler 
The Trane Company 
3600 Pammel CrHIC Road 
~ Crosee. wt ~t 
(eo8) 787~ 

Boeing Computer Service 

Energy Management Service 

Edison Electric Institute 

Westinghouse Electric Corp. 

O!!lsNtloft Cod! Nulllber 

CP003 

CP01S , , 
CPO HS 

CPO 19 

CPOOIS 

CPOC» 

CPO 13 

CPO 17 

CPO 10 

CP008 

CPO 11 

CPO 04-11 

CP004 

CP0-08 

CP0-10 

CP0-12 

1.000 

0.780 

1.000 

1.00CJ 

1.020 

1.0.. .. 

1.CXX> 

1 2-40 

1.020 

1.080 

1.000 

1.000 

1.000 

1.000 

1.080 
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NONRESIDENTIAL STANDARDS 
SECOND GENERATION 

Approved through December 31, 1990 

Approved Energy Analysis Computer Programs for New Office Energy Efficiency Standards (Tit» 24, Part 2. Chapter 2-~. Sections 2-~ 1 through 2-5343) 
for use with Energy BudQeta in Sec:tiOn 2-~ 1. · 

* 
+ 

P!osnm Nam Contact Person AddrMI !!!51 O..laNtlon Code Num0er 
T!l!pbont Numb«! 

ADM2 Tagl'li Alereza CP003 
Version 4.1 ACM Associates 

3299 Ramos Clrcle 
Sacramento, CA W27. 
(91e} JeJ..3383 

I 

Compty 24 Mike Gab!I Of Martyn Codd cPO'a7 
Version 2.1 Gabel Dodd Associates 

1818 Harmon Street 
Bertceley, CA 9'703 
(41S) 428-0803 

DOE 2.1A BruceT. ~ CP001 
DOE2.18 Califomia En!l'gy Commission CPO-OS 
DOE 2.1C 1S18 9th Street MS 2S CPO-al 

Sacramento, CA 96814-5e12 
(9HS) 324-3383 

Or Oata Gln!l'al Version The National En!l'gy 
Software Center 

9700 South Cass Avenue 
Argonne. IL 50439 
(708) 972-72!i0 

HAP James A. Hall CPO 11 
Version 1.1 Carrier Corpcration 

1900 Embarcadero. ~ite 101 
Oakland, CA 94&>15 
(41S) 53e-S2!i0 

MIC~DOE Acrosoft International, Inc. CPO 10 
Version 2. 1 C 97 4S East Hampton Ave. 

Suite 230 
Denver, CO 80231 
(303) 368-9225 

PC-DOE Program and services are no CPO ()I 
longer available. 

SCM Jay Roman CP002 
VersiOn 2.0H California Energy CommiSlion 

1S18 9th Street. MS · 2S 
Sacramento, CA 96814 
(918) 324-3378 
1~n2-33eO 

OR TO PURCHASE OFU)EA: 

SCM 2.0H 
P400-*-013 ($19.98) 
Califomla En!l'gy Commission 
Publications. MS - 13 
P.O. Box 9"296 
Sacramento, CA 9'244-~ 

Trace~ Mick Schwedler CP005 
Trace II The Trane Company CPO 06-11 

3600 Pammel Cr!ele Road 
u Crosse, WI ~1 
(608) 787~ 

911mate Dependent Energy Use Multlpli!I' applied only to Heating, Cooling, Fans. and Pump Energy lJs!I. 
Program internally uses this Multipli!I' to prOduce adjusted results. 

~ Cornc:Uon Faeto 

1.030 

1.027 

UXlO* 
1.020 
1.°"' 

1.012 

. 1.044 

1.020 

1.ro:r- + 

0.980 
0.980 



APPENDIX L: GLOSSARY 

1. average energy end-use divergence: A statistical measure of how far the 
monthly energy simulated for a building on an end-use basis departs from 
a defined standard, such as metered end-use consumption data. 

2. average monthly divergence: A statistical measure of how far the total 
monthly energy simulated for a building departs from a defined standard, 
such as the energy billed by the utility 

3. base building: An energy simulation model representing an existing 
building o,r an initial design concept for a new building, and used as a 
•'base" for comparisons with other models that simulate ECMs. 

4. BPA--Bonneville: Bonneville Power Administration 

5. a. building energy simulation model: A computer-based mathematical 
model of the way energy is consumed in a building 

b. building energy simulation software: Computer software used to 
simulate the energy consumed in a building represented by a building 
energy simulation model simulation software 

6. CAP: Commercial Audit Program, a commercial-sector energy 
program sponsored by Bonneville. 

conservation 

7. CFM: Cubic feet per minute 

8. COP: Coefficient of Performance. The ratio of how much energy is 
extracted from an equipment compared to the energy needed to perform the 
work, expressed in the same energy units. 

9. CREUS: Commercial Retrofit and End-Use Study, 
conservation program sponsored by Bonneville, 
predicted and actual energy savings achieved 
measures are installed in existing buildings 

a commercial sector energy 
focused on comparing the 
when energy conservation 

10. ECM/ECO/energy conservation measure: Energy Conservation Measure. A 
specific effort to reduce the building energy consumption, involving a 
change in a building or equipment component, or their operation and 
maintenance 

11. ELCP: End-Use Load 
conservation program 
measurements of energy 

and Conservation Assessment 
sponsored by Bonneville, 

used in various buildings 

Program, 
focused 

an 
on 

energy 
field 

12. end-use data: Energy consumption data categorized by "end uses" - the 
way the energy is used within the building, such as heating, cooling, 
lighting, water heating, and miscellaneous equipment 

13. end-use energy profile: A graphic representation of a building's energy 
use by end-use categories, for each month of the year. 

L-1 



14. input data file: One or more computer files, usually on disk, containing 
information that defines a building energy model. 

15. latent heat: Thermal energy associated with changes in state, usually 
evidenced in the amount of water vapor present in air. 

16. Level l/Level 2/Level 3: Building types, by size and complexity, defined 
for the Cormnercial Audit Program.. Level 1 is a small, simple structure 
approximately comparable to a residence. Level 3 is a large, compl ex 
s truc ture usually in excess of 5000 square fee t and/or with central air 
distribution often of more than one type. 

17 • . MCS: Model Conservation Standard. Reconunended practices for design and 
construction of energy efficient buildings. 

18. modeler: A user of building energy simulation software. The person who 
constructs computer models and conducts simulations to obtain estimates 
of building energy consumption and savings 

19. OSA: Outside air. Air brought into the building through the HVAC system. 

20. sensible heat: Thermal energy evidenced in changes in temperature 

21. tweaking: Changing the values of input parameters to achieve a 
particular output from an energy simulation model. Changes may be 
related to rea.1-world conditions, or simply whatever is necessary to get 
the desired result. 

22. user: A user of building energy simulation software. A modeler 

23. weather data file: A computer file containing weather data (such as dry 
bulb temperatures, by bin or hourly) in a format compatible with the 
progranuning requirements of building energy simulation software 

L-2 



INDEX: EVALUATION OF SOFTWARE 

acceptance 9-6; 10-13,15,20; 11-4,5; A-9 
ADM Associates 7-6 
ADM-2 5-2,8,47,55; 6-3,17,18,36; 7-7,8,12,13; 8-10; 9-4 
air supply 5-12; 6-17,19,25.,28 
ASEAM 2-5; 4-30; 5-2; 9-1; 11-1,13 
ASHRAE 2-3; 4-1 •• 3; 5-9; 7-8,15; 9-1,4; 10-17,19,22; 11-17; B-4 
assignments 5-4,5 
audit D-2,6 
average divergence see divergence 
average energy end-use divergence K-1 
average monthly divergence K-1 
averaging 4-23 •• 25, 8-10; 10-6,17, 11-4,12 

base building/model 4-2; 7-17; 8-8,10; 9-10; 11-14 
5-1,5 •• 7,35,45,51,55,58; 6-1..19,24,36,37; 10-2,3,7,17; K-1 

Battelle-Pacific Northwest Laboratories (PNL) 2-4,5; 4-23,26 
benchmark 8-10 
billing history 4-12,14,15,17,20; 5-13,15,22; 7-17 
billing interval 4-1 
billing variability 4-13 
bin models 4-6; 10-16,18 
Bonnevi!le Power Administration (BPA) 1-1 •• 3; 2-1,5; 4-23,26; 5-2,4; 9-1; 

10-1,15,22; ll-1,4,7,13,17; ~-1,2,10; K-1 
BPA see Bonneville Power Adminisration 
Building Description Files 4-30; 5-1,3,4,6,61; 8-8; 10-6; D-1 •• 6 
building energy consumption 8-10; 9-9,10,14; 10-10,14 
building energy simulation 2-1,6; 4-1; 5-1,4,5,7,20,22,56,57; 6-1,9; 8-8 •• 9; 

9-14; 10-17; 11-13 ,15 
building energy simulation models 5-13,15,25,35,55; K-1 
building energy simulation software 1-1, 5-2,7; 7-19; 8-1,7 •• 9; 9-2,11; 

10-5,15; 11-6; C-7 

calendar 
CAP 

4-12 ,13 ,17 ,20 ,26; 5-35 ,47; 11-12 
2-1,3,4; 3-2; 4-12; 5-3,6,7,51; 9-9 •• 12; 10-3,19; 11-13 ; 
B-1,3,4; C-4,7,9; A-3,4; K-1 

capacity, plant and equipment 5-12; 9-10 
checklist 7-1, 8-2; A-3 
comments 5-6,7,56 •• 61; 6-36; 7-6 •• 19; 8-9; 10-22 
Commercial Audit Program see CAP 
commercial buildings 1-1; 2-1. .3 ,5; 5-34 ,56; 9-1; 10-3 •• 5 
Commercial Retrofit and End-Use Study see CREUS 
computerized models 2-3 
conclusions 3-4; 5-13; 6-36; 8-2; 9-12; Ch 10; C-11 
conforming, programmed 5-57,58; 10-13 
COP K-1 
cost 

CREUS 

2-5,6; 3-2; 4-4; 5-51; 7-16,17; 9-2,6,7; 10-13,14,16 •• 19; 11-2,5; 
A-2,4,5,10; C-9 
2-1,5; 4-30; 5-2,3; 6-2; 11-1,13; D-1; K-1 



Cycle 1 
Cycle 2 
Cycle 3 

5-3,9,10,13 •• 15,18 •• 20,47,59,60; D-1 
5-12 •• 15,20,25 •• 35,45 •• 47,55,59,60; 10-4 
5-6, 13, 20, 35 •• 50, 61; 6-2 •• 4,9,37; 10-3,4; 11-16 

data see input data 
data logging 4-12 
degree days 4-10,11; 5-9,58,60 
demand 2-4; 4-8,12,17; 5-60; 7-14,18; 10-19,20; 11-14,16 
descriptive building data files see building description data files 
divergence 5-46,47; 6-16; 10-3,13 
documentation 7~6,10,12; 9-7,8; 10-15; 11-4,5,8,9; A-6,9 
DOE 2.1 4-9; 5-2,9,12,47; 7-1,11,18; 8-3,8,10; 9-1,8; 10-3,6 

ECM see 
ECO 
ELCAP/data 

Energy Conservation Measures 
K-1 
2-1,4; 3-3; 4-6,12,23, 4-26 •• 29; 5-1,3,22 •• 25,34,35,45,47; 
6-2 •• 4,9,17,37; 8-10; 10-10; A-9; C-7; K-1 

end-use categories 4-23,26; 5-6,22,23,45; 9-8,10,13; 10-10; 11-5,12 
end-use data 4-26,27,30; 5-1,12,25,35; 6-3; 9-10,13; 10-7,10; 11-1,5 

K-2; A-5,8 
end-use energy profiles 5-22 •• 45,48-50,55; 6-9 •• 15,17,18,36,37; 10-20; 

11-4 ,5 ,12; K-2 
energy audit 2-3;5-3,15,56; 10-3,10; 11-2,5; A-3 
energy conservation 5~1,4006; 9-13; A-8 
Energy Conservation Measures 2-1,2; 4-30; 5-6,35,51 •• 61; 6-3,24,36; 7-9; 

8-10; 9-1,2,4, 10,11,14; 10-2 •• 4,7,14,16 •• 19; 11-3,5,12,12,16; 
A-1 •• 5,8; C-8,9; K-1 

energy conservation programs 1-1; 2-1,5; 5-2,6,56; 6-36; 10-1,4; 11-2,7,13 •• 15 
energy consumption 1-1; 2-1,3,4,6; 3-2; 4-1,4,8,17,20; 

5-6,13,15,25,34,35,56 •• 61; 11-12,14; C-1,5,10 
energy efficiency 9-8 
energy simulation model 4-4,7; 5-25 
envelope 6-24 •• 27; 9-12; 10-14; D-2,3 
error 4-1..6,12,.27; 5-8,13,56; 6-9,17,36,37; 7-13,14,16,17; 

9-1 ,3 ,5-7. 9 ,10 ,12 ,14; 10-2 ,4, 8 •• 11 ,14; 11-7 ,14; 
A-6 •• 8 , 11 ; C-6 , 7 , 10 

estimated savings 2-1; 5-51 
experience 

field audit 

glossary 
goals 

1-2; 2-5,6; 4-4,13,20; 5-4,5,7 ,55,58; 6-2; 9-2,12; 10-5,6,12,18,20 
11-3,5; B-1; C-5,9,11 

4-3 

K-1 
2-1,5,6; 3-3; 4-13,17,23; 5-9; 6-9,37; 7-19; 8-10; 9-7; 
10-1 ,11 ,20; 11-2 

hourly models 4-6; 7-11; 10-13,16,18 
HVAC/auxiliaries 4-20; 5-22,25,47,58,60,61; 6-17 ,25,36,37; 9-2,9; 10-14,17,19; 

11-12; A-8; D-2,3 



implementation 4-2,4; 10-18,19 
implementation variables 4-3; C-9 
index see Performance Index 
index, energy A-6 
informed simulations 5-13 ,1 •• 57 
input data and parameters 2-2; 4-2,4,6; 5-6 •• 9,47,55; 6-3,4,7,37; 

7-8,11; 9-11; 10-7; 11-3,4,7; A-3 
input data file K-2 
input requirements 9-8 
input variables 4-3; 6-2,7,9,16,17; C-4 •• 7 
interactive ECMs 4-1; 5-51; 7-9; 10-14,18; 11-5; A-2,5 
interfacing, modeler/software 5-8; 10-17,22 
interpretation variables 4-4; 10-20; C-11 
interval variability 4-12,13,16,18,19 

latent heat K-2 
levels, audit 5-3; K-2 
lighting 2-4; 4-8,27; 5-7,12,25; 6-25,30; 10-14; A-5; D-2,5 
literature review 3-3; 9-1,14; 10-6,7,17; c~5,8 

manuals 
MCS see 
metering 

7 -1 , 6 ; 9-8 ; 11 -1 , 5 , 8 ; A-2 •• 4 , 7 
Model Conservation Standard 

2-1,4,5; 4-4,12,17,23,26,27,30; 5-22,35~45,61; 9-S •• ib; 
10-9 •• 11; C-7 ,10 

methodology 3-1; 6-1,2; 9-1,6,8; 10-5 •• 7,15; 11-12 •• 17; A-3,5,7 •• 9,11 
Model Conservation Standard (MCS) 2-3; 6-2; 10-6; A-1 ,2; 'K-2 
model selection 6-3 
modeler assignments 6-4 
modeler choices/interpretations 3-2; 4-2,3,6,9,20; 5-1,3,7,8,20; 6-9; 8-10; 

9-12; 10-14,16; 11-15,16; C-4,5,9 
modelers 1-1; 2-5,6; 3-1,3; 4-3, 6 •• 9,12,13,17,20; 

5-1,3 •• 15,20,21,25,35,47,51,55 •• 61; 6-1 •• 4,·7 ,9,17 ,19,25,37; 
7-10,11,19; 8-2; 9-4,6,10 •• 14; 10-1..6,9 •• 21; 11-3 •• 5,12,16,17; 
A-4,5,9 •• 11; B-1; C-4 •• 7,9; K-2 

modeler variables C-4,5,8 
modeling .. 2-2; 3-1; 4-4,13,17; 5-l.~13,34,51,56 •• 61; 6-1,4,17,25; l-19; 

9-1,2,8,11,13; 10-1..5,7 ,10 •• 14,16 •• 20; 11-2 •• 5,13 •• 17; C-5 
modeling goals 4-1 ,13,17,23 
modeling process 1-2; 2-5,6; 4-2,4,13; 5-4,6,58; 7-9; 10-1 ,18 
modeling software 2-4; 5-2,58; 7-1,19; 11-3 

objectives 2-5 . 
occupancy · 2-4; 4-3,4,17,20; 6-34,35; 10-6,10; 11-3; D-2,5 
opinions 1-2; 3-4; 6-1; 7-1; 11-3 ,16 
output results 4-5; 6-2,3,16,17 
output variables 4-3; C-10 





parameters 4-2,3; 5-6 •• 13,47,55,59; 6-2 •• 9,16,37; 8-2,8; 10-6 •• 12; 11-16; C-7 
performance: index ' 3-4·; ~ 6-37~ , 9-13; 8-1. .11; 10-6,17 ,20 . ;.22; r· 1J:-2 ,6 ,15 ,17 
pertormance standard 2-6'.' · . . ··I, : ; ~.;; . : : , ;? , :.-· 

plant 5-12; 6- 32,33; 11-9,12,16 S.- X ;,.;, ; , , 
policy 9-11; 11-2 ::: ',, J , • • ~ ' " .' CJ " 

practices 5-2; 11-2 •. 5 ;., 
prescriptive path 9-13; 10-14,18; 11-1; A-2 
prime contractor 1-2, 5-4; B-1 
project team 1-2; B-1 •• 10 

;,.._' .... .... ; . ~ -~-- 1 \ f .._ (· · · ~ 

,.. ' 

qualifications 2-6; 6-1; 10-12··; -u-3; B-1; c:..5_·, - · ·· 
quality 10-8,11,12; 11-2,3,13; ~-1 
quality assurance/control 9-5 •• 7; 10-15; 11-7,9; A-6 
quality, software 2-2; 3-2; 4-2 •• 4; 5-57 •• 59; 9-5 •• 7 

·: • .:.J ' 7~ ,. ~: - ;, •· ; .~· :. .. • _- I " ,• ~. ·~ .,, -

'·"" 

t j .... '. .... . . .... . ~ 

:: I .µ,...,.~ ; ;.._, "' ~ ·v ·.,' J 1. l.~i : .. ~ .J 

ranking 8-3,5,7 •• 10; 11-7 · 
recommenaat ions': · :~i(, ,f ,12 ·,51 ,55 •• 57 ,60 ,61; 6:..36; 10-14 ,18; :.Cha'pt"er. 11 .. 
references 2-1; ~9-'9 

residential s imulat'iort 2-3 ;' 5-56 
response profiles 6-19 
review 8-9; 9-1; 10-11; 11-5,15 

\ ·:_.;; 6 · ~ ... .'.S 

"1 . · .. 
~ .,,) ~ · -· ~· 

round robin simulations 3'-2,3; 5-3,6; 6-2 •• 4; 10-5; 11-15,16; A-5 

sample selection 5-1 •• 3 C:l. 1 . . · ·. 

sEA · >s-2,;a;9~47,55' ; 6..:4;1 ,11 ,19;··1•7';13,14;' s--3 ,1 ,10 , (J · : • .', 

sensible heat K-2 ·\ .·) 
sensitivity analysis/study 3-2,3; 5-7,9; 6-1 •• 9,17,19 •• 37; 8-2,8,9; 9-5; 

10-3,7,20; 11-12,14,16; C-4 
sensitivity measures 5-57; 6-7 •• 9,16,19 •• 37; 8-3,8; 9-2; 10-3; 11-16 
sensitivity profiles 6-20 •• 23 
sensitivity simulations 6-4,19; 11-16 
significance 2-4; 4-2,4,5,9; 5-25; 6-25; 8-7,10; 9-1 
simulation models 4-3,4; 5-8,22,25,35; 7-14; 9-3,5,14; 10-1,10,11; 11-12 ,15 
simulation software 1-1; 2-2,5,6; 4-4; 5-1,2; 8-1,3,7 •• 10; 9-1; 10-15 •• 18 

11-3,6; C-7,8 
simulation study 10-7,12; 11-16 
software limitations 5'""8,58,59; 11-5 
software packages 3-3,4; 4-2,9; 5-1 ,2,4,8,20,25,57; 6-1 •• 4,24,25,36; 7-19; 

8-1 •• 3 ,5 ,7 •• 10; 9-4; 10-2 ,6 ,10 ,12 ,16 ,17 ,22; 11-3 ,6 ,7 ,8,13 ,14 ,16; 
C-8 

software suppliers see suppliers, software 
software survey 7-6; 8-2 
software variables 4-3; 10-15 •• 18; 11-14; C-7,8 
spreadsheets i 
standards 4-27; 5-45; 8-1..3; 9-5,8,14; 11-2 •• 7,15; A-3,4,9 
statistics 2-5; 3-2; 4-6,7,17,23; 5-45; 8-9; 9-8,11; 10-6,13 ; 11-5,12,15; A:-3 
study procedures 6-3 
subcontractor 1-2; 5-4; 7-10; B-1 
suppliers, software 2-2; 4-7; 5-9; 7-6,68; 10-15; 11-6,7,13; A-6 
system and plant 6-32,33 



' · .. ,. - (: " ; ,, . .'. - . - ' . -

targets 4-20~22 ; 23 ~ - 6~2~3; 9~10; 
TrakLoad 5-2,8,57; 6-17,18,36,37; 
tweaking 10-13,14; K-2 
typical day/models 4-6; 10-18 
typical year 4~6,8; 10-8; C-6 

user see modeler ; ~. . ... _. . , 
uti.Li.ty billing . histories 4-8,12 •• 17,20,27 •• 29; 5-6,15; 9-7,10; 10-5; 11-4 ' 
utility data 4-12,13,17, 20 •• 25; 5-1 •• 3,13 •• 15,20,35,45,46,57,59,60 

6-24; 9-10 • • 14; 10-3_,5 •• J.2.,14; 11 :-2 •. S,1;2. ... r ~ -: 

utility, electric 2-4; 4-3,6; 5-4,34,45; .A-l; . C-5,6 .. ,~ ; .. r,~:,; . r,.,~ · ·· 

validation 
variability 

variables 

VCACS 
ventilation 

. • '. t· - ; 

2-2; 3-2; 5-2; 1-1; 9-1,5,6,8,9; 10-15,22; · n-6·,1 t ~A.-5 •• 9,i'1 · "' 
1-2; 2-4,5; 4-3 •• 9,13,16 , 17,26; 5-3,7,56; 10-1 •• 4,7 •• 9,13,14,17,20 
11-3,5,12,14,15; C-1..10 -- , , • ' - ; I 

2-..s-.·.6.; .3-1; 4-L.5,8.;, 5-4,8,34; 6-2,7,9,16 _,11; 9.:-:-2,7,8; .. ,. 
10-4,8,12,13,16,18,20; 11-13 •• 15; A-3; Appendix C , . . . ~ 

5-2, 8,34,57 ~ 58; 6-4,7 ,19,37; 7-8,9,16,17.;. 8-3 ,1,0.:. ,.:_, ; ,(. : .. ,) t •CJ 

4-20; 5-25 ,45 t'. o:;: . · v. > · ,. · .. _,,· '! 

. ' -( ,• 

:;;[! 1.,... 

water heating 6-4,30,31 
weather 2-4; 4-1,3,4,6 •• 10,17,20; 5-9 •• 11,34,56,57,61; 6-34,35; 9-7,8; 

11-5,7,12,14; 10-8 •• 10; A-2,11; C-5 •• 7,10 _ m :;.;- ,, .-:r.i::. 
weather file 4-6 •• 9,17; 5-11,,5.5 •• ~.7; 6-4,5,7.; 7,~2. ; ;l-0,-8,~.l, 6;,~11(-2 •• 5,7,lL·.:~:~ 

J l ' , .. _ 

C-5,6; K-2 ~ - }. ;; , . . ,:: , .:. 
~- i! - ,.;•. -

' ! 

~' - ' .... - ' 

. •. 

,:. ,_ .... . 

' -... : _, 

•• f .. ~ ; '. ~; 

. - l. i . (' j 

... ... ,;. 

.1:· _, 

.. i;;; i' 

. ~ - : :.~~· ;, :.:..: -· i :· 1 : · .... ' '··' 

J :: . :1 ·:~ ' ' :. . ...., ~ 2 

- - - l;I 
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